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1
The Research Problem

C/iapfer 2 dea/s u>if/i f/ie researc/i prob/em, its tacfcgrownd, and ifs f/ieoreh'ca/ posi-
tioning. T/ie or^ani'safiona/ design mode/ under/y/ng mawa^emenf accounting /ias
c/ianged. Organ/'safion design is moping away /rom Tay/orisfic /uncfiona/ group-
ing, specia/ised fasfcs and is malting a distinction between fhin/cing and doing. The
organisation design t/iat is gradua//y appearing is that o/ /ïow-orienfed organisa-
tions with //at strwctwres and using a team approach and integrated fasfcs. Man-
agement accounting is a/so required to accommodate this new organisation design
and must reconvert ifse// according/y. /f is argued that studying this rematching is
best accomp/ished by /ie/rf study research o/ transition situations in practice. The
/ocus o/ this study is directed at the comparison o/ previous and present organisa-
tion designs as we// as the concurrent change in the management accounting sys-
tems designs, /t is concerned with the /o//owing questions: Js there a particu/ar re-
design /ogic in management accounting systems and what is ifs connection with
the redesign /ogic o/ the organisation? And does redesign inpo/z>e the adaptation,
renovating or indention o/ traditiona/ management accounting instruments? The
research prob/em is positioned in organisationa/ research in accounting. This
study contains both a structure/ and a processua/ perspective on action, and its
/eve/ o/ ana/ysis is the organisation.

Introduction'

Since the early 1980s, competition between firms has changed. Authors like Porter
(1980, 1985) tended to follow an intensified reflection on the competitive posture
and ambitions of firms. His framework for competitive strategy did not only
distinguish between cost, focus and differentiation strategies, but also pointed out
the competitive forces of consumers, suppliers, new entrants, substitute products
and existing organisations within the industry. Suddenly, firms seemed to realise
that they were living in a world in which they were surrounded by competitive
advantages and disadvantages. They had to line up their affairs and decide where
they competitively stood, and what action to take to improve or to defend their
position.
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The upsurge in attention for Japanese management practices amplified the feeling,
especially in the U.S., that established management tools and routines were lag-
ging behind and had to catch up. The Japanese produced better and cheaper auto-
mobiles, microelectronics and audio equipment; they even wiped out the rest of
the world in cameras and motorbikes. And they were successful wherever and
whenever they started to compete! Customers massively wanted high-quality
products that were made to their personal demands and immediately available. It
led to the 'discovery' of the new competitive parameters of quality, flexibility and
innovativeness (Bolwijn, 1988; Bolwijn and Kumpe, 1987, 1990; Roberts, 1990),
almost at the same time that firms began to realise that competition was both
global and could be coming from such forces as suppliers and product substitutes.
Companies now had to adopt a far more comprehensive business approach as
well, including all 'new' competitive forces and parameters.

The Changes in Competitive Demands

With competitive awareness growing fast and industries beginning to lag, the ten-
dency arises to copy successful competitors, i.e., asking questions as to how the
Japanese run their organisations. Many studies of management were initiated,
usually relating to one of the competitive parameters of quality, flexibility, timeli-
ness or innovativeness. The high performance on quality of Japanese companies
played an important role in their first competitive successes. The concept of statis-
tical in-process quality control formed the basis for a systematic approach in organ-
ising for quality performance. Such methods as quality circles, a high level of in-
dustrial and process engineering, various forms of on-line feedback in manufac-
turing and stepwise product improvement were found to be of importance.

Customisation was considered a part of product quality, usually expressed as 'fit-
ness for use': The customer decides whether the product fits his needs. Tying its
design as much as possible to these needs will make him a prospective customer
for a long time. Product quality thus defined, resulted in a crystallisation of mar-
kets, and with it came an opportunity to execute a focus or differentiation strategy.
Customisation introduced a large product variation and, consequently, a large
number of small production batches. To combine both a large product variety and
economies of scale, advanced manufacturing technologies such as Flexible Manu-
facturing Systems (FMS) and Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) provided
help. These highly automated and computerised systems enabled firms to design,
engineer, plan, manufacture and deliver products with a high level of customisa-
tion. The large number of product/customer specifications are stored by the com-
puter, which can, for example, use this information at any time to control manu-
facturing operations. Also, switching operations from one product to another is
done automatically by the computer, rendering a much more flexible organisation
in terms of production capabilities and customer demands.

With quality properly taken care of, the process control of Japanese companies was
sophisticated enough to use it as a tool. A tool for another goal: the timeliness of
their processes. Competing on time indicates the use of a time consumption re-
source model throughout the value chain of the organisation, including both
suppliers and customers (Stalk, 1988). Using it, first of all means excluding the
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time wastes within the value chain. As these wastes are eliminated, a start can be
made with reducing actual time consumption; standardising operations on a time
basis. This model is fully represented in the Just-In-Time (JIT) philosophy: a
(production) control system based on the customer 'pulling' the product out of the
company instead of having the product 'pushed' to him from inventory, thus re-
versing the idea of upstream and downstream product flows (Boons and Roberts,
1990). Inventories in JIT systems are considered a waste of resources, because they
slow down the flow (rest time) and add no value to the product (value adding is
considered equivalent to operating time). As a result, throughput time, capacity
utilisation and volume turnover will increase, generating profits (and losses)
faster.

Hand in hand with an increase in timeliness goes an increase in product flexibil-
ity. If one is able to rapidly develop, manufacture and market products, the prod-
uct follow-up can be considerably increased. As soon as product Mark-I is mar-
keted, it can be evaluated on its customer satisfaction and profit potential. This in-
formation is input for redesigning a Mark-II, tying it again closer to customer satis-
faction. In this respect, computer-aided technologies not only increase the rate of
product turnover but also improve pre-market testing, using Computer-Aided
Testing/Design. Innovations can therefore be developed quicker, with the market
place less serving as a final evaluation of its success ('economies of speed'; Bertsch,
1989).

The above developments in quality, timeliness, flexibility and innovativeness
have also radical consequences for the design of the organisation and the man-
agement of the human resources. However, these implications are not always
recognised. Many organisations continue on the same footing, introducing new
approaches and technologies to an organisation based on a Tayloristic design. This
Tayloristic organisation design has all the characteristics of a machine bureaucracy
(Mintzberg, 1979). It maintains:

1) a sharp distinction between staff and line functions, coinciding with a distinc-
tion between thinking and doing;

2) a functional classification, grouping sort to sort, its application including R&D;
3) a strong hierarchy; and
4) an extreme splitting up of tasks.

The accounting response to this Tayloristic model is the consideration of labour as
being a cost. For example, accounting can very well handle line functions, that is,
the doing part of doing and thinking: direct labour costs. The thinking part of do-
ing and thinking disappears into diffuse overhead categories which, until recently
with the emergence of Activity-Based Costing, could be made managerable only
with considerable difficulty.

Nevertheless, more and more firms come to the conclusion that the new competi-
tive parameters only flourish in a certain type of organisation. This other organi-
sation design is a far cry from the Tayloristic mode of organisation. Its characteris-
tics are:

1) bringing staff and line (thinking and doing) back together;
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2) a flow-oriented production;
3) a flat organisation structure;
4) integrated tasks, up to the level of maintaining a team approach, including

R&D.

In this organisation model, labour is conceived of as an asset rather than a cost.
Labour stands for human resources providing the very competences of the organi-
sation. Accounting, however, has not been able yet to comply with this new type
of organisation model. Moreover, the accounting representation of intellectual as-
sets (R&D and all other sorts of expertise) as well as Human Resource accounting
never did get off the ground, and is as yet not included in regular accounting re-
porting.

Recent studies by Adler (1986, 1988), Adler and Helleloid (1987) and Jaikumar
(1986) corroborate the characteristics of this new model. For example, in his studies
of the implementation of flexible automation, Adler notes that human resource
management issues were the major stumbling blocks for successful implementa-
tion (1988, p. 48). Jaikumar, in his study of the highly different productivities of
flexible manufacturing systems in Japanese and U.S. firms, relates this low
productivity in U.S. firms to the lack of accompanying changes in the organ-
isational model. Especially the management of 'intellectual capital' instead of
equipment, and the focus on decentralised and multi-skill, multi-disciplinary
team work are major features of this new organisation model.

Why There is a Problem

It was Robert S. Kaplan who cued the reflections on the management accounting
discipline and what it still has to offer to firms facing the competitive world de-
scribed above. In the book Re/ez>ance Lost: 77ie R/se and Fa// o/ Management Ac-
counting (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987), he questioned whether management ac-
counting was as useful as it was in early 1900, when it was developed. Using his-
toric analysis, he showed that most of the present-day accounting instruments and
concepts were products of the then prevailing business situation: A world charac-
terised by price competition with low-tech factories turning out large volumes of
standardised products. Production economies of scale ruled the accounting con-
cepts. Large volumes meant low costs and therefore improved price competition.

To get these large volumes, highly centralised and functionally specialised organi-
sations were established in order to promote maximum efficiency. Frederick Tay-
lor's 'scientific managemenf methods were used to split up processes as much as
possible and divide labour into specialised functions providing further economies
of scale. When processes could not be split up any further - i.e., when one single
task content was assigned - operating standards were set. Originally, these stan-
dards were set to provide information for planning the work flow, but soon they
were used to control costs, comparing standards with actuals and intervening
when variances got 'out of control'. The first (standard) cost system was born. Also,
as a consequence of the maximal division of labour, a massive and bureaucratic
organisation structure was required. Each further process desaggregation was com-
plemented with an additional control level.
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The different units and divisions had to be controlled on their performance, both
in terms of volume and in profit. At the same time, control based on one-dimen-
sional cost standards such as material or labour, proved insufficient to capture the
multiple number of activities contained in a single division. A problem which
arose because a multi-activity division was run as a mere sum of various single-
activity departments, measured by operational efficiencies such as costs per unit,
operating ratios and inventory turnover (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987). To coor-
dinate internal resource flows (materials, labour, equipment) budget systems were
created. With the introduction of budgets, the concept of responsibility centres was
implicitly introduced also. By means of the budget, the various managers of the
single-activity departments could be grouped into a coherent multi-activity operat-
ing unit, aligning departmental goals with overall goals.

Furthermore, in order to grow, these multi-activity firms had to rely on outside
capital. It resulted in an increased emphasis on management of capital resources as
shareholders wanted a (high) return on their investment. Consequently, this led
to an internal emphasis on capital returns as well, for example by employing Re-
turn-On-Investment (ROD performance controls. Also, to increase further econo-
mies of scale, firms started to vertically integrate with suppliers and buyers in the
business column. Usually, a large firm had no extensive knowledge of the specifics
of the wholesale or raw materials business, so decision making, control and coor-
dination had to be brought to the places where expertise was located. With the
help of the tools of budgets and financial performance controls, such delegation
could be adequately handled.

The large hierarchic organisations which existed around the 1920s and 1930s were
thus managed and controlled by information on their respective efficiency and
consequent profitable return on capital investment. The measurement systems
put up to do this were largely constructed by engineers having a keen eye for the
manufacturing processes of the organisation. This stage of managerial control
Kaplan calls the era of cost

It was followed by an era of cost accounting, in which financial reporting for capi-
tal market requirements gained additional influence. In this era, financial account-
ing procedures took the lead in structuring internal financial management. This
was because more elaborate cost management systems could not pass the cost-ben-
efit test: They were too expensive given the lack of cost-efficient information-pro-
cessing technology. The present availability of information technology, however,
has witnessed an increase in more elaborate cost management techniques, e.g., the
Japanese techniques of value engineering, cost tables and functional analysis
(Tanaka, 1989; Yoshikawa, Innes and Mitchell, 1989, 1990). With the dominance of
financial accounting procedures came also a switch in disciplinary focus, since
auditors and financial accountants were more inclined to use economic methods
to attach activities to products, rather than engineering methods (Johnson and
Kaplan, 1987).



What Sort of Management Accounting is Needed

Traditional views on how to structure and control organisations operating in a
radically changed competitive environment are presently only challenged in prac-
tice. For instance, textbooks gave, and still give, an implicit view of organisations
in functional terms (Emmanuel, Otley and Merchant, 1990; Horngren and Foster,
1987): A representation of organisations which is still based on the historic notion
of a maximal division of labour, grouping similar functions together in de-
partments: lathes with lathes, tooling with tooling and material handling with
material handling. But also engineers in the Engineering department, marketeers
in the Marketing department and accountants in the Finance & Accounting de-
partment. Sometimes, grouping appears under a business unit or product division
label but at lower level, the functional distinctions appear again.

However, with the change of the competitive arena, organisational conditions are
more and more found to diverge from conventional notions implied in textbook
techniques and instruments. Inter-disciplinary development teams that follow the
product's full life cycle, integrated tasks, Just-In-Time production, team-based job-
shops - all changes that come in from practice and challenge longstanding views.
For example, textbooks as yet do not discuss how to build an information system
based on time consumed, or how to install flow performance measures instead of
resource consumption measures, or manage production based on product at-
tributes. Nor do textbooks discuss controlling for organisational learning or how
to structure organisations on the basis of a minima/ division of labour, using
multi- or inter-disciplinary teams. Input from practice will have to supply adapta-
tions, improvements and perhaps even innovations of conventional textbook
representations and solutions.

Traditionally, accounting instruments and the internal bookkeeping system from
which it gets its information input are one-dimensional. It registers financial
transactions. Transactions regarding quality, flexibility or timeliness cannot be cap-
tured in this one dimension if translated to financial terms. As a result of this
translation, many explanatory variables useful for managerial decision making are
lost in the translation process. The only one variable that conventional accounting
systems recognise as causing variations in cost behaviour is volume. That is the
historical upbringing of management accounting systems; more or less input of
products, capital, materials or human effort means lower or higher costs^. Parallel
systems are usually needed in order to make translation to the financial accounts
possible. For example, improved customer service will be measured by a reduction
of the number of complaints. This, in turn, will probably result in lower warranty
costs, thus creating a whole world of inferences, assumptions and estimations
which allows for heuristics, rules-of-thumb and personal information systems.

Moreover, one-dimensional financial logic will sometimes work contrary to im-
proved decision-making and management of the business. For example, using
capital budgeting methods as Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) to allocate funds to pro-
jects, is mainly based on expected cash returns and outlays. Or, as Hayes and
Garvin (1982, p. 77-78) put it:
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"... Less obvious benefits from increased worker skills and capabilities, new products, and a
different cost structure are harder to document in advance and so do not fit neatly into a pre-
sent-value analysis. In fact, to counteract this bias against modernisation, some companies are
experimenting with a "sunset law" for capital equipment, under which a piece of equipment is
automatically replaced at the end of a predetermined period unless a special review process
decides otherwise."

The heuristic of using a "sunset law" is apparently felt necessary to prevent finan-
cial logic of dominating decision making. In itself, it says that financial informa-
tion does not capture the complexities of practical decision making. Kaplan (1986a,
p. 174) exemplifies the same argument in his notion that

"... the existing financial accounting systems signal short-term increases in accounting profits
while firms decrease their economic wealth by foregoing investments in their long-term in-
formation and productive capital."

He goes on to point out to what he feels is the way back to more relevant man-
agement accounting:

"... Effective managerial accounting systems must reflect the value-creating activities of com-
panies: in operations, in marketing and sales, and in product and process development. In par-
ticular, they cannot be developed and maintained in isolation from the organisation and tech-
nology of a company's manufacturing processes. If substantial changes arc taking place in man-
ufacturing processes, the management accounting systems must also change if they are to pro-
vide relevant information for managerial decisions and control." (p. 174)

In other words, improve the representation of organisational reality and practice
in the accounting system. However, how much adherence to this plea is justified,
it is a continuation of the historic trend Kaplan himself signalled, called 'man-
agement by the numbers' (1987, p. 126). It does not make accounting more organi-
sational, it just makes organisations more accountable; the underlying processes
are still reduced, this time to befter numbers (Ezzamel, Hoskin and Macve, 1990).

A more substantial approach would be to intervene directly into the processes that
cause the accounting numbers instead of improving the numbers game. Account-
ing, and especially cost accounting, can still play a role but this time with a strict
awareness of the one-dimensional financial expression of activities. Supplement-
ing it with nonfinancial operational information can continue to support the role
of accounting in business management.

The Research Problem

The type of management accounting that is to link up better with the 'new' organ-
isation facing the 'new' forms of competition has not yet fully arisen from practice.
Several research studies have, however, started to indicate what would be the out-
line of such a management accounting system (Berliner and Brimson, 1988;
Capettini and Clancy, 1987). Equally important, it became clear in the process of
these studies, that as yet very little field research had been done regarding
'common practice': What methods and instruments are used and how do they re-
late to company and business characteristics? (Theunisse, Kerremans, Dyck and
Van Overloop, 1988; Bennett, Hendricks, Keys and Rudnicki, 1987; Howell, Brown,
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Soucy and Seed III, 1987; Boons and Roozen, 1992). Alternatively, little was known
as to how to position existing practices: What could be conceived as 'worst' or 'best
practice'. Only recently, as management accounting field research is receiving
increasing attention in publications, a few 'best-practice' studies emerge. However,
most of these studies are relating to relatively limited subject areas as, for example,
the accounting implications of JIT production systems, or the allocation of
corporate overheads (McNair, Mosconi and Norris, 1988; Johnson and Loewe,
1987; Harrison, Holloway and Patell, 1990).

Typically, these studies point at the diminishing relevance of the logic inherent in
the use of 'economies of scale' (costs decrease as output increases). Economies of
scale are the fundamental concept between the two main cost typologies we know:
direct versus indirect costs, and fixed versus variable costs. Direct and indirect costs
relate to the cost causality criterion; directly attributable or indirectly attributable to
the production process presumes that the process is a given, a ceferis paribus con-
dition. If the process itself changes, as is the case with advanced manufacturing
technology, causality should be reexamined on its characteristics. Other process
representations, other causality concepts or other cost typologies can be the result.
Similarly, the fixed versus variable distinction relates cost behaviour to a firm's
output; if costs do not proportionally vary with output, they are (semi) fixed. Here,
output is again considered as being tied to economies of scale, i.e., volume is the
only given variable put forward by the economic model. Whenever 'economies of
scope' (costs decrease as variety increases) exist, management accounting proce-
dures are having difficulties as they are dominated by an 'economies of scale'
model of the organisation.

Other organisational models as implicitly introduced by advanced manufacturing
technology ('the knowledge household'; Jaikumar, 1986), Just-In-Time production
('the time-coupled household'; Stalk, 1988) or global competition ('the network
organisation'; Miles and Snow, 1986) disrupt with the economies of scale concept
in management accounting. In other words, the (economic) mass production
model of the organisation underlying present management accounting is moving
away from business reality: The various logics of business and accounting seem to
be in discord. Re-establishing a more contingent relationship between competitive
context, organisation management and the design of the management accounting
system is the research goal of this study.

In more operational terms, this rematching is best observed in transition situa-
tions in practice, where organisations change their internal accounting system.
Motivations and design respectively should reflect the transfer in logic; i.e., the
former and present factual use of management accounting systems as they are re-
designed for contemporary competitive circumstances. The comparison of both
situations should show us how the switch in market demands is met and, espe-
cially, how this switch influences the design logic of the management accounting
system, thus leading to the following research questions:

1) Is there a certain redesign logic to be noticed in management accounting sys-
tems?

2) Is there a connection with the logic inherent in the design of the organisation?
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3) Are traditional management accounting instruments adapted, renovated or re-
placed by totally new instruments?

Before starting to answer these research questions, two preceding conditions
should be made clear. First of all, answering these questions implies a plea for a
certain type of management accounting research: The use of empirical field re-
search, working upward from field observations towards more general conceptual
and theoretical frameworks. Consequently, this includes methodologies and re-
search designs which suit such field research approaches, uplifting field observa-
tions to analytical and theoretical knowledge. Generally, these methodologies and
research designs are already familiar from disciplines such as organisation theory,
sociology and psychology. It then becomes a matter of creative application to have
them fit the management accounting research agenda. In Chapter 2, methodologi-
cal issues will be discussed further.

Second, we need a theory for framing and putting into perspective the results
from accounting field research. Not only as a map of the territory in terms of the
research questions and methodologies used, but also theory to develop the re-
search findings in terms of its wider interpretations. For example, in this particu-
lar study, the wider frame of reference is accounting's organisational context, i.e.,
its underlying organisation design model. It is tried to link up with preceding or-
ganisation design research in explaining the findings and indicating further direc-
tions for research.

In the next sections, the territorial map of accounting research is sketched, in-
cluding its inherent type of research methodology. It is concluded by discussing the
direction and type of research the management accounting discipline is heading
towards.

The Approaches Involved

The approaches involved fall under the heading of organisational research in ac-
counting. Obviously, these theories are imported from organisation theory and
can be typified along two dimensions: the level of analysis and the perspective on
action (Dent, 1986). The first implicitly points at the definition of what an organ-
isation is: Is it based on interacting individuals joined in coordinated efforts to ad-
vance their rational or irrational self-interests (micro-level analysis), or is an or-
ganisation part of a wider, environmental context with various countervailing
forces determining its structure and behaviour (macro-level analysis)? Especially
useful for accounting research in this respect, is the built-in notion of aggregation.
Organisational processes take place at various levels in the organisation: mea-
surement, reporting on and acting in these processes tend to follow the aggregate
accountability structure - building from limited towards organisation encompass-
ing responsibilities. Accounting information explicitly parallels this pyramid.
Therefore, changes in responsibility or, in general, organisation structures suppos-
edly should be reflected in the aggregated accounting information supply. How-
ever, what is lacking is a meso-level in the analysis. Groups in management and
production, whether they are full organisational functions such as the Marketing
department or team-based modes of organisation (Mintzberg's adhocracies, 1990),
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seem to fall in between. They are either reduced to a straightforward aggregation of
individual behaviours or to a watered-down version of 'little full organisations
within the organisation'. As a result, dynamics present at meso-level run the risk
of being overlooked.

The other dimension is formed by the perspective on action. It pertains mainly to
how one thinks people behave; programmed by a thorough analysis of prefer-
ences, goals, alternatives and available means, or heuristically, basing themselves
on highly individual perceptions, experiences and beliefs (Van de Poel, 1986). An
important consequence of this split is the type of research which can be related to
it: rational behaviour is far more easy to transform to formal models than irra-
tional behaviour. Once one has the input from practice to build a formal model,
there will be no need to return; rationality is reconstructed and a start can be made
with optimising it from behind a desk ('arm's length data'). On the contrary, a less
rational perspective is far more difficult to put down into models. The dynamic,
ever-changing nature of it necessitates constant study, using both concepts and
meanings supplied by the researched subject ('immersion in the field'). This is not
to say that irrationality is quite the opposite of rational behaviour; instead, as Dent
states, irrationality can be conceived as fluid rationality, transiting continuously as
it is influenced by experiences, beliefs and negotiations.

Using the two dimensions mentioned above - level of analysis and perspective on
action - a matrix can be created, depicting the organisational research streams in
accounting (Figure 1.1).

Perspectives on Action

Structural Studies Processual Studies

Levels
of
Analysis

Micro

Macro

For example

Agency models

For example:

Contingency theory

For example:

Language theories

For example:

Sell-designing
organisations

Figure 1.1 Classifying organisational research in accounting (Dent, 1986, p. 146)

The classification has no intention of narrowly defining research as to whether it
belongs to just one type of research. Research can very well not be fully classified
as it belongs in two or more cells, or tries to merge types of research. Similarly, the
rational and 'less rational' sides of the matrix can be interpreted as research
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streams dominated either by studying organisational structures or organisational
processes.

Structural Studies

Structural studies look at organisations as instruments for goal attainment. Organ-
isations are considered static and stable, consisting of formal attributes which can
be observed, modelled and predicted. As a consequence, structural studies look at
accounting as an objective toolbox, performing technical analyses on organisa-
tional attributes and supplying inputs for control and planning of the organisa-
tional entity. For example, structural studies address questions like: What are the
differences in organisations' planning and control systems, and: How do they sys-
tematically relate to contextual variables as technology or strategic posture? They
try to develop contingency theories presuming to find a 'fit' between organisa-
tional effectiveness and variables such as strategy, structure and systems (Porter,
1980; Mintzberg, 1979; Ginzberg, 1980). If such a fit could be found, it would
prescribe the most effective constitution of an organisation as it simply has to get
in gear with the various contextual variables.

Contingency theory in accounting draws on the first appearances of contingency
theory in general, which were concerned with organisational structures (Lawrence
and Lorsch, 1969). The accounting version employs the line of argument that
different structural configurations, as a result of contextual factors, lead to different
accounting systems (Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975; Gordon and Miller, 1976;
Gordon and Narayanan, 1984). More recent studies also investigated the role of
strategy and control as explanatory variables as they are found to take the same
importance as structure (Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985; Govindarajan and Fisher,
1990; Flamholtz, 1983; Flamholtz, Das and Tsui, 1985).

Contingency theory, however promising, has not resulted in conclusive empirical
evidence; conclusions are fragmented because they relate only to narrowly defined
relationships and relationships itself are found to be weak. Also, it is criticised
from a behaviouralistic point of view; managerial or human discretion can medi-
ate the relationship between external and internal factors. Human intervention
can stop, slow down or affect any action or information implied by a contingency
relationship. The concept of contingent 'fit' between two or more factors therefore
rules out other than mechanistic and objectively modelled behaviour (Van de
Ven and Drazin, 1985). Moreover, organisation participants can truly exercise their
discretion to promote the fit between structural and accounting arrangements. The
intervening effect of discretion therefore can halt, promote or even reverse
causality between contingency variables: What causes what becomes unclear. In
other words, increased organisational effectiveness may not be the ou/come of
appropriate choices of external factors and internal arrangements but, instead, a
precondition to choose certain internal configurations.

Another consequence of discretionary behaviour is that it clearly shows that only
formal properties of the organisation are included. As patterns of behaviour can
only be impartially captured by formal models of structures and information, be-
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haviouralistic contingencies that do not have a formal representation are left out
and implicitly considered nonexistent (Ford and Schellenberg, 1982).

Furthermore, most of the studies are focused at departmental level, which makes
it hard to generalise results to organisational level. This argument is amplified
when considering the need to specify relevant facets of the accounting system at
various organisational levels: What is crucial at operational level may be of little
importance at strategic level. Aggregating or disaggregating research findings can
therefore not only be hampered by a lack of consistency across organisational lev-
els, but also by a lack of equal level weight of researched factors.

Finally, although contingency studies may result in a clear understanding of how
accounting and information systems designs are matched with external factors
(Galbraith, 1977), it does not add to know-how on their instatement. Contingency
studies may identify and classify accounting systems, but they do not help to
understand how (matched) designs grow and what arguments are used in their
evolution; a processual outlook has to complement its explanation (Dent, 1986).

In this particular study, it is tried to combine both the formal and the behavioral
contingencies in researching organisation design and management accounting sys-
tems design. The main tool in this respect is the organisational design method
used in all three researched cases, the Dutch elaboration of SocioTechnical Systems
Design (STSD). It is this approach that provides an integrated design approach,
meaning that it is consistent across all organisation levels, and starts off its design
with the external competitive circumstances of the organisation (see Chapter 3 for
a discussion of STSD).

Processual Studies

In contrast, processual studies view organisations as dynamic clusters of mean-
ings, symbols and rituals. Goals and instruments are constantly open to change
and (re)negotiation, and organisational participants each contribute a fluent part
in this mixture of meanings and rituals. In other words, cognitive processes lie at
the heart of this stream of study. They are the basis for routine and nonroutine
behaviour and as such bring about stability and security to participants. The
(non)learning organisation can either use it for reducing complexity to propor-
tions it can handle or for barricading itself against change. Consensus on meanings
and beliefs is needed before even to start talking about changes in organisations
and accounting systems. Again as a consequence, accounting is thus far more
viewed as an organisational language, providing categories for interpretation
rather than an objective toolbox, and conveying meaning and common percep-
tions of what is going on. It follows that an accounting systems design - which de-
cides what to measure, to report and to appraise - is a prime language medium and
therefore crucial to the management and unity of the organisation. Accounting's
role is thus considered to be more concerned with analyses of processes and inter-
actions between people, than with the formal-analytic attributes of the organisa-
tion as, for example, leader/subordinate or principal/agent relationships.

12
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Processual studies on the organising of accounting (behaviour) have a strong focus
on the execution of actions and on system properties. In particular, they look at
managerial relationships and what specifically constitutes those behavioural rela-
tionships. For example, a large part of processual studies are concerned with con-
trol: how it is actually exercised, what dynamics certain control types bring about
and how control links up with accounting systems (Hofstede, 1968; Jönsson, 1982;
Birnberg, Turopolec and Young, 1983). Precisely the 'how' and 'what' questions
asked make processual studies important inputs for improvement of accounting
models of the firm. How things are expected to be done and how it actually turned
out are in fact implicit variance analyses, extending the (learned on the job)
repertoire of accounting mechanisms and classification typologies.

Management Control
The processual study of management control is twofold. It relates to the technical
design of controls as we// as how they are used in getting a desired response from
people. In other words, both the system and the actor are to be controlled (Van
Aken, 1978). Accounting controls in this respect have to compete with many other
forms of control, e.g., action or personnel controls (Merchant, 1985). The formal
accounting system underlying accounting controls is thus just one of many
systems in an organisation; the formal information provided by it can easily be
distorted by social and political processes.

Three general streams of processual studies can be distinguished:

1) one stream observing the actuation of various controls;
2) a stream concerned with the control of the resource allocation process; and
3) a stream focusing on the role of accounting in processes of organisational

change (Dent, 1990).

The actuation type of studies are generally the strongest in their behaviouralistic
outlook and involve accounting in a contest for control between organisation
members (Argyris, 1952; Hopwood, 1974). Studies of the control of resource al-
location processes, the second stream, objects to the rational and analytical image
those processes have. These studies point out the highly political game-playing
involved, with the various players taking different roles as the quest for funds
evolves over time (Wildavsky, 1975; Jönsson, 1982). Not surprisingly, the ac-
counting instrument most prominent in the control of the resource allocation
process is that of budgeting. It is the most organisational of all accounting instru-
ments: Budgeting draws on both the organisation chart as well as the chart of ac-
counts in its inputs, thus making it the main instrument for responsibility ac-
counting. The budget is formally defined as "... a quantitative expression of man-
agement objectives and a means of monitoring progress towards achievement of
those objectives" (Polimeni, Fabozzi and Adelberg, 1991, p. 375). For accountants,
budgeting is usually coupled to standard costing, which is to indicate the costs per
unit instead of the total costs. Standard costs as well as budgets therefore provide
financial benchmarks which are periodically determined as to carry over
normative behaviour to the operational levels of the organisation. Setting norms
in itself is a highly complex process, because it has to take into account both the
consistency with the strategic plan as the characteristics of the operational pro-
cesses which are to attain these norms. The non-analytic aspects are topping this
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since people can disagree with a norm and its implicated behaviour, or fail to un-
dertake desired actions, for example when they lack direction, motivation or abili-
ties. 'Good' control systems design therefore rests upon a two-tire approach: the
analytical norm setting and the behavioural consequences.

To have actual behaviour coincide with what was expected/planned, behavioural
problems can either be avoided, or they can be tackled by employing more than
one type of control. Avoidance, in turn, can be counteracted by automation
(machines do not behave unpredictably), by centralisation (less people involved
means less disturbance), by risk sharing (putting a premium on desired behaviour)
and by elimination (detaching from the activities to be controlled or, in other
words, create control-free areas).

When it is chosen not to avoid the control problems, a composite control type can
be created spanning all areas in which behaviour can manifest itself. The ingredi-
ents of the mix may be threefold: results, action and personnel controls. Results
controls are typically based on accountability in a cybernetic fashion; they build on
historical measurement, feedback and rewarding planned behaviour. They impli-
cate defining the dimensions along which results will be measured (e.g., quality,
timeliness), set performance standards, measure objectively along those dimen-
sions, and provide clear-cut and understandable (negative) rewards. This is the
control type most common in accounting, i.e., in budgeting and standard costing.
Action controls are less mechanistic as they work on the constituting parts of ex-
pected behaviour - its actions. They come in three subtypes. First, a preventive
form, making certain actions difficult or impossible to execute ('behavioural con-
straints'), for example by means of passwords or identification cards. Second, an
observant form, monitoring one's activities and correcting them ('pre-action re-
view'), for example by using formal expenditure approvals or direct supervision.
And, third, an action-accountability form consisting of indicating the limits of ac-
ceptable actions, check the actions executed and punish deviations as, for example,
in the forms of work rules and codes of conduct. Finally, the type of personnel
controls spans the social end of manifested behaviour. It is either based on indi-
vidual self-control, or social control by the group that people want to belong to or
virtually belong to. Instruments are basically of a Human Resource Management
kind: selection and placement of people, training programmes, team building or
creating a distinct work culture (Merchant, 1985; Emmanuel ef a/., 1990).

The above control types and their subsequent accounting instrumentation are all
based on the underlying assumption of stability. Production processes are fully
known in their operations, decisions taken have well-anticipated consequences
and people behave in a predictable and correctable manner. In other words, organ-
isational activities are programmable and causality is known. Therefore, pro-
grammable activities can be expressed in predictive models that are universally
applicable. In contrast, reality is unprogrammable, but still are accounting, control
and organisational concepts and techniques declared to be of suitable use. Usually,
an unprogrammable reality is stylised in terms of increased uncertainty and
generic reactions to it (Den Hertog and Roberts, 1990). Accounting techniques thus
try to incorporate uncertainty in their modelling by introducing various
probabilistic techniques, scaling decision maker's risk preferences or adding risk
mark-ups to their calculations. Consistently, however, it is based on program-
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mable causation principles (Dermer and Lucas, 1986); decision makers are believed
to continue to act rationally in optimising their goal function, weighing
alternatives which can be easily delineated and picked from the empiric.

Similarly, organisations are conceived as well-bounded and manipulable entities
employing means that can be neatly grouped and coupled to ends. As a result, or-
ganisations are believed to react in general to uncertainty by adopting appropriate
strategies of concentration and diversification. Concentration can take the form of
horizontal or vertical integration and ensures a dominant market position.
Economies of scale, market power and other economic aspects of synergy are the
results. Diversification spreads the organisation across many relatively unrelated
activities and, thus, reduces the dependence on a single product, market or indus-
try. Both strategies reduce the possible impact of unprogrammable events outside
the firm. The consequence, however, is that the organisation becomes bigger and
bigger and that the initial functional structure can no longer cope with the increas-
ing amount of complex internal transactions. Divisions or business units are cre-
ated, reorganising the firm into several smaller-sized organisations each tied to a
specific product market combination. With this organisational desaggregation, a
simplification of the coordination of activities and a coupling of various degrees of
uncertainty to the units is obtained (Ezzamel ef a/., 1990). Subsequently, each unit
translates its external environment into the design of its organisation and,
accordingly, into its accounting system design (i.e., the contingency approach). In
summary, the processual study of management control relates to the organisation
design model used. In other words, an organisation design logic underlies the
management accounting system design, indicating that the design focus of this
study has some preceding research to build on: the processes and systems of
managerial control.

Accounting Change Studies

Research on adaptations of accounting systems to organisational structures is
scarce. As organisations change in their intertwined structures and processes, the
matching accounting design has to react. In this respect, the word 'accounting in-
novation' is sometimes used to indicate the way in which the reaction will unfold:
Will it take the form of adapting traditional accounting systems and techniques to
specific elements in the new environment? Will it complement accounting in-
struments with instruments from other areas? Will it result in another choice of
the accounting system configuration or will take the form of virtually innovating
accounting techniques and methods?

Thus far, two lines of thought can be distinguished: One, directed at the mere prac-
tical and instrumental role of accounting in change processes, and the second, tak-
ing a far more functional perspective addressing accounting as a technical toolbox
for the improvement of the effectiveness and efficiency of the changing organisa-
tion.

The instrumental role of accounting in bringing about organisational reform is ei-
ther occupied with it being a 'language' in the change trajectory or creating condi-
tions of possibility for reform (Dent, 1990; Hopwood, 1987). As stated earlier,
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accounting creates a financial 'reality' on top of organisational processes and actual
practice. In doing so, it sifts out elements of that practice, groups, labels, aggregates
and, finally, uses them as inputs for decision making, control and planning. This
rework process has the aura of being objective and neutral, a craft practised by
well-trained professionals. Nevertheless, sieving practice like this imposes a strict-
ly normative view on organisational reality. Only the events that have strict and
direct economic visibility (i.e., can be expressed in costs and benefits, investments,
resource consumption, etc.) pass through the accounting loophole. Once passed,
they are supplied to decision makers based on what is needed for making 'good'
decisions or exercising 'good' control, all in line with what is considered 'besf cost-
ing practice: A conception alternatively based on how an organisation is supposed
to function. If organisations themselves are changing, wilful or not, the 'neutral'
concepts underlying management accounting are affected.

There is expectedly another conceptional model in play of how the organisation is
supposed to function. For example, lateral and flow-organised firms are still sup-
plemented with accounting information aggregated on the basis of centralised,
vertical conceptions of the organisation; information flowing bottom-up to the de-
cision maker at the top of the pyramid and decisions flowing back top-down
(Hopwood, 1985). It thus highlights aspects of organisational processes which are
no longer particularly relevant as the organisation design has changed. As a result,
outmodelled accounting systems direct management attention to the aspects that
have «o* changed, which can be an ever-diminishing basis as organisations
change even faster. Loss of process control itself may be an indicator as to whether
the accounting practices employed by that particular firm are still relevant.
Hopwood (1987) has depicted this line of argument as follows:

Market Change

Accounting Mediation

Change in (Production)
»» Policies

Organisational Information System
Change ^ ^ Change

• Accounting Change

I
Figure 1.2 Accounting both as change agent and changed subject (Hopwood, 1987, p. 222)

As accounting changes, it provides another regime of economic visibility and cal-
culation to management (Hopwood, 1985, 1990; Theeuwes, 1988a, 1988b). Leaning
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on this 'new' framework of representation, managerial decisions can create
additional changes in organisational processes and policies requiring accounting to
make subsequent changes as well, thus making the circle round again. Conditions
for the possibility of change are therefore themselves a product of 'accounting
(not) in motion'. What makes accounting 'move' in the first place does not always
have to be stated in terms of design, structure or processes. Strategies, external
shocks or industrial life cycles can all very well be the first cue for change (see the
case studies in Chapters 4, 5 and 6). What is most important, however, is the idea
that accounting is embedded in and configured with an array of very diverse
organisational functions and events. Or, as Hopwood (1985, p. 232) puts it:

"... When seen in such terms, accounting is involved with much more than directly facilitating
managerial action. It is concerned with making visible and thereby governable the detailed
work processes of an organisation. It provides for both aggregating and disaggregating organi-
sational actions and outcomes - a powerful tool in the hands of organisational managers. It is
involved with the establishment of a language of organisational motive, with rendering into
the domain of the economic important aspects of the physical and task reality of the organi-
sation. And it is quite centrally involved in the construction of operational concepts of account-
ability, responsibility, and even performance which play a significant role in the creation of
a manageable organisational regime."

Adversely, the functional perspective of accounting change builds on its technical
instrumentation and improvement of organisational management. Its capacity for
representation of organisational processes is only limitedly questioned. Organisa-
tional economy, efficiency and effectiveness are seen as goals in themselves, inde-
pendent from accounting representations. Accounting change here is identical to
restoring user relevance in a technical sense. Better calculations imply better deci-
sions, better decisions cause higher efficiency and effectiveness which, finally, re-
sult in 'more economic' organisations and market transactions.

The most prominent of this type of technical accounting innovators is Robert Ka-
plan of Harvard Business School. Not only has he started the discussion on ac-
counting relevance, but he also takes an active part in innovating the toolbox
himself. Johnson and Kaplan (1987) see two main areas where reassessment is
most needed - cost management and performance measurement. According to
Kaplan, 'good' cost management will always have to meet two objectives: facilitate
process control and compute product costs. In his view, process control informa-
tion ideally requires a financial process control system for each individual process,
resulting in a number of separate cost control systems.

Product cost systems have yet other design requisites. As a process control system
should employ a minimum of cost allocations relating to the controllability crite-
rion (i.e., a manager is only responsible for the cost he can virtually control),
product cost systems on the contrary do require representing the full resources
consumed by the product, Kaplan states. Compared to financial accounting re-
quirements with its neat periodic reporting cycle, process control systems will
have to follow the cycles of the process - be it hourly, daily, weekly or monthly.
The same goes for product costing: a reporting cycle is needed which follows the
life cycle of the product as it progressively and digressively consumes resources. As
a result, the objectivity of the information involved varies. Process control sys-
tems will involve a minimum of cost allocations, rendering better measurability
and objectivity than conventional product cost systems.
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Furthermore, management accounting system users vary largely in their informa-
tion demands. Process control systems prominently address production managers,
plant staff and operation supervisors while product cost information is of prime
importance to marketing and product managers or business unit management, as
they have to decide on the product mix depending on the relative product prof-
itability. Therefore, many cost systems are needed instead of just one system
mainly orientated towards external reporting, each tied to their own purpose
(Johnson and Kaplan, 1987; Kaplan, 1988).

Performance measurement is another toolbox reassessment problem. The time
frame of financial accounting requirements obstructs insight into organisational
performance, e.g., profit incurrence. According to Kaplan, matching revenues with
costs for discrete quarterly periods will lead to a large proportion of prior and pre-
sent expenditures being included in period cost, while at the same time, the bene-
fits of these expenditures will be mainly realised in future periods. This point is
aggravated by the increasing importance of a firm's intangible assets, such as hu-
man expertise, work experience, customer and personnel loyalty and production
know-how. They are essential to the earning capacity of the firm but are not in-
cluded in performance reports. Kaplan therefore points out the need to develop
nonfinancial indicators for measuring manufacturing performance, and capturing
the essence of quality, productivity and new product performance. Especially the
case of new technology makes the development of nonfinancial measures even
more urgent (Kaplan, 1983, 1984b, 1986b).

Both notions of accounting from a functional and a behaviouralistic perspective
are seldom integrated. Only the research of Jönsson (1987, 1988, 1990) can be
named. It ties the functionalistic problems signalised by Kaplan to the specific or-
ganisational setting. In his research, shop floor employees are asked to develop
their own local information system for process control, building on their expertise
of production processes. Gradually learning from the local problems encountered,
links are made with the centralised accounting system and units upstream and
downstream of the product flow. The elements of decentralisation of responsibil-
ity and trust, organisational learning and the emergence of local information sys-
tems build on a large number of operating statistics. As a result, the bottom-up de-
sign point of view engenders a strongly participative management accounting sys-
tem.

To innovate management accounting requires a return to the organisational set-
ting. Conceptualisations nor theoretical models alone will suffice for adapting in-
ternal accounting systems to the new organisation model. It requires going out
into practice - observing, learning and understanding the rationales behind the
construction of systems as they are continuously shaped by their users. Each case
adds a little to understanding how accounting and organisational life are matched.
With each case, insights grow and with that, the possibility of theory building and
practical help. Or, as Dent puts it (1986, pp. 163-164):

"... These interpretations of accounting in action may indeed be subjective. As argued before,
they are best seen as stories, but they are illuminating stories opening up alternative appreci-
ations of accounting practice. They portray accounting as it is played out in a dynamic world of
drama and vitality. In comparison ... the issues uncovered here are both more subtle and more
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immediate. Qualitative methods of processual analysis are as yet, perhaps, underdeveloped.
But gradually in the organisation literature in general, and the accounting literature in par-
ticular, experience of qualitative research is being acquired, and new understandings are emer-
gent."

Notes

1 This research study was made possible by the department of Accounting of the Faculty of
Economics and Business Administration of the University of Limburg, Maastricht, The Netherlands,
which 1 would like to thank for their longstanding cooperation and support. Funding of this study
was generously provided by the Dutch programme on Technology, Work and Organisation (TAO) - a
multi-year, multi-disciplinary research and diffusion effort sponsored by the ministries of Economic
Affairs, Social Affairs, and Education and Sciences - of which it was part of the accounting research
line.

2 The input-output modelling of the firm has tried to enlarge the number of independent
variables by pointing out various other activity drivers. Notable in this respect is the work of
Staubus (1971, 1990). However, German cost theory seems to have made better progress in bringing
these models closer to reality as the works of Gutenberg (1951) and Heinen (1983) show. See also
Schoenfeld (1990) for an English introduction to their works.
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2
The Knowledge Enterprise

77ns chapfer discusses /;ow f/ii's study ei>o/z;ed and /IOW f/ie researc/i design and
mef/iodo/ogies were used, /t is argued that any researc/i endeavour can be con-
ceited o/ as a fcnow/edge enterprise, especia/fy w/ien jf exp/ores unknown re-
search territories trying to dez>e/op new fcnow/edge. T/ie researc/i question was
dez>e/oped a/ter a pi'/ot study. The /oca/ point is t/ie re/ationship between changes
in t/ie structure/ organisationa/ design and tne resu/ting changes in f/ie manage-
ment accounting design. Tnis inyo/ues /oofcing at two di'scip/i'nes in an iterating
approacn: Organisation Theory and Management Accounting, /t is tried to bring
t/iese two togetner in bofn research approach and research design by using a bridg-
ing strategy and a creative application o/ grounded theory insights and procedures.
Since no existing body o/ /iterature and research was aaai/ab/e, and because an-
swering this research question is conceited to be best researched by /ie/rf study, the
research design is o/ mixed origin. The design is /egifimated by arguments /rom
po/icy research ^Mayc/irzaW and combines the case study approach o/ Yin with the
grounded theory procedures o/ Strauss and Corbin /or its ana/ysis.

Characterisation of the Research Question

In general, almost every research project forms part of a knowledge enterprise. A
research endeavour is a reaction to preceding work and further extends it. In un-
dertaking this endeavour, the researcher hopes that others will follow suit and
that his work will be greeted by responses from other researchers. In this way each
research project forms part of a larger knowledge enterprise. A knowledge enter-
prise is the accumulation of interrelated research activities by which a specific
body of knowledge is built up, maintained, used and adapted. Roethlisberger
(1977) sketches the knowledge enterprise in organizational sciences as a cyclical
process, going back and forth between clinical practice, and the generation of scien-
tific knowledge (see Figure 2.1).

The researcher himself decides upon which enterprise he wishes to contribute to.
He also chooses his position within the knowledge enterprise - he chooses his
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own track. This can be a relatively safe track, deriving hypotheses from a well-es-
tablished and ripe theory which can be tested with well-defined and accepted in-
struments. However, his choice of a certain track can also include the building of a
new theory, based on observations and experiences from practice. In that case, lit-
tle is established prior to the start of the research. Thus, theory and methodology
do not provide a firm anchoring point. Even the research question can be very
vague. Moreover, when progressing with the research, it can become clear that the
research question is incorrect and requires a restatement. This choice was at the
basis of this study.

Analytical
(scientific)
Knowledge

Clinical
Knowledge

Skill

Characteristic
Statements
(theories) Methods Products

General
Propositions

Empirical i
Propositions

Elementary ,
Concepts

Conceptual
Schemes

Knowledge
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Leap of Imagination

1
i Operational Definitions,

Rigorous Measurement

1
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and Variables. Element-
ary Measurement ,

Observation and
Interviewing
Classification

Practice and Reflection

Deductive Systems

Statements of the form:
X vanes with V under

, given conditions

Statements of the form:
X vanes with V

Descriptive Cases and
Syndroms
Taxonomies

HowToDo-lt Statements
and Aphorisms

i

THE PHENOMENA

Figure 2.1 The knowledge enterprise (Roethlisberger, 1977, p. 393). The upward arrows indicate the
development of knowledge, the downward arrows the practice of knowledge

Developing the Research Question

Kaplan and Johnson signalled the problem of inadequate management accounting
answers to the problems of the present competitive environment. However, they
did not supply any new theory, possible solutions or clear suggestions for research
efforts. The initial intention of this study was to focus on the advanced manufac-
turing technology that allegedly caused many of the management accounting
problems. The expectations were that organisations employing flexible manufac-
turing systems would encounter managerial accounting problems and, conse-
quently, would find creative solutions to deal with them. This was the goal of the
research study that had been formally approved. Its research question was as
vague as the expectation of fresh solutions from practice: Is Kaplan's problem
recognised in practice and how are management accounting systems subsequently
changed? With this research question, a conscious choice was made to start a new
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knowledge enterprise, one that could hardly build upon any previous work. In
other words, there was a knowledge gap.

The project began with a pilot study whose function was (1) to become acquainted
with the field, (2) to fine-tune the research question and (3) to provide the basis for
a choice of methodology for the main research study. Entering the field, therefore,
with an open mind and with few preselected views for consideration was regarded
as the best route. Additionally, it was felt that no research question could be for-
mulated without some notion of what was going on in practice. "Field reconnais-
sance" provides this feel for the matter while at the same time acquiring the vo-
cabulary used in the field.

According to preceding research, the most dominant sector in applying new man-
ufacturing technology were the electrotechnical, metal and metal-processing in-
dustries (Kaplan, 1985; Howell ef a/., 1987; Innes and Mitchell, 1988; Theunisse ef
a/., 1988). It is to those industries that our attention was turned (see Table 2.1 for a
summarised overview).

Table 2.1 Summary outline of companies involved in the pilot study

(Company names have been disguised tor confidentiality reasons.)

Company

Person
Interviewed

Main
Product
Une

Typeol
Technology
Employed

HerA

General
Manager

Sheet
Iron

CAD/
CAPP

AarB

Production
Manager

Agri-
cultural
Machinery

CAD/
CMC

HalC

Controller

Bakery
Machinery

CNC

MelO

Chiel
Engineer

Electro-
lechnical
Appliances

CAD/
CNC

KingE

General
Manager

Machinery
lor the
Building
Industry

CNC

BOF

Production
Engineer

Machinery
lor the
Bottling
Industry

CAM

AirG

Production
Manager

Aircondi-
tioning
Equipment

CAD/
CAE

VerpH

Production
Manager

Packaging
Machinery

CAD

Stell

Chiel
Engineer

Central
Heating
Equip-
ment

CAD/
CAM

AntonJ

Production
Manager

Sheet
Iron

RuitK

General
Manager

Cannery
Machinery

CAD • Computer Akted Design
CAPP • Computer Aided Production Planning

CAE - Computer Aided Engineering
CNC » Computer Numerical Controlled

CAM - Computer Aided Manufacturing

The results of the pilot study were not at all what was expected. Virtually all firms
reported not having any management accounting troubles in implementing or
using their new manufacturing technologies. Conventional accounting tech-
niques were used (standard costing, pay-back, budgeting) and standard operational
procedures were not altered. The only two items mentioned were relatively re-
mote from accounting - they concerned 'organisational troubles' in implementing
advanced technology and problems with getting the necessary information for in-
vestment decision making. When asked about the precise nature of these
'organisational troubles', most answers fell into the following categories:

- more difficult production planning;
- fitting in with existing equipment;
- production layout and;
- training problems of operators.
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Training programmes were expensive and, once completed, the scarce number of
operators tended to leave for better-paying positions at other plants and firms.

To follow up on these unexpected results, three additional interviews were con-
ducted. All interviewees were employees of the largest electronics company in
The Netherlands and an acclaimed frontrunning technological company. Inter-
views were held at two separate facilities. Typically, both plants made extensive
use of CNC and CAD technologies and experimented with an elementary form of
CAM. Also, both plants had a wide variety of nonstandard products and were
forced to face outside competition in their own internal order bidding.

However, the additional interviews confirmed the original findings: The firms
faced unexpected problems in acquiring the necessary financial information for
investment appraisal, and problems with fitting in technological innovations in
the existing organisation. At this particular point, it was clear that the technologi-
cal angle to the organisational context / management accounting relationship was
inconsistent. The pure organisational aspects seemed to be more important.
Therefore, the research study was faced with a serious choice: Continue on the
chosen track, which would result in a considerable shift in research target and de-
sign, or preserve the goal of researching accounting change, but taking a different
angle this time? Continuation implied tracing the reasons why the research ques-
tion was not acknowledged. In itself, this required switching over to a different
knowledge enterprise with less accounting and more technology diffusion aspects.
Accounting would only be involved as a distant characteristic of production man-
agement. Nevertheless, following this route was a less uncertain research activity
since the research question could be related to an existing body of literature on
technology diffusion, and contacts with research sites were already present. Also,
the first exploratory research phase could be maintained and no rerouting would
be necessary.

The alternative involved re-examining the initial research question and starting
all over*. However, arguments supporting this choice were far more challenging,
relating to the earlier choice of an accounting knowledge enterprise. As a result of
the pilot study, attention was drawn to the role of organisation measures. As or-
ganisation measures are the reflection of a larger organisation design framework,
organisation design was selected as angle of analysis'*.

The next step was to look for a field situation where both organisation design and
management accounting systems were involved, i.e., an organisation renewal
case, and where the same questions could be asked as in the pilot study: Is there a
management accounting problem if the organisation finds an alternative to the
classical model of mass production, and which creative solutions to these prob-
lems are conceived? Such a case was found in the Van Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam
plant. It was found through the help of a consulting company that specialises in
organisation renewal: KOERS consultancy. The first case by the consulting or-
ganisation was on full target, and constituted a sort of voyage of discovery, map-
ping the new territory and providing many insights, illustrations and data mate-
rial.
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What was known at this point was that it concerned an interface situation, sitting
in between the disciplines of organisation theory and management accounting.
The second item was that the specifications of the research question should be
practice-generated - the voice of the field was to guide us. And, finally, the focus
was on the functioning of the organisation as a whole, not just one factor influ-
encing one or two other factors. Moreover, it was known in very broad terms
what knowledge was in demand (organisationally oriented management account-
ing practices and concepts) and what knowledge could be supplied (very little, as
present field research mainly related to specific accounting instruments).

Conducting research into two disciplines simultaneously leaves little room in
which to manoeuvre; there is a stone wall between the objective and the method-
ology to get there (Reisman, 1988, p. 219). In addition, two different disciplines
have two dissimilar research traditions or modus »ii>end/ in how to perform re-
search. The most familiar research venue taken is usually an incremental one,
called a "rippling strategy" by Reisman (see Figure 2.2). It implies taking what is
known, and subsequently developing an extended model, solution or theory
adding an extra dimension, while staying in the same type of problem domain.
Examples for the accounting field are the extensive research lines in budgeting
(Birnberg ef a/., 1990), agency theory (Baiman, 1982) and decision making (Lewis
and Libby, 1982).

Thus, bringing two disciplines together into the research objective requires a
bridging strategy in performing research. Nevertheless, the issue remains how to
achieve bridging of the strategies. The approach taken up in this study is to borrow
knowledge from another discipline and apply it directly; Reisman calls this the
creative application strategy.

Back to the field, the case of Van Nelle Tobacco provided the situation where or-
ganisation design and management accounting systems were simultaneously ad-
dressed. This case supplied the insights that determined our research approach.
The very first contact with the production manager showed that there was indeed
a management accounting problem and that a creative solution had been found to
solve it. Also, the production manager was willing to cooperate in the research
study and provide full access to people and information.

Following this eye-opening contact, further research decisions were made. The
first concerned the research methodology. The research design was to use case
studies. In each case, the focus would be on causality (what happened as a result of
what) and the chronological description of the chain of events. Also, the individ-
ual case study format was first developed in the Van Nelle case, describing the or-
ganisational change process, the previous and present organisation designs as well
as the transformation of the management accounting systems. This format was
later also used in the other case studies. The second decision was to develop a
method of case analysis based on the procedures of grounded theory. The third de-
cision was to specify the research question as to addressing the linkage between the
organisation design and the subsequent management accounting systems design.
Thus, the research question adopts a design-oriented focus. The topic of organisa-
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tion design was further exemplified by the use of SocioTechnical Systems Design
(in this book referred to as STSD), an integral design approach based on systems
theory and providing a large number of design instruments and practices. The
specifics of STSD will be further discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, it was decided to
replicate the analysis in two other cases, giving specification and detail to the con-
tent of the initial findings and building up the first elements of a theory regarding
the integral design of organisations and management accounting systems.

Rippling strategy Bridging strategy Creative application strategy

- Domain of problem characteristics

Figure 2.2 Research strategies in the management sciences (Reisman, 1988, pp. 216-218)

With the help of the consulting organisation, two more case studies were found
where an identical process of organisational and accounting renewal had taken
place, and where the managements were willing to fully cooperate in the research
study.

In terms of the research study, organisation design as performed by STSD had the
advantage that it was well specified, handing over ample concepts and labels to
clearly map the context of the management accounting system of each case. More-
over, STSD does not address the matter of management accounting design in it-
self, indicating that the focal point of this study was relatively untouched by STSD
concepts and open for research. The latter point related to our earlier knowledge
entrepreneurial choice for trying something new and unconventional, away from
the little steps forward and rippling research strategies that are commonly found.

An identical choice, away from the rippling strategy, is represented by our set-up
of the research design. The initial field study of Van Nelle instigated our use of
'grounded theory' as the creative application used in bridging the organisation and
accounting disciplines. The research design will be discussed in more detail below.

Research Philosophy Employed

Researching the linkage of the organisation design with MAS design embraces a
design-oriented view. Implicit in this type of research is the question of how the
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study results can be used to improve these designs. A full definition of design-ori-
ented research is not available but it can be depicted by its assumptions (Den Her-
tog and Van Assen, 1988). First of all, design-oriented research is prescriptive in
the end - it must provide a knowledge base for better designs, not in terms of gen-
eral tools but rather in terms of better insights underlying better choices. Second,
as the name indicates, it is directed at the design process, including diagnosis, in-
tervention and effect phases of the process. Design orientation means an integral
focus on the design ami implementation trajectory, and it is not limited to (mono-
disciplinary) parts of the design process. Third, design-oriented research is scien-
tific but not in terms of rigourous statistical and experimental modes of research
(Argyris, 1980). It is concerned with knowledge acquisition about well-conceptu-
ated interventions in human systems (Morgan, 1983; Van Maanen, 1983) and
obtaining 'stronger answers from weaker methods'. Fourth, it is directed at the or-
ganisation as a whole. This "Gestalt" approach states that organisations are not ac-
cumulations of parts but rather comprehensive entities, adding up to more than
the summed energy of its constituting parts. From this, it follows that design-ori-
ented research is multi-disciplinary. Finally, design-oriented research occupies it-
self with prevention. Conceivable consequences are considered in advance and
not corrected afterwards when they appear. However, these five functional de-
mands of design-oriented research do not provide the instruments for conducting
design-oriented research. These instruments were found in a combination of case
study research and grounded theory procedures while the legitimation for per-
forming design-oriented research was found in policy research.

Policy research is defined as "... the process of conducting research on, or analysis
of, a fundamental social problem in order to provide policy makers with prag-
matic, action-oriented recommendations for alleviating the problem" (Majchrzak,
1979, p. 12). Here, 'fundamental' means that it addresses broadly defined research
questions that have multiple facets and a variety of consequences for large groups
of people. In terms of the research problem, policy research would view
management accounting as having a 'coping problem': Managers in practice
cannot financially counter the changes in the competitive environment. Hence,
their policies break adrift and organisations start to wander in terms of loss of fi-
nancial process control.

Clearly, according to Majchrzak, policy research is highly contextual in that it in-
teracts with or is responsive to the study user. In an iterative manner, problem
definition and interim results are confronted and discussed on the basis of the
study user's conceptualisation of the subject. The intimate tie with the user results
in a constant interchange between information and the concept(s) wherein the in-
formation can be framed. As no concept is available, new concepts or approaches
can be generated or, at least, the limitations of available concepts become more
clearly delineated. Furthermore, interaction with the user of the policy options
implies that policy research is an inductive, empirically based approach. Even
more so, it is grounded in practice with a large role for empirical, daily-life events.

In this aspect, it rolls over to the 'grounded theory' approach of Glaser and Strauss
(1967). A 'grounded theory' approach inductively builds on the observation of the
phenomenon studied:
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"... it is discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data col-
lection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Therefore, data collection,
analysis, and theory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. One does not be-
gin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, one begins with an area of study and what is
relevant to that area is allowed to emerge" (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 23).

The use of 'grounded theory' in this study is inspired by the type of knowledge en-
terprise. This research study is attempting to formulate the initial theoretical in-
sights where no theory has yet become available. It does this by relying on field ob-
servations and case studies. This material has to be analysed and compared in a
systematical way in order to provide valid conclusions. Grounded theory provides
the systematic procedures and well-developed framework of analysis to perform
these analyses.

The basic assumption of 'grounded theory' is that discoveries and the develop-
ment of new theory in the social sciences, as in the natural sciences, are the result
of observations:

"Grounded theorists share their [natural scientists'] conviction that the usual canons of
"good science" should be retained, but require redefinition in order to fit the realities of
qualitative research, and the complexities of social phenomena that we seek to under-
stand." (Strauss and Corbin, 1991, p. 249)

Observations are viewed as the raw material 'filling in' new concepts and develop-
ing new theory ('obtaining conceptual density'). Relationships between concepts
and phenomena grow from iterating between theorising and observation. Gradu-
ally, insights are 'dense' enough as to provide a cohesive theory about a phe-
nomenon. Such theory should meet the criteria of fit, understanding, generality
and control. In other words, it should provide a comprehensible representation of
reality and contain enough abstraction to be applicable to a variety of situations.
Also, the theory should lead to an increased grip on the phenomenon - it should
spell out the conditions for controlled actions towards the phenomenon.

In the previous pages, we gave a description of 'our' knowledge enterprise; what
we wanted to add and why. It involves the building of a theory, followed by mak-
ing observations, filling the concepts with observations and continuing to ob-
serve. In this way, dense concepts filled with data emerge. That is inductive re-
search - theory based on observations - and that is also grounded theory.

However, we also use replication logic in order to test the theory that was built up,
i.e., we ask ourselves the question: do we find the same thing in the second and
third cases as we did in the first case? Moreover, when we find more than we did
in the first case, we adjust our theory and, consequently, perform deductive re-
search. Nevertheless, this study is positivist research because it sticks to the empir-
ical cycle of observing to bufW a theory and then observing to fesf a theory. This
study places strong emphasis on the building up of a theory, because (to date) there
simply is no theory available.

'Grounded theory' follows a clearly systematic research methodology. It starts by
formulating the research question. The research question marks out the phe-
nomenon one wants to investigate. It is, however, not formulated stringently
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since it should allow sufficient flexibility and freedom for an in-depth study of the
phenomenon from different angles. Also, the question is not just formulated but
also posed to professionals from the discipline and from 'the field'.

On the basis of the research problem, the coding process starts. Coding forms the
heart of 'grounded theor/ as it unravels data, develops concepts based on those
data and re-integrates the data again, this time based on new concepts. Following
this sequence, coding can take on three forms: open coding, axial coding and selec-
tive coding.

Open coding unravels, closely analyses, compares, conceptualises and categorises
data. Axial coding puts together the open-coded data, but this time based on rela-
tionships between categories obtained from a coding paradigm. A coding paradigm
is a model linking subcategories to a category in a set of relationships. This cate-
gory of relationships denotes several elements: casual conditions, phenomenon,
context, intervening conditions, action/interactional strategies and consequences
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 99). Finally, 'grounded theory' is shaped by selective
coding. It establishes a central category (i.e., the phenomenon around which the-
ory evolved) and determines the relationships with the other categories. The final
'grounded theory' is then reflected in the story the researcher has to tell: the 'story-
line'. The storyline analytically shows the process of conscious action to change a
situation and the effects this action causes: the evolving sequence of events is 'the
story' (see Figure 2.3).

Time

Changing Conditions

action action action

Evolving Events

action
rwsired Goal

Figure 2.3 The storyline (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 145)

The instrument of case study research was chosen for two main reasons. First, the
research question relates to the context of management accounting system design:
The focus is on the organisation as a whole and the relationships between systems
inside that organisation. A case study can be defined as "... an empirical inquiry
that: investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when
the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and
multiple sources of evidence are used" (Yin, 1984, p. 23). Real-life context, unclear
boundaries and multiple sources of evidence are all aspects that dominate the
research question. Second, in testing theories related to organisations as a whole,
one has to deal with a complex reality; one simply cannot manipulate and control
conditions the way one wants it to be, let alone distribute research subjects (people,
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groups, organisations) at random across conditions. Therefore, one must look for
research approaches that are as close to this ideal approach as possible.

Multiple case studies implicitly represent a replication logic in their design. Each
case study provides additional insight into the phenomena studied, and, when
analysing the various insights, a pattern or classification may arise. Where no the-
ory is yet in existence, as is the case in this study, the convergent observations
from each case study will provide a preliminary formulation of theoretical propo-
sitions. In other words, theory formulation is 'grounded' in empirical observation.
The box 'Develop Theory' (see Figure 2.4) can thus be replaced by 'General Re-
search Question'. Only after an initial multiple case study is completed, an attempt
can be made to focus on 'grounded' theoretical propositions.

DESIGN SINGLE-CASE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

Develop
Theory

' relate study
to previous
theory

' aim for
explanation

Select
Cases

Design Data
Collection
Protocol

" define "process"
operationally

' define "process
outcomes" (not
just ultimate
effects)

' use formal data
collection
techniques

• interviews
' observations
" documents

Conduct 2nd
Case Study

• interviews
' observations
' documents

Conduct
Remaining
Case Studies

"etc.

Write
Individual
Case Report

: * pattern match
i 'policy
; implications

Write
Individual
Case Report

: * pattern match
: • policy
: implications
; * replication

Write
Individual
Case Reports

Draw Cross-Case Conclusions

Modify Theory

Develop Policy Implications

Write Cross-Case Report

•etc.

Figure 2.4 Case Study Research Design (Yin, 1984, p. 51)

Therefore, our research design is based upon two methods that each serve a dou-
ble purpose: Case study research for the larger setup and replication of the study
findings, and grounded theory for the development of theory on the basis of data
and its procedures for analysing the individual case studies and making cross-case
comparisons. The case studies serve the purpose of mapping the territory, i.e., per-
forming exploratory research, while grounded theory procedures were used for
lifting the observations up to a more conceptual level. In terms of the knowledge
enterprise, it was tried to go from observed phenomena to analytical knowledge
(the left side of Figure 2.5).
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Analytical
(scientific)
Knowledge

Clinical
Knowledge

Skill

Characteristic
Statements
(theories)

i

General
Propositions

Empirical -
Propositions

Elementary ,
Concepts

Conceptual
Schemes

Knowledge
of acquaintance

Methods

Creative and Inductive
Leap of Imagination

Operational Definitions.
Rigorous Measurement

Definition of Concepts
and Variables, Element-
ary Measurement ,

Observation and
Interviewing
Classification

Practice and Reflection

THE PHENOMENA

Products

Deductive Systems

Statements of the form:
Xvaries with /under
given conditions

Statements of the form:
X varies with V

Descriptive Cases and
Syndroms
Taxonomies

How-To-Do-lt Statements
and Aphorisms

I 1 = Domain of Exploratory Case Study Research

Figure 2.5 The Knowledge Enterprise (Roethlisberger, 1977, p. 393). The upward arrows indicate
the development of knowledge, the downward arrows the practice of knowledge.

Case study research as proposed by Yin plays its role in the categories of skill (i.e.,
the application of techniques and methods) and in the category of clinical knowl-
edge (Roethlisberger, 1977). Grounded theory procedures picks up in this stage and
lifts the observations to the first stage of elementary concepts by way of its coding
steps - by starting to make inferences on it and embedding findings in existing
knowledge as they are found, defined and measured in other studies (see Chapter
8).

Thus, our knowledge enterprise is an enterprise both in terms of getting from A to
B and in terms of the first attempts to develop missing knowledge concerning the
links between organisation design and management accounting systems design.

The Research Design

The research design consisted of three phases. The first phase relates to the previ-
ously discussed exploratory study in which the research question was developed.
The second phase relates to the first case study and establishes the individual for-
mat of analysis. The last phase relates to the data collection in two other case stud-
ies and the comparative analysis of the findings.
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The first phase - the exploratory study - consisted of interviews with mainly pro-
duction managers, some general managers, and one controller. The high percent-
age of technical people interviewed was based on a clue provided by Kaplan, who
stated that advanced technology was exposing the bulk of the management ac-
counting problems. Therefore, technical people were supposed to be the first 'early
warning indicators'.

Similarly, the companies interviewed were in industries where, according to the
literature, the first advanced manufacturing technologies should be adopted, i.e.,
the metal-processing, machinery, and electrotechnical industries. Companies had
been selected using the standard industry codes of the above three industries. Fur-
thermore, only firms exceeding 100 employees were approached. This was done as
an arbitrary measure of sufficient company size to sustain advanced manufactur-
ing technology investments. Twenty-two companies were approached by mail and
telephone, eleven of which agreed to be interviewed. The interviews themselves
were conducted on a partially open format. The agenda was to introduce the goal
of the research study and then ask questions regarding alterations made in man-
agement accounting procedures and calculations, changes made in the decision
trajectory regarding capital investments, and other consequences of technological
changes that were not included in the interview.

Phase two was dominated by the Van Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam plant case study.
As a result of the previous exploratory study, a field situation was looked for in
which both the organisation design and management accounting design were
changed. With the help of the KOERS consultancy company, the Van Nelle to-
bacco plant was approached. This organisation had just completed a full reorgani-
sation of its entire structure as well as its processes through KOERS assistance. The
plant management agreed to cooperate and provided access to management and
internal documentation.

The data material was acquired in three different modes. First, by extensive inter-
views of key personnel such as the plant manager, who was the main force behind
the plant reorganisation, and the manager of production planning, who, together
with the plant manager, conceived and managed the control and information sys-
tem reorganisation. The interviews were between three to five hours in duration
and involved several site visits. The interviews focused on explaining the many
changes in organisation and accounting design, their motivation and lines of ar-
gument, the effects the changes had and what was to be expected in the near future
regarding accounting design. Second, data analysis involved access to all project
documentation and internal reports of the plant organisation. This information
allowed for a chronological support of the interview data and supplied many ex-
amples of events and reporting formats. Third, data was acquired from KOERS.
This proved to be very valuable because it provided an involved outsider's view.
This type of data consisted of material from the consultant's archives as well as
oral descriptions, putting into perspective the many data elements.

All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Documentation and
reports were placed into chronological order to describe the chain of events. The
analysis of the data was performed in two steps. First, a comprehensive case de-
scription regarding both organisation redesign and accounting redesign was writ-
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ten and submitted for verification to plant management. After verification and
the integration of a second round of comments, the case description was approved
by plant management. Second, the approved case description provided the input
for a grounded theory procedure analysis, using the three coding steps as described
above.

The format of the case description is twofold. The first part is directed towards the
organisational context and chronologically describes the causes and effects that
preceded the management accounting redesign. This chronological description is
categorised into a description of the organisation and its products and markets, the
preceding organisation design, the change process events and the resulting re-
designed organisation and work processes. Where possible, interview statements
have been inserted to illustrate how events were realised and perceived, giving a
more comprehensive flavour of the differing company cultures. The manage-
ment accounting part of the case description is based on the reports used in the re-
designed information and control systems. This was done for reasons of system
overview as well as the positioning and use of various managerial accounting
practices and instruments. In this part, the various instruments and reports are
individually represented and discussed, both regarding their composition and
their use. No attempt is made to relate these descriptions to insights gathered
from other research or literature.

The last phase involved the data collection from two other organisations that
completed a similar full reorganisation of both the organisation design and their
management accounting design, based on identical reorganisation principles and
approaches. These two organisations were also selected with the help of the
KOERS consultancy company, which had also been involved in the two change
projects. Data collection from these organisations, called Zilverstad and St.
Antonius, a silversmithing firm and a producer of vesselheads, respectively,
followed an identical method as was used in the case of Van Nelle. Once the or-
ganisations agreed to cooperate, extensive interviews were held with key person-
nel and extensive documentation was handed over. Again, all interviews were
tape-recorded and transcribed in full. The comprehensive case descriptions were
then fed back and complementary information was supplied by additional
interviews and internal documents. Also, the individual consultants involved in
each case study provided a great deal of additional information. The final case
descriptions were then approved, and constitute the input for the next step of
grounded analysis.

The comparative analysis of cases was based upon the individual grounded theory
analysis of each case. In particular, comparison of the open coding and axial coding
diagrams of each case was helpful in this respect; open coding was helpful for its
reclassification of raw case material into more abstract categories that could be
compared in a horizontal fashion with other such open-coded categories. Axial
coding was especially helpful in that it provided a so-called axial pattern per case
that could be compared. An axial pattern is a sequential pattern of characteristics
with the characteristic being related to an open-coding category. In short, an axial
pattern represents the main line of thought in a case study. Comparison of these
patterns indicated the differences in motivation and choices made in the three
cases in an identical situation of organisational redesign - the contextual motiva-
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tions for different management accounting system designs become clear, i.e., cause
and effect on design level can be identified. The axial pattern also provided the
main input to build up the storyline, which is the descriptive representation of
the main line of argument.

Notes

3 Although events here may give the impression that they were evaluated on a strictly rational
basis, there was considerable disappointment on the part of the investigator. The results of the pilot
study became available after one year of hard work and preparation. As these results were totally
unexpected, it was felt that this year had been nothing more than a total waste of time. For the next
few months, little hope remained for continuation of the research project. Fortunately, becoming
acquainted with his future wife did provide some unacademic incentives to proceed with the
research effort. Thank you, Ellen.

"* The implementation of the TAO research programme provided the necessary vehicle for
altering the accent of the research questions - from technology to organisation design (Van Sluijs ef
a/., 1991). This research programme endeavoured to build up a knowledge base for the integrated
(re)design of organisations. To be more specific, the aim was to conduct research into the consequences
of changes in the primary and innovation processes of firms for a number of disciplines - industrial
relations, personnel management and management accounting. With the emergence of this larger
research framework redirection of the research question was not too cumbersome a burden.
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3
SocioTechnical Systems Design

77iis chapter eAfp/ains f/ie concepts, mef/iods and foo/fci't o/ organ isaf iona/
(redesign as advocated by f/je Dutch elaboration o/ Socio Technical Systems Design
CSTSD).

g are yi'ewed as architectures o/ re/afionsnips between infernal subsys-
tems. TTJIS arcnifectwre i's designed as to minimise disturbance by providing su//i-
cienf opportunities /or control o/ disturbances proportional to fne probabilities 0/
disturbances. T«e equilibrium between awji/abfe contro/ options and required con-
trol options determines bot/i e//iciency and e//ectiveness.

short nisforical ouerfiew /lands ooer tne /irst insig/its into organisation design,
h placed a strong empnasis on /ob design. Tne Dutc/i elaboration as proposed

by f/ze a>orfc o/ De Sitter greatly extends it wit/i replacing /uncfional concentration
by trans/ormational integration.

In transformational integration, an organisation is considered as being made up o/
a control and a per/ormance /unction: control relating to tne se/ection o/ relations
to be per/ormed, and per/ormance relating to t/ie rea/isation 0/ t/iese selected rela-
tions. Subseauent/y, a production and a control structure are distinguished w/iich
are based on seven essential structural design parameters: (Ï,) /unctional concentra-
tion, (2) per/ormance di//erentiation, (3) per/ormance specialisation, (4) separation
o/ per/ormance and control /unctions, (5.) control specialisation, C6) control di//er-
entiation, and C7j division o/ control /unctions. Parallelising and segmenting tne
product /low constitute tne degrees 0/ /reedom /or contro/ structure design, w/iic/i
is based on se/ecting, al/ocating and coup/ing contro/ cyc/es at all /et>els 0/ t/ie or-
ganisation. Tne design foo/fcif contains botn design sequence rules as we// as a
c/iange management approach. Organisafiona/ c/iange is thus considered both a
programmable CAiigft/y normative) design and a process greatly in//uenced by hu-
man behaviour.



Introduction

As a consequence of the unexpected results from a preceding pilot study into the
change effects of advanced manufacturing technology on management account-
ing, the focus of the study was shifted. Although a more thorough exploration of
why no change effects were initially found would also provide an interesting
study, it would signify stepping down from the topic of management accounting
change and its cause(s). However, the preceding pilot study made one thing clear
and that is the importance of organisation structures and processes. It is on this
point we proceeded with the study.

Competitive pressure necessitates change, and one of the roads open to coping
with change is to redesign the organisation. As organisation structures change, in-
ternal processes change with it, resulting in a whole new set of dealing with prob-
lems and approaching the market place. Furthermore, that organisation design in-
fluences management accounting is a commonly held opinion, but scarcely re-
searched when it comes to determining what exactly are those influences.

A venue was found in an inspiring development called Modern SocioTechnical
Systems Design (STSD). STSD represents a deliberate design logic which is
systematically repeated and addresses the accounting structure as well. Because the
logic surrounding the accounting system is identical, firms using STSD provide a
good opportunity for performing research into the relationship of management
accounting to its context. Moreover, its focus on the design of whole (accounting)
systems instead of single elements or practices prevents limited explanations.

To take the STSD option, a well-structured and instrumented path is required. In-
terventions in structures and processes place demands on both the content of the
redesign and the changeover process. Instrumenting it in just a technical sense
falls short of the behavioural aspects which can easily overrun whatever effective
and beneficial redesign one had in mind. STSD is basically a systems approach,
paying attention to the interacting subsystems of the organisation. Its subsequent
redesign toolkit as well as its change management approach relate to management
accounting in their effects on existing information and control structures. But in
order to properly assess the latter, Modern Sociotechnical Systems Design has to be
discussed in more detail first.

The General Idea

The main point is that STSD is a structural approach to organising. Specifically, it
is an open systems approach to organisations, considering that the organisation
consists of a number of aspect systems and subsystems. The difference between the
two is that subsystems relate to a collection of elements from the overall system,
while aspect systems relate to a collection of relations between system elements
from the overall system (Den Hertog, 1991). Accounting, for instance, is an aspect
system, as well as Finance, Logistics and Personnel. When a number of relations
(such as accounting, personnel and finance) are coupled to a number of elements
(such as the job shops 1 to 6, the shipping department and the order-taking
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department), one can speak of an integral approach. To prevent partial analysis
and design, the parts as well as the relations should be integrally approached,
visualising Modern STSD as the 'theor/ of the architecture of relationships.

What 'Modern' STSD adds to traditional STSD consists of the following: a consis-
tent concept of overall structure design going beyond working in task groups and
the relatively narrow world of job design and work structuring, and a supporting
design toolkit and change management trajectory specifically targeted at imple-
menting Modern STSD. Both 'extensions' offer a theoretical link between the
Quality of Work paradigm usually associated with classical STSD, and called the
Quality of Organisation. Roughly speaking, the latter extends sociotechnical design
principles to areas of the organisation other than the pure production function.
More specifically, it adds design elements for obtaining flexibility, control, produc-
tivity and innovativeness (Groep Sociotechniek, 1987). Thus, 'Modern' STSD
encompasses significantly more than just working in task groups and maintaining
good working ('human') relationships.

Modern STSD is foremost directed at structures, it focuses on the architecture of
connections between parts. An integral design configures relationships as well as
parts - it addresses connectivity and content at the same time.

A more exemplifying discussion of what integral design is and does, can probably
be best arranged by comparing it with the more traditional integral design pro-
posed by Frederick W. Taylor. His design rests on the concept of functional concen-
tration, which is repeated in every system relationship as well as in the content of
every subsystem. Taylor's design approach rationalises the organisation into a di-
vision of executive tasks on the one hand and controlling and regulative tasks on
the other, concentrating operational and managerial tasks in separated and spe-
cialised departments (De Sitter, 1982). Bureaucratic support was organised along
the same line of functional concentration: the grouping of identical capacities in
supporting departments. However, functional concentration also results in sepa-
rating and concentrating control and performance functions. In other words, oper-
ations become specialised, and so do management and control. They are allocated
to different specialised support departments such as finance and accounting, pro-
duction planning and scheduling and inventory control. Management and control
are thus dispersed and allocated to various hierarchical organisational levels and
aspect systems, i.e., disciplines.

However, as functional concentration connects all parts of the organisation to all
orders (every order passes all or several functions) things will only be relatively
simple as orders are more or less identical in content and only require various ca-
pacities to be attributed: that is, when it comprehends standardised mass produc-
tion characteristics. The problem arises when orders acquire different characteris-
tics. The order size varies per planning period from large to small batches and the
order content becomes less standardised and varies largely in content as well. In a
functionally concentrated structure, this will lead to a (very) high variety of orders
each having to pass all parts of the organisation. In other words, an enormous
crisscrossing of orders throughout the organisation will arise. This enormous va-
riety creates an equally complex control problem.
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In order to solve this control problem one can follow two paths: allocate orders
over different capacities or allocate capacities over different order flows. In the first
option, one continues on the track of functional concentration, meaning the cre-
ation of specialised departments for order coordination and tracking (i.e., expedit-
ing), accumulation of large stocks and increases in delivery times, followed by an
extensive use of large computer systems for production planning, which are in-
stalled at the Computer Support department, and establishing special coordinating
units, task forces or matrix organisations.

Or, in the second option, one can shift the focus of integration: Changeover to
flow-oriented production and integrate on the basis of transformational concentra-
tion. Therefore, integrative design is structural design (see Figure 3.1). A flow pro-
duction is structured by differentiation of basic functions such as 'support',
'prepare' and 'make', identical to Tayloristic differentiation, but then they are
transformationally concentrated instead of functionally concentrated. The same
holds for control: No specialisation in process or flow aspects by different aspect
systems such as monodisciplinary departments including accounting, personnel,
production planning, but differentiation towards the basic control domains, i.e.,
the subprocess in the flow one is working on and responsible for. The basic value
assessment underlying both integral design approaches is its belief in human ca-
pabilities. Taylor implicitly holds the belief that human capacities are limited,
while STSD holds the belief that humans have almost unlimited capacities, which
subsequently can be addressed by the organisation design surrounding them; see
the STSD-based research on human resources management and industrial rela-
tions wherein this value issue is pronounced more explicitly (Dankbaar and Den
Hertog, 1990; Van Sluijs, Van Assen and Den Hertog, 1991; Buitelaar, Dankbaar
and Van Klaveren, 1991).

Functional Concentration:
all parts connected to all orders

Transformational Concentration:
some parts connected to some orders

Support j

Q
Ö§D

Ö _̂
Support

§§0 _̂

Focus of Integration:
Operations

Focus of Integration:
Order Flow

Figure 3.1 Integral design: functional concentration vs transformational concentration
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The above example indicates a two-way reduction of variety: External and inter-
nal. External variety is determined by the number of flows or operational trajecto-
ries required. On the other hand, internal variety is determined by the number of
departments and work stations. To indicate the variety reduction accomplished by
transformational concentration, consider the following calculations (De Sitter and
Den Hertog, 1990). For external variety reduction, the functional organisation
mode is structured by four flows which require 15 operational trajectories (24-1 =
15). However, the transformational organisation mode requires only 6 trajectories
([22-1 = 3] + [22 - 1 = 3] = 6), therefore reducing external variety by 9 trajectories or
60% (9 + 15 = 60%). A similar type of calculation can be made for the reduction of
internal variety - in the functional organisation mode, four kinds of operations
yield 24 possible sequences (4 1=4*3*2*1= 24). Each sequence can be produced
by 256 different routings (4* = 256); the total internal variety in operational trajec-
tories thus amounts to 6144 possible routings (24 * 256). The transformational or-
ganisation mode, however, leads to 384 possible routings per flow (4 ! * 2* = 384),
amounting to a total reduction of internal variety by 5760 routings or 93%. The oc-
currence of external variety is mainly based on demand variation, i.e., changes in
product mix and product volume demand.

This leads us to the method of integrative design, or how to structure flow-ori-
ented production without losing control. Modern STSD has several well-elabo-
rated design principles and strategies (i.e., the change management trajectory)
which can all be reduced to one basic principle: that of Requisite Variety, also
known as Ashby's Law (1952). It is the design criterion of systems controllability,
and reads:

(opportunities for process variation)

(variation required)

It constitutes a ratio, coupling structural answers to variety (the nominator) to the
latitude needed to cope with that variety within that particular structure (the de-
nominator). A qualitative balance is obtained if the ratio equals 1. That is, if there
is as much structural latitude provided as needed. If there is provided more than
needed (the ratio is >1), this surplus can be considered anticipating future variety.
For instance, regarding the Quality of Work, i.e., at the micro-level, the ratio can
be understood as a ratio of control capacity built into a task versus control capacity
required. Or, in normal language, if the opportunities to solve problems are equal
to what is needed to solve problems.

Furthermore, in order to improve organisational effectiveness one directs atten-
tion to the opportunities for process variation (nominator): How much effective-
ness is permitted by the structure? An increase in effectiveness is an effect of struc-
tural measures, i.e., redesign. Alternatively, to improve efficiency, the variation
required (denominator) is reduced. For instance, to continue the Quality of Work
example, the required control capacity of a particular task is reduced if the number
of recurring problems encountered in that task is also reduced. If the number of
unusual, nonrecurring problems increases, so does the required control capacity.
The employee needs more instruments to solve the unusual problems he encoun-
ters. Efficiency therefore increases when all the nonroutine variety is matched by
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problem-solving instruments. In terms of the above equation: if the ratio is 1, an
organisation is both effective and efficient. An organisation is ineffective when
the choice options for process variation are less than required (the nominator <
the denominator). On the other hand, an organisation is inefficient, but indeed ef-
fective, when the structure provides ample problem-solving opportunities but
there is relatively little need for it (the nominator > the denominator).

A somewhat similar basic principle can be found in the work of Galbraith (1977).
Together with Ashby, he follows the idea first proposed by Simon (1947) that
organisations are to be conceived as information-processing institutions or sys-
tems run by humans who are plagued by a bounded rationality which does not al-
low them to make optimal decisions. Since then, complexity and uncertainty in
decision making have generated a stream of research, contingently relating uncer-
tainty and complexity to decision making (Thompson, 1967) and organisational
design (Galbraith, 1973, 1977). Galbraith states that there is a balance between
information-processing requirements and information-processing capacities. The
difference between the two, if any, is caused by uncertainty as it necessitates greater
amounts of information to be processed between decision makers. Organisational
hierarchy then provides an adequate method to control for certain tasks. Uncer-
tain tasks then require implementing a more organic and less hierarchic form of
organising, thus relating the information-processing perspective to organisational
design.

Tf thp information-processing equation is not balanced, two design strategies can be
operationalised for dealing with uncertainty: Reducing processing requirements
through the creation of slack resources (e.g., excess capacity) and self-contained
tasks (the job design predecessor of autonomous work groups), or enlarging the
processing capacity through sophisticated information systems and improving lat-
eral relations. However, Galbraith is one of the few researchers that depart the
functional concentration point of view because he suggests lateral linkages or self-
contained tasks as design-oriented solutions.

The Embodiment of Sociotechnical Systems Design

The crucial experiment which marked the first light of Modern STSD lies in the
study of Trist and Bamforth (1951) of the work organisation in the Elsecar coal
mine in South Yorkshire in the United Kingdom (Van Eijnatten, 1991). Due to the
short coal front in the Haighmoore seam, the new mechanised way of winning
coal, called the 'long wall method', could not be used. Alternatively, Reg Baker,
the Area General Manager of the area in which that particular coal front was
found, developed what he called the all-in method. This work organisation
consisted of so-called 'composite work groups': eight miners forming a small
group which was responsible for a full cycle of coal extraction. At that time, it de-
viated largely from the generally held opinion that there was one best way of or-
ganising, which was determined by a combination of Taylor's scientific manage-
ment concept and Weber's concept of bureaucratic organisation (Trist, 1981, c/ Van
Eijnatten, 1991). Equally significant were two other characteristics involved: the
great reluctance of management to communicate Trist and Bamforth's findings,
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and the fact that the new work organisation form was developed independently
from managerial directives or other higher set orders. Later in the development of
sociotechnical systems design, the elements of management steering only in a
very general mode (i.e., autonomy means almost full decentralisation of decision
making) and of the diffusion and learning by others of sociotechnical findings and
concepts established two main characteristics of 'Modern' sociotechnical design.
Meanwhile, the field experiments (known as 'the Bolsover case'; Van Eijnatten,
1991, p. 10) with the new work organisation proved highly successful: From other
mines in North-West Durham it was reported that output was 25% higher, pro-
duction costs were lower and absenteeism was reduced by 50%, all compared to the
traditional mode of work organisation (i.e., Tayloristic and functionally concen-
trated jobs).

Typically, the development of 'composite work groups' was constituted primarily
to solve a problem: the mining of coal in such a fashion that the new 'long wall
method' was retained. However, what was still lacking was a theoretical base of
their findings. This is not surprising, as the contents of 'composite' versus
'traditional' work organisation were primarily described and explained. How to get
from 'traditional' to 'composite' was not discussed, which essentially means that
the expert proposes the new solution and convinces management and employees
to apply the proposed solution (Den Hertog, 1992). A theoretical foundation of
'composite work groups' was therefore only implicitly present at first. Individual
researchers, however, were influenced by the then emerging research stream of
systems thinking resulting in the application of the holistic and open system view
of organisations together with the concept of self-regulation. The holistic and open
system view allowed them to consider both the whole coal-mining situation and
the influence of the hostile and unpredictable environment in the coal mines.
Self-regulation is particularly effective in this environment and all-round miners
are required for that or, in other words, provide the 'requisite variety' as to the
problems associated with environmental uncertainty (Van Eijnatten, 1991). Also,
the application of the open system view to the production organisations led to the
distinction of a 'sociotechnical system' consisting of a social and a technical
component. Both components are independent in so far as they 'obey' the laws of
natural science and the 'laws' of social sciences. They depend on each other be-
cause they need each other in fulfilling the production function of the firm, i.e.,
they are connected by heterogeneity. Typically, the economic aspect is not viewed
as a separate system but only as a means of measuring the effectiveness of the en-
tire sociotechnical system (Emery, 1972 c/ Van Eijnatten, 1991).

Following the action research carried out in the British mines, empirical research
on sociotechnical systems transferred to Norway as the Norwegian programme on
Industrial Democracy (ID) was started up in 1962. Sociotechnical systems design
would fit perfectly in this programme for its self-regulation design and decen-
tralised decision making. Part of the Norwegian programme consisted of a num-
ber of exemplary projects, featuring the autonomous workgroup as the main de-
sign ingredient, in a wire-drawing mill, a paper pulp factory, an electrical appli-
ances plant and a fertiliser plant respectively (Emery and Thorsrud, 1969, 1976;
Bolweg, 1976). As projects followed one another in time, a transfer of lessons
learned was possible and, as it showed, badly needed.
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The first project was carried out at the wire-drawing mill of Christiana Spigerverk
in Oslo in 1964. Group work was introduced by the British-Norwegian research
team, but the reward system and the non-involvement of local managers and mill
employees posed serious difficulties to the control of the change process. After a
year, the project was cancelled. A second project was started in February 1965 at the
chemical pulp department of the Hunsfos paper mill in Kristiansand. This time,
management and unions were extensively consulted and the change process was
better controlled by phasing the project and having representative project groups
installed for each phase. More importantly, the project really won impact at the
moment the research team withdraw and management committed itself strongly
to the new organisation mode. However, early 1967 the project came to an almost
complete standstill as industry conditions worsened and managerial priorities
shifted accordingly. A third project was started in December 1965 at N0BO's metal
ware plant near Trondheim, this time directed at the introduction of autonomous
workgroups at the product line level. All earlier insights regarding change and
project management were applied. This project was turned into the show case of
the ID programme and drew widespread international attention. Furthermore, as
a new plant was built later, the sociotechnical production organisation was main-
tained. The fourth and final exemplary project was initiated in 1967 in a conjunc-
tive approach wherein an old fertiliser plant was reorganised and a new fertiliser
plant of Norsk Hydro in Porsgrun was designed. As in the other projects, it intro-
duced group work supported by a training programme and a reward system based
on group work. Both plants were fully organised in sociotechnical terms and be-
came very successful (Van Eijnatten, 1991).

The Norwegian programme was of great significance as it provided many so-
ciotechnical tools and shaped the change management approach of classical so-
ciotechnical systems design (Bolweg, 1976). Two main lessons were learned. First,
the overruling importance of participation and, second, as a consequence, the
switch-over from confenf to process in sociotechnical design (i.e., the expert
approach versus the facilitator approach).

Participation proved to be the only route which made the autonomous group
structure last. Participation took the form of self-design which is basically shaped
by an educational workshop in which concepts and tools are handed over to man-
agers, shop stewards and employees together. This is followed by small design
teams which redesign independent parts of the organisation - design teams are,
again, of a mixed composition. Design teams are then brought together again for a
discussion round of the various designs. Subsequently, in a plenary presentation,
all revised designs are coupled and a first planning of the reorganisation is made.
In the late seventies, a more general redesign approach was generated. It made use
of a so-called search con/erence bringing together a broad selection of people (25 to
35) of various functions and levels from the organisation who develop possible
and desirable scenarios for the organisation. In fact, it contains a strategic orienta-
tion on the environment of the organisation and the organisation's possibilities
and limitations in that environment. Furthermore, a search conference fulfils the
subsequent role of bringing people together in a learning situation and taking ad-
vantage of the future structure of cooperation.
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At first, change management was dominated by an expert approach. As it was the
pioneering phase of sociotechnical systems design, it was believed that an expert
model would guarantee the largest diffusion of sociotechnical ideas. Experts
would, one believed, convince several firms to agree with sociotechnical experi-
ments in their organisations and with the results they would yield, researchers
could further prove that STSD really lived up to expectations. Information trans-
fer in the literature, conferences, etc., would then lead to further diffusion. Also,
the expert approach reflected the technical model of change at that time; after es-
tablishing the goals of the organisation, further specifications were derived and
various alternatives weighed. The one alternative chosen then would be imple-
mented and that is all there is to it. This linear, stepwise mode of operation can
still be found back in the sociotechnical project management tool called the nine-
step plan, which will be discussed below. However, the expert approach did not
lead to the expected diffusion of ideas despite the success and international atten-
tion for the Norwegian experiments. Researchers and the parties involved in the
ID programme therefore drew the conclusion that participation is not a mere con-
dition for lasting change but the main substantial element of the change approach.
It reduced the role of technical expertise radically. Expertise from now on was lim-
ited to the educational workshops and to the possible need for additional expertise
explicitly expressed in the later stages of self-design (Den Hertog, 1992).

The sociotechnical tools that resulted from the British and Norwegian experi-
ments led to (1) an improved change project management as implied in the nine-
step design method, (2) a disturbance diagnostic tool called the 'variance control
matrix', and (3) a series of job design principles for joint optimisation of the social
and technical systems at individual and group level.

The nine-step method constitutes a classic sequence of action steps, familiar since
the time Simon proposed it. It was applied to STS change projects by Emery and
Trist (1978). Because of its linear logic, it is still used in many models for informa-
tion system design (Van Reeken, 1990). What is interesting about the nine-step
method, however, is that it implies a sort of project organisation, each project
group tied to one or various steps in the method.

The variance control matrix is based on the concept of 'disturbance control' of
Herbst (1959). It maps disturbances as to the locations where they are signalled and
to where they are caused, which can be at two very different places in the or-
ganisation. Signal and cause then are brought together: At the location where the
signal occurs, the cause should be controlled. Typically, its basic idea is to construct
system boundaries around those places where signal and disturbance collectively
appear. In this respect, the variance control matrix is a sort of process analysis.

The nine-step method then was wrapped around the variance control matrix: By
using the matrix the process was analysed, and its subsequent redesign outcomes
are then brought into a project organisation as constituted by the nine-step
method (Engelstad, 1972).

Finally, the Norwegian experiments resulted in the formulation of structural
propositions for joint optimisation. These principles distinguish between indi-
vidual and group level. At group level, it is more explicitly attempted to couple
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work groups to overall organisation design, because it addresses larger issues such
as communication and information, and requirements for personnel policy
(Emery and Thorsrud, 1976).

The further diffusion of sociotechnical ideas and experiences to Sweden and the
United States marked the start of various other experiments which are well doc-
umented and still have an significant impact on production organisation design
(Whitsett and York, 1983; Agurén, Bredbacka, Hansson, Ihregren and Karlsson,
1984; Lawler, 1986; Auer and Rigeler, 1990). In the US, the sociotechnical idea was
first renamed 'Quality of Working Life' (QWL) and later Tiigh-Performance Work
Systems' (Vaill, 1982; Buchanan, 1987; Taylor, 1990; Moch and Bartunek, 1990). As
these changes in labels already indicate, the diffusion of sociotechnical ideas and
their application in a field situation thus evolve with the accents placed over time
on certain elements of organisational effectiveness. Or, as Safizadeh (1991, p. 63)
puts it "... But because the past solutions have reflected the environmental
imperatives of the time in which they were proposed, their applications to a
modern setting is problematic". The present accentuation of organisational
flexibility and innovativeness do indeed add an extension to the original
sociotechnical ideas as developed in the U.K. and Scandinavia in the 60s and 70s.
The use of the adjective Modern to reflect the Dutch further elaboration of So-
cioTechnical Systems Design with an extensive design toolkit and a change man-
agement approach is no coincidence in this respect.

The Dutch Elaboration

Modern Sociotechnical Systems Design

As The Netherlands also had its share of classical sociotechnical experiments in
the 60s and 70s (Van Beinum, 1963; Den Hertog and Wester, 1979; Allegro and De
Vries, 1979), De Sitter was the first to critically review the original paradigms of
classical STSD. The main points of his criticism include (Van Eijnatten, 1991):
imprecise definitions of concepts, inadequate attention for the system-
environment relationship, the overly emphasis on reducing the social system to a
psychological entity, the incorrect system-theoretical distinction between social
and technical subsystems instead of defining them as aspect systems and, finally,
the inadequate separation of the analytical model (explaining existing production
architecture) from the design model (shaping a renewed architecture). The next
paragraphs on the Dutch elaboration of STSD are deeply rooted in the work of De
Sitter (1989a, 1989b; Groep Sociotechniek, 1987; De Sitter and Den Hertog, 1990).

De Sitter's critique initiated the design of a new theoretical framework, which de-
scribes STSD as 'The study of the manner in which structural parameters of or-
ganisation as a function of the division of work and technical instrumentation of
a production system in a given environment, shape opportunities for the produc-
tion of internal and external functions, and the application of this knowledge in
this respect to the design of production systems" (De Sitter, 1989c, p. 13). Technical
instrumentation here literally means technical equipment. The division of work
indicates the separation, grouping, allocation and coupling of executive and
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regulative functions. Internal and external functions relate to system functions:
Internal functions are, for example, procurement, manufacturing and sales, and
external functions are transactions with respect to various markets such as the
consumers market, the suppliers market, the governmental 'marker* and the capi-
tal market. As a shortcut for understanding, a function can be considered a trans-
formation, translating an input into an output. However, this definition particu-
larly stresses the interdependence between technical instrumentation and the di-
vision of work. The balance model implicit in this conceptualisation is worked
out via the Law of Requisite Variety earlier mentioned. It focuses on the premise
of 'requisite variety', stating that turbulence imputed by the variability of the envi-
ronment can only be compensated for by a proportional capacity to control (Van
Eijnatten, 1991).

Modern STSD, however, explicitly tackles the problem of the functional require-
ments in which modern production organisations must excel. The production
concepts of today still build on the characteristics of the Tayloristic-bureaucratic
concept of the organisation dating back more than 100 years ago. At that time, its
organisational concept was based on integral thinking, relating structure to the di-
vision of labour. Since then, efforts have been directed at improving parts of the
system (e.g., personnel, production, accounting) taking for granted the initial inte-
gral setup of the organisation. However, problems can be solved no longer with-
out addressing the structural background of the strains between production sys-
tems and their socio-economic environments. All other answers not addressing
this structural background will have the characteristic of providing 'more of the
same'. What is therefore needed is a science of integral structural design: i.e., STSD
becomes the architectural science of organisational structures (De Sitter, 1989c).
The Modern sociotechnical point of view can thus be summarised:

"Production is embedded in a network of socioeconomic exchange between production systems
and their respective environments. The external structure of a production system can be defined
as the configuration of interactive relations with its environment. The internal structure
describes the architecture of relations between the parts or elements of a system. ... It consists
of a set of functionally differentiated relationships and their interactive outcomes. Outcomes
with an external function are defined as outputs. Outcomes with an internal function are
usually conceived as 'emergent' properties or 'condition changes' in the internal structure, such
as changes in inventories, wear & tear, changes in skill and knowledge, and changes in (or
reinforcement of) current industrial relations as a function of learning processes. The multitude
of functionally differentiated external and internal processes of exchange requires continuous
adaptation and coordinating under ever-changing conditions.

The internal structure or architecture of a production system fosters or restricts the oppor-
tunities for effective and efficient control of the required coordination between functionally
differentiated processes, which may interfere with each other and may impede each other's
normative completion. The core of sociotechnical inquiry is therefore the analysis and
identification of the external and internal structural parameters which together determine a
system's disturbance probability and sensitivity with respect to a balanced production of
internal and external functions in time." (translated from De Sitter, 1989b, p. 12)

Since STSD is being considered as the architectural science of organisational struc-
tures, attention must be paid to the following four design elements:
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- identification of disturbance criteria (i.e., what type of turbulence turns out to
be a structural problem), which are called the 'functional requirements' of the
systems to be (re)designed;

- identification of structural locations and sources of disturbance;
- identification of structural parameters related to the probabilities of disturbance

and disturbance sensitivity, i.e., on what element(s) of design does turbulence
reflect and what are the chances that this turbulence highly disrupts the overall
organisation?;

- a study and formulation of structural design principles, indicating how to de-
sign aspect systems on the basis of insight into their dynamic interdependencies
with respect to the basic requirement of balanced production of internal and
external functions in time (De Sitter, 1989, p. 12).

From a design point of view, it thus became necessary to make a fundamental dis-
tinction between aspect systems, regardless of their function. Consequently, two
basic functions in every purposeful, and therefore selective processes can be dis-
tinguished: control and performance. Control here means the se/ecfion of rela-
tions to be performed and performance relates to the reai/safion of selected rela-
tions.

This distinction is followed by a subsequent distinction regarding design mef/iod-
o/ogy. It addresses the structure of three basic aspect systems (De Sitter and Den
Hertog, 1990, p. 14):

- the Production structure, which addresses the grouping and coupling of perfor-
mance functions;

- the Control structure, which addresses the allocation and coupling of control
functions; and

- the Information structure, which is derived from the production and control
structure and which addresses mainly design questions regarding technical
matters such as sensing, coding, retrieval and transfer of control data. Basically,
the information structure is nothing more than a technical elaboration of the
two main production and the control structures.

As structural design implies changes in structural parameters, these parameters re-
fer to the two basic structural aspect systems, i.e., the production and the control
structures. These parameters have been well known for a long time as they repre-
sent the primary architectural characteristics of any structure. Designing and
changing existing designs therefore always address one or more of the following
parameters:

1. Functional concentration, which can take two extreme forms: all transforma-
tion coupled to all subsystems (concentration), or each transformation coupled
to its own corresponding subsystem (deconcentration in parallel flows). This
parameter usually sets the pace for all other structural parameters as it
determines the freedom of (design) choice for all remaining parameters.

2. Performance differentiation, which refers to the separation of the prepare,
support and make functions into specialised subsystems.
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3. Performance specialisation, referring to classical Taylorism as it splits up a
performance function into a maximum number of subfunctions, which then
are allocated to separate subsystems.

4. Separation of performance and control functions, which allocates a perfor-
mance and a corresponding control function to different subsystems, i.e., an
employee overseeing a group of similar lathes.

5. Control specialisation, which allocates the control of functional aspects to
separated aspect systems, i.e., quality, maintenance, logistics, personnel, etc.

6. Control differentiation, which splits up control domains into separate control
levels such as strategic, structural and operational levels.

7. Division of control functions, refers to the allocation of various functions from
the control cycle (e.g., perceiving, judging, action selection) to separate
subsystems (De Sitter and Den Hertog, 1990, p. 15).

The concept of structural parameters can be considered the link between a
'modern' sociotechnical paradigm as sketched above and its elaboration into a
toolkit for (re)design. The latter is not only an extension of 'modern' STSD, but
also an important body of knowledge representing design principles, design strate-
gies and design sequence rules. It instruments STSD with a view of how to im-
plement it, thus adding largely to the significance of sociotechnical design in daily
practice. In other words, it supplements the explanatory function of how an archi-
tecture of structure determines the system's internal and external functions with a
design function of how to obtain desired relations between internal and external
functions. This design toolkit is discussed below.

A Design Toolkit

The design toolkit of Modern STSD consists of three main instruments in a hier-
archy of decreasing abstraction: There are design principles, design strategies and
design sequence rules. The design principles have the most general significance as
they address the complexity of the systems. Systems' complexity is considered a
function of, respectively, the number of system elements, the number of their ex-
ternal and internal relations and their variability in time (i.e., is a steady-state con-
dition applicable?).

In Modern STSD terminology, an increase in complexity is related to an increase
of disturbance probability and disturbance sensitivity. Seen from the structural
point of view, disturbance probability is a function of the seven parameters men-
tioned above. The more separation and differentiation between control and per-
forming functions, the more interfaces and, accordingly, the higher the probability
of interferences: i.e., the probability that functions may interfere with each other.
Thus, disturbance probabilities define the degree of requisite variety. On the other
hand, disturbance sensitivity refers to the available options to reduce disturbances
at the level of subsystems. If available options to absorb disturbances are less than
required at their location of occurrence, the probability of disturbance transfer in-
creases (see Figure 3.2).
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Reduce probabilities of disturbance by:
- reduction ol number of interfaces
- reduction of the variable conrenf of interfaces
• reduction of vulabihry of interfaces

L vwv.

Increase operational flexibility by:
- extending the range of options for operational variety
- the effective utilisation of options

= disturbance working on a process segment

Figure 3.2 Relationship between complexity, disturbance and requisite variety

The basic integrative design principle is directed at establishing two goals: to re-
duce disturbance probability, and to reduce disturbance sensitivity. This can be ob-
tained either by reducing impending variety or by increasing control capacity, in
other words: by applying the Law of Requisite Variety discussed earlier. Applied to
the two basic aspect systems of production and control structure it takes the form
of (De Sitter and Den Hertog, 1990, p. 16):

(available means to vary performance functions)
controllability of the production structure = ƒ

controllability of the control structure = ƒ

(variation required)

(control information available)

(control information required)

The design strategies serve both as analytical techniques and as the various appli-
cations of the design parameters. However, as design strategies are largely contin-
gent upon the organisational setting, an equally large number of strategies are pos-
sible. Nevertheless, the following six strategies are the ones most commonly used,
and therefore warrant attention as main design 'reflexes'.

Regarding the production structure:
* Parallelisation (entails parameter 1 - functional concentration)
* Segmentation (entails parameters 2 and 3 - performance differentiation and

performance specialisation).

Regarding the control structure:
* Unity of time, place and action (concerns parameters 4 until 7 - separation of

performance and control functions, control specialisation, control differentia-
tion and division of control functions).
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* Bottom-up allocation of feedback loops (concerns parameter 4 - separation of
performance and control functions).

* Uncouple feedback loops in time (concerns parameter 6 - control differentia-
tion).

* Built-in feedback loops in every task (concerns all seven parameters).

The production structure design strategies can be considered design for /fexibi/ify.
They are directed at the available means to vary the production process, while the
control structure relates to the ufi/isaf/on of those means.

The point of parallelisation is proven earlier where a process flow was deconcen-
trated (parameter 1) into two parallel flows, inherently reducing complexity by
60%. Segmentation builds on parallelisation in its reduction of interfaces in the
input-output chain. Interfaces are 'amplifiers' of internal variation sources. For in-
stance, in the earlier example complexity was further reduced by 93%. Parallelisa-
tion is directed at reducing external variety as caused by demand variation such as
changes in volume demand and product mix. Alternatively, internal variety as
countered by segmentation is caused by the number of performance operations,
i.e., their subsequent number of necessary interfaces (see Figure 3.3). Segments are
created by clustering performance operations that have maximal interdependence
in their execution. In general, segments should contain operations that either
show direct interdependence regarding sequence and balancing the flow of
material or are dealing with quality, or form a cluster with joint input and output
channels.

Parallelisation

—E"

—g-

Segmentation

r
• H
• H

»•
»>
»».

Zl
Zl

Figure 3.3 Simplifying by parallelisation and segmentation (separating order flows and, subse-
quently, separating process parts in the order flows; Van Amelsvoort, 1992)

Segmentation of performing functions are a first step towards a corresponding
segmentation of support and preparatory functions, which thus form a fluent next
step to the phase of control structure design. Parallelisation and segmentation re-
sult in less internal and external variety and use few interfaces which already im-
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ply an exponential decrease in required control. Therefore, most control problems
are implicitly solved by the design of the production structure; what is left to de-
sign, builds on the concept of the control cycle or, as it is sometimes called, the
feedback loop. This is the reason why the design of the production structure has to
be taken care of first, i.e., the sequence rule discussed below. In other words,
'required control' is the linking factor between production and control structure
design.

A control cycle consists of four interrelated functions: (1) sensing, i.e., perception
of process states, (2) judging, i.e., evaluation per aspect, (3) judging again but now
on an integrated basis of evaluated aspects, and (4) action selection, i.e., the choice
of a controlling activity. The control cycle is independent of the control level. For
instance, at the operational level operations are controlled on the basis of given
norms. The structural level generates those norms on the basis of production, and
control models on the basis of given organisational goals and, finally, the strategic
level evaluates these goals given the environmental or market conditions. Con-
trol cycles therefore control variation at all levels of aggregation (micro, meso and
macro). Control structure design is now directed at configuring the allocation, se-
lection and coupling of control cycles in the production structure designed first
(see Figure 3.4).

The design principle of unity in time, place and action relates to the availability of
effective control information. The time between the two phases of occurrence &
perception and perception & action upon a disturbance should be as short as possi-
ble. What links these two is the place of occurrence. Therefore, separation of the
two phases and, thus, the control design principle of unity in time, place and ac-
tion should be prevented. Implicitly, this design principle hands over criteria
which determine what information is e//ect/pe information: information should
be re/i'flb/e (correspondence between facts and perceptions), acfwa/ (time-span be-
tween occurrence and control action), comp/efe (simultaneous measurement of
current conditions) and re/eranf (affects probability of information distortion and
severs learning processes involved in the mental modelling of processes). Each of
these criteria can be related to the above-mentioned structural parameters. For in-
stance, completeness relates to control specialisation (parameter 5) as it pertains to
all aspect systems involved. Also, relevance relates to separation of performing
and control functions and division of control functions (parameters 6 and 7) be-
cause it refers to the allocation of these functions to separate elements, i.e., indi-
viduals or machines. Separation of control information can thus block the transfer
of learning 'on the job'.

Bottom-up allocation of control cycles is in itself an application of the structural
parameter of control differentiation. In general, everything in an organisation can
be controlled top down. However, by starting to allocate bottom up, a differentia-
tion is made towards what control cycle is most appropriate at what control level.
This is done by means of stepwise elimination. At micro-level (e.g., individual
work stations) a first round of control cycle allocation is made. From the total set
of control cycles, these control cycles are then eliminated and a step-up is made to
the next control level. Consequently, at the meso-level, the next round of control
cycles is allocated and eliminated from the total control set. This procedure is re-
peated up to the top level, where the last and most strategically oriented control
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cycles are allocated. For reasons of simplicity regarding the procedure, the micro-
level is operationalised to start at the level of segments or whole-task groups. De-
termination of the control range at segment level then works two ways: upward to
the organisation's top level and downward into the group. Micro-level for the lat-
ter is the individual work station. Typically, in a structural architecture without
parallelisation and segmentation there would be few starting points for allocating
control cycles, since micro or meso-levels in the organisation are hard to distin-
guish.

Coupling
Judgement ^_ Choice of action

Percep ion

Process

Allocation and Selection

Figure 3.4 Selecting, allocating and coupling of control cycles and the control cycle concept
(KOERS, 1989)

The design strategy of uncoupling feedback loops (control cycles) in time relates to
the moment when external control transforms into internal control. Segments
have various interfaces. Each segment's internal control cycle is coupled using a
higher level external control cycle, which usually matches the existence of an in-
terface. Typically, each segment's internal control would be substantially reduced if
all preparatory and support functions were received at the same time. Therefore,
instead of physically buffering those functions, it is the lead-time which defines
their reception. This shows a strong similarity with Just-In-Time production sys-
tems, which primarily structure their processes on the basis of time consumption.
Most significant here is the use of Kanban cards, which are control signals to the
preceding segment that an input is required by the signalling segment. In other
words, a kanban is a concrete depiction of control cycle coupling, i.e., an external
control cycle transforming into an internal control cycle if the kanban is received
and acted upon. The general idea supporting this design strategy is somewhat sim-
ilar to stepwise elimination in allocating control cycles. It builds on a hierarchy of
control levels (strategic, structural and operational) each having their control do-
main, which are separated by input or output interfaces, thus resulting in local
control, interlocal and global controls. It therefore follows that the structural pa-
rameter of control differentiation is involved (parameter 6).

The last control design strategy, building in feedback loops in every task, is perhaps
the most 'traditional' as it relates to the 'grandfather' of STSD: job design. It con-
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siders the individual work process as the smallest existing production organisa-
tion. This can be compared with traditional craftsmanship, where, for example, a
cabinet-maker would purchase wood and make it into cabinet parts, build the en-
tire cabinet, perform on-line quality inspections and sell it. The notion of individ-
uals as mini-production organisations thus results in the application of all struc-
tural design parameters: a micro presentation of all production and control prob-
lems addressed above. The human mini-production organisation should there-
fore integrate all manufacturing, preparatory and support functions as much as
possible. It also implies the appearance of external and internal variety encoun-
tered at individual level, which according to STSD should be met by an equivalent
control capacity. A parallel can be drawn with the work of Emery and Thorsrud
(1976) discussed earlier. They provided some task redesign principles which can be
found back as elements of this later control design strategy, the main difference be-
ing the more extensive theoretical grounding and the present relationships with
an overall design methodology. Accordingly, control capacity should regard all
levels of control (strategic, structural and operational) in every task performed. If
such a match occurs (variety versus control capacity), the quality of work is consid-
ered high. Also, the outcoming quality of work can be considered a function of the
division of labour.

The design sequence rules direct the sequence in which the design steps should be
taken - in fact, they constitute the production structure of change. The flow of
change has to be managed in an orderly fashion, which demands a stepwise and
project approach. When to take what steps is the subject of what is called the
'Integral Organisational Renewal' trajectory (see below). Part of that trajectory
consist of the design sequence rules on what to design first or how to structure the
(re)design itself.

As stated above, the production structure design sets a first framework, shaping
the conditions for the control structure design and removing, at an early stage,
some of the disturbance probabilities present. The control structure design repeats
this streamlining process for the information structure design. A fully worked
control design is a clear input on what control information is required where. It
reduces the information structure design to a mere exercise in accommodating ex-
isting information requirements by a reporting flow and the formats of the indi-
vidual reports. The main design sequence rule thus states that the order is: design
Production structure first, followed by the Control structure and finalised by the
Information structure design. In Dutch STSD jargon, this is referred to as the PC/
ru/e. Breaking with this rule, for example by designing new controls in an existing,
given production structure, will have negative results, since the complexity of
control is restricted by the surrounding complexity of the production structure. For
instance, improvements in control by the introduction of information technology
will increase disturbance sensitivity but will not increase coping options as they
are defined by the production structure. Consequently, improvements in flexibility
or timeliness will fail to materialise.

As indicated by the PCI rule, the design starts from the whole and ends at the
smallest element. This requires that the first step, i.e., designing the production
structure top down, is made by those having overview over the whole entity. This
means that production structure design should start by identifying possible paral-
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lel flows and proceed by creating segments at the meso-level. Finally, task groups
can be constructed at the micro-level. Alternatively, as follows from the stepwise
elimination procedure for control cycle allocation, the control structure is de-
signed bottom up. This bottom-up sequence starts upward from the (parallelised
and segmented) production flow, which consequently allows for a modular archi-
tecture of control and a flexible stepwise implementation of a (newly or re-
designed) control structure. The modularity involved thus provides options for
limited (i.e., modular) improvements or changes as conditions so require. This
may be the case in, for example, the introduction of production cell technology or
Flexible Manufacturing Systems. These segregated interventions can have clear
advantages in introducing changes slowly to the organisation and allowing people
to gain experience and become familiar with various innovations. Again, all of it
made possible by a flow-oriented organisation mode.

A Change Management Approach

The change management approach proposed by Modern STSD builds on the
change experiences gained in Scandinavia and Dutch experiences with job design
experiments that ran in the same time period (Den Hertog, 1978).

A number of lessons were learned from these projects and later incorporated into
the change management trajectory. First, STSD should start at least at firm or plant
level. Starting (re)design at lower organisational levels ignores the basic overall
structures in which, for example, job shops have to operate. At lower organisa-
tional levels, the conditions for (re)design are already established and limit the de-
grees of freedom left for actual design. Second, involvement of employees in the
redesign decision making was an essential condition for success. Employees here
means everyone employed: all workers and all staff and management. However,
participation per se is no guarantee for success (Den Hertog and Wester, 1979; Den
Hertog and Wielinga, 1992). Design expertise is also needed in order to achieve an
effective redesign. Both approaches try to control the change process in some
manner but seemed to be incompatible. A simple question resulted: If both
approaches are simultaneously required, how can we find a solution? An answer
was found by combining the expert approach with the participative approach into
a self-design approach: by making people design experts. This led to the introduc-
tion of change as an educational programme, which implies that organisation
members have to be trained how to redesign their organisation themselves. The
resulting change management approach was named Integral Organisational
Renewal (IOR) and was established after various tryouts in several (re)design pro-
jects (De Sitter, 1981; Van Assen and Den Hertog, 1984).

Metaphorically speaking, the expert approach leans towards the engineer-
ing/machine metaphor, while the participative approach is rooted in the democ-
racy metaphor (Morgan, 1986). Both metaphors were opposed to each other in
their view on the change process. Fortunately, reconciliation was offered by inte-
grating the two in a third metaphor, which is also endorsed by Modern STSD: the
organisation as an educational system (Den Hertog and De Sitter, 1989).
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An IOR trajectory takes approximately two to four years; the exact duration is de-
termined by the active involvement of all the employees which can lead to either
'fast' or 'slow' change. Nonetheless, it can definitely not be regarded as yet another
'quick fix' method to solve organisational problems. Also, as in the design toolbox,
the IOR trajectory can be divided into six phases (Den Hertog and De Sitter, 1989;
De Sitter and Den Hertog 1990). The first three phases are concerned with setting
the mind for change and indicating the broad directions of a future organisation.
The latter three phases are the actual design phases, including training, project
management and the use of the design toolkit as introduced above (see Figure 3.5).

Awareness of need for change can be restated as 'without pain, no cure'. First, the
organisation has to build up the feeling that "we can't go on like this": Low-expo-
sure, low-risk experiments at the outskirts of the organisation have postponed
fundamental choices and the firm has to (re)develop a sense of direction. Key
items at this very early phase are top management leadership and ample resources
(time, money). Top management here has to take the lead and must clearly know
which problems are to be solved and what the outcome should be (Berg, 1986;
Pasmore, 1988).

The Strategic Orientation Round formalises this feeling of discontent into a more
specific analysis which serves several goals:

1) creating insight into the organisation's interrelations as a whole, thus pre-
cluding partial or monofunctional views to dominate;

2) providing a list of external demands to be met and an overview of the dis-
crepancies and bottlenecks between present and future performance, based on
classic strengths-weaknesses and opportunities-threats analysis (SWOT); and,
most importantly,

3) carrying out the analysis itself by a group of people representing the organisa-
tion as a whole.

Usually, this group contains about twenty people from all functional areas, which
can constitute a first base for renewal. Sometimes, a strategic analysis had already
been carried out, leading to believe that this step can be skipped. However, it often
turns out that the earlier analysis was performed by a small elite (staff) group. Re-
peating it, but now in a more representative group, usually benefits the quality of
the analysis and the company-wide involvement.

Following the SOR, which sets the goals of the change effort, two further routes
are taken, based on the question of what problems are structural and what prob-
lems are nonstructural. The division between structural and nonstructural prob-
lems also gives rise to the distinction between renewal and improvement activi-
ties. All activities that do not require fundamental changes in structure and can be
taken care of immediately are considered improvements. Even so, they s/iou/d be
taken care of immediately, as it is a strong signal to the organisation that things are
taken seriously and management is committed to change. The structural problems
are matched with the external performance requirements drafted earlier, and thus
a priority listing emerges.
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Awareness of need for change
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Figure 3.5 The Integral Organisational Renewal trajectory (cf. De Sitter and Den Hertog, 1990,
p. 27)

For 'disturbance stocktaking' (or bottleneck listing as it is usually called) as well as
for strategic analysis, various training courses are available and have been adapted
to the organisational levels involved. The final outcome of this mind-set phase is
a document stating the internal performance criteria that serve as an input for the
subsequent design phase.

Change management is in fact self-design, using an intensive training programme
as the vehicle for change. Organisational participants are taught how to analyse
one's work organisation and how to make links with other functions and system
elements. STSD design principles and methods are taught while steadily increas-
ing the application of course assignments to the own organisation, thus moving
from course work to training-on-the-job.

Typically, experience has shown that the dynamics created go far beyond merely
transferring knowledge; the organisation is mobilised. Participants are listened to,
and their opinions (i.e., self-design efforts) are taken seriously. Also, the training
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programme breaks through functional barriers as people speak the same language
and work together for a long period of time. Thus, the one-to-one link between
training programme and design process is essential - members of different organi-
sational levels are to take over redesign.

Parallelisation, segmentation and internal structuring of segments are redesign
topics for various work groups at all organisational level, following the top-down,
bottom-up sequence rule for production and control structure design. The se-
quence is noncompulsory, meaning that one can iterate between macro, meso and
micro-levels to find the most fitting solution to the specific design problem. At the
start of the actual design, there is just one group, designing the basic structure
(parallelisation). As they are followed up by various other design groups, the need
for coordinating and matching of the subdesigns implies project control. Conven-
tional project management techniques suffice: a steering group to monitor the
whole process, and various work and project groups for specific design topics. Ex-
perience here has shown that it may be wise to have the management team and
the steering group coincide.
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4
Case Van Nelle Tobacco/

Rotterdam plant

No summary u>i7/ be inserted toere as Me next diopters represent 'data' on/y: fne
cose reports o/ Van Ne//e, Zi7i>erstad and St. Antoni'ws. T/ie ana/ysis part o/ fne
case studies is addressed in Chapter 7.

Introduction

This is the first of three case descriptions. Each case description provides the only
input for further analysis and conclusions. Of course, the emphasis on what hap-
pened to the internal accounting system introduces a focused bias to the subject re-
ceiving the most attention. For instance, items regarding human resources and
personnel are mentioned only in so far as they relate to the set-up of the 'new' ac-
counting system. Also, key interview elements are inserted to illustrate why cer-
tain decisions were taken as well as to convey some of the different working atmo-
spheres and cultures found in the organisations studied.

The three cases each step up in terms of size and complexity. The smallest organi-
sation is Zilverstad BV, which produces silver products for the consumer and cor-
porate gifts market. It employs 70 people with a balance sheet total of 6 million
Dutch guilders. Second in size is St. Antonius, producer of vesselheads for the in-
dustrial market. Employing 140 people with a sales figure of 20 million Dutch
guilders and an added value of 63% (percentage of sales, 1989), it takes a mid-posi-
tion between a small and medium-sized firm. The largest organisation is Van
Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam plant, which is a full production unit of the larger Sara
Lee/D.E. corporation. It is the only organisation having no ties with family owner-
ship. Also, being the daughter of a large U.S.-based multinational, it is the one or-
ganisation operating within a larger organisational framework.
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The cases are presented in chronology of report completion as this follows the
build-up of our own insights of what was going on: Van Nelle first, followed by
Zilverstad and, finally, St. Antonius. After the full case reports were drafted and
formally approved by company management, no further changes were made in
the descriptions. Case reports thus represent frozen moments in time, which
means that, in some cases, there is an 'open end' at some of the (sub)story lines.

Case Van Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam plant

When writing this first case history, the following approach was used: First, a de-
scription of the actual organisational change is given. It is shown how this organi-
sational change furthers the changed control system and, consequently, how the
redesigned control system resulted in an adaptation of the management account-
ing system. The case description follows events chronologically with most of the
attention being paid to the last stage of the organisational renewal process - the re-
design of the management accounting systems (MAS).

The Introduction Phase (1984-1986)

The Van Nelle organisation consists of five divisions headed by a holding com-
pany: VNIEM, Food Services, the Sweets division, Kennedy and De Erven de We-
duwe J. Van Nelle (hereafter called De Erven). The VNIEM division is in charge of
the sales in Belgium, the Food Services division services vending machine sales
(mainly coffee), and the Sweets division contains the consumer brands Droste,
Venz and Tonnema (candy and chocolate). In addition, the Kennedy division
takes care of the tobacco sales in the United States.

Table 4.1 Core Financial Figures of Van Nelle Holding (Source: consolidated annual report,1988)

Core Figures Van Nelle Holding N V

in 1.000 Guilders

Net turnover

Operating income

E.B.I.T.

Idem in % of net turnover

1988

513.000

36.398

19.959

3.9%

Idem in % ol net assets end of the year 16 2%

Investment in fixed assets

Depreciation

Cash flow

Number of employees per
end of the book year

41.368

20.698

40,657

1.520

1987

495,929

34,797

15.240

3.1%

16.1%

34,435

16.774

32.014

1.404

1986

626,654

29.360

10.433

1.7%

12%

15,621

17,051

27.484

1.297

The De Erven division is the focus of the case study. This division accommodates
the five product lines of coffee, tea, tobacco, rice and desserts. The Rotterdam to-
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bacco plant is the part of the organisation where the further case description will
focus on (see Figure 4.1).

The Rotterdam plant produces hand-rolling tobacco in two versions, classified to
pouch volume weights of 40 and 50 gram. Subsequently, each weight type can be
turned into a large number of packaging variances according to the wishes of the
customer. The packaging standard is a poly pouch wrapped in an extra plastic foil
for conserving purposes. Thus, product differentiation consists of either the pack-
aging (most of the variance) or the amount of tobacco that goes into the pouch.

Another important aspect of the Rotterdam plant is the building in which it is lo-
cated. It was constructed in 1929 by Brinkman and Van der Vlugt, representing the
architectural stream of New Construction in The Netherlands. A significant fea-
ture of the building is the abundant use of glass panels in walls and roofs. As a re-
sult of its architectural value, it is virtually impossible to make changes to the
building, i.e., change its layout. Consequently, the number of production efficiency
measures open to use, including limiting the costs of energy, are restricted.

Van Nelle
Holding

VNIEM Food
Services De En/en Sweet

Products
Kennedy

Sales
Belgium

Vending
machines

Coffee
Tea

* • Tobacco
Rice
Desserts

Drost
Venz
Tonnema

Tobacco
U.S.A.

Figure 4.1 Organisation chart of Van Nelle in 1984 (Source: project documentation)

As a result of the lagging operating performance of Van Nelle Holding B.V. in
1984, then still a daughter company of the American firm Standard Brands, an or-
ganisational survey was held. From the survey, it appeared that the existing organ-
isation was ill-adapted to the demands of a changing environment: it was inflexi-
ble, pigeon-holed, self-contained and it had high product costs. It was concluded
that a strategic reorientation of the company was necessary. In addition, the
American mother company stated the wish to desinvest, which led, in January
1985, to a management buy-out and independence for Van Nelle.

(plant manager) "... where the immediate cause resulted from that independence, in which
you start to think, eh, like - how do we deal with it being an independent company? After the
buy-out, you're left with skewed equity positions, your market position is going to play a role
like - yes, how can we survive in the coming period, how do we become a company which can go
public later on? That all played, of course, on the strong need to survive as a new and indepen-
dent company. And to do so, to survive, you say like - well, a market-oriented organisation is
needed, flexible and efficient. And how do you go about that, then? Initially by cutting out the
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fat. So we had a reorganisation. That was in '85. The organisation was then subdivided into
product groups."

After the buy-out, restructuring of the organisation was embarked upon energeti-
cally. Leading starting points were the following views derived from the earlier
held strategic orientation round:

- Return entrepreneurship to the company - Van Nelle was to become dynamic,
flexible, quality-minded and cost-conscious.

- From inward to outward-oriented - markets and customers provide the main
orientation.

- The product first - it is the main strength in the strategic marketing process.
- The employees are the most important resource.

This policy statement resulted in the ensuing approach: to start with, a new organ-
isation structure was developed, i.e., the cooperation structures were altered. Con-
sequently, the willingness to work within the new structure was cultivated, using
among other things, the slogan 'di//erenf coZ/aborafion means di//eren( f/iinfcing'.
Finally, a project group to coordinate the change process and to guard the progress
of the project was installed for the full duration of the project. It consisted of the
managing director, the head of Personnel and the head of Quality Control.

The reorganisation started at the top of the organisation, at board room level, fol-
lowed by a reorganisation of the business. At this moment in time, it was the
management buy-out team that did the redesign. Later on - when training plans,
management development and unions relations came into sight - the number of
people involved in the redesign was extended, giving an important role to the
(new and internally promoted) human resources manager. The new overall or-
ganisation structure came down to a first breakdown of functional concentration
by reorganising into a product group structure with unit management instead of
departmental management (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 Old versus New Organisation Chart of Van Nelle - De Erven division (Source: project

documentation)
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Division staff was relocated to the product groups as much as possible and put into
the line structure. Also, tasks and responsibilities were maximally delegated in or-
der to create integral work teams on all operational levels (minima/ division of
labour; see Figure 4.3).

Thus, entrepreneurship was being decentralised to the lower organisational levels,
while at the same time, communication was improved and pigeon-holing broken
down. The role of higher management in this new and flat organisation changed
from expert and discipline control to a more strategic control.

(plant manager) "... So that means that we, the Operational Team, made a long-term plan, a
strategic plan, in which you looked three years ahead; this happened in a discussion, of
course, with General Management. Like: where are we heading for with Tobacco, where are we
heading for with Coffee and Tea? And on top of those plans, which you have to specify every
year into a business plan, came a yearly plan containing further details, and an
implementation plan. On all those plans, you were evaluated. That is something else than a
functional control which, for example, a production manager uses for his shop managers. They
(production and shop manager, HR) are far more functionally occupied, like - you have to do
this or that. No, this is control on results, on plans. Thus, you develop implementation plans,
and at the end of the year one looks at what has been realised. As, for example, it is said in
discussing the performance of Tobacco, more has to come out, then the organisation had to work
in such a way that the Direction Team should ask the Operational Team the question - well,
we don't want 20% return but 22%, how do you go about that, the three of you? Not like when
the commercial director says to the market group leader - cut 2 million from your advertising
budget. That's the wrong attitude."
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Figure 4.3 Old versus New Production Organisation Structure (Source: project documentation)

After the business was reorganised, a process of training and management devel-
opment was started. To this end, the 'Unfreezing - Moving - Refreezing' phase
model was used. Two methods were used to instrument the model:
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1) Training programmes, with a goal of 'pointing noses'. The training pro-
grammes provided an instrument for change as well as establishing unity in
communication and terminology.

2) A management development plan directed at strengthening and training ex-
isting management. Part of this plan was that the works council representatives
were much more involved and listened to than before. Moreover, it led to
bringing in young and new management, as management that could not
change was internally transferred. Setting up this plan was helped by the strong
presence of a new human resource manager.

The training programmes were organised by an external consultancy company,
KOERS B.V., which also supplied the consultancy and process facilitating activities
for the latter change phases. The courses were tailored to the specifics of Van
Nelle's strategic reorientation, emphasising the differentiation between the
various organisational levels (see Table 4.2 for a specification of the training
programmes).

(plant manager) "...Well, then there is that new organisation with operational teams, and
you're asking yourself - how do we get this organisation functioning ? It always starts with
those .. A lot of people are transferred to new positions. I myself became plant manager, new
market group leaders entered; a market group leader was quite a new thing for Van Nelle. So
then you have to start working on the awareness process of those people. General Management
itself - how do they control such a thing as an Operational Team? Operational Team - how
does it function, what is your control input, how are you being evaluated, what are your
responsibilities? The development of thinking patterns and your own role in that new
organisation. And all that, we accomplished, here, mainly by training programmes."

Operational
Team

Middle
Management

Start

Number of
Participants

9

65

13

Duration

6 x 2 days

5 x 2 days

6 x 2 days

Subjects

Process Innovations
Products/Technics
Cooperation
Leadership Styles

Leadership Styles
Individual Skills
Working with Groups

Cooperation O.T. - Staff

Table 4.2 Training Programme Outline (Source: project documentation)

After concluding the training haul, the training programmes were evaluated in
mid '86 during an executive meeting with OT, staff and middle management.
Among other things, it appeared that the willingness to change had indeed im-
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proved but the 'old' pigeon-holing and inward-bound behaviour was still lying
dormant. The explicit personnel policy of mutating the employees who were un-
willing or unwanting to change, resulted after three years (1988) in the fact that
30% of middle management either held other positions within the company, or
had left the company.

During this period of reorganisation and getting the new overall organisation to
work, the unions were explicitly involved. The new top management team much
improved relations with the unions and the company's central works council,
both at top and middle management levels. This improved relation kept on last-
ing during the time when 150 employees were to find another job, partly as a de-
mand of the financers of the buy-out to structurally cut cost. Together with the
unions, a social plan was constructed to the benefit of the employees, involving
the help of an outplacement office in finding other work.

The Analysis Phase (1986-April 1987)

When the awareness process, the learning of new skills and the uniformity of the
internal language on the basis of system theory were completed, a further start was
made by filling in the new overall organisation structure (the mowing p/iase). A
choice was made to separate the organisation in a production and a nonproduc-
tion part. For the production part, the first matter of importance was the remain-
ing explication of the production structure. Criteria were the earlier formulated
strategic goals of quality improvement, better process control and product cost re-
duction. Attention would especially be paid to the critical, problem-solving and
customer-oriented actions of the nonproduction employees.

At this moment in time, several motivational instruments were tried out to
'wake up' the organisation. Not all of these instruments were equally functional to
this goal. The instruments encompassed a programme especially designed for the
enhancement of so-called Quality of Actions and its influence on the performance
of the organisation. Several other activities for the entire personnel were used in
addition to this campaign, such as the publication of a Quality Indicator, the pre-
sentation of a monthly Quality Award and the declaration of 1987 as The Year of
Quality. Evaluation of the quality programme in a workshop-type mode by the
employees showed it was considered afterwards as a major contribution to the
process of learning how to cooperate and of cultural change, despite the fact that
people saw it more as learning techniques, and the activity itself petered out.
However, this signified the first occasion were the entire personnel was addressed.

This first campaign was followed up in 1988 by a more comprehensive pro-
gramme under the name of /4cfua/. It was directed at the three topics of presence &
approachability, customer orientation and performance orientation. Executive
meetings were periodically held in order to obtain commitment and unity in
mind-set (poinfing noses). Supporting this campaign was the awarding of indi-
vidual and theme group prizes.

Restructuring the production structure was also based on the earlier mentioned
goals of quality improvement, better process control and product cost reduction.
To attain those goals, an improvement of effectiveness and an increase in effi-
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ciency and flexibility were regarded as means. In reality, this meant an integral ap-
proach to the respective qualities of organisation, work and working life by which
the change process should reach the shop floor.

(plant manager) "...Well, that is how it has been sold within the organisation from the start
on: the goal is product cost reduction. And to get to a better control. Control of your organisation
but also control of your product quality and then, finally, from your control because only when
you control your quality you can start improving on it. So that as a goal. We said - well, a
means to reach that goal, for example, product cost reduction, that is to improve on your
efficiency. Thus, the means to attain all that is working on all three because when you use an
integral approach of those three qualities, it will lead to, and that is what 1 also explain
elsewhere in the organisation, to cost reduction. If you're working with a fixed number of
people and you take care of the effectiveness - more people think about the who and why of
things; how do I explain then the effects it can have on efficiency? A well-informed group
acting fast, flexibility of course, and that's how I make clear that we're returning, at the end,
to our goal using this approach. Well, and that's how it's been told in the organisation."

Consequently, for the redesign of the production structure a stepwise action plan
was made by which an integral approach of the three Qs could be attained. Basi-
cally, redesign was accomplished in three general phases, starting out from an en-
compassing training programme in redesign instruments and concepts. It was
then followed by an analysis of the organisation (see also Figure 4.4 below) and
concluded by the final redesign.

THE CHANGE PROCESS

1. Wish tor Improvement - The Why

2. Assigning the Design Requirements

3. Analysis of the Present Situation

4. Analysis ot the Control Needs

5. Designing the Organization Structure

6. Taking the Design Decision

7. Making of the Execution Plan per Task Group

8. Implementation

9. Try-out Period

10. Evaluation *~ improvement

Figure 4.4 Redesign Action Plan (Source: project documentation)

The improvement of the quality of work at De Erven's aimed at the working con-
ditions as well as the contents and the execution of the various jobs. Working
conditions were approached by means of a S.T.A.P. analysis. This SocioTechnical
Analysis of Production organisations has a twofold target: the first is to incite a dis-
cussion on possible improvements in the working organisation, and the second is
trying to raise the point of strengths and weaknesses in the job fulfilments of the
persons concerned. It thus provides data on the formal as well as the informal
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working organisation in a structured manner. Main points in this S.T.A.P. infor-
mation supply round were (see also Figure 4.5):

- job extensiveness and regulating capacity within the job
- available slack
- working interfaces
- participation
- information
- working conditions

S.T.A.P. steps

Preparation

Introduction

Consumption

Elaboration

1st Feedback

-t
Analysis

Presentation + Rapporting
= 2nd feedback

Action Plan

Management

Group

Individual

Change Possibilities

Management + Group

Change Direction

Figure 4.5 S.T.A.P. Plan (Source: project documentation)

A part of S.T.A.P. was to provide budgets for the improvement of working condi-
tions.

(plant manager) "... And the STAP analysis, that is a SocioTechnical Analysis of Production
organisations. It was carried out by Philips, once, so we could draw from their experience - how
do you do such things? And then, here, internal, as a random test, we interviewed a lot of
people; how they thought about their jobs, the job content. In short, the quality of work but
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also the working conditions. And then we said to ourselves - there are quite a few remarks on
the working conditions which were experienced as being not very good or less pleasant. Then
we said to ourselves - we have to show that we're being serious about the responsibilities and
that we actually are. willing to do something. So this is what we do - we tackle the working
conditions, anticipating what they will have to do later on. Namely, those task groups, uh..
those departments will be transformed into task groups with their own budget responsibility."

The budgets were handed over to the departments to manage; they could spend
them at their own good will. As a result, the employees put confidence in the pro-
ject and were motivated while in the same stretch, some of the most troublesome
experienced working conditions were tackled. The S.T.A.P. budgets consist of
yearly amounts per employee and are still part of the (annual) task group budgets.

(head Production Planning)"... Improvement of working conditions, STAP is 375 guilders per
year per person, standard for each task group. That is an item with which they can do as they
please. The Variant group, for example, had airconditioning installed in the coffee room
because in Summer it got very hot and sticky in there. I mean, top-executive boardrooms here
don't even have airconditioning, but that group has, so everybody is looking rather surprised
at it, and says: How can that be? Even the Board doesn't have that but you can do whatever
you want with it, as long as it improves working conditions."

The approach of the quality of work aimed at integrating internal relations on one
common denominator and linking up with the earlier training programmes on
management (leadership styles) and communication.

Finally, quality of the organisation was attained by a transition towards a flat or-
ganisation structure and an overall reduction of all ranks and positions leaving a
limited number of functions. Therefore, the clarity and visibility created within
the organisation made fast communication possible. Restructuring the quality of
working life was being completed by stressing clear mutual relations.

As first site for the production structure changeover, the Rotterdam tobacco plant
was selected. Main reasons were the relative absence of manufacturing distur-
bances at Tobacco Rotterdam, and the sheer size of the plant, which was supposed
to make effects clearly visible. When successful, other product groups such as rice
and desserts would follow suit in restructuring.

What the production redesign was actually going to look like was being estab-
lished by the project group IKZ Tobacco (IKZ stands for Integral Quality Manage-
ment, "Integrale Kwaliteitszorg" in Dutch). Eight staff members of Van Nelle,
among them the production manager of Tobacco and the Head of Quality Control,
and two advisors of KOERS participated in this project group. External counselling
had been "... limited to a minimum and concentrated on passing on concepts and
instruments, and structuring the design process itself" (IKZ report). This IKZ
report also provided the main building stone for financial support of the banks for
this round of organisational changes.

In the training programme itself, the integral approach to organisational change
and how to work in and with a task group structure were explicated (see Figure 4.6
for an overview of KOERS' participation in the change trajectory). KOERS was in-
vited to participate in the redesign process after the favourable experiences with
their training programmes.
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The above-mentioned project group was deliberately composed of people who
were supposed to implement the redesign later on. The working method of this
group is explicitly integral in approach, i.e., the production organisation has been
well devised, "... starting as much as possible from functional requirements, this
way of assessing what is desirable and possible from within the existing situation"
(IKZ report).

(production manager) "... Well, and what is written here (the IKZ report) is, of course, a
description of how to structure your organisation, and an explanation of what items you have
to be aware of and why, such as defining your system boundaries. And yes, the largest part of
this report consists of the analyses we made to obtain a clear insight into the process and to be
able to rearrange it. Look: assortment analysis, packaging analysis; all part of it, of course."

The contents of the report cover the points two to five of Figure 4.4:

- assigning the design requirements
- analysis of the present situation
- analysis of the control needs
- designing the organisational structure.

Design requirements contained four main demands:

1) double the number of product variants in the future;
2) no new small-batch product variants in tobacco preproduction in the near fu-

ture;
3) an increase in (new) small-batch packaging variants at the lowest possible costs,

together with an efficiency improvement and a volume increase of both
standard packagings and of a number of selected variants; and

4) an optimal tobacco quality.

EXTERNAL:

INTERNAL:

Phase 1

UNFREEZING

Phase 2

MOVING

Phase 3

REFREEZING

Do It Yourself
(D.I.Y.)

External Hel

Training ' Coaching < Consulting

Absorbing Increasing D.I.Y.

Figure 4.6 Participation of KOERS BV. in the Change Process (Source: project documentation)
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Not only the design requirements were taken into account but also the results of
the S.T.A.P. analysis (part of the qua/ify o/ uwfa'ng /i/e track) and the general
strategic starting points of Van Nelle. Quality of working life was mainly used in
terms of improvement of working conditions, employed by management to indi-
cate that it was taking participation and employee involvement seriously^. The
analysis of the present situation (the existing production process) aimed both at lo-
cating the dominant process flows and the particular operations which were driv-
ing performance - where is value being added. It resulted in Production being
modelled in terms of homogeneous and differentiable process elements. The
analysis of the control requirement came next. It focused on establishing the neces-
sary control and support activities regarding technology (maintenance), product
quality (standards, inspection) and process information. Typically, it consisted of
installing control capacity into the tasks of the Technical Service and Production
Planning departments, within the task groups themselves and, finally, in setting
up the future personnel structure (i.e., institutionalising control capacity).

The IKZ report, which was handed to the Board of Directors in April 1987, rec-
ommended to rearrange the tobacco factory according to a task group structure (see
Figure 4.7).

Tobacco Making 1 Tobacco Making 2

Volume

Variants

Special is Is

Tobacco Preproduction (serial) Packaging (parallel)

• • - « • -

Figure 4.7 Task group Structure Van Nelle Tobacco Production (Source: project documentation)

The approval of this recommendation in May 1987 marked the end of the project
group IKZ Tobacco and the beginning of the detailed execution of the plan in and
by 'the line'.

intermezzo

What are the characteristics of a task group at Van Nelle's Rotterdam plant?

A task group is the smallest organisational unit and is comprised of between 4 and 20 persons.
Criteria concerning the size of the group are: large enough to draw on personal skills, to
produce complete product parts and to attain set goals. The group is small enough to make
group decisions and to have a clear sight on decisions taken and goals attained.
The fast o/ a fasJt group consists of carrying out a clearly recognisable set of activities, which
as such constitute complete or relatively independent process elements within the overall
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production process. Activities comprise not only production activities but also preparing
(making ready of materials), regulating {carrying on and off materials), controlling (scrap)
and supporting activities (cleaning). Criteria for bounding a process element are: existence of
many internal interfaces inside and few external interfaces outside the process element, a
distinguishable contribution of the process element to the end product, a clearly visible and
measurable performance of the process element and the presence of a possible natural pause
following the process element.
The task group is responsib/e /or performance, with the task group leader being responsible for
the functioning of the task group as a team. He is not a boss coordinating work, but a
coordinator of made and kept agreements. His own tasks are in the field of information supply,
working conditions and long-term planning.
The remuneration sfrucfwre is attuned to working in task groups - group achievements - and is
clear to everybody. Differences in remuneration are possible if clear and acceptable to the
group, and remuneration should encourage learning capacity.
In this case, therefore, the functions have been divided into five categories, each with its own
job content and separated into executing and controlling activities (see Table 4.3); jobs are
cumulative, which means that within the task group a member can '/«am his u>ay' towards a
more encompassing and higher paid function category.

Table 4.3 Function Structure and Classification (Source: project documentation)

Function

Operating
Specialist A

Operating
Specialist

Machine
Operator A

Machine
Operator

General
Production
Employee

Executive

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6

X X X X X X X X

Supporting and Control!

Technical

123 4 56

X X - • X -

Logistics

- - - x

ng Activities

Quality

1 2 3 4

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X

X X X X

• X X -

Maintenance

1 2 3 4

X X X X

X X X -

X X • •

X - - •

x - - -

Innovative

1 23

X X X

X X X

X X -

X • -

x •> task element in that specific functional level and for that specific activity category

Gmfro/ caporiry within a group links up with multi-skill competence and ranges from priority
setting in production planning and delivery to dealing with complaints and the distribution of
work orders. Conditions for such flexibility are the presence of an adapted layout and an
atmosphere of cooperation.
E/fecfróeness of working in task groups is guaranteed by a fixed number of employees per group,
common goals and tasks, and the fact that the group itself can indeed attain these goals.
E/jft'riency is guaranteed by more people actually thinking about how to carry out production
activities - it is no longer a matter for higher management only - which improves yields and
working methods and reduces waste/scrap (product quality).
Flexibility is increased by the mere existence of a well-informed group acting fast on matters
like sickness/leave, market fluctuations and technical malfunctions.
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The Learning Phase (April 1987 - May 1988)

After it had been decided to start working in task groups, five task group leaders
were appointed. With them and the production manager, an implementation
plan for each 'task group to be' was composed.

(production manager) "... The next phase is when you say - well, if the Board approves, it's
also Okay with us, then you get the green light to change the organisation, and the first thing
you do is appoint persons who are going to be responsible for a task group. So we first appointed
task group leaders, task groups only existed on paper at that time, and we told them - you're
responsible. As a departmental manager you say what needs to be done, but task group leaders -
they do no longer say what has to be done but they have to take care of the functioning of the
task group as a whole, and that all the control means are built in right there and in such a way
that people themselves can take care of the work being done. That's, of course, a completely
different point of view of how to deal with your men as a manager."

Each implementation plan used the same systematic approach: first, a description
of the task group in terms of goals, task areas and system boundaries (the process
element). Next, the personnel capacity by way of a training flowchart indicating
which number of employees (quantitative) are on what functional level
(qualitative), accompanied by a training time-ladder which served as a basis for the
task groups training plan to scale up the learning capacity of the group (see Figure
4.8). Part of it was also a listing of present function levels and task elements.

FLOW DIAGRAM TRAINING TOBACCO MAKING 1

Operating Specialist A

Operating Specialist Vacuum U - » Operating Specialist RVI

Machine Operator A

Machine Operator

General production Employee

Training time
in months

36

24

12

Figure 4.8 Training Flow Diagram (Source: project documentation)

It served as the basis for the function classification to be made - the number of
functions was reduced accordingly from 40 to 5. The target was to reach the same
amount of function levels for each task group. The task element contents of each
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function level differ per task group, but the insight into and clarity of personnel
and remuneration structure increased considerably.

Finally, each implementation plan contained a listing of the desired support from
other departments, for example, Production Planning or Personnel, specifically de-
scribing goal, sort and format of the support. The implementation plan for each
task group essentially stated what a task group would have to look like in terms of
activities. A detailed description of control capacity per task group was not for-
mally made but instead emerged on the way.

(production manager) "... Because we said - we will select the organisation, we will select the
structure, we'll go for it and then we will, together with the task groups themselves,
gradually define their wishes. And that's what we developed, slowly but surely, while
having started already. But none of this is mentioned in reports and so on. It is ingrained by
now, in the regular reports we draw up at Production Planning."

A preparation period was installed before starting to work with task groups. Dur-
ing this period, all task groups became budget centres, future task group leaders
took courses in budgeting and time management, and the surrounding depart-
ments and disciplines were being informed on the forthcoming changes. Fur-
thermore, the financial reports and the overall production budget were converted
to the task group structure. A start was being made with the priority items on the
wis/ied support lists of each task group.

(production manager) "... Already beforehand, you're assigning people to their task groups.
Task group leaders are presenting themselves more and more as such in their regular work
instead of being the department manager. Of course, you don't change your organisation from
one day on to another; you're doing so during the preceding normal daily routine of things,
because the good things, you start with 'm right away."

The official date for the whole operation to start was set on September 1, 1988. On
that date, everything, both in formal-administrative and in operative terms, had
to start at once. The significance of that date was mainly contained in the signal it
sent to the other departments - from that date on things had to be done differently.

(production manager) "... Because if you say already at the beginning of the year - September
1st, is when we'll start working in task groups, then it will start officially; the accounting
department will know the new financial system has to operate from that day on. So, in
reality, that date is, of course, a date on which nothing much changes for Production itself."

The time between September 1, 1988 and January 1,1989, was considered a trial pe-
riod. Specifically, its goal was to get used to the new situation within and outside
the task group and to detect and resolve any problems brought about by the new
situation.

A major rupture in the change process was the takeover in May 1989 by Douwe
Egberts (D.E.), a daughter company of the American Sara Lee corporation. Douwe
Egberts is about three times the size of Van Nelle in terms of sales, personnel and
balance sheet total. Culturally significant, however, is that Douwe Egberts was the
lifelong competitor of Van Nelle on the markets of coffee and rolling tobacco. Typ-
ically, the Dutch market shares for coffee and rolling tobacco of the two merged
companies now reach between 60% and 70%.
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Figure 4.9 Time path change trajectory (Source: project documentation)

As a result of the merger, almost all change projects were frozen and, later on,
some were suspended. For Tobacco, the merger signified the end of the opera-
tional group structure. It was merged with the Tobacco division of Douwe Egberts
and three new companies were created under the heading of a new Tobacco divi-
sion, named Douwe Egberts - Van Nelle. This daughter company accommodates
both the Tobacco division's headquarters as well as the former tobacco production
sites of Van Nelle and D.E., called Tobacco and Production company respectively,
thus not changing much in the actual day-to-day operation of the plants.

Instead of by an Operational Team, Tobacco is now headed by five functional direc-
tors each with a functional portfolio - Production, Commerce, Purchasing, Finance
& Administration and Personnel & Organisation.

For the specific operation of the Rotterdam Tobacco plant, the merger resulted in
another change in reporting flow: the production manager reports disciplinary to
the Production Director of the division. All other upward information supply was
to be organised according to company rule of Sara Lee, the D.E. mother company.
The task group structure as well as the locally developed information formats
were left alone as a consequence of the positive experiences with working in task
groups (see further on in this chapter). At the same time, it was decided that for
the next three years (until 1992) no structural changes were to be made in the Rot-
terdam or Meppel tobacco plants.

The Control and Information Structures

After the overall organisation structure had been changed top down, the control
and information structures were changed simultaneously and coherently. The
control structure is specifically tied to autonomous work or task groups. Basic con-
trol principle, which is repeated at every control level, is that what con be con-
trolled locally, s/iou/d be controlled locally. Typically, this explicitly implies the
delegation of control upward as well, which is contrary to conventional reasoning
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that focuses on a maximum of delegation downwards. Basically, it comes down to
a replication of the task group design to a /ii'g/ier level in the organisation. For ex-
ample, this meant that the staff-line relationships and the factory-business unit re-
lationships are refocused on what expertise and control decisions are needed at
line/factory level. Concretely, it resulted in an integration of staff functions in the
line at both business unit and plant levels. Furthermore, the Operational Team
(business unit management) pulled back from plant affairs and obtained control
regarding the coordination of the various business functions, which were previ-
ously handled bilaterally at plant level between the various departmental man-
agers. The difference between functional business unit management and Opera-
tional Team management became very clear when Douwe Egberts reinstituted the
former functional system, thus stopping the application of the task group principle
at business unit level.

The control domain of each task group is linked to the five function levels present
within each task group. Each function consists of several task elements with its
contents stepping up from task elements with an operating content to task ele-
ments with a more supporting and controlling content. When all five functions
are represented in one task group, the task group is considered to possess the high-
est possible control domain. In other words, it can perform all functions and is
therefore called 'autonomous', 'complete' or 'whole', depending on the jargon the
organisation prefers.

At a higher aggregation level, control of the task groups themselves takes place us-
ing three reports (see Figure 4.10):

1) the labour productivity report;
2) the machine efficiency report; and
3) the period report.

The production report underlies and is the main information carrier for these
three reports. The period report is a concise report per task group in which the ac-
tual labour productivity, machine efficiency and occupancy rate are contrasted re-
spectively to the norm productivity, the budgeted machine efficiency and the bud-
geted occupancy rate. The norms originate from the yearly capacity and occupancy
calculation. The task group budgets are also derived from the yearly production
budget. Both production budget and capacity and occupancy calculation make up
the performance standards with which the actual performance is measured and
compared. Typically, production budget and the task group budgets are the only
reports in which financial figures appear.

In the 'old' situation, the period report did not exist and the two reports on task
group level were only available in a primitive format to the Personnel and Tech-
nical Services departments. Production control was administrated only by the
overall production budget and the basic production report. Other control instru-
ments did not have an administrative representation nor were paralleled in the
information flow by some sort of reporting mechanism.

Two more differences were the reporting frequency and the feedback to shop floor
employees. In the old system, reporting took place monthly. In the new system, it
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takes place weekly and it can be organised, if the wish or need should arise, on a
daily basis. Every week, the labour productivity and machine efficiency reports are
also sent by Production Planning to the task group leaders. The machine efficiency
report is split out a second time into individual machinery. The efficiency per ma-
chine compared to its norm efficiency is weekly reported in a diagram, which is
also stuck to the bulletin board of the task group for the employees to see how they
performed the week before.

capacity ^ occupancy N productivity
calculation X calculation , calculation

_j production
| budget

production management

task group i—

period report

labour
productivity

report

task group

individual employee

machine
efficiency

report

production
report

Figure 4.10 Reporting System Van Nelle Tobacco (Source: constructed using internal
documentation)

(head Production Planning) "... well needed within the task group, to distinguish what kind of
work quality has been done. An operator controls the machine and so he can affect the
efficiency all right. So that's why we're saying - we look at it per individual machine. That's
feedback from Production Planning of the information they write down on the production
report."

The various reports (the task group information supply) were developed in the
following order: first the budget and capacity calculation were adapted and stan-
dardised to task group operations. Next, the machine efficiency report was per-
fected - rebuilt to individual machine and different machine stoppage categories -
after which the adaptation of the labour productivity report was started. Finally,
the period report was developed in order to follow task group performance on an
overall basis of norm productivity. Thus, the information supply progressed evo-
lutionary and simultaneously top down from the (financial) production budget
and bottom up from the production report, all in close cooperation with the task
groups. The main directive in this evolutionary growth was the goal of adequate
cost control, using the operational control parameters of man and machine hours.
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An integrated report in which all relevant plant information was brought together
in one format did not exist. However, there was/is a monthly Management In-
formation System (MIS ) report compounded by the Planning & Control (P&C)
staff department and intended for all line managers and the Executive Board. The
MIS report presents a monthly actual versus budgeted summary and cumula-
tively over the year of core figures specified to market group (see Figure 4.11).

The role of the central Planning & Control staff department regarding the Rotter-
dam tobacco plant is one of financial information processor and controller of
submitted financial reports going from department manager to division and
higher up. Special studies or other products of the P&C expertise are not in great
demand by Tobacco. The development, for example, of the residing reporting sys-
tem is largely done by a local team, consisting of the production manager, the head
of Production Planning and the task group leaders.

M.I.S. Tobacco

I Summary Performance
1. Profit Tobacco (actual/budgeted)
2. Analysis Contribution Margin Tobacco (mutation to plan)
3. Inventory (actual/budgeted and average in days)
4. Estimated Year Profit (actual/estimated, past year, budgeted estimate)
5 B.O.I, until present halfyear (actual/budgeted)

II. Marketing/Sales
1. Turnover in tons (actual/budgeted, actual/budgeted/past year)
2. Market share (month, cumulatively and past year)
3. Contribution Margin and M A P E important brands (cumulatively • month)
4 Promotion Price/Special Discounts (actual month, actual/budgeted, estimate)
5 Advertising and Sales Promotion (actual/budgeted)

III Production
1 Production costs Tobacco (actual/budgeted month and cumulatively)
2 Production in tons (aduat'proportionally budgeted)
3. Productivity (actual/norm monthly and cumulatively)
4. Sick leave (absent, sick, lent)
5. Efficiency performance raw material (actual/norm monthly and cumulatively)
E. Standard vs Actual Usage Packaging materials (standard/actual/norm)
7 Maintenance Machines (actual/budgeted)
8 Utilization rate and efficiency Performance Packaging machines (actual/norm month and cumulatively)

Figure 4.11 Contents MIS report (Source: abstracted from internal report)

Other reports or feedback instruments are mere technical or registrative by nature.
For instance, the reports on behalf of the e-hallmark (a guaranteed and govern-
ment controlled norm for the filling of packages), the waste reports and the regis-
tration of temporary employees. As for systematic structure, these reports are not
altered after the organisational change otherwise than for automating their pro-
cessing.

An extra use of the task group system was found in the field of product develop-
ment and concurrent development cost control. The design of the packaging task
groups is such that it allows a product to be 'passed on' when it progresses in its
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product life cycle. For instance, when a new product is still in its experimental
stage, it is manufactured in the specialists group. All labour-intensive packaging
and rarely manufactured articles are concentrated in the specialists group, which
makes it the most experienced group. They are used to small batches (test series)
and complicated packaging requirements and also are able to carry over their expe-
riences with the new product to subsequent task groups. In fact, it is a sort of
'process prototyping'. Once familiarised with the technical machine and other
manufacturing conditions, the man hour costs and machine hours costs can be es-
tablished and, consequently, a reasonably appropriate production cost estimate be-
comes feasible. When the product is a success and larger batches have to be manu-
factured, the variants group can take over. The variants group is positioned in be-
tween the specialists group and the volume group in terms of volume, product
variety and changeovers. Production in the variants group indicates further fo-
cussing of productivity and efficiency standards and a consequent increase in cost
control. Eventually the volume group can take over production when the product
is in its maturity phase.

(head Production Planning) "... If we wished to introduce a new product in our assortment, it
first will be produced in the specialists group in an experimental stage, usually small series,
nil-series. After some time, we know what the machine adjustments are, we know how the
material behaves, the final orders for packaging materials are placed. If it's a hit, the
decision is taken - we put it in our assortment as an inventory product, manufacturing it by the
variants group. If it becomes an A-brand and it's put in as a main brand article, the volume
group can start producing it."

The combination of task group configuration and product life cycle can result in
an accurate product management with accompanying accuracy in cost control. It
has to be noted, however, that tobacco is a mature product in a mature or even de-
caying market, which intrinsically makes it a product for an expanded and spun
out control system.

Control and Information Supply Details

Successively discussed in the next five sections are the construction of the produc-
tion budget and the respective control reports. A comparison with the former in-
formation supply system will be made wherever possible, accentuating differences
and growth towards the present system. Finally, the relationship with the
(functional) Management Accounting System of Douwe Egberts will be discussed.

The Capacity and Occupancy Ca/cu/afion and f/ie Producf/on Budget
The start of the budgeting process is the capacity calculation for the next fiscal year,
July to July. The capacity is calculated per task group but is, for the most part, iden-
tical for each calculation. Fixed start data are:
1. general starting points;
2. volume to be produced.

/fern 2 indicates the maximal staffing capacity. Changes in, for example, shift, vaca-
tion periods, unpaid leave, etc., are being entered here in the calculation. In the
former situation those figures were input from Production Assistance, at present it
is Production Planning, /fern 2 is input from the market groups, in the new
merger situation it probably will be the product managers who are the source. This
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is also the only data item which comes from outside Production, all other infor-
mation is coming from Production Planning.

Besides the identical data for each task group, there are also data which only
change in the long run - they are connected to the machines and packaging lines
present in the task group (see Figure 4.12):

3. number of machines/packaging lines in the task group;
4. standard required manpower;
5. attainable efficiency;
6. maintenance routine machines;
7. weight packaging unit/number of revolutions of the machine/number of

packages per hour/machine output per hour;
8. specific task group information.

CAPACTTY CALCULATION Task Group 4: VARIANTS GROUP [3] Machines: 4 Packaging lines for poly pouch 40/50 grams

111 General Starting Points-
Number of workdays per year
Business hours/days in 2 shifts
Available hours per year

Paid hours per man per year
Effective hours per man per year

[3] Task group-specific information:

Start/revving in
Coffee break
Lunch break
Changing shifts
Cleaning/rewing out

Available machining time per day

14

[5
Standard required occupancy
Attainable efficiency

hours
hours
hours

hours
hours

Poly 50/40 grams

hours
houra
houra
houra
houra

hours

persons
%

Number of over-
[6] Maintenance Type: hauls m

major haul 3000
major duration 80
minor haul 750
minor duration 46

Loss available machining time/5 year
Net uptime per year:

5 years:

6

14
1070 hours
3562 hours

|?l Volume to be Droduced
Poly pouch 50 grams
Poly pouch 40 grams
Poly 40gr WD

Total

Poly 40 grams WD

hours
houra
houra
&"*»houra

houra

persons
%

[7] We*ght of packaging unit
Revolutions of packaging machine
Number of packagmgs
Machine output per hour
Day capacity at attainable eft.

Year capacity packaging line at packaging weight in tons per year:

SAI FS VFRSUS CAPACITY

Machining schedule :

Required machine hours hours Man hours : Required r

PFRSÖNNR OCCUPANCY AND I ABOUR PRODUCTIVITY

PRODUCTION
Machine-bound occupancy
Not machine-bound

Control/inventory
Extra training
Task group leader

Total production personnel

Labour productivity

Standard Required

ton
ton
ton

ton

Poly Poly Poly
50 y . 40 pj 4Oo/. WD

grams
rev/min
p/hour

nacNne-bound personnel:

Figure 4.12 Capacity / Occupancy / Productivity Calculation (Source: regular internal report)
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/fern 3 concerns the physical production capacity - (des)investments and layout
changes are visible in this item. The standard required manpower (item 4) is the
minimally required number of machine operators in the task group. It is related to
both working methods and the mechanisation or automation of operations
within the task group; every year it is established following discussions with the
appropriate task group leader. Attainable efficiency (item 5) is the average per-
centual efficiency standard across all machines present in the task group, which is
tied to the long-run average machine occupancy. This percentage is also estab-
lished in close cooperation with the task group leaders and the production man-
ager, /tern 6, the machine maintenance routine, is a calculation to arrive at the to-
tal available net production uptime, using a deduction for major maintenance.
The maintenance frequency is set by the head of the Technical Services depart-
ment and is tied to the production hour volume, /tern 7 applies to the technical re-
lationships regarding the product weight and the machine output. If product
weight is changed (for the existing machines only the aspect of weight counts) or
technical improvements are installed in the machine (e.g., computerisation) the
effects on machining schedule, man hours/labour force and labour productivity
can be calculated by using the machine output. Finally, specific task group infor-
mation (/tem 5.) comprises the allowed stoppage time of the machines. Part of this
are the set-up and changeover time, cleaning and minor maintenance. The task
group leader provides the information needed for the calculation of this item.

Due to the fact that the last two mentioned activities are performed within the
task group, it results in a decrease in work for the Technical Services department.
This extra work for the task group is performed without subsequent extension of
performance standards for the task group.

(production manager) "... When starting the new organisation, the Technical Services de-
partment of Tobacco decided to do the machine maintenance. The occupancy rate standard
which was then set for technical service operations remained much too tight to handle all the
technical work. However, because we were starting with this project (the task group structure,
HR) at which we said; maintenance belongs in task groups, I've never expanded the Technical
Services department compared to its original manpower capacity. Coffee did expand, they
now have a Technical Services department of about 13 or 14 men, and we're still on 8. What we
did is put in a lot of maintenance tasks, failure maintenance, changeover and so on, which is
performed by the machine specialists, but what we didn't do was build in the required time in
the operating standards of the capacity calculations. Therefore, the results you're now getting
you can see for yourself; you do not have cost increases in the task groups although they're
doing the maintenance, but you've a reduction of separable maintenance costs, on a yearly
basis."

Using the items under 7. one can subsequently calculate the ratio day capacity af e/-
/iciency norm (see Figure 4.12). This is the multiplication of the specific task group
ratio auai/ab/e machining fime times machine output per hour times affainab/e
e//iriency. The final capacity ratio year capacity at packaging weight in tons per year
is then calculated from the multiplication of this day capacity at e/fiaency norm
with number o/ work days per year. This year's capacity ratio is then contrasted
with the volume to be produced (item 2) from which the machining schedu/e
(average machine occupancy over the year) follows. With the help from the ma-
chining schedu/e one can next calculate the required machine hours for that pro-
duction volume: machining schedu/e times number o/ zi>orfc days per year times
auai/ab/e machining per day. From the required machining hours follow, via
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multiplication with the sfandarrf reauired manpower, the required man hours.
This gross required number of man hours gets, after division by the e//ecfii>e
/jours per man per year, the required number of machine-bound personnel for
that specific task group. With this number of 'direct" personnel one can establish a
labour productivity standard. For that purpose, the number of direct personnel is
increased with a number of 'indirect' personnel, i.e., not machine-bound person-
nel. The result is the desired occupancy rate per task group. Multiplication of this
number with ef/ecf/ye /lours per man per year renders the total effective hours per
task group. Division by the total volume to be produced per task group finally re-
sults in the labour productivity in kilos per man hour.

This interlocking system of ratios makes changes in basic assumptions such as, for
example, in sales, machine efficiencies or man hours, easy to verify on their con-
sequences for labour costs, occupancy rate or available capacity (see Figure 4.13).

Labour productivity In'
kg. per man hour

Effective hours
per task group

Volume
to be

produced

Occupancy
rate per

task group

Effective hours
per man
per year

Required number
of machine-

bound personnel

~i

Required number:
of nonmachine-
bound personnel

Required
man hours

Effective hours
per man per

year

Occupancy
calculation

Capacity
calculation

Required
machine

hours

Standard
required

occupancy

Machining
schedule

Number of
workdays
per year

Available
machining

time per day

Year capacity
packaging line
at pack, weight
in tons per year

Volume to
be

produced

Day capacity
at attainable

efficiency

Number of
workdays
per year

Available
machining

time per day

Machine
output

per hour
Attainable
efficiency

Data obtained via Genera/ Starting Pants
or Tas* Group £^isc//ic /nformat/on of the
Capacity Calculation

Figure 4.13 Linking Ratio Aspect of Capacity and Performance Calculation (Source: constructed using
internal documentation)
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(head Production Planning) "... the capacity calculation is also a little spreadsheet-like. If
there is a question such as - 40 tons extra production, what are the consequences for your
occupancy rate? - then you simply alter your sales figure and you look at the bottom - has it got
consequences for my occupancy? Well, in this case it stayed the same. Thus, you can simply give
an answer as: it can be done, we have the slack."

The relation between capacity and occupancy calculation and the production bud-
get of Tobacco is linked by the labour costs and the norm occupancy. Labour costs
are split up into /abour costs, restitution sicJt pay and exferwa/ /abour costs
(temporary employees). The item of restitution sick pay is a benefit from the
(Dutch) National Health Service Fund to the company for every sick employee; it
is legally determined that employers make regular contributions to the Fund for
each person employed. At the moment, the amount for restitution si'cA: pay sub-
stantially diverges from the amount for externa/ /abowr costs. It can be analysed
per task group as to why these labour cost variances have developed. For instance,
a comparison with the above-mentioned average number o/ vacant positions pos-
sibly indicates a structural occupancy problem in the task group, with possible con-
sequences for the production budget or for total labour cost behaviour (see Figure
4.14).

The budget per task group is identically structured as the overall production bud-
get. It falls entirely under the responsibility and controllability of the task group
leader. An exception to the rule, the item depreciation rtflrfl"u;are for the computer
system in inventory control of Tobacco, is included in the task group budget. This
is the only 'over-his-head' the task group leader will find on his budget.

The task group budgets contain a large number of items not related to production
volume (direct fixed manufacturing costs). Contrary to traditional accounting prac-
tice, these costs are allocated and considered controllable by the task group leader.
Costs that are indeed uncontrollable by the task groups but still fluctuate with pro-
duction volume (e.g., printing costs of tax revenue tobacco stickers, additives, con-
tracted-out production) stay out of the task groups and are booked in the produc-
tion budget of Tobacco under the item various production costs.

For Production Management and Production Planning a similar budget format ex-
ists as for the task groups. The difference with the other (task group) budgets can be
found in the presence of training costs, PC depreciation expense, business associa-
tion contributions, software expense and the allocated overhead for the Manage-
ment Information System. In terms of cost classification, it indicates that, in daily
routine, the partition between direct and indirect costs coincides with the bound-
ary line between task groups and management.

(production manager) "... But in fact I've only got the costs of Production Planning plus what
transcends Tobacco. I definitely see those figures but I don't want them put on my cost
summaries. In my controlling I've got nothing to do with them because you get it all allocated
with some sort of allocation criterion, so that is not interesting enough for me to see. What we
actually did do, that was the effect of course, was that we made almost all costs direct. I've
got hardly any indirect costs - we haven't got an inspection service, no department for process
control, no Technical Services department so large that cleaning is part of their job, because I
made all those sort of costs direct."
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Production budget 19xx

1989 Plan

Acfua/ Restitution Exlsma/
restitution at labour
s/cfc pay 6 5% sick costs

TOBACCO MAKING 1
labour costs

. sick pay

TOBACCO MAKING 2
labour costs

. sick pay

VOLUME GROUP
. labour costs
. sick pay

VARIANTS GROUP
labour costs
sick pay

SPECIALISTS GROUP
labour costs
sick pay

TOTAL TOBACCO

External labour costs

1988 Estimate

Xcfua/ Restitution Extema/
resnfulran at /aboor
s/cfcpay 6.5% sick costs

Tobacco Tobacco Volume Variants Specialists Total
Occupancy Making 1 Making 2
Required at 6.5% sick 35 47 38 21 17 158
Actual 32 4&£ 3&5 215 21 1615
Vacancies average 3 .1,5 .0,5 -2.5 4 -5,5

Tobacco Tobacco Volume Variants Specialists Total
External labour cost* MahingJ. Making 2

Sick pay
Vacancies

Total

Figure 4.14 Production Budget Tobacco - part on External Labour costs (Source: regular internal
report)

The comparison between the present and the former structure can be made di-
rectly for the production budget of Tobacco. In the former structure, reports were
made for the departments and organised in functional cost categories. In the new
situation, task groups replace the departmental level and institute a new reporting
denominator. Typically, it meant that the items direct /abour costs, maintenance
and yan'ous production costs were split up into their task group components and
brought under task group responsibility (see Figure 4.15). Additionally, regarding
major maintenance, the present production budget assigned machines and packag-
ing lines to task groups. Within the task group, a further split could then be made
into direct cost categories such as spendaWe nours and mafer/fl/ and the costs o/
third parties (i.e., the Technical Services department).

(head Production Planning) "... And the budget as it was before, was about the same, but of
course not split up. Look, you see Management, Production Planning, direct labour costs - bam!
And that's what you don't see in here (new budget set-up, HR). And here you see Maintenance
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Machines & Inventory - well, that's all transferred to the task group. Various production costs
- look at that amount! Well, we've been able to split up things nicely. So now you can control
much better; you can see where costs are heading - in which task group are they, where are
they? So this is the budget that the task group leader is responsible for. In this format, the
monthly summaries are being reported - they (task group leaders, HR) can get it simply from
the Bookkeeping department. And those costs, they'll find them all back and the sum is
simply divided by twelve and entered. Then you get the budget they've spent, what the
variance is and what the cumulative variance is. Well, that's how they can follow things."

BUDGET 1987 - PRODUCTION TOBACCO

(old «Ituallon)

In guilders

Management/production Planning
D/recr labour coss
Maintenance machines/iwemory -
. Roflerrfam

Msppe/
Maitenance general Meppel
. Building and terrains
. P/pes and /nsta/Zadons
Energy supply Meppel
Various producf/on costs —
Technical Service Tobacco
. Rotterdam
. Meppel

Included in maintenance:
. Technical Service Rotterdam

Technical Service Meppel

Occupancy par 30 November

Management/Production Planning
Tobacco p/anf
Technical Service Rotterdam
Technical Service Meppel

Maintenance machlnes/lnventory/general/Meppel

Technical Service Tobacco Rotterdam
Maten als
Assistance C.T.S.
Technical Service Tobacco Meppel
Materials
Rounding off calculated hourly wages

BUDGET 1989 - PRODUCTION TOBACCO

(new situation)

In guilder*

Management/production Planning
7asfc groups
. Tobacco Ma/ung (
. Tobacco Mak/ns 2
. Vo/ume group
. Vanants group
^Spedafetes group
Maintenance machines
Maintenance general Meppel
Energy supply Meppel
Technical Services Tobacco:
. Rotterdam
Meppel

Included in maintenance:
. Technical Service Rotterdam
. Technical Service Meppel

Occupancy per 30 November

Management/Production Planning
Tas* groups:
. Tobacco A^aMng I
. Tobacco Wafang 2
. Vo/ume group
. Variants group
. Speda/tsts group
Total task groups
Technical Service Rotterdam
Technical Service Meppel

Figure 4.15 Old versus New Production Budget Van Nelle Tobacco (Source: regular internal reports)

Concerning the other formal changes in the management accounting system,
there is the shift in budget centres and booking categories. Budget centres such as
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tobacco preprodwcf/on, fobacco pacfcaging Roffcrrfflm and packaging Meppe/ are
changed over in the five task groups.

The booking category, direct /abowr cosfs, formerly contained a large number of
budget items, as a result of which it was unclear what costs (fluctuations) origi-
nated from what place in the organisation. Presently, the entry flow is sort of
turned around: from task group upwards it is being aggregated to production bud-
get, which reflects the production organisation, and, finally, to cost category.

Furthermore, the capacity and occupancy calculation in the preceding situation
differed from the new situation in three aspects:

1. the set-up or format of the calculation itself;
2. lack of explicit premises before starting to calculate; and
3. the goal for which it was used.

Formerly, the calculation was started from a sales estimate for the next three years,
which was followed by balancing sales with capacity and arriving at an average
machine occupancy rate (the present machining schedule). Not present were the
standard setting items of e/jfectiue /lours per man per year and, via the allowed
stoppage time of the machines (speci/ic fast group in/ormaf/on), the standard of
net ayflf/flb/e macto/ning rime per day. This relatively primitive approach led to
inaccuracies in establishing the net available capacity.

With the former sales versus capacity comparison, it was also impossible to calcu-
late the required labour need. The 'old' capacity calculation was mainly directed at
early signalling of plant and manpower capacity problems - if capacity was not in
accordance with estimated sales volume, actions had to be taken. The present goal
of the calculation is, first, directed at setting the labour productivity norm per task
group (i.e., a performance standard) and, second, at establishing the required per-
sonnel occupancy by function level (i.e., managing the human resources within
the task group).

The main goal of the triplet capacity, occupancy and producfi'p/fy ca/cu/af/on and
the production budget, is cost control and, subsequently, signalling deviations
from standard. Instruments to do so are, firstly, the task group budget and, sec-
ondly, the labour productivity and machine efficiency reports. In the production
budget labour costs are of prime importance (80% to 90% of direct costs are labour
costs) - both budget reports serve as signalling device.

(production manager) "... We're steering, of course, on budget performance, and labour
productivity - that's only to be able to explicitly define influences you notice in your labour
costs. Let's say, you find a large deviation in the combination of labour cos/s and exferna/
lafcour costs. Then you will want to know where it stems from: Is it because the people no longer
work so hard or in contrast, are they working harder? Or does it stem from the lagging of your
machine efficiency, technical causes? And so you want to find explanations for deviations in
your costs, go further in developing your reporting system."

The role of task groups in controlling costs is covered, for a large part, by both re-
ports. Change proposals both from the task groups and management are primarily
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aimed at operational improvements that have quick and noticeable effects on the
budget performance of a specific task group.

(production manager) "... For example, a machining schedule for the vacation period. In the
old days you were stuck with two shifts, but we said - we'll abandon the time principle a bit
and look at the planning target; it has to be attained, and how you're going to manage - that's
something for the task group itself. So, what does a group do? They have people start at half
past ten in the morning, or at six; that's how they save on temporary employees. Those
optimisations turn up again in your labour productivity."

More generally, working in task groups has become a (organisational) means in it-
self for generating cost improvement proposals that are already being tried out on
their practical feasibility.

(production manager)"... Well, and the improvements you finally hope to get, are often rather
radical; you could hardly obtain such proposals in the situation in which we were previously
organised, just in departments. And now, in task groups, you have people who live very close to
their product assortment. Who live very close to their budgets; because someone on the shop
floor just speaks with the task group leader and he is being made familiar with his costs, and
what kind of effects it has and so on. But now you have task groups and the commitment of the
people is much larger, anticipating proposals made by management much easier. On the other
hand, they themselves come up with that sort of ideas and that's where you'll find your
increase in labour productivity because they simply spend fewer hours. They start thinking
about it all, and all within the normal routine of discussing how things are going."

77te Period
The period report is a summary report, destinated for the task group leaders and
the production manager of Tobacco. In it, the actual and the norm productivity
and efficiencies are presented, which apply to both the task group and the whole of
Tobacco. For the aggregate of Tobacco, actual man hour consumption is specified
and a primitive product quality classification is added (see Figure 4.16).

The preproduction task groups (Tobacco Making 1 and Tobacco Making 2) do not
contain an entry on efficiency and utilisation rate, which is due to the continuous
process of tobacco making; it reduces the use for individual machine efficiencies.
Matching machine efficiencies with utilisation rates (relation between machine
uptime and available machining time) has another information value. It indicates
the spread of production volume across the available packaging machines in the
task group. A high machine efficiency and at the same time a low utilisation rate
indicates that a 'good' machine is relatively 'under-operated'.

(head Production Planning) "... It often happened that, for example, a machine had an
efficiency percentage of 90% while it had an utilisation rate of 20%. Another machine with an
efficiency rate of 60% has a utilisation rate of 80%. So it implicates that they've been using a
machine which was not technically Okay for almost a whole week, and a machine which was
technically all right, got utilised only very little. Well, those are simple analyses you can get
like this (snaps his fingers) from the period report."

The utilisation rate itself does not add much extra information: A cumulatively
low utilisation rate implies a machine overcapacity in that particular task group.
As such, it supplies the same sort of (des)investment information as does the
comparison sales versus capacity in the former capacity calculation.
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•• TOBACCO MAKING 1 "
Production Hours worked
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Figure 4.16 Period Report (Source: regular internal report)

(head Production Planning) "... Your utilisation rate can be low, you're allowed to know
(laughs) that such and such machine has only been utilised for 25%. It just implicates that
you're having an overcapacity on machines. Nothing much is being done with that
information. Each year we run into it - that we're having an overcapacity - but on the other
hand, we say to ourselves, it works quite nicely. Yes, and if you got that alternative, if you
have five machines standing there with an average machining schedule of two on a yearly
basis, then you've got double."

The part at the bottom of the period report, which differentiates into destroyed fo-
fcacco and tobacco on /70/d, indicates quality costs: Tobacco returned from the mar-
ket and internally rejected tobacco. Tobacco is 'on hold' if it is awaiting the deci-
sion whether it should be destroyed or reworked (i.e., re-blended).

T/ie Mac/line E//iciency Report
This report covers one of the two main control parameters in the production of
tobacco: the machine hours. With the collective use of efficiency standards and a
variance analysis, a detailed control on machine hour capacity is carried out. Re-
porting is therefore organised according to machine (number) and not to task
group. However, as it is known in which task group or plant (Rotterdam or Mep-
pel) a specific machine is localised, a task group responsibility is easily uncovered.
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The Meppel plant (the volume task group) is where mass production with very
few changeovers takes place, accompanied by high occupancy rates and machine
efficiencies.

On the lowest aggregation level - the individual machine - actual production vol-
ume is matched with the maximum production volume possible in the available
machining time of the machine, resulting in the machine efficiency percentage.
This efficiency percentage is subsequently matched with the attainable efficiency
norm from the capacity calculation, thus indicating slack in the standard setting
and not in the virtual performance.
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Figure 4.17 Machine Efficiency Report

To be able to analyse large variances and deviations on what caused them, actual
machining time is led past two main stoppage categories in which possible process
failures can be registered. Those categories are called fec/inica/ disturbances and or-
gam'sflfiOMfl/ disturbances. Technical disturbances are subdivided into categories of
mere technical failures each related to a specific machine part. Except for the effi-
ciency report, technical failures are also written down in the madnne /ogboofc.
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The Technical Services department can have a look in this logbook every major
overhaul and see what the failure track record of the machine is. Organisational
disturbances are not being caused by the machine, but are machine-related, ex-
plaining for organisational causes of machine setup and changeover downtime.
The category of minor stoppage time is a residual category which remains after the
completion of all other hourly variance analyses and contains only stoppage times
less than five minutes.

The efficiency report (see Figure 4.17) can be read as follows: At the top is the yearly
constant apai/aWe mac/iining t/'me, including lunch and coffee breaks, and origi-
nating from the capacity calculation. Next, the actual machining time which
comes from the machine clock card and is handed in with the production report.
From the division of both figures results the machine utilisation rate at the bot-
tom end of the report.

From the actual production volume on the report, an effective machining time
can be derived: production + number of machine rotations (from the capacity cal-
culation) + 60 minutes. Effective machining time indicates how many machine
hours are allowed to be consumed by this amount of production volume, and re-
sembles the standard-allowed-actual comparison in management accounting text-
books. This effective machining time is deducted from the machining time on the
clock card (actual machine hours for actual production volume) after which a
variance results. The calculation of the effective machining time (machine hours
allowed) is not represented in the report - this small calculation is made at Produc-
tion Planning. This machine time variance is accounted for in the efficiency report
in technical and organisational disturbance causes, as well as in empty weighing
boxes. An empty weighing box originates when the packaging machine makes a
rotation during changeover but does not package a product. What is left after this
filtering of variances are the minor stoppage times.

Obviously, the efficiency report is strongly oriented towards (time) variance analy-
sis. It is being used as a first-round machine disturbance analysis (vertically: what
failure caused the most problems in this individual machine?) or machine part
disturbance analysis (horizontally: for example, which machines are having prob-
lems with their sealing module?). This can trigger the Technical Services depart-
ment to take action long before the formal machine overhaul cycle.

A second-round disturbance analysis employs the items misce//aneous and not ac-
counted /or in the category organisational disturbances. Just because these items
collect every other disturbance that cannot be allocated to other causes, the pres-
ence of large numbers in these two items indicates something is going on.

(head Production Planning) "... an item misce/Zaneous and an item «o( arcounfed /or. So if we at
Production Planning see things like - that isn't Okay, is not in correspondence with the clock
card, then, well, if it's fifteen minutes or so, it is not worth the trouble to find out about it. If
they are large ... yes, then we follow up. Miscellaneous, if you can't get rid of them under any
other item for some reason. If they don't want to write it down or no personnel is around, there's
no tobacco, somebody else made a mistake and caused a machine stoppage - well, those things
can all happen. And for technical, the same thing."
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The predecessor of the efficiency report also had an efficiency calculation albeit not
so detailed in its construction; it simply read auai/ab/e mac/iining f/me + acfua/
mac/nning h/ne. Moreover, the former efficiency report did not use categories
such as fedimca/ and organisahona/ dfsfurbances and minor stoppage time, which
are categories that only make sense when using effective machining time (i.e., al-
lowable machine hours).

77ie Labour Producfioi'fy Report
The labour productivity report represents the second main control parameter
within Tobacco production: man hour consumption. As the machine efficiency
report is directed at increasing production efficiency by improving and controlling
technological resources, so is the labour productivity report providing feedback on
labour consumption. Labour productivity is once again reported per task group,
and itemised by article number and its subsequent production quantity. A compar-
ative summary containing all other task group labour productivities is only pro-
vided at the aggregate level of the period report.

The report itself is divided into columns for article number, article description,
weight of the product, use of the sleeve-machine, production quantity and the
number of man-minutes spent (see Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18 Labour Productivity Report (Source: regular internal report)

The article description column also contains other human resource activities,
such as training - the article number then uses a specific different code. An article
number is not the same thing as a customer order; an order is being assembled in
the Distribution Centre from the various batches coming out of the factory (the
smallest denominator of finished product is a carton containing a standard
amount of pouches).

Following the batch description, a weight indication is given because the capacity
calculation and the physical machine production are constructed according to
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weight, and an additional entry is made in case the sleeve-machine is used. A
sleeve-machine wraps a plastic sleeve around the tobacco pouch and is a highly
disturbance-sensitive part in the production process (takes time to repair and,
thus, can reduce labour productivity and machine efficiency). For the use of this
machine, separate lower standards apply. Moreover, its deployment for a specific
batch already provides a first explanation for possible unfavourable productivity
variances. Actual productivity can subsequently be matched with norm productiv-
ity per article number.

(head Production Planning) "...In this manner, the task group leader can see: today I produced
number 02627, which is SQ without revenue band. I produced 12,000 pouches, they spent 1,000
man hours, results in a productivity of 9 kilograms per man hour, as opposed to a norm of 9.1 -
Okay, I'm below the norm. He can see discrepancies, he starts asking and gets answers like -
yes, we had to work with three temporary employees, it took much longer. Well, all those
things he can simply extract from the report. And that he can do on a weekly basis, on a
periodic basis. Also, holiday periods - how is my productivity behaving, with many
temporary personnel, many vacation workers ? Are we doing as we hoped for, how does it
develop cumulatively? Well, that sort of information, that was never available before."

The norm productivity per article number serves as a means of control for the task
group leader, although it is different from the labour productivity calculated in the
capacity calculation. The latter is an indiscriminate productivity measure and
serves to monitor aggregate labour costs. Summation of the fofa/ production col-
umn and dividing it by the number of task group members, results in a task
group-specific productivity figure which is comparable with the one from the task
group's capacity calculation, i.e., it is turned into a performance indicator at task
group level.

(head Production Planning)"... Then you don't specify by article number and they can see - am I
on the norm which is also in the capacity calculation, this total norm? And he knows - if I'm
above this, I'm probably having favourable labour costs variances. Do I stay behind
cumulatively, then in time I'll have problems with my labour costs. That's always been the
problem with budgets and budget control; as it is, for example, for those task group leaders.
They've got a budget and await the year, those labour costs - it won't go wrong that easy. You
don't go over your budget, only at the end of the year you go over your budget. And if you're not
used to handling budgets then you have to learn. If you're over your budget al..ready after two
months, you'll have to work damn hard to correct it for the end of the year."

In comparison with the past, the labour productivity budget on article level is al-
most entirely new. It originated out of discontent with the allocation of labour
costs to products. The allocation criterion used was based on a norm productivity
dating from a time-study that was conducted many years ago; it was applied to all
product variants and task groups regardless of whether or not they required visibly
more or less labour-intensive packaging. To straighten this out, the specialists
group, with the largest variation in products, started registering labour time by ar-
ticle number.

(head Production Planning) "...Well, the specialists group, that is, of course, handwork,
always has been a difficult factor, such as - What are exactly the costs of a bag-in-box? Bags-
in-boxes are cardboard boxes, 200 gram packaging, which require a lot of operations. That
article was introduced at one point in time and it has never been looked at, like: Can we
produce this as low cost as we think? Aren't the manufacturing costs higher than the revenues?
Why has that never been checked? Because our cost structure simply is like: I've got a task
group, the specialists group for example, or I have the tobacco factory or hand packaging. And
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a norm productivity on the basis of time-studies applies. And, shall we say -15.1 kilos per man
hour is spent on bag-in-box for labour costs. So in the product cost calculation you have a portion
for manufacturing costs, labour costs -15.1 kilograms per man hour, 1 man hour costs 37 guilders,
just fantasising, so if I sell 15.1 kilograms I spent 37 guilders labour costs for producing that
amount. But is that really true? That's what we wanted to know once and for all; how much do
we really deviate from that norm we apply in our product cost? For bag-in-box we were afraid
it would be too much. Well, that guess came out right. And for other hand packagings we
actually allocate too many labour costs. That is the reason why we needed to know rather
badly, especially in the specialists group on article level, what precisely is spent on man hours
per article. Well, and that is what you will find back again in the labour productivity re-
port."

Later on, this time registration on article level was expanded to the other packag-
ing task groups and it became a commonly used labour productivity report. How-
ever, the update of the product cost standards has not yet been formalised; a revi-
sion of labour cost absorption, therefore, remains to be done.

(head Production Planning) "... Next, in terms of calculations, it now is looked at on a
somewhat higher abstraction level. Still, say per task group, we produce poly pouch 50 gram
as the capacity calculation indicates. In that period, they've produced that much, spent that
much on labour costs, so it is allocated to products proportionally to sales. And that is
obviously incorrect, of course, because you don not know how it all relates. The allocation key is
now according to sales and not according to man hours spent. But we have installed the options
to allocate more precisely."

T/je Production Report
The present production report has replaced the former machine report in which
only machine stoppage was accounted for. The production report is the data carrier
for both the labour productivity and machine efficiency reports. Together with the
production report, the so-called clock card is handed in: a tabular round card di-
vided into 24 hours on which it is recorded at what time and for what period the
machine has been working. Clock card and production report are in fact a doubling
of information: what is registered as a stoppage on the clock card has to be specified
in the production report. For that purpose, a number of abbreviations are used
(e.g., lunch break - LP, cleaning - SM). It also indicates what caused a stoppage by
stating the relevant main machine group in the production line where the stop-
page occurred (for example; bundling machine - BM, sealing machine - SM). The
abbreviated note in the production report has to be accompanied by a full note in
the machine logbook, intended for the Technical Services department. If the ma-
chine is still working when a disturbance occurs, it is not recorded on the clock
card and only the production report will have to give the disturbance signal. The
production report contains the following items:

1. task group and shift number (each shift fills in its own production report);
2. article numbers manufactured;
3. names of persons who operated the machine (including the one who fills in

the report);
4. time account (per 5 minutes); and
5. machine number and date.

Similar to the machine efficiency report, the production report is directed at indi-
cating disturbances in the manufacturing process; the visibility of the notes and
the layout of the report (time-ladders, everything on one page) show at a single
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glance what has been going on. There is little text and uncomplicated filling in,
which simplifies shop floor use.

The division into two control parameters (man hours and machine hours) takes
place as early as in this first information acquisition round, which is at shop floor
level. Processing, aggregation and availability in other types of information for-
mats and reports are realised on task group (leader) level. The summary report fi-
nally reaches the highest production control level and contains the most aggre-
gated operational information.

The Relationship with the Management Accounting System of Douwe Egberts

The takeover by Douwe Egberts had an impact on several aspects of the organisa-
tional redesign. First, an extra round of meetings and reports was needed - Van
Nelle's new organisational set-up had to be explained and clarified to the DE man-
agement. For the structural and process changes that had already been imple-
mented or started, it meant a sort of midterm economic evaluation. Positive yields
thus far would, of course, signify a continuation decision of the project(s). We will
come back to this subject later.

Secondly, it meant a change in the internal information system. Since Douwe Eg-
berts (hereafter D.E.) is a subsidiary of the U.S.-based Sara Lee corporation, a corpo-
rate uniform information system was implemented, i.e., internal reports were
standardised according to U.S. accounting practices. Therefore, the local informa-
tion system of Van Nelle Tobacco Rotterdam with its own reporting formats had
to change over to 'company rule'. Company rule resulted in reporting formats that
are structured by resource categories and organised according to management
functions. Additionally, reports are linked to a planning cycle based on progressing
average performance figures.

The 'company rule' production budget implemented onto the task group situation
uses the three conventional accounting resource categories (direct labour, direct
manufacturing and fixed overhead). However, since the production budget of To-
bacco Rotterdam is closely knit with the standard-setting capacity and occupancy
calculations used for article/batch level production control, the request to draw up
a departmental resource category-based production budget becomes an activity
with little relevance to management and control of the manufacturing process it-
self.

Therefore, the steady-state type of information that Sara Lee/D.E. requires differs
largely from the flow or process information that the information system of To-
bacco Rotterdam supplies, and which is tightly linked to local production perfor-
mance control.

The resulting linkage problems are being 'solved' by halting the vertical informa-
tion flow to and from Tobacco at the system boundary of Tobacco. The production
manager fills in the required corporate forms and maintains the task group
(horizontal) reporting system for local production management and control.
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(production manager)"... Of course you get a terrible confusion of tongues and other difficulties
by all this. But that's what we try to keep out as much as possible, since what we're saying is:
reports we need for D.E., those corporate requirements, do not enter the factory. So they stay
out of my organisation, the translation or the switch we make at Production Planning or I'll do
it myself. We keep our own reporting system within the organisation so that we can continue
working with them, and nothing is allowed to change that."

Obviously, budget control is familiar to D.E. However, they use budgets differently
compared to Tobacco Rotterdam. The budget D.E. formulates is a volume budget
based on steady-state resource information (this many people and this many ma-
chines makes so much capacity). In contrast, the task group budget of Tobacco Rot-
terdam informs the task group leader in detail on the production process, sup-
ported by the other two reports with their built-in variance analyses.

(head of Production Planning) "... We have got an AOP, Annual Operating Plan, which is a
year plan, a budget. It states - Tobacco Preproduction: 130 men, Tobacco Packaging: 80 men,
Process Engineering: 7 men, and a short outline of what they're doing. If you're budgeting like
we do, you can hardly do head counts because what do you've to say at that time? You also
control production by using temporary employees, so how to budget? It depends on your sales. If
you've got a really busy period because sales go up, you hire more temporary employees. So
that becomes problematic in your reporting."

The existence of two information systems at the same time results in linkage prob-
lems in control: The vertical and uniform system of Sara Lee is directed at the
functional control of business units, a system level higher than plant level pro-
duction control and in distinctive contrast with the local control principle of both
task groups and operational teams. The plant's own information system is directed
at the lowest system level (the shop floor) and has less to do with determining
how many financial resources (budget) are tied down in what parts of the organi-
sation; it provides process control. Linkage problems become clear on this local
level when performance is evaluated by means of vertical capacity information.

(head Production Planning) "...We've put up a nice system; how we budget this, how we budget
at all, how we determine our occupancy, how we calculate our capacities. And at D.E. they're
doing that very simply. They don't budget labour costs but they're budgeting they're needing
130 men. We are controlling costs very explicitly. Because you budget, of course, your occupancy,
but we're immediately linking labour costs and restitution sicJt pay and external /abour costs to
it. And with that application you have to control and stay on your budget, or stay below it."

Returning to the first item, the evaluation /(re)legitimisation of the change, a cal-
culation was made based upon a comparison of the production budgets of '88 and
'89, both years in which task groups were already implemented and operating. The
first estimate for '89 ('outlook 0') is an extrapolation of the '88 plan, which resulted
in a savings of 16.5% on the total production budget. Corrected for volume and as-
sortment changes, a final production budget saving resulted of approximately 5%
for a period of nine months operating in a task group structure.

When measured using the new reporting system, considerably favourable labour
productivities and labour cost results are found. As a result of these first and
rough calculations of the economic profitability of the organisational redesign, a
three-year freeze on interventions from D.E. management was installed for To-
bacco Rotterdam.
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(head Production Planning) "...Well, the first hit we scored was by the increase in labour
productivity: in '86-'87 and the first six months of '88, it was stable at 20 kilos per man hour.
Since the reports and working in task groups, it rose to 21.5 kilos per man hour. This was, of
course, because you are producing with more efficient production schedules, so you can arrange
things better, organise better, control better. On the other hand, because you produce more with
less people, quite simple. [...] Well, the savings on labour costs, that is the rise in labour
productivity; the first half year we had saved 350,000 guilders alone on labour costs, very
concrete, from cost reports, in comparison with the year before. This is not something I
concluded myself this way, it is worked out in cooperation with Planning & Control, who
manage and control the figures."

The main problems of this financial evaluation was that for certain cost and ex-
pense categories no historical references were available (the task groups had been
operating for just eighteen months by then). Furthermore, it was unclear if certain
effects were caused by the task group structure (no unequivocal causality) and, fi-
nally, specific industry/company characteristics eliminated some cost/benefit cate-
gories from the comparative calculations.

(head of Production Planning) "... We are now one year, one and a half year in operation in
task groups and some costs you simply cannot measure yet because you haven't any historic
reference material. We have, for example, savings on material losses but if they really /iai>e
reduced, it is not yet known. You can sec a decrease all right, but I do not dare to attribute that
to task groups. You can, of course, think the other way around, saying - people get better
motivated concerning their products and their work and sooner signal things taht are wrong.
So, it could implicate very well an increase. I...1 Then they talked about raw material
inventories, that it could decrease since you're organising your production flow better, but apart
from the fact that we are tied to seasonal purchases, you are always stuck with a 10 month
inventory. And you do not bring that down by working more efficiently in your organisation.
And manufacturing inventories are not being determined by cycle time but rather by standing
time: before the tobacco can be packaged it has to stand for 24 hours, and also in preproduction.
The total cycle time is thus, for 50%, already fixed by standing time which by all means
introduces a low yield."

Also, a cost-benefit comparison this selective does not take into account qualita-
tive improvements such as increased flexibility or market orientation, which were
goals from the very beginning of the organisational change as well as goals which
focus on the whole of the organisation.

(head Production Planning) "... Market-oriented thinking must always be directed by the
Marketing department or the market group and they of course have to be able to anticipate.
And that has also been the most important conclusion of Berenschot (major Dutch management
consulting group, HR) in 1987, they did the logistics study, that a definite improvement
appeared in the production organisation regarding flexibility."

For cost savings, a sort of opportunity cost argument applies because cost savings
are mediated by less direct interventions, such as not hiring additional personnel
for the Technical Services department since minor repairs and maintenance are
done by the task group itself. The organisational decision to keep minor mainte-
nance in the task group creates a cost alternative. However, listing and comparing
both cost alternatives is possible in this specific situation, even if it is not sup-
ported by financial figures enhancing decision making.

Evaluating the whole change project be/ore/jand using a cost-benefit or capital-
budgeting approach, has not been discussed at Van Nelle Tobacco Rotterdam. Typ-
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ically, the organisational and strategie arguments at that time were of such impor-
tance and magnitude that financial considerations were not raised nor was the ne-
cessity of such a preemptive evaluation felt.

(production manager) "... Well, if you want to decrease product costs, and that is what the
explicit goal eventually is, then, yes, you think at that time - you cannot yet point out
precisely beforehand what the effects will be on product costs. But this is a vision which has
up untill now never, at least for me, been firmly proven. I'm thoroughly convinced of its success.
Now I see it proving itself, but I didn't know that when I started with the whole thing. But
then again, how much do you believe, when you get on with this all (= change project, HR),
that it will have consequences for your product cost. And that conviction has to be there. With
the ones who champion the project but also with top-management of course. That's all there
18."

(head Production Planning) "... But okay, it is a global cost-benefit estimate. That has also
been the reproach from Planning & Control; that no proper analysis was made before so as to
establish what the accompanying costs are and what the yield is going to be. Well, that is, of
course, a little bit difficult when talking about organisational changes because it most of the
time represents a philosophy such as "I'm convinced that it will lower my manufacturing
costs", and that it will most certainly pay itself back in the long run, although it is hard to
substantiate that. Most certainly because it is such an abstract affair. But now you have
carried it through, so now you can start looking at it in financial terms."

Note

° Although quality of working life usually assumes an industrial relations connotation, Van
Nelle used it in a mixed sense: It is strongly related to labour and work conditions being the result of
improved industrial relations (i.e., between employers and unions).
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5
Case Zilverstad Silversmithing

Situational Background

Zilverstad is a small-sized company which was founded in 1875 as one of the
many silversmithing shops in Schoonhoven, a city dedicated to this one industry
since medieval times. Its name, which translates as "Silver City", dates back to
1953. Prior to that, the family name was used, as still is customary for all other sil-
versmithing shops in Schoonhoven. After the Second World War and, more
specifically, during the seventies, severe competition from firms in the Far and
Middle East resulted in a dramatic reduction in the local silver industrial activity.
During the eighties, however, this trend was stopped by emphasising quality over
low-cost production. And, as Zilverstad is the name-bearer of Schoonhoven's sil-
versmithing tradition, this was reflected in the economic prosperity of Zilverstad.
The upturn in events was amplified by a reinstatement of the traditional silver
guild, St. Eloy, together with its quality standard, the St. Eloy Guild Mark. Together
with the usual silver hallmark, it guarantees Schoonhoven craftsmanship and
Zilverstad design.

Zilverstad is a family-owned and run company. The present two family members,
brothers Arne J.P. Pluut (commercial executive) and Arie Pluut (production execu-
tive and engineer), have taken over the company from their father. Collectively,
they constitute the Board of Management. The family ownership was reflected by
the internal culture. People work their whole life for the firm, which, therefore,
has little personnel turnover. Also, people are relatively well paid and receive a
share of the profit. Labour conditions are good, mediated by the small community
Schoonhoven, resulting in few labour and payment differences in the various lo-
cal silver companies. Managerial control and decision making was of an enlight-
ened autocratic type. The two brothers frequently consulted and discussed with key
personnel on important decisions, but they were clearly the ones who actually
made the decisions. No formal works council or some identical functional body is
in place. The vision of the two brothers on labour affairs and human resources has
always been based on a strong perception of social responsibility and 'taking care of
your people'.
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The organisation is largely structured according to the product market (combi-
nation) with two functional departments, i.e., Procurement and Administration
(see Figure 5.1).

Board of Management

I I I I I I
Export Souvenir Retail Vice-president Procurement Administration

Corporate gifts + Corporate gifts +
Premiums Holland Premiums Belgium

Figure 5.1 Former organisation chart (Source: internal brochure)

The craftsmanship tradition of Zilverstad can still be found in the three main
product market combinations: premiums and corporate gifts, jewellery and sou-
venirs. The jewellery and souvenir lines are also exported; approximately 25% of
sales are designated for export to 26 countries. The premium and corporate gifts
markets are the fastest growing and most dynamic market, characterised by a large
variety of design-to-order and customised products and a constant pressure for
product rejuvenation and line development. Product quality, delivery time and
technical capabilities are the main competitive parameters in this market. The
jewellery and souvenir markets are in a more difficult position. The constantly
decreasing number of jewellers, competition from alternative luxury articles (e.g.,
audio equipment and exotic holidays) and the hard monetary position of the
Dutch guilder put a constant squeeze on sales. Again, quality and delivery time are
important here, supplemented by the factors of a large product range and high-
service level.

The common denominator of all the markets served is that they are characterised
by high-quality, customised and small-batch production with short delivery times.
The product mix consists of a large variety of different products, ranging from rela-
tively inexpensive, easy to manufacture souvenir spoons to full silver, tradition-
ally crafted candlesticks.

Two-thirds of the annual sales are from in-house production with the last one-
third coming from wholesale activities. For the manufactured products, Zilverstad
has all the required production facilities available. They range from tool shops and
product development to the final finishing stage. The technology-in-use is depen-
dent on the various craftsmanship domains, i.e., forging, casting, stamping, enam-
elling, engraving and electrogalvanizing, with the latter requiring the most tech-
nically advanced and complicated machinery. Most of the other crafts are inher-
ently low-tech and high-skill manufacturing functions. Further manufacturing re-
lationships exist with a fully owned enamelling job shop (since 1986), subcontrac-
tors in India and the Far East for low-cost, semi-finished products, and indepen-
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dent manufacturers in England, Germany and Italy for additional product speciali-
ties.

Zilverstad employs 70 people, has a Return On Investment (ROI) and an inven-
tory turnover of about 18% and 5.5 respectively. Its balance sheet amounts to a to-
tal of 5.7 mln. Dutch guilders (all figures from 1990).

Initially, Zilverstad was specialised in just one manufacturing operation, i.e.,
stamping. In the 1970s, a limited number of standard products were made in large
batches, mostly souvenir spoons, cheap nickel-plated ashtrays and cigar boxes.

(Commercial executive) "But our products were being copied in the Far East. Which meant it
was over and out for us. We couldn't compete against this. We had to find a way to survive, it
was as simple as that. We had to find alternative products and markets. We more and more
started to manufacture products according to customer specification: high-quality products
which allowed us not to compete on price alone. There is now, except for a basic assortment, al-
most no product left from our assortment of fifteen years ago."

From the 1980s onward, Zilverstad experienced an explosive growth. The number
of employees doubled while the sales figures almost tripled. Also, various produc-
tion techniques were acquired and used in manufacturing, for example casting and
forging.

The success of the company necessitated a change as the company went from a pi-
oneer phase to an organisation phase, increasing product diversity and production
capabilities at the same time.

(Production executive) "... Orders came into the factory and, at some time, came out again but
what happened in between we didn't know. In the factory everything was milling about, and
there were bottlenecks in manufacturing. This was mainly caused by our own occupation with
special customer orders, and therefore, with new and unknown products with all the quality
and planning problems that went with it. "

(Commercial executive) "We got delivery time problems in the years '85 -'87, also due to the
fact that sales increased very fast. Our continuous need for a sufficient number of adequately
trained personnel couldn't be kept up. The organisation didn't fit the fast growth.
Furthermore, the market was changing rapidly and increasingly kept asking for shorter
delivery times and higher product quality. It really became necessary to control quality in all
phases of production. This is how, at the end of the eighties, the need arose to improve the
structure of the company."

Traditionally, the production executive and the production manager acted as ex-
pediters once the customer telephoned to assure delivery time. Furthermore, the
need for trained personnel continues to be important, focussing mainly on the
jobs of toolmaker and stampmaker, which are highly qualified people and at the
same time bottlenecks in the diversified product turnout. The added value of
these people is located in the need to be creative in a different way; silversmiths
are creative experts in certain operations, but tool and stampmakers are the cre-
ative architects of those operations. Appearance of this type of personnel shortage
enforced thinking on personnel policy for the very first time. This bottleneck was
approached in two ways: First, by starting internal training for tool and stamp-
makers and, second, by acquiring a computer system that could engrave stamps
from an engravings database thus taking some routine work away.
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Complexity in production and a large variety of different products were to blame.
Raw materials differ from silver or gold to brass, bronze and pewter, with having
solid, enamelled or plated final products turned out. Additionally, each material
has its own production process with many product-dependent individual manu-
facturing operations. For instance, galvanising is a complex operation and requires
(knowledge of) the use of chemicals. Also, there are assembled products which
combine two or more different production processes for each assembled part.
Apart from all this, sales are highly seasonal with the largest volume being sold in
the last three months of the year, i.e., Christmas and season gifts. To counter com-
plexity and variety and to respond to quality-customised competition, high-grade
product design and manufacturing technologies would possibly provide some an-
swers. Unfortunately, the large product variety with its subsequent large number
of machine changeovers make automation and even mechanisation of produc-
tion a troublesome affair. In order for automation, and technological innovations
in general, to succeed, it was felt that the organisation first had to be made fit for
such changes. Only then can technological interventions be successful.

To the extent that the organisation was felt to be in need of direction, a business
plan was made in 1986 by the commercial executive. Typically, the business plan
focused mainly on the commercial aspects, as the Sales function was somewhat
leaking away in terms of managerial control. Written in terms of the market, it
dealt with, for example, product range, commercial targets, market developments
and operational improvements in the sales department. In contrast, the
Production function was thinking in terms of product types, e.g., spoons, business
gifts, jewellery, etc. The business plan clearly indicated the need for intensified
quality control in all production stages. It did not give any information yet as to
how this could be achieved. The previous combined effect of both was that 'as long
as the factory is fully occupied and sales sells it all, things are alright'. The business
plan signalled both a reversal in thinking (from the market inward to the organi-
sation) and an awareness that insights into the present situations, and informa-
tion in general, is important to the firm. It was not the first managerial effort to-
wards planning and what things were expected to look like. This business plan,
however, was much more thorough and detailed. And, more importantly, it was
discussed with all staff members to ensure a shared agreement on targets, etc.

The business plan, however, did not prove to be satisfactory because of its limited
focus, and the shopping for additional help was continued. This help was found in
the form of the Dutch Contact Group for Employers in the Metal Industry (CWM
in Dutch), of which Zilverstad was a member. The CWM offers various low-cost
services to its members, including training courses and several types of business
advice and consulting. By October 1988, the CWM introduced Zilverstad to the ex-
ecutive course on SocioTechnical Systems Design (STSD) for small and medium-
sized companies. This course was taught collaboratively by the CWM and the
Dutch Foundation for Quality of Work and Organisation (abbreviated into NKWO
in Dutch); they later involved also a consultancy company, practising what they
preached, called KOERS. The brothers Pluut and the head of administration
returned with the impression that this could be what they were looking for and
asked their key people to go and see what they thought of it. In February 1989, the
production manager and two other production staff members completed a middle
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management course on STSD, and everyone came out very enthusiastically about
the integral redesign ideas presented.

(Head of Administration) "... In fact, we have been looking for some time for the most suitable
organisation format. For instance, we've been thinking about organising production to order
size; large, medium and small orders. However, it proved no solution to our problems. In fact,
we were confronted with the problem that Zilverstad both has products and production
processes which are very specific and require specific solutions. To get a more comprehensive
view on things, the two Board members and myself took the CWM executive course on Quality
and Flexibility. Discussions with CWM employees and people of KOERS consultancy have led
us later on in starting to think about flow-oriented manufacturing and homogeneous task
groups. And since the reorganisation we had in mind had to be done integrally, three other
employees subsequently took the middle management CWM course on Partaking in Renewal.
After that, a start was made with the more specific filling in of the reorganisation."

The educational trajectory thus started with the two board members and the head
of administration, followed by key people. The courses explained what system de-
sign was, how it was done and what the best way was to depict and describe organi-
sational processes. At this moment in time (June 1989), a consultant of KOERS was
introduced. Her main role was that of process facilitator, not of an expert, as she
served to keep the project within the tracks set out.

A group of six people was again trained by this consultant, repeating the main de-
sign principles. This group consisted of the initial course participants: head of ad-
ministration, production manager, two production staff members (the galvanising
foreman and the foreman in charge of jewellery articles) plus the job scheduler,
and the board secretary, also being export and import manager; i.e., four from the
production department and two from nonproduction. The job of the design group
was to do the general redesign. The highest rank present at all the design work
group meetings was the head of administration. This was done deliberately since
one of the goals of the new organisation was to bridge hierarchical distances and
have the lower echelons get used to and acquire more responsibilities.

The project structure maintained a linking-pin model, with a steering group con-
sisting of the brothers Pluut, the external consultant and the production manager
(who had over 20 years of experience in the company) and the head of administra-
tion. The job of the steering group was to monitor progress and to make decisions.
Actual redesign was in the hands of the design work group, as the Pluut brothers
held the view that their main job was to just make the decision, nothing more.
The installation of this design work group marked the formal start of the organisa-
tional change trajectory (August 1989).

Two different types of work groups followed up the general design of the design
work group: A sales work group and various detailed design work groups. The
sales work group, consisting of the commercial executive, market groups' sales
managers and, to maintain the link with production, the job scheduler and the
production executive, started mid 1990. Their job was to asses the commercial po-
sition of the firm by means of a SWOT analysis and propose measures to bridge
the gap between desired and expected performance. Almost naturally, this flowed
over into a strategic orientation round (SOR) as prescribed by STSD (September-
December 1990), the preliminary work of the SOR already being done by the busi-
ness plan made earlier.
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Typically, the SOR was not initiated at the start of the reorganisation process but
fl/fer the redesign decisions were made: i.e., not performed by the design work
group before their general redesign of the organisation structure, but by the sales
work group, accepting the new production structure as a given condition. This
shift in sequence was primarily motivated by the condition of the internal organi-
sation. First, a flexible production organisation was considered a neccessary condi-
tion before entering the market full-fledged with new strategies and commercial
approaches. Second, since Sales proved itself in the sales growth of the 80s, it was
not considered in urgent need of structural renewal. The SOR brought forward
that a decision had to be made on what Zilverstad would look like in the 90s.
Strategy was discussed in terms of market capacity, production and sales capabili-
ties, and product range. Two strategic directions were considered: continue the
present flexible organisation with its large and varied product range, or change
towards an organisation with a clear image, having a relatively limited product
range and market coverage. As for the implications for the organisation, it is not
certain whether a flexible organisation can be supported in the long run, mainly
for its cost consequences and the high organisational demands on Production.
More important is the expectation that this option will cause the gap between the
several market segments to grow since a focused strategy per segment will be
needed, reflecting itself in a segmented sales organisation. The brand and company
image strategy does not include this expectation, and seems to be preferred.
However, this strategic discussion still continues as more and more information
on Zilverstad's markets and organisational capabilities becomes available.

The second type of project group following up the design work group are the vari-
ous production work groups. They zoomed in on the general design of their pro-
duction segment and made a detailed design, paying special attention to interfaces
(i.e., work flow boundaries). Typically, it involved all the members working in
that specific production segment. Figure 5.8 shows such a detailed design made by
the employees. These detailed design work groups were headed by the design work
group participant under whose responsibility the specific part of the organisation
fell. Meanwhile, the design work group was maintained for feedback and cohesion
in the various detailed designs.

Therefore, the project structure unfolded simultaneously with the various re-
design activities, their sequence and responsibilities coinciding: The redesign work
group came up with the general design, then the upstream part (coupling job
scheduling and production) was designed in detail, followed by the downstream
part (coupling finished product and shipping). The end of the detailed design was
marked by the completion of the control structure and information structure in
December 1990. Halfway the detailed design, the sales work group was started up
and an SOR was initiated.

The Change Trajectory

July 1989, the two board members, supported by the consultant, made a company-
wide presentation. It was outlined to all organisation members gathered, what the
reasons for the change were, what was going to happen, and what generally would
be their future role in the upcoming change process, explicitly stating their partici-
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pation and involvement. In this one big event, which was unequalled in the fir-
m's history as well as in the fact that the board directed itself to all personnel, the
upcoming change was openly laid out and discussed by the two brothers Pluut,
showing their own commitment to the changeover.

Starting points

Design

Extending organisation model

Implementation

Organisational hierarchy

Figure 5.2 Phasing of redesign trajectory (Source: project documentation)

The change trajectory started formally with the installation of the design work
group and the concise rehearsal of the STSD design principles by the consultant
(August 1989). As an immediate result, a phased approach to the change process
was prepared, linking up with the project structure (see Figure 5.2). For example,
phase 3 is where the above-mentioned detailed design work groups came in.
Remarkably, the phased approach and the project structure related only to
Production. Sales started up its own track later on.

Table 5.1 Full tasks per redesign phase (Source: project documentation)

Phase!

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Formulating design specifications
Bottleneck listing

Look lor parallel llows in the production
Link flows to the pre-production and past-production trajectories as
much as possible
Delermine in outlines al operational and control activities
Match production and control structure with design spedlcations. plus
make a choice (the Board enters the Irajedory)
Present new organisation structure to the entire oompany

Determine in detail operational and control activities of groupsAjnits
Determine (possfole) layout changes
Determine (possfete) changes in technical equipment
List changes in information supply & demand
List the need for training
Make an implementation plan

Formulate group goals
Systematic problem solving
Süuational leadetshp
Introduce work counselling
Training
Conflict management & team baking
Performance appraisal

Executed by:
design work group

Executed by:
workgroups under
the design work
group

The four-step approach consisted of the following main phases (see Table 5.1 for a
more specific outline):
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- formulating design specifications & categorising organisational bottlenecks
(phase 1);

- actual design (phase 2);
- elaborating the organisation model (phase 3);
- implementing it, using an implementation plan (phase 4).

The design work group started off with listing bottlenecks or what was felt to be a
bottleneck ('points of attention' and 'points of annoyance'; September 1989) and
with formulating the design requirements (October 1989). In other words, it was
stating the framework and boundary conditions for the upcoming design (see
Figure 5.3).

(Head of Administration) "... That listing showed the way for the detailed final proposals.
Those proposals have, to a certain extent, brought about a culture shock: Many things which
were taken for granted, were suddenly discussed or abandoned."

The functional requirements are preceded by a short statement of General Com-
pany Goals, a sort of mission statement, which was unprecedented because it was
the first time goals were explicitly stated and ratified. The functional requirements
focus on structure, structure allowing for product quality, quality of work and
functional integration. Furthermore, the explicit attention for the cost structure of
each product market group is important: It states cost-structural targets si-
multaneously with the targets for delivery time and reliability and product quality,
i.e., cost structure and performance are considered to be two sides of the same coin.
Cost structure targets are, thus, norms for the overall accounting system to be de-
signed, i.e., norms to be attained by means o/ rather than within the accounting
system.

Bottlenecks were listed according to their system level and to whether or not they
had a structural cause (September 1989). System level refers to the six subsystems
making up the primary process at organisation system level; sales, preparation,
production, storage, shipping and procurement. These six subsystems return in
phase 2, where a process model of the existing organisation is made in order to es-
tablish interfaces and information flows between subsystems, employing the
SADT/IDEF technique (see Figure 5.4). It forms the basis for the latter control and
information structure design.

Nonstructural bottlenecks are then prioritised and serve as inputs for quick im-
provement actions. Structural bottlenecks are inputs for the subsequent redesign
of the production structure. Apart from a structural/nonstructural and subsystem
level listing, two other classifications were used: A strategy category, relating to
bottlenecks which could only be solved by a change in policy or in managerial dis-
cretion. For most items, this classification coincided with a zero systems level, i.e.,
it was concerned with the organisation as a whole. Examples are the production
order backlog on Zilverstad's own standard products compared to the immediate
production of customer orders (system level 0 plus policy category), the recruit-
ment of personnel in the absence of selection criteria and consultation with the
foremen involved (system level 0 plus policy category), and the lack of time and
attention for product development and product assortment (system levels 1 and 2,
plus policy category).
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G«mral Company Goals

• Sales spread across the various market segments (approx):
gift articles (export)
souvenirs
retail trade
premium/business gifts market

Market opportunities:
30% growth, mainly export own products
10% stable, on approx. 1 mln.
15% growth possible
45% growth possible

* In order to operate successfully on the various markets, a wholly owned production of sufficient size per technology
(foundry, presses), is needed This means a size which can sustain a good market position per technology

. Priority in choosing to make or buy is . pr<,fj, maximisation is more important than sales growth.
determined by: • |n building up the order position targets are:
- higher added value; a) a well-utilized production capacity;
- own product as image; b) high-running wholesale articles;
• short delivery time possibilities. c) supplementing sates with premium/business gift articles

Functional requirements lor the executing and control structure

• A structure that allows for the implementation of Total Quality Management.
* A structure in which a high quality of work is realised.
* A structure in which the qualities of all personnel are optimally realised, allowing people to develop involvement and/or

motivation
• A structure that allows for the integration of wholesale and production activities-
* A structure in which the sales activities have to be integrated wilh the strategically set production capabilities and are not

autonomously directed at wholesale.
* A structure in which the procurement activities can have a clearly delineated position
* A structure that, supported by the administrative department and computerisation, is controllable for the Board.
• A structure that allows for a clear and effective consultation structure.
* A structure that allows for good planning.
* A structure that improves communication between departments.
* A structure thai prevents pigeon-noting.
• A structure that develops team spirit instead of creating 'little bosses' everywhere.
* A structure that allows for standards/norms in general.

Delivery time: Factory
Customer

Delivery reliability:

Quality A/B/C/:

Cost s,tnjcty,re.'
Acquisition
Wholesale/materials
Processing costs
Margin

Retail

0
48 hours

± 2 4 hours

A

19
67
14

_ö_
100%

Souvenirs

6 weeks
7 weeks

± 1 week

B/C

4
25
48

_23_
100%

Business/premium

6 weeks
6 weeks

i 1 week

A/B

11
44
30

J5_
100%

Gifts/export

2 weeks
Sweeks

i 1 week

A

4
44
30

_22_
100%

Figure 5.3 Functional requirements for organisational redesign (Source: project documentation)

Bottleneck listing was most visibly used for starting up improvement projects,
such as improving specific working conditions that have been annoying people
for a long time, e.g., bad ventilation in the foundry as a result of plants growing on
the roof of the shop. It involved considerable outlays on equipment such as hoods
with extractor fans and flexible clenching arms. The production employees were
invited to go to the trade fair and buy the equipment themselves. Apart from
showing involvement and broadening the support base for the changeover, a ben-
eficial effect was the improvement of communication. The various departments
came into much closer contact than before, because they had to work together out-
side the daily routine.
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budget market into samples

packaging standards

orders

Inputs

11 colour lists

12 tools

13 planning schedule

14 sample requests

15 raw materials

16 semi-finished products

17 returned product

from

2

2

2

1

6

6

external

Control information

C1 general job regulations

C2 quality requirements product

C3 machine capacities

C4 environmental standards

C5 info on technical disruptions

C6 reporting regulations

from

3

external

3

external

1.2.3

2

Production
3 Outputs

O1 product (waste)

02 colour lists + info

O3 scrap

O4 accidents

O5 tools

O6 info material usage

from

1.4,5

2.5

external

2

2

Resources

R1

R2

R3

R4

machines

people

space

knowledge

Figure 5.4 Model of primary process plus a SADT/IOEF subsystem exemplification (Source: project
documentation)

By the end of 1990, a project structure was installed, the primary process was
charted, analysed in terms of bottlenecks, and provided with functional require-
ments for the upcoming redesign, and the Board could be offered a general design.
Meanwhile, some alternatives were considered on how to redesign production,
for instance a structure according to batch size or according to manufacturing
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complexity, but none of these were found to be satisfactory. The main difficulty in
choosing the best alternative was the delineation of tasks, because one of the goals
was to improve interaction between the Sales department, which knows the sig-
nals from the marketplace best, and the Production department. In the final design
offered to the Board, this point resulted in placing the warehouse under the re-
sponsibility of the Sales department.

Presentation global design;
Implementation plan;
Start -up detailed design groups

Company-wide presentation;
Project structure installed

Executive
course

Middle
Management
course

Entry
external
consultant

Oct
B8

Phased approach;
Functional requirements;
Process modelling;
Improvement labour

conditions

Feb. June Jury
'89 «9 39

Sept
'89

Mid-term
feedback
by detailed design
groups

Strategic
Orientation
Round

Company-wide
presentation on
detailed design

Casestudy
entry

Jan.
•90

Apr. June
•90 ^

Jan.
•91

Sept
•91

1989

Phase 0 Phase 1

1990

Phase 2

1991

Phase 3 Phase 4

Steering
group

Production design group

Detailed design groups

Sales design group

Figure 5.5 Timepath, main events and project structure of organisational change

In January 1990, the general design was presented to the Board and approved. It
marked the start of the detailed design work groups and extensive participation of
all personnel. The design immediately resulted in an actual reform consisting of a
primitive task group structure and flow-oriented production. The rest of the year
1990 was used to further refine this general design. Mid-term feedback implied the
various work groups commenting on the assumptions and starting points em-
ployed by the overall design work group, thus providing a larger framework and a
'warming-up' on the design task. The linking-pin project structure was turned
into reality as work groups were headed by the representative of that particular
production part, who was also a member of the overall design work group. In fact,
task groups turned out to become design work groups, thus bringing the change
process 'into the line'. Design focus at this stage was on the upstream and down-
stream parts of the production process and on how linkages between parts could be
established. This also included the first adaptations to the available control sys-
tems of, for example, inventory, order processing and registration. External assis-
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tance was provided here by consultants of the CWM, since Zilverstad was able to
make use of their services at a reduced rate because of its membership. Typically,
assistance was seldom called in; the state of affairs was regularly reported to the
consultant from KOERS. Personnel acquired skills and knowledge at a high speed,
doing things they had never done before: Providing feedback, making presenta-
tions, having meetings, and informing and relating to each other on how their de-
sign developed.

At the end of 1990, a detailed production design was ready and an implementation
plan formulated. At the traditional New Year's reception in January 1991, the full
design was festively introduced to all company personnel. Reactions of personnel
were reserved, not negative nor resistant. Especially some of the jobs that had to be
done in the task group were felt to be unpleasant, as they involved loss of status.
For example, quality control is now done by the group itself, and it was something
of a culture shock the first time a product was refused and returned to the respon-
sible worker for additional treatment. In addition, nobody wanted to do the pack-
aging as it was considered an inferior type of work. In other words, it took some
time to get used to the full implications of autonomous work groups (in the first
example, it was the woman that used to do the packaging who refused the product
and returned it).

The Organisational Redesign

Production Structure

By January 1991, the final production structure was selected and ready for imple-
mentation. Based on the IDEF/SADT systems analysis, four autonomous task
groups were formed. Three of them occupy themselves with manufacturing (blue,
white and yellow), and one with the warehousing activities (green). The IDEF dia-
grams resulted in a general design which was handed over to the various work
groups for detail and linkage (see Figure 5.6).

In fact, the warehouse group can be considered an 'inventory management group',
since its task is to balance the wholesale and Zilverstad standard product invento-
ries with demand. Its tasks include sorting, repackaging and order processing for
wholesale products. The main reason for creating this group was, as it was experi-
enced over time, that the wholesale and own standard products were overrun by
the specialised customer orders. For example, the habit developed to manufacture
standard products only when production slackened and there was time left, i.e.,
standard products filled the gaps in the production schedule. As a consequence,
Zilverstad's own standard products were not available and often had an order
backlog. In other words, Zilverstad was undercutting its own sales performance.

(Head of Administration) "... We deliver both on order and from stock. Then, it showed that
customer orders always got priority over inventory orders. Because one order was for ourselves
and the other just for inventory, it was never urgent. And you know, if things are not urgent,
they don't get done. So if they have few customer orders, sales performance could drop. But if,
in contrast, they produce on inventory when times are slow, that part of sales will be added to
their performance since inventory and sales are the same thing. To them, it doesn't matter
whether they deliver to the warehouse or to the customer: the internal transfer price values
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their sales turnover. So that's also a reason why you could say that they can influence sales;
not directly, but indirectly all right."
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Figure 5.6 Global production structure design (Source: project documentation)

The warehouse group is separated from the factory and is placed directly under the
Sales department. Presently, the warehouse group is treated in the production
schedule as another customer, equalling both inventory and customer orders. The
equal role of wholesale versus own products can also be derived from Figure 5.7:
There are two inputs to the inventory function (the triangle in the picture) and
the Sales responsibility domain embeds that of production.
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Figure 5.7 Production structure redesign (Source: project documentation)
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The detailed design of the production structure maintained the larger framework
of the general design (see Figure 5.7). Comparison with the former production
structure is impossible, as no production layout or process chart previously ex-
isted.

The 'WTn'fe' group is made up of 14 people and manufactures so-called single
products, i.e., products made out of one piece, and batch products, e.g., spoons and
commemorative medals and coins. The 'B/ue' group consists of 26 people and
generally manufactures composite products in small batches, e.g., teacup holders
and rattles for babies. The 'Yef/ow' group (see Figure 5.8) contains 8 people and also
manufactures composite products in precious metal, in even smaller batches, e.g.,
silver miniatures, brooches and hallmark-quality decorative ware. This is the
group where the fully experienced silversmiths are predominantly situated.

Several production typologies at the same time are available. From top to bottom,
the order is in decreasing batch size: The W/iife group manufactures the largest
batches, mainly spoons, while the Ye//ow group manufactures the smallest
batches, mainly jewellery. Next, the B/ue groups has also input of semifinished
products purchased in the Far East. The Yei/ow group is a full product manufac-
turing group and therefore has a somewhat different expertise buildup as well as a
different way of working, including the craftmanships culture that accompanies it.
Nevertheless, each production group is autonomous in terms of jobs: Planning,
quality control and tooling are performed by the group (see Figure 5.8).

The detailed design is depicted for the Ye/Zou; group in Figure 5.8. It shows the op-
erations contained within each task group, as well as its input and outputs.

Raw materials
Orders
Semifinished products
Models
Tools

1Job
scheduling/
Inspection

Casting
moulds
production

Spraying/
quanting -up/
embedding

-*-j Casting L-».
Machining,
Polishing.
Grinding etc.

Yellow Group
(composite complex products from precious metal)

Cleaning
Painting
Packaging

Figure 5.8 Internal organisation structure ot a production task group (Source: project documentation)

Each group is headed by a group leader. Although circulating group leadership is
intended, it is not as yet effectuated because there is not enough knowhow avail-
able in each group. Other than high quality and maximum employment of indi-
vidual qualities, no explicit rotation target was mentioned in the preceding func-
tional requirements. This was done deliberately, because its limitations were clear
in advance. Some people do not want to rotate and view such demands as being
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threatening, while others simply do not have the capacities or qualifications.
Changes in the work included shared responsibility for tasks and the availability
for various tasks. Group responsibility was the main argument used in the infe-
rior packaging job example above - have all group members do packaging jobs.
Availability, of course, is restricted to tasks requiring a short learning period on
the job, learned from colleagues.

(Production executive) "Of course it is true that some difficult operations can only be performed
by a few people who really know their business. It's hard to get other people to do this. You
need time to enable all the people in a group to perform all sorts of operations. That's a next
step in the process on which we're working right now. We're starting with training, job
classification and all that sort of thing. Again, it's an example of taking up things we're able
to handle. The process will never stop, you have to be inventive constantly."

Consequently, the task group structure resulted in a different responsibility struc-
ture in Production, replacing the functional foreman by flow-based units (see
Figure 5.9).

Production executive

Job scheduling
1—

Production manager
—i

Procurement

I I I
Foreman Foreman Foreman

Stamping

Assembly

Silver
casting

I 1 I
Foreman Foreman Foreman Foreman Foreman

Assembly
specialties

Pewter
casting

Galvanizing

Polishing

Enamelling

Shipping Warehouse

Tool shop
» Drawing

Figure 5.9 Former production organisation chart (Source: project documentation)

And the present chart of the responsibility structure:

Production executive

I
Production manager

Job Scheduling & Planning
& Calculation & Procurement

I
Tool shop

Group leader Group leader Group leader
Blue Yellow White

Figure 5.10 Present production organisation chart (Source: project documentation). The 'production
manager' function is considered temporary and will eventually disappear.
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The drawing function is renamed 'design' and is coupled to Sales and brought up-
stream. Basically, because Sales generates the sample requests, Design has to draw
and Production has to manufacture. Samples are important to convince the cus-
tomer of the quality and appearance of the product and get him to confirm the or-
der. The designer is located next to the job scheduler (which is a production staff
function) in order to enforce preliminary planning and communication by prox-
imity.

The task of higher management is to keep all groups together and have them act
as one. For example, it is set up in such a way that a group which is low on orders
assists another group. The 'assistance hours' are being registered and 'sold' to the
demanding group using an internal transfer tariff.

(Production executive) "Changing the organisation brought numerous other changes with it.
The first one was the grouping of people. It meant a significant change for people. Previously,
they worked on a manufacturing operation and now, they're working on a product. Work was
something they did on their own in the past, and now they have to work together and in
mutual agreement. This has to grow over time. For example, at the start there was clearly
visible resistance to having meetings. People were saying to one another: "Do we have to go
and sit around the table again; it'll cost me ages, all this blabbering." But by now, it has
become clear to everyone what the use is of having regular meetings; one is able to say one's
piece, people listen to you and problems get solved. Employees have far more responsibility in
this group structure and it seems that they can handle it very well. A second important thing is
that planning and job scheduling are made much easier and more precise. It improves your
insight into the organisation and into the throughput of orders. You dare to look ahead, so to
speak. Which was far more difficult in the earlier situation. A third point is that it is easier
to deliberate on problematic matters. It improves with groups getting smaller. Solutions do
come up quicker from a group. And because people are directly involved, they come up with
workable solutions."

The overall organisation structure underwent a subsequent redesign. The former
product market structure was replaced by a structure according to business func-
tion (see Figure 5.11), framing a combination of product market and task group ty-
pology.

Sales

Board of Management
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Administration
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— Procurement

Production

— Salary Adm.

— Invoicing

— Financial Adm

— Company Adm

- Design &

Product Development
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Personnel

— Calculation &

Planning

— Job Scheduling &

Procurement

— Tool shop

— White Group

Blue Group

— Yellow Group

Figure 5.11 Present organisation chart (Source: project documentation)
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Control Structure

The control structure design can be seen as resting on two mutually supporting
tracks, i.e., meetings and agendas. Both meetings and agendas form parallel links
between the elements in the production structure (see Table 5.2). The primary
process is supplemented with a combination of agenda-setting reporting forms
and concurrent meetings in which this information is discussed. Three meetings
annex forms support the business process:

- the sales meeting with the sales order ticket;
- the procurement meeting accompanied by the purchase order form, and
- the post-calculation meeting using the calculation ticket for agenda setting.

(Head of Administration) "... Well, you see, we make a difference between standard orders
and special orders. And a special order always goes with a calculation ticket. If we make a
product we've never made before or very rarely make, the group involved has to calculate it,
meaning that they have to register the quantitative data. How many kilos of material do I
use, how many hours does it take me, this department, that department and that operation
take that much time, etcetera. Those data then go to Job Scheduling, which makes a proper
calculation, tariffs get attached to it. As you have a new product, you have a new calculation.
And consequently, it is put into a spreadsheet to have it available as a price when the product
turns up again sometime in the future. Or if you manufacture it just once, it ended at that
special order calculation; no further use is made of it."

Two other combinations of meetings and reports which are less related to the
primary process are the product development meeting with its subsequent product
development proposals, and the after-sales meeting which has filled orders as in-
put.

Table 5.2 Control structure design (Source: project documentation)

Sales
Meeting

Procurement
Meeting

Post-Calculation
Meeting

Product
Development
Meeting

Function

Balance customer
demand with
manufacturing
supply

Coordinate
purchasing
orders

Enlarge
insight into
manufacturing
process

Product
mix
management

Goal

To accept
sales
proposals

To purchase
effectively
and efficiently

Minimal costs
+ 'pure'
manufactunng
data

Input

Sales
proposals

Purchase

proposals

Calculation
tickets

Product
development
proposal

Output

Realisable (Ft)
+ nonrealisable
(non-R)
proposals

Purchase

orders

Tested +
corrected
norms

Mix
extension
or pruning

Agenda

Select,
prioritize
and decide
on R, non-R
andR?

Select
combine and
delivery time
coordination

To evaluate
decisions,
correct yea/no
and how m uch

To evaluate
proposals:
prune, take in
or don't

Frequency

Weekly

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Participants

Sales reps
4 all group
leaders

Group member
+ member
Procurement
department

Management
+ group reps

Group reps.
Management,
people from
Sales and Design

Originally, it was meant to conduct the after-sales meeting as a separate meeting,
but it turned out to be more effective to have it coincide with the sales meeting,
which is more related to the primary process (Figure 5.12). The main reason was
that improvement proposals go across functional boundaries. Since people from
both Sales and from Production groups are present in the sales meeting, it could be
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coupled and simplified. The sales meeting was first created for internal communi-
cation between the four groups, but linking Sales to Production proved to be diffi-
cult:

(Commercial executive) "The only difficulty was to link up Sales with the factory. Of course,
the thing we would have liked to do was to couple the sales representatives to each separate
manufacturing group. But that's impossible, since a sales person can't just say to a customer
when he is asked a question about products of a different manufacturing group: "I'm sorry,
that's not my area of responsibility, you have to talk to my colleague about that." So we think
it is necessary that the entire sales department knows about the complete product range.
Meaning they would have to be knowledgeable about all products! An additional disadvan-
tage is that the communication between Sales and the factory becomes less direct. We try to
circumvent this by having sales meetings: people from Sales are present at this meeting with
the Production groups. The weekly issue of orders is discussed there. As a result, a better
understanding of each other's capabilities and impossibilities exists between the Sales
department and the factory."
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Sales Meeting

Salsa Order

White

Blue

Procurement Meeting
- ^
Purchase Order

Wholesale

Yellow

Green

Warehouse Group

= groups involved in sales - - - - « • = groups involved in procurement

Figure 5.12 Controlling the order flow; linking Sales and Procurement to Production (Source: project
documentation)

The goal of the after-sales meeting is to obtain insight into the customer's experi-
ence with the product so as to optimise and continue customer relationship.
Management is also present at this meeting. The problems and improvement
proposals that result from this meeting have somewhat the same function as the
post-calculation meeting, which, however, is oriented more towards the business
process, towards continuously improving organisational performance by solving
incidental and structural market-oriented problems.
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A longer-term-oriented meeting, which requests the presence of board members,
is the one concerned with product development and post-calculation (see Figure
5.13). Aptly referred to as the product development meeting and post-calculation
meeting, they can be considered as a sort of control mechanism of both product
mix composition and manufacturing costs. The product development meeting is
held quarterly and discusses the various development proposals which are put
forward on the product development ticket. If the product is technically and
commercially feasible, it is supplied with a product specification and taken into the
assortment.

The post-calculation meeting has the objective to enlarge insights into the manu-
facturing process. Management and group representatives discuss on a bimonthly
basis the actual consumption of resources and the standards against which they are
set. Calculation tickets are explicitly used to match standards with actuals and to
come up with variances which are then used as input for discussion in the meet-
ings. Discussing standards often implies discussing their own knowledge on how
products are manufactured, i.e., results are improvement proposals based on cost
efficiency. An alternative benefit which is targeted is the supply of up-to-date fi-
nancial data for order bidding. Monthly discussion within the production groups
of these calculation tickets is considered ideal but is at the moment of study not yet
realised.

(Head of Administration) "... In the production groups, discussion takes place at management
level. Which has to do with this being just a test year (= 1991); it is the first year we started
with all this. We used the first couple of months to clean up the figures and to correct things
which were not all right so that we can now work with the numbers. The next step is to have
the figures discussed with the group leaders. And the step following that is indeed to discuss
them within the group, but there are still some differences between people. Production people
are even less used to dealing with figures than sales people. And that is not without signifi-
cance. It has also something to do with education. The people in Production usually have voca-
tional training only, or didn't even finish it. So you have to introduce things very slowly, oth-
erwise people get jumpy or frightened."

After six months it was evaluated how the various new forms were experienced
in daily practice. It turned out, according to the task groups, that no significant
changes were needed. The layout of certain forms was changed, an additional form
for warehousing was added and the job ticket used for scheduling and production
operations was considered for integrating both commercial and technical product
information. The specific comments and critiques received indicated, however,
that the forms were used and understood in a production system by people not
used to administration and documentation: It was something for the bosses to
handle and they would know. Now, people speak up in detail.

Management Accounting System
The financial control system or management accounting system was put up in
concordance with the information system, and therefore used the meetings and
agendas as well. This regards all the meetings where group representatives are
present, especially the post-calculation meeting since cost information is one of
the primary inputs to this meeting (see Table 5.2). Although started as an outline,
the accounting system gradually developed as the detailed task group design was
implemented. It still is not finished nor is it expected to be ever finished; con-
tinuous improvement involves internal control systems as well.
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Figure 5.13 Controlling the order flow - linking Design and Administration to Production
(Source: project documentation)

Compared to the previous internal accounting system, the present system is an
upgrade as well as an extension of existing elements (see Figure 5.14). The top-
layer of general ledger, and yearly and monthly budget is upgraded to the task
group structure: Budgets, standards and tariffs are formulated on a task group de-
nominator. The bottom-layer underwent a similar upgrading, rephrasing certain
items in terms of task groups.

The mid-layer or group level in Figure 5.14 is where the main redesign effort is lo-
cated. Previously, budgets where desaggregated only to functional departments as
well as just to labour costs. Similarly, Sales was addressed as one diffuse depart-
ment. The redesign therefore involved reconverting lump departmental budgets
into desaggregated task group budgets, extending the budget content well over the
labour cost item: Budgets are presently some sort of group Profit & Loss state-
ments, including detailed standards. As a result, budgets now serve also as plan-
ning devices in addition to their traditional control roles. The sequence of re-
design followed that of the overall organisation design: Sales task group budgets
were installed first, followed by those of Production. The linkage by an internal
transfer price between the two was introduced last.

The overall management accounting system is a standard cost system based on
budgeted standards and variance analysis. Standards for sales, inventory, trans-
ferred work and direct costs are set in the yearly master budget. Monthly reports at
the organisational and task group levels match these budgeted standards with ac-
tuals. The net result is reported per group, both in financial numbers and percent-
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ages. It is also reported in a Direct Costing (DC) type format; a choice explicitly
made to steer organisational behaviour towards margin optimisation rather than
sales optimisation or net result optimisation (i.e., instigating a drive towards sheer
volume or insightless cost cutting). The gross margin functions as a more stable
behaviour modifier, because it takes account of the profit of an order relative to its
sales price and its cost.

Calculator^ '

General
Ledger

Year Budget

1 1 Allocated
Overhead (using cost
pool method)

i

Stand.srds

Condensed Balance Statement +
Condensed Profit & Loss Statement

Production group budgets

( White ) ( Blue ) (Yellow )

^ Internal transfer price

Sales group budgets

(Corporate gifts ) ( Export)( Retail) ( G r e e n )

Sales report

1

FINANCIAL REPORT (MIS)

Company Level

Group Level

Group Level

Company Level

Figure 5.14 The Management Accounting System design (Source: constructed and approved,
using regular internal documentation)

The root of the management accounting system is the yearly master budget. It sets
the standards for both performance and costs, which makes it the building stone
for the variance analyses used in steering at group level. Therefore, considerable
attention is paid to constructing this control norm. Inputs for the budget construc-
tion are various calculatory data (e.g., depreciation and finance expenses, produc-
tive time) and the allocated costs using a cost pool table. Interesting in this respect
is the role of the four production task groups as main cost objects: The task group
is the central element in the financial control and information system.
Manufacturing cost pools, which are organised by function in the process (e.g.,
stamping, casting or galvanising), are transferred into task group cost pools by the
preceding production structure design; in other words, a functional organisation
structure is replaced by a flow-based structure.

The general ledger feeds both the master budget and the group budgets; the pro-
duction group budgets via the labour and material accounts, and the sales group
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budgets via labour, sales and administrative accounts. The use of task groups re-
sulted specifically in the insertion of a group layer in the internal accounting sys-
tem; it is 'sandwiched' between a top layer of precalculatory, ex ante standardised
information and a bottom layer of ex posf aggregated information. The top and
bottom layer represents the company-wide information with a strong accent on
traditional balance sheet and profit & loss accounting information. In between, the
control of results and the direct steering of processes is effectuated by a group-ori-
ented reporting system.

The internal transfer pricing system linking up Production with Sales groups is a
result of the flexibility design requirement. It fulfils three purposes: First, it mea-
sures output within the order flow so as to evaluate the manufacturing part of the
process. Second, it provides production groups with standards for make-or-buy de-
cisions that they have to make on whether or not to subcontract certain opera-
tions. Finally, the transfer prices are used as minimum costs in order bidding.
Since Sales has to exist on the gross margin between factory sales price and full
sales price, the transfer price hands them over a bottom-line figure on which they
can break even. Sales does not use hourly rates themselves, they have to cover
margin to make up their budgeted costs.

Management information is considered to be information at the organisation
level spanning the full entity of the organisation. It makes use of balance sheet ac-
counts which appear on reports at company level. The lower level budgets are to
capture the manufacturing process in financial terminology, i.e., a vocabulary and
disciplinary switchover within STSD.

The Head of Administration is the personified link between company level in-
formation and group level information, a distinction which is paralleled by the
distinction between financial and management accounting information.

(Head of Administration) "On the basis of this budget (i.e., yearly master budget) the group
budgets are constructed. And they are matched monthly with the costs and sales turnover of
that particular month. So this is directed at management and group members, both actually, to
have them communicate more with one another. It's an instrument really. The groups usually
tell management they've had a really busy year and management for example says : 'it doesn't
show from the figures'. It's usually an instrument to start discussing things since my experience
is that financial information like this doesn't get used very often. You can beat about the bush
a lot if you lack financial proof."

The cost pool table is used to obtain the tariffs used in order bidding and internal
transfer pricing. Tariffs are applicable to both Production and Sales and are there-
fore called 'integral'. They are calculated based on labour cost per minute per task
group. As customary when using the cost pool method, tariffs can be considered
standard product cost elements. In fact, the use of the cost pool method matches a
budget-controlled production since they are both standard cost system instru-
ments.

Compared to earlier management accounting procedures, present use of the cost
pool table reflects the task group build-up of the organisation instead of a split-up
in functional departments. For instance, it resulted partly in allocating the tool-
shop and drawing department costs as part of sales overhead to be allocated to the
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various sales groups. With Sales being both directly responsible and accountable
for customised orders, they absorb the cost of over-customisation (which results in
excessive unique tooling and drawing).

Two other advantages over the existing method show. First, the calculation of tar-
iffs for setting standard product costs is explicitly tied to product movements be-
tween parts of the organisation. As each manufacturing task group has two tariffs,
one internal for manufacturing and one for sales, it becomes possible to budget per
manufacturing task group: The tariffs allowing for establishing the turnover of an
individual task group. Therefore, individual task group output is always valuated,
whether it is going via sales to the customer or to another task group for final op-
erations. In other words, the performance of each process e/emenf (i.e., task
groups) is available, not just the lump sum performance of the full process, result-
ing in better opportunities for process control and improvements.

(Head of Administration) "Well, the internal settlement of hours I already mentioned: It is
taken into the group budget times the internal tariff. To give an example, in the Blue Group we
make the assembled products, for example a baby rattle. But a rattle is stamped by the White
Group: A rattle consists of two parts, both are being stamped, two cups which are soldered to-
gether. The product in a sense is made by the Blue Group, but the operation of stamping the two
cups is performed by the White Group, so you have a sort of subcontracting. The White Group
stamps and if they have to stamp something for the Blue Group, the internal transfer price is
really turnover of White. And that's being taken care of in the sales of the group budget."

Second, sales performance of production groups can be more adequately judged as
sales volumes are stated per task group (Figure 5.17). In other words, production
output is also individualised in terms of what has been sold, tying production di-
rectly to the outside market. Therefore, market fluctuations and customer prefer-
ences are almost immediately felt by Production, setting their mind more to what
happens outside the company.

The group budget is the most essential element in the financial control system
since it is used by the group leaders to steer their operations (Figure 5.15). In this
monthly group budget report, all cost items are included, not just those items
which are assumed to be of relevance or discretionary to the group leader.

(Production executive) "Each group has its own budget. They're a kind of small companies
within the company. And people run it like it is their own company. As a group, people say:
We are responsible for our orders and that group has to take care of itself."

The key item on the budget report is gross margin. The two constituting parts of
gross margin, sales and direct costs, are relatively controllable for the group lead-
ers. Direct costs (mainly materials), contracted work and inventory mutation are
directly influenced by work efficiency decisions regarding in-group job scheduling
and contracting out some operations. Sales can only be indirectly influenced, ei-
ther by balancing output by switching between manufacturing on order to manu-
facturing on stock and by manufacturing high-quality samples for the sales groups.

(Head of Administration) "For sales turnover, the group leader is depending on Sales.
However, that's only relative. Previously, our philosophy was: Production cannot help it if
they don't have anything to do. Because Sales is responsible for selling. But if you think a lit-
tle bit longer about that, it becomes fairly relative. For instance, the Yellow Group performed
very badly last year, not good at all. And in the beginning of the year, we received a large re-
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quest for pendants. But it needed a sales sample to make it a full order. And because the Yellow
group made a really nice sample, the order was awarded. So indirectly they can influence
their sales turnover by tuning themselves to Sales, by empathising with what product a
customer wants. Usually when Sales came up with a sample request, the reaction was - Not
Sales again, they have to have one item of everything, that's troublesome. Samples are
troublesome. But if you explain that you can only get orders if you make sharp quotes ... And
when do you make sharp quotes? By adding a sample, or make a good blueprint. People no
longer buy automatically. You have to show them something, convince them."

BUDGET OUTLINE 1991 /PERIOD X
WHITE GROUP

• 1,000 Guilders

Sales
Sales Packaging
Inventory Mutation
Internal Delivery
A) SALES

P E R I O D C U M U L A T I V E
Year budget % Actual Budget +/- Actual Budget +/-

Direct Costs
Contracted Work
Inventory Mutation
B) DIRECT COSTS

C) GROSS MARGIN

Labour Costs
Hours Lent
D) LABOUR COSTS GROUP

E) FIXED FACTORY OVERHEAD

Additional Materials *
Overhaul & Maintenance Machines
Manufacturing Cost Pools
F) MANUFACTURING COSTS

G) INVENTORY COSTS

H) ADMINISTRAT & PURCHASING

D) to H) GROUP COSTS

F) NET RESULT

Inventory Position Group:

Materials xxx

ƒ % ƒ••.. ƒ / . . . . / . . . .

Figure 5.15 MAS design key item: the production group budget (Source: regular internal report)

The fixed costs, or group costs as they are called, are more long term. For example,
group labour costs are fixed costs at group level. Suggestions for investments in
equipment and machinery used in that group are reflected in this budget item. All
other fixed costs are fixed at plant level and allocated using various indirect cost
pool tariffs. Thus, budget build-up represents both discretionary annex controllable
costs at group level and group performance in a direct costing format.
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Budgeted figures are matched with actuals, indicating variances per reported ac-
count both periodically and cumulatively (see Figure 5.15). Discussing variances is
the explicit goal of the Post-calculation meeting taking place between and within
groups. As indicated earlier, these meetings are structured around the Calculation
Ticket which states the allowed and actual order costs in terms of materials, manu-
facturing time, scrap and waste.

The internal transfer price is a sort of 'factory sales price' bringing the order from
Production to Sales and at the same time indicating a turnover performance per
production group. The margin between the 'factory sales price' and the final sales
price is indicative of the sales groups to steer their performance. The structure of
the product cost almost runs parallel with the group structure: Manufacturing
costs of an order can be easily traced to individual task group, including internal
subcontracting, thus providing the means for cost control and performance mea-
surement at order level.

(Head of Administration) "We start with the material cost which we then add up with the
production hours used, we call the result the factory sales price. That's really the internal
transfer price, groups have to be able to exist on that internal transfer price, they have to be
able to manufacture within that cost. The next step is the gross sales price. And the difference
between gross sales price and internal transfer price, that's the margin for Sales and that's
what Sales has to live from."

For long-range planning the present instruments are the monthly sales and finan-
cial reports (Figures 5.16 and 5.17). They compare actuals with cumulatives as well
as with periodic figures (last month and last year), both in percentages and in
numbers. These reports are constructed at the company level and contain aggre-
gate group performances.

(Head of Administration) "These (i.e., production and sales group budgets) are four respec-
tively three periodic reports, and the monthly performances have to be in concordance, have to
match the financial report. It would be rather strange if all groups would perform positively,
and financially we would lose money; the connection would be lost. So it is done deliberately to
control the coherence in performance. In fact, this control is established outside the formal
book of accounts. But what is most important is that the end-of-the-year results are expected
to be in line with the constituting results of the groups."

The sales report finalises overall group performance by presenting information
based on the four production group formats but now solely indicating items such
as sales, order backlog and various standards (budget, percentual, temporal; Figure
5.17).

Furthermore, in the sales report three article groups are mentioned separately: the
article groups 2 and 3, silver-plated articles and packaging. Article groups 2 and 3
and the silver-plated articles are products made in the Blue Group, which is both
the largest and, technologically, the most complex group. Separation of the three
articles is done for two reasons: First, it is a historical demand from Sales to have
them reported separately: Secondly, group 2 and 3 articles are fully manufactured
while the plated articles are purchased as semifinished products elsewhere, with
Zilverstad having only to perform the plating and finishing operations. Packaging
is usually included in the product line and therefore the production group statis-
tic, but for reporting reasons mentioned separately in the sales report.
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COMPANY FINANCIAL REPORT

INVESTMENTS Buildings Machinery Automobiles Factory fittings Office fittings Total

This month:
Until this month:
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

End this month
Idem last month
idem last year
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

End this month
idem last month
idem last year
LIQUIDITY

This year
Last year
INVENTORY

> 90 days

> 90 days

60-90 days

60-90 days

30-60 days

30-60 days

until this month until last month

WHITE BLUE YELLOW

0-30 days

0-30 days

GREEN

Total

Total

Last month

TOTAL

per group:
+ plated & jewellery:
+ packaging:
value 1-1-91 ƒ....

Variance this month
idem last month
Variance +/•

ƒ....

Inventory Level (% of Sales budget): Norm: until August .... %
until December .... %
this month .... %

DIRECT COSTS WHITE BLUE YELLOW SUB FACTORY GREEN TOTAL
Sales this month:
Direct costs this month:

Sales cumulative:
Direct costs cumulative:

% this month:
% cumulative:

Budget:

RESULTS until this month until last month Last month

This year
Last year

Figure 5.16 Company financial report (Source: regular internal report)

The budget for a sales group is somewhat different in set-up than for the manufac-
turing groups (see Figure 5.18). It has an identical IX format and is reported ac-
cording to product market combination: for corporate gifts, retail and export. A
sales group largely coincides with a certain product market combination.
Additional is the itemisation of gross margins per sales representative in each
group as well as the inventory position which has become the responsibility of
Sales (bottom-half of Figure 5.18). Sales groups also provide the basis for long-
range product mix and business planning, being the organisational unit most fa-
miliar with the specific product market combination.
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COMPANY SALES REPORT

SALES
White Group
Article groups 2 + 3
Plated articles
Blue Group
Yellow Group
Green Group
YEAR BUDGET TOTAL

THIS MONTH
White Group
Articles groups 2 + 3
Plated articles
Blue Group
Yellow Group
Subtotal Factory

Green Group

TOTAL

CUMULATIVE
White Group
Article groups 2 + 3
Plated articles
Blue Group
Yellow Group
Subtotal Factory

Green Group

TOTAL

YEAR BUDGET 1991

_ _ ' • . - . - • • • • - * •

/TT
SALES BUDGET INDICES LAST YEAR INDICES

« H _ _ ^ ^

/ . . . .

ƒ. . . .

SALES BUDGET INDICES LAST YEAR INDICES

/ • * * *

ORDERS IN HAND End of this month End last month Month last year
WHITE GROUP
BLUE GROUP
PLATED ARTICLES
BLUE SUBTOTAL
PACKAGING
YELLOW GROUP
WHOLESALE
TOTAL

ORDERS RECEIVED
WHITE GROUP
BLUE GROUP
PLATED ARTICLES
BLUE SUBTOTAL
PACKAGING
YELLOW GROUP
WHOLESALE
TOTAL

/ . . . .

End of this month End last month Month last year

— —

^ ^ ^ w ^ ~ _ _ -

ƒ....

Figure 5.17 Company sales report (Source: regular internal report)

Additional operational information is reported stand-alone and in nonfinancial
terms. It comprises such items as sick leave, delivery reliability and internal fail-
ure costs measured by the number of reversed sales bookings. In fact, all these
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stand-alone reports can be considered as quality cost information with quality tied
respectively to the quality of working life and the quality of the organisation. The
latter is more narrowly defined in terms of Just-In-Time performance, e.g., deliv-
ery reliability is measured by comparing the deviations in weeks (to the present
and last year's figures) of the number of orders either delivered too late, on time
and too early.

BUDGET OUTLINE 1991/PERIODX
CORPORATE GIFTS

Sales Representative #1
Sales Representative #2
Sales Representative #3
A)SALES

Direct Costs
B) GROSS MARGIN

C) LABOUR COSTS SALES

D) FIXED SALES OVERHEAD

E) OVERHEAD GROUP

F) PAYED ON CREDIT

G) ADMINISTRAT & PURCHASING
C) to G) SALES COSTS

F) NET RESULT

Gross Profit Margins ' 1.000 Guilders

Representative #1
Representative »2
Representative *3
Total

Gross Profit Margins in %
Representative *1
Representative #2
Representative #3
Total

INVENTORY POSITION:

White Group
Blue Group
Yellow Group
Green group

TOTAL

P E R I O D C U M U L A T I V E
Year budget % Actual Budget +/- Actual Budget +/-

ƒ

- - ƒ

ƒ

. ƒ ....% ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ / ƒ

ACTUAL NORM +/- ACTUAL NORM +/-

ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ

....% ....% .... % ....% .... % ....% .... %

Total Corporate Girts/ Inventory ^ . Percentage of Sales
Inventory Total Sales Ratio Corporate Gifts Actual Norm +/-

/ * % * %

Figure 5.18 Sales group budget (Source: regular internal report)

The internal failure costs in terms of reversed sales booking were analysed on
what caused the failure. Eight categories are used to this extent: product quality,
inventory mistakes, administrative mistakes, sales mistakes, invoices on samples
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and consignments-on-approval, service, factory mistakes, and miscellaneous.
Norms to this nonfinancial information are not yet introduced nor will be because
it is felt that a straight count of complaints is sufficient to steer on.

Quality is traditionally defined in terms of craftsmanship and materials used.
Quality perceptions of customers, however, stand in sharp contrast with this
craftsmanship's definition, which is the reason why an extensive use is made of
samples and consignments-on-approval: To set product quality norms almost on a
per customer order basis.

Results of the Redesign

As Sociotechnical redesign inherently links improving efficiency to the frame-
work of a (more) effective and reshaped organisation, results are first and most
clearly noticed at the efficiency level.

(Production executive) "There have been many results up until now. Of course, one cannot
express a number of things in hard figures, for example the involvement of people, their
attitudes. Still, I think that is the most important change, which results afterwards in
figures."

Cost control and cost traceability have increased considerably. There is increased
insight into product cost build-up and the causal factors driving costs, as the MAS
design matches the organisational processes more closely. The relative simplicity
of the design and the full participation of group members in designing it are mu-
tually dependent factors. Responsibility in designing it seems to make it easier to
have the responsibility accounted for.

In terms of hard numbers, Zilverstad improved its sales by 15% in 1989, while at
the same time experiencing a reduction in personnel of 5% (natural turnover).
Inventory turnover in 1989 was 4.7 and 5.5 in 1990, with a norm of 4.0 for the in-
dustry. Absenteeism (sick leave) dropped to 6%, which is below the Dutch average
of 9.1% (1989). Furthermore, the number of complaints on product quality
dropped considerably. Another indicator of quality is the number of orders deliv-
ered on time. In 1988, operating in the former organisation mode, delivery relia-
bility was 40% (three out of five orders went wrong somewhere somehow). In 1989
it increased to 60% while in 1990, it increased even more and is now reaching 85%.
This percentage relates to the busiest time of the year, i.e., the fourth quarter,
which is the gifts season. A by-product of the improved delivery reliability was a
reduction in orders that were delivered in different batch sizes; most orders are
now being delivered in one single batch, thus saving extra shipping costs.

(Commercial executive) "It results in customers staying customers more easily. We get many re-
peat orders. So all the energy you put into customer acquisition you direct at getting new cus-
tomers instead of replacing them. Price adaptations are hardly necessary since the organisa-
tion has improved and we are able to supply much better quality, service and delivery times
for the same price. Our competitive position has markedly improved, also internationally.
All segments have done well. The sales department has less internal problems to solve and,
thus, can concentrate far more on its commercial activities. Of course, we've just been operating
this way for nearly a year so the effects are still young.
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(Production executive) "Of course not everything can be accounted for by the organisational
change. There are many other factors, for example the dollar exchange rate, the economic cli-
mate. Or one Saddam Hussein spoiling everything. You can be perfectly organised but if you
don't get any orders ... On the other hand, it is also true that you can't get any orders if you
don't have a well-organised company. It's a bit a question of which came first, the chicken or
the egg."

No additional investments in assets were involved, apart from a one-time-only
outlay for equipment to improve working conditions.

(Head of Administration) "Yes, and for the rest: working conditions - we've spent a bit more on
the costs for working conditions than we had the last couple of years. But those costs don't get
any lower because for people to perform well they need a good PC, a good terminal, chair,
etcetera. And that's of course a very natural thing because these are really legitimate
demands and they speak up far more easily when they take the initiative to purchase or
replace something. But again, that's all right in itself but nevertheless it does lead to higher
organisation costs."

A more structural increase in cost level is initiated, however, regarding personnel
and human resources. The accentuation of gTOup initiatives and the decentralisa-
tion of problem solving has made people aware of both their abilities and capaci-
ties and, consequently, of the value they represent for the organisation.

(Head of Administration) "Well, I think personnel costs tend to increase. Putting more
demands on people or on groups is coupled to an overall performance target. By the end of the
year, they know whether they've attained their group performance or not. And you try to steer
it in that manner, which has consequences for your personnel policy. If you ask a bit more effort
from your people, and if they perform accordingly, they'll demand more regarding salary
conditions and payment. Also, people become more important for the organisation because if
people drop out, if you end up with fewer people, and certain key personnel in a group drop out,
it can be quite harmful. So people, if they perform well, do become aware that they have
gained importance for the company. But that has to do with the subject of personnel policy in
the organisation. That's what we have picked up lately, putting up a job classification system
and keeping appraisal interviews."

Projects Underway

At the time of study (September 1991) two main projects were put up and partly
implemented: one regarding a job classification system and another regarding a
sales information system. Both systems are the consequence of an increased effec-
tiveness of the organisation: the accentuated role of human resources (e.g. local
problem solving and multi-skilled personnel) requires proper management of
jobs, rewards and personnel development (e.g., career planning, training). Also,
enabling people to solve problems and structure their work themselves means
they have to be supplied with the information necessary to do so. Information
which crosses functional boundaries as do task groups: The sales information sys-
tem therefore links Sales to Production and vice versa. Apart from it being neces-
sitated by the redesign itself, putting up a sales information system was also a con-
sequence of the Strategic Orientation Round (SOR): One of the outcomes was the
awareness that very little information was available on the results of marketing
and promotion efforts, sales performance and market conditions.
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(Head of Administration) "Well, our main bottleneck lay within the company. We were glad
that we had the time to look outward for once since before we had no time at all. As a manner
of speaking, of course, because Sales still passed on the signals what the market needed, they
come up with proposals. Yes, we've always been a bit in a pioneer phase in which you look
more at your internal problems than really at the possibilities in the market. You react to mar-
ket signals, which of course makes you flexible."

The job classification system is adopted from the industries employers' organisa-
tion CWM. It distinguishes a number of ranks which are distributed across task
groups and additional departments. Rank position is assessed using a score card
for seven job elements constituting each job (education/skill, composition, organ-
isational damage risk, interaction frequency, working conditions, nature of super-
vision and range of supervision); a high score indicates a high job class. Linked to
job class are payment, secondary conditions such as study grants and study leave,
and a development track for individual career management. On the other hand, if
people did not want to go along with the general trend towards multi-skill and
availability for various tasks, they would 'freeze' at their present job class level
with all resulting payment consequences. Human resource management is em-
bedded in a general social mentality and policy which is not officially formalised
or written down. The family business character of the company is the main feeder
of that mentality: The Pluut brothers maintain, however, more an executive than
owner/employer role, which has led to a professionalisation of Zilverstad's social
policy. For instance, at the very start of the reorganisation process it was decided
that no one was to be fired, in fact it was one of the design requirements of the
production structure.

The sales information system is in its operation a marketing system indicating
which customers are the most profitable ones and which products are high-run-
ners. Specifically, it is a database system providing the raw data for order-bidding
information, customer profitability and the dye database used in production (it is
important for Production to know whether a specific order will require the manu-
facturing of a new, customised dye, or if an existing dye can be used). However, as
Production is fed by customer orders it establishes a link between Sales and
Production based on sales information paralleling the order flow through the fac-
tory. And again, it provides a concrete basis for discussion between the two busi-
ness functions; a market preference for a certain type of product leads directly to
more work for the task group manufacturing those products. In other words, flow-
oriented production has its equivalent in Sales, stated, however, in terms of prod-
uct type. This 'pre- and past-production trajectory' is fed by the sales information
system which links up with the sales orders used for production planning and job
scheduling.

(Head of Administration) "In fact, it comes down to registering all sales actions in the sales in-
formation system, including everything that influences the customers' purchasing behaviour.
And to take advantage by calculating and finding out which product offers are successful and
which are typically not. You try to gain insight into how to bid for orders at a particular cus-
tomer; which products score and which don't. All that has to be incorporated into some sort of
sales information system, which the sales groups can use in their daily operations."
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6
Case St. Antonius Vesselheads

Situational Background

St. Antonius Vesselheads, Maasbracht, is the manufacturer of heads and specially
formed parts for pressure vessels and pipelines. They are the subcontractor to Offi-
cial Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) in the petrochemical, energy, storage and
food industries. The company's specialties are formed heads and cones for pres-
sure vessels, manhole covers, expansion joints, reducers and bends for pipelines.
Expansion joints and reducers are sold to the machine industry using installation
companies as the intermediating channel. Of its production, 70% is being exported
with the main markets being Belgium, Germany, France, the United Kingdom,
and Scandinavia. All products are made to order, according to customer specifica-
tion. The average order size is three products.

Since most products have to meet high-quality requirements - consider, for exam-
ple, orders from the nuclear, off-shore and satellite industries - quality control and
quality assurance are of prime importance (tolerances of 0-2 millimetres on diame-
ters of 5 meters are quite usual). The large export volume further complicates
quality management since St. Antonius has to comply with various construction
design codes and regulations. This implies a quality assurance system that is able
to handle and confro/ many quality standards and national regulations. The qual-
ity assurance system is based on ISO 9002/9004 and BS 5750 norms. The input vari-
ety is also heavily influenced by the high number of various materials used: 70%
of St. Antonius' products are made of nonferro, duplex or stainless steel materials.
Again, this poses specific demands on production methods such as the choice of
the appropriate welding technique.

St. Antonius is a small-sized company employing 140 people with a net sales in
1989 of 20 million Dutch guilders and an added value of 63% (1989, in percentages
of net turnover). Added value is defined as labour cost turnover plus profit, ex-
cluding materials. Its EBIT in percentages of equity is about 36% (1989). From the
140 employees, 97 are working in production. Seventy-six people are direct per-
sonnel, which leaves an direct/indirect personnel ratio of almost one to one (76 :
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64). St. Antonius' cost structure is mediated by the tariff system it uses: All over-
head is allocated to subdepartmental work centres and their subsequent tariffs.
This does not show up as separate cost figures to be assigned (see paragraph on
management accounting system for a more detailed discussion). Reworking the
figures results in a general, nonmanufacturing overhead of 7.6% of total planned
costs.

St. Antonius is a family-owned and family-run company wherein engineer
Jacques J.A. Houben took control of the company from his father in 1986. Previ-
ously, the culture of the company was one that was highly informal and where
many things were improvised. The working method was based on individual
craftsmanship and personal relationships, with the owner-president performing a
central role in the social network. At present, this culture is being replaced with a
more business-like one: the new culture disseminating top-down into the organi-
sation. The change in control indicated a shift in management as well as in operat-
ing style since the need for change became more and more imminent: A clear
business strategy was lacking, and ad /IOC decision making and inadequate order
planning caused many problems. Furthermore, its OEM market increasingly
strengthened their demands for quality, timeliness and delivery reliability.

As a reaction, it was felt that 'more organisation' was needed. To start with,
Houben jr. began to hire additional personnel who were to form a new and pro-
fessional management team. This involved hiring a central planner for the Pro-
duction department, a quality assurance engineer, and a financial controller who
was also to establish a personnel policy. Included in this team was the production
manager who was previously involved with introducing CAD/CAM to the firm,
and the controller. These two later went on to become the STSD programme
champions. The new management team consisted of relatively young people in
their mid-thirties. Together with Houben jr., they were to take care of the day-to-
day business and the development of company policies and standpoints on several
areas of interest. This was not an easy job as a hotchpotch of affairs were all
screaming for attention and, as a result, they had no idea where to begin.

Contact was made with the Dutch institute on Quality of Work and Organisation
(NKWO), with the Dutch contact group for Employers in the Metal industry
(CWM) functioning as an intermediary. The NKWO introduced SocioTechnical
Systems Design ideas to the management team and middle management in two
separate courses. The middle management course, called Partaking in Renewal,
ran for nearly one year, from September 1988 until October 1989, and was joined by
all middle management. Afterwards, it was concluded that this course came too
early. It would have been more accommodating had it been scheduled offer the de-
sign phase. People were now becoming anxious to start, although the strategic line
had not yet been established. The timing was unsuccessful here because the in-
formation of the CWM was unclear and the management team of St. Antonius
had no idea how big this change would be. It was only afterwards that they became
aware that this was a full-scale reorganisation.

The second course was directed at the management team and was called Quality
and Flexibility for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises, also by NKWO. As a re-
sult of these two courses, SocioTechnical Systems Design (STSD) was adopted as a
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leading concept. Later, middle management (1991, 1992) took part in several other
training courses, whose main concerns were social skills such as present-
ing/speaking in public, chairing of a meeting and conducting personnel inter-
views.

The course for the management team was concluded by constituting a plan that
clearly stated the subsequent phases of (see Figure 6.1 for chronological order):

0) the strategic orientation round plus preliminary discussion (January 1989 +
March 1989);

1) formulating functional redesign requirements, including process modelling
and bottleneck categorisation (March - May 1989);

2) design and evaluation (June - September 1989);
3) elaborating the organisation model, including the presentation to the company

(October - November 1989);
4) implementation process (December 1989 - present);
5) freezing process, directed at creative cooperation between and within groups,

e.g., performance interviews, team management, effective leadership (last part
of 1992).

The plan was drafted by both the management team and middle management and
implied a strong commitment to the new organisation that was to be constructed.

Middle management starts
taking STSD course

Management
team takes
STSD course

Research
study entry

Sept. Oct
•88

Jan. Feb
•89 '89

1 phase 0

Strategic
Orientation
Round
(SOR)

Mar. May
•89 '89

phase 1 1

Functional
requirements.
Process
modelling;
Categorisation
of bottlenecks

June Sept.
•89 «9

| phase 2 |

Designing the
organisation
structure

Oct. Nov.
'89 '89

| phases |

Elaborating
the new model;
Company-wide
presentation

Dec. Sept.
•89 91

1 phase 4

Implementing the structure

Figure 6.1 Time path (Source: project documentation)

The strategic orientation round (phase 0) was accomplished by performing a
SWOT analysis (Strengths/Weaknesses - Opportunities/Threats) which made St.
Antonius decide to start a process of organisation renewal. From the specifics of
the SWOT analysis, a goal statement resulted, saying that the main characteristics
of the organisational renewal were to be:
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- the formation of whole-task groups;
- to bring control to the shop floor;

to actually con fro/ the organisation instead of 'fixing things';
- communication and information;

'knowing by measuring'.

Other aspects, such as quality, efficiency, environmental care, administrative or-
ganisation & management information systems, flexibility and innovation, were
to be considered in each of the above organisational renewal characteristics.

Categorisation of Bottlenecks

After following the strategic orientation came the listing and categorisation of ex-
isting bottlenecks. Context for categorisation was the planned redesign of the or-
ganisation, i.e., to specifically locate where improvements and structural renewal
were needed. The bottleneck categorisation report was the main point of reference
in setting up the final organisation design. It was structured into three parts:

1. formulating a model which represents the primary process of St. Antonius;
2. indicating bottlenecks within the modelled primary process;
3. indicating the correspondence between bottlenecks and the present organisa-

tional structure.

The categorisation report was drawn up by a work group (Work Group Design or
WGD) composed of employees from each department in the primary process
(production, planning, marketing, quality control & engineering, general man-
agement) and one external consultant. The interdisciplinary character of the work
group was deliberately put up in order to obtain input from as many experienced
people as possible (see Figure 6.7).

The role of the consultant was restricted to that of facilitator in the change process.
In the categorisation phase, his role consisted mainly of knowledge transfer on the
modelling method as well as in supplying help in analysing the results of the
method. His support was provided only when explicitly requested by the work
group.

Modelling the Primary Process

The process model consisted of ten different submodels. Together they constituted
the selling, preparing and manufacturing of vessel heads. Each submodel coin-
cided with recognisable and 'old' existing departments (see Figure 6.2 for the pro-
cess split-up).

The process analysis was based on a system-theoretical view of the organisation
and consisted of classifying activities into four categories: inputs, outputs, re-
sources and control information. This is called the IDEF methodology and its tar-
get is to model the function of a set of operations and the objects and information
which pass through these operations?. Inside each category it was then indicated as
to w/iere the inputs and control information came from, or where the outputs
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. Also, the resources for that particular process part were indicated (see Figure

Sales

Proajremort 1i Producten

I f Plarong

Jcb 1
Sdwdumo L

1 1
•>

1LI*\ l
V

Ouality 1
Engneering |

OuaMy 1
1 Control |

Shipping

^ —

Materials
Management

Figure 6.2 Production process modelling (Source: project documentation)

Inputs

11 Purchasing orders,
reservations, invoices,
bills of lading

12 Requests, quotations

13 Nonconformity reports

14 Additional materials

IS Engineering orders

Sales, production
Planning, Production

Sales, Production
Planning. Production.
Outside

Production Planning

Outside

Control Inlormalion

C1 Inventory info

C2 Market nlo

C3 Technological into

C4 Procedures

C5 Inlo lists

Source

Production Planning

Outside

Outside

Production Planning

Central Plan

Procurement

Resources

Ri Telecommunication equipment

R2 Computer

R3 Archives

R4 People

Outputs

O1 Purchasing orders.
invoices, certificates

0 2 Requests, quotations

O3 Nonconformity reports

O4 Additional materials

O5 Engineering into

O6 Inventory ksls

Source

Production.
Administration,
Outside

Sales.
Outside

Production
Planning,
Outside

Production,
Quality Control

Sales

Production
Planning

Figure 6.3 Example of the IDEF technique for the Procurement department (Source: project
documentation)
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At a lower system level, this analysis resulted in clarifying not only control infor-
mation bottlenecks but also operational constraints. Consequently, the relation-
ship between activities and information became clear and improvements fell
more or less into place by the depiction of this relationship. Consider, for instance,
the press operation. Previously, the operation was completely controlled by the
press operator, resulting in a clear planning but unreliable quality. Together with
the press operators, the operation then was made transparent by working accord-
ing to a new plan: Planning no longer took place on the basis of an operation, but
rather a combination of operation plus the required dye (see Figure 6.4), resulting
in a new planning based on effective time consumption. In addition, the new pro-
cedure made clear what precise craftmanship is required, which is subsequently
normalised according to ISO 9002.

Previously

crafteman

control info:
job sheet

Input
Press
Operation output

resource: stamps

craftman decides on:
press technique
choic8 ol stamp
press pressure
time of in-process heating

Present

O Press
Operation

next job shop:
blueprint
customer
weight
use of product

ChL P

Figure 6.4 System-theoretical relationship between activities and information (Source: project
documentation)

Indicating Bottlenecks

The main assumption was that bottlenecks can only be detected when the primary
process is considered in its entirety. Consequently, the full process, from the initial
order to shipment, was analysed according to the present bottlenecks. Once the bot-
tlenecks were identified, they were separated into two categories: those having
structural cause and those having nonstructural cause. This type of listing showed
at what system level the bottlenecks occur and how much priority is given to re-
solving it. As a result, it became clear that 80% of the bottlenecks had a structural
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cause and 20% did not; therefore, the latter could be resolved with relative ease
and on a short-term basis.

It took somewhere between three and six months to rectify those 20% of bottle-
necks that did not require structural rearrangements. The top four nonbottleneck
topics were assigned to a 'problem owner', who acted as chairman of a task force. It
was up to him to take further action, including setting the time limit in which the
problem should be resolved.

The remaining 80% was regrouped into general problem categories and analysed
according to their respective structural implications. From the process modelling,
it had already been made clear that the primary process was spread out across a
multitude of departments: Closer scrutiny showed that each individual product
order required the interference of approximately 15 separate departments.

This complexity was further aggravated by the crisscrossing of information flows
between departments as well as within the departments themselves. This resulted
in the side-effect that insight and understanding of one another's activities were
lacking (compartmentalisation or 'pigeon-holing'). Consequently, the output of
any one department was out of touch with the input needed by the next depart-
ment. This created an atmosphere of irritability and reduced the incentive to
team-up in much needed problem solving. The final result was a reduction of
flexibility in the organisation, reflected by the need for 'fixing things', and impro-
vised and unplanned expediting actions accompanied by relatively high costs.
Moreover, the fact that each order/product is relatively unique, places additional
emphasis on the importance of the (crisscrossing) information flow. Therefore, it
became apparent that all activities, whether in terms of material or information,
were interdependent within the product flow (see Figure 6.5). Thus, improve-
ments had to be based on this flow interdependence, i.e., redesign should be based
on flow-oriented production.

Relating Bottlenecks to Organisation Structure

Resolving these structural bottlenecks demanded a flow-oriented organisation de-
sign that met the following requirements:

1. F/exibi/ify: The mixture of high quality and reliable delivery, at low cost, from a
wide and customised product assortment required a very flexible organisation
to adequately handle individual customer orders. The organisational design ac-
commodating this requirement had to address all functions within the primary
process.

2. Confro/ o/ Qua/i'fy, De/ipery Time and Costs: Not only had the upstream activi-
ties such as procurement, planning, and materials management to be managed
on their interdependence but they also had to tune into downstream activities
in the order flow. This required short-circuited control cycles, bringing control
levels as close to the process as possible. In other words, establishing the least
possible amount of separation between activities in the production process.

3. Qua/ify o/ Wording Li/e: Accomplishment of the above-mentioned require-
ments only becomes possible when the commitment and subsequent participa-
tion of all personnel is high. From this point of view, an organisation having
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little departmentalisation is preferred. Simply speaking, this requires a job de-
sign with little functional specialisation and a high availability of employees
for different tasks.

Production manager

- Foreman

Figure 6.5 Product flow interdependency (Source: project documentation)

The overall conclusion of the categorisation phase was that the organisation
should be restructured according to order flow. Initially, redesign of only the up-
stream functions was considered to do the job. After the bottleneck analysis, how-
ever, it became apparent that this would not be possible without redesigning the
production function, and therefore the entire organisation. The close interdepen-
dences of the various functions precluded a partial reorganisation, it was all or
nothing. This led to adding the formation of whole-task groups to the strategic
goal statement.
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Chapter 6

Designing the Organisation Structure

Input for the design phase consisted of the results obtained from the bottleneck
categorisation and the Strategic Orientation Round. The management team began
this project chain by formulating the plan by which the design had to be accom-
plished (see Figure 6.6). Furthermore, since the Work group Design was comprised
almost entirely from the management team, with the exception of Houben jr. and
the Quality Assurance manager who had just entered the organisation, no formal
top-down approval mechanism was deemed necessary.

PhaM 1: Formulating Dosign Specifications

* Formulating design specifications and limiting conditions
* Not too much detail
* Complete list: attention lex all aspects regarding:

- flexibility/controllability
- product quality
- quality of working life
- quality of work relations

* Take into consideration the outcomes of the SOR and the bottleneck
categorisation

Phaw 2: Designing

* Look for parallel flows in manufacturing
* Link flows in production preparation and production support as much

as possible to these parallel flows
* Develop several alternative production structure designs
* Develop several alternative control designs
* Match production structure and control structure alternatives with the

design specifications plus make a choice
* Presentation of the new organisation by the management team to the

entire company

Phas* 3: Working Out th« New Organisation Model

* Determine all operational and control activities of all groups and divisions
* Establish the factory and office lay-out
* Establish the adaptations to the technical resources
* Categorise the adaptations to the information supply
* Categorise the need for training
* Put up a training schedule and a construction schedule: plot all activities

on a network plan

Phase 4: Implementation

* Using the implementation plan, possible activities are:
• systematic problem solving during implementation
- take up work counselling
- team building & conflict management
- situations I leadership
- formulating group goals
- performance appraisal
- project planning & project control

Throughput time:
2 weeks

Executed by:
Management team

Throughput time:
3 months

Executed by:
Project work group

Figure 6.6 Redesign project targets (Source: project documentation)

The management team came up with the following functional requirements on
the new organisational design in nonpriority order:

1. Controllable throughput times per order flow;
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2. Delivery reliability of less than five workdays, meaning that the spread of the
actual delivery date should not deviate by more (or less) than five days from
the agreed date;

3. Produce at the highest possible and necessary product quality levels;
4. Zero defects, both in attaining customer satisfaction and in the internal manu-

facturing process, where the rule is 'everything 100% the first time';
5. The product flow has to be clearly arranged and, therefore, must be able to be

planned both in its upstream and in its various manufacturing and quality
phases;

6. Overtime has to be minimised;
7. A flexible frame of mind for market demands, especially towards product cus-

tomisation requests;
8. Self-contained group task descriptions moving responsibilities to the lowest

level of the organisation;
9. Production task groups should consist of no more than twenty people (this was

a figure obtained from practical experiences and as such taught in the earlier
STSD course).

Formulating design specifications took approximately four weeks. The design re-
quirements themselves were subjected to such limitations as compliance with the
results of the bottleneck categorisation and the SOR. They should not be too de-
tailed but remain as complete as possible in terms of flexibility and control, prod-
uct quality and quality of both working life and internal labour relationships.

In phase 2, the Work group Design took over and started the actual design of the
organisation structure. This work group consisted of six persons, representing all
departments involved in the transition process, and was expected to attain the fol-
lowing targets in approximately three months:

* Look for parallel flows within manufacturing;
* Couple upstream flows as well as production support, as much as possible, to

the parallel flows found in manufacturing;
* Develop several production structure alternatives to choose from;
* Develop several control structure alternatives to choose from;
* Test the production and control structure alternatives using the previously

stated design requirements and make a choice;
* Present the new organisation design to all those involved, i.e., the entire com-

pany. The actual presentation is conducted by the management team.

The project planning took longer than expected: about seven months. The addi-
tional time was required because it was only realised midway into phase 2, when
designing the upstream activities, that the entire production process had to be re-
designed as well.

The aim of having various alternatives made available stemmed from the wish to
have a choice, i.e., not to be confronted with just one alternative which inevitably
is labelled as the 'best'. Also, the presentation of the new organisation design by
the management team displayed the commitment of the top to this new design.
Since the management team almost equals the Work group Design, no ownership
conflicts would arise.
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In phase 3, redesign was first actuated in the P/afe Mafena/ Supp/y (PMS) group
and then moved downstream to the Formed Heads group and the Finishing and
S/iipping (F&S) group (see Figure 6.8 for a layout of the production structure). Im-
plementation (phase 4) was started by the main production group (Formed Heads),
followed by its upstream supplier P/ate Material Supp/y and its downstream con-
sumer Finishing and Shipping. Once the main production flow was reorganised,
the two remaining production groups followed suit (Hot £>• Co/d Pressed Products
and Assemb/ed Products).

The project management itself was split up into four separate work groups with
each work group having its own project responsibility (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7). In
both the work groups for the office and plant design, a majority of 'owner-employ-
ee' groups participated. For example, in the 'Work group Office', two members of
the overall 'Work group Design' were involved, complemented by six others that
had been appointed by the office personnel. The 'Work group Plant' consisted of
five people: One from the overall Work group Design, two permanent members
and two rotating members. The rotating members also acted as the chairman and
secretary of the work group, with both functions rotating with the production sub-
department which was next in line to be restructured.

/ Order
processing

TechnicaJ
support

General
support

H«ads/\Prassins

fesjifi.
order quotation
order registration
order acceptance
Invoice system

calculation
material reservation
certification man.
remnant materials
customer materials

restrictions

CTA documentation,
library, order files &
administration

CTA meetings,
communication

tests
regulation code

maintenance

Figure 6.7 Linking pin structure of redesign work groups (Source: project documentation)

The central factor in designing the organisation structure was the linkage between
Production and upstream/downstream activities. Clearly arranged production
flows were considered the basis for the further design of preparatory and control-
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ling activities such as engineering, job scheduling, etc. Thus, the main redesign
project was the improvement of the upstream trajectory, restructuring the in-
formation flow to and from the Production function. This was the project that
triggered the conclusion that all of production had to be redesigned or there would
never be an improved information flow.

Structural rearrangements in this information flow were twofold: First, the for-
mer job scheduler was assigned new tasks and his function was renamed Produc-
tion Engineer. Second, the tasks of the Quality Engineer were also restructured and
the Quality Engineers were integrated with sales personnel into one new depart-
ment called Commercial Technical Activities (CTA). Quality Engineers were pre-
viously organised per construction design code category, much the same as the
sales people were organised according to country. Five QEs are employed with one
person fully responsible for giving advice to customers and the internal organisa-
tion. Production Engineers and Quality Engineers fulfil identical roles: They con-
trol the flow of production information as they possess the pertinent knowledge
concerning product and production details. Similarly, their tasks require handling
of an extensive and diverse information set.

The Quality Engineer is the person in the organisation who is most knowledge-
able about the full production process. More specifically, he is knowledgeable
about the production operations that are most critical to the product quality. He
combines this knowledge with that of the various construction design codes and
regulations required by each country being exported to. In turn, insight into the
contents of the construction design codes requires a vast knowledge of the proper-
ties of all kinds of metals and press operations.

The main reason for the integration of Sales with QE was the role that technical
information played in closing a sale. Essential technical information no longer
bounces back and forth between two different departments but it is now concen-
trated into one department (see Figure 6.8). The CTA department is organised ac-
cording to product-market combination instead of geographical area, and contains
three CTA units. It required, however, that the QEs be retrained as they had to be
familiar with all construction design codes applicable to their CTA unit. Neverthe-
less, each QE has retained his building code specialisation with which he backs up
his colleagues. As a result of this coupling of expert information in one single de-
partment, the information flow in the upstream trajectory was considerably sim-
plified: Order processing time, from the moment of sales agreement to the actual
production stage, decreased from 11 to 3 days.

Restructuring the information flow equally involved reviving the administrative
and reporting aspects of the 'new' information. This point is elaborated upon in
the paragraph dedicated to Management Accounting Systems design.

The upstream information flow restructuring was complemented by an im-
provement in the customer ordering process. For example, to couple both the or-
der and production flows, St. Antonius put together an order catalogue which
helped the customer to define more exactly his product demands and establish the
correct product specifications.
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(Head of Central Planning) "Manufacturing a product is not much of a problem as long as there
is adequate information. This starts already at the point where a quotation is drawn up. Pre-
viously, once an order was accepted, it went back and forth between production planning and
sales, which led to delays. The order stayed too long at production planning. There was a mis-
fit between time needed for scheduling and time needed for manufacturing. In the near future,
there will only be techno-commercial employees. Delivery time has to be reduced by this from
seven to eight weeks to three or four weeks."
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Figure 6.8 Restructuring the preproduction departments from functional concentration to flow
concentration in a general design (Source: project documentation)

The original layout already indicates the crisscrossing of production flows. Manu-
facturing operations can be characterised by complex production flows, little con-
trollability of order throughput times and the inspection of quality instead of the
manufacturing of quality. Furthermore, in the previous situation a functional
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structure dominated. Manufacturing was organised according to similarity in op-
erations, i.e., machines performing identical operations were grouped together.

In the new production structure, manufacturing is organised according to produc-
tion flow. As many operations as possible are integrated into distinct process parts
within the flow, i.e., there is little interdependence between the groups them-
selves, apart from the flow itself. It allowed the placing of scheduling and control-
ling activities into the groups, which then became 'autonomous' or 'composite'.
As can be seen in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, manufacturing is split into three production
groups: Formed Heads, Hof & Co/d Pressed Products and Assemb/ed Products.
These are also considered to be the three main production flows, because these
product types dominate the manufacturing process. The P/afe Mafen'a/ Supp/y
group contains the former upstream operations such as cutting and certifying as
well as the purchasing function. Its output has just one single denominator: metal
discs. The output of the subsequent production groups has an equally simple out-
put denominator, whether its output is delivered further downstream or sideways
as semifinished product to parallel groups.

•OLD' PRODUCTION LAYOUT

S"
s

— » • Heads Production

• •
Hot Press Shop

M t + •
Welding

-| 1
1 •"

Machininc
shop

— ^
Assembly

»•

«I
If
(A i=

If

•NEW PRODUCTION LAYOUT

PLATE
MATERIAL
SUPPLY

Inspection
Certifying
Cutting
Welding
Dnlling
Packeling

Discs
FORMED HEADS

Prepressed
Heads

Discs

Discs

Small and Large
Heads; Segments

Segments

HOT AND COLD
PRESSED PRODUCTS Pressed Heads

and Segments

Segments

PRODUCTS
Cones; Constructed

and Welded Assembled
Heads and Cones

FINISHING
AND

SHIPPING

Pickling
Painting

Inspection
Finishing

Size inspection
Shipping

Figure 6.9 Production structure design (Source: company documentation)
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In the new situation, the number of foremen can be limited to three: one for every
production group. Also, the physical layout has been rearranged and adapted to
the new production organisation structure.

To control and account for sideway movements, each group or division is split up
into work centres. Work centre costs are assigned to the order passing through. For
administration and clarification reasons, job sheet category codes coincide with
work centre codes, thus planning the divisions the product passes. To indicate
what the turnover relationships between divisions are, the turnover can be estab-
lished per job sheet category. Work centre tariffs take over the role of transfer
prices in financially mapping the flow (see paragraph on management accounting
system for a discussion on the tariffs used).

The above-captioned production structure was not designed as being the only al-
ternative available. In fact, three design options for restructuring production were
discussed. When put to the test by the design requirements, the most satisfactory
alternative emerged. The fact that this alternative also required the smallest
amount of additional investments settled the matter (see Table 6.1 for argumenta-
tion used).

The next step was to design the control structure, i.e., the control tasks of depart-
ments and groups. Leading principles for this design phase were threefold:

- Bring as many control tasks as low in the organisation as possible, i.e., to the
production groups;

- Couple preparatory and supporting activities to production groups as much as
possible;

- Integrate related activities in the production and preproduction functions as
much as possible.

For each department, its controlling activities were similarly modelled as in the
preceding bottleneck categorisation phase: input, output, resources and control in-
formation. However, added to the process model were three other items: A fur-
ther differentiation of resources into a technical and a human subcategory, a
statement of operational requirements based on the specific technology for that
part of the process, and a category called improwmenfs/renra;a/s. This last control
category indicates the learning capacity requirements related to the various pro-
duction groups. Examples are the new job sheet, called fabrication plan, which is
designed by the employees of each division; the close involvement of division
employees in designing several new machine manuals; and the full participation
in deciding on the measurement criteria for performance measurement of each
division.

A full-fledged control structure design as prescribed by STSD theory was not pre-
sent, keeping in mind that the reorganisation was triggered as the only means of
improving upstream activities was meant to be tackled. Much of the control de-
sign can therefore be considered to be included in improvements of the informa-
tion flow and the administrative organisation. Consequently, these improve-
ments made several structural rearrangements necessary, which, in turn, fitted in
with the general organisation change. The main control redesigns, however, relate
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to normalisation and standard setting, for example, by means of quality systems,
administrative organisation, performance measurement.

Table 6.1 Evaluation of design alternatives (Source: project documentation)

Design
Requirements

Control of
throughput time

Control of
product quality

Volume
flexibility

Control capacity
built into a task
(Quality of
Working Life)

Availability of
employees for
different jobs
(Executive
tasks)

Alternative 1

Difficult: during manufacturing
many interdependent local
product flows.
Transport (unction therefore
difficult to put on.

-

No full products within groups.

-

Low, because of large
interdependent flows

No complete tasks: no full
overview of product flow.

-

Good.
More possibilities than in
former organisation.

+

Alternative 2

All single hedges mostly dealt with within the
group.
Supply of prepressed by "HEDGES" to
"PRESSED PRODUCTS"

Supply of segments by both "HEDGES" and
"CONES/COMPOSITE PRODUCTS"

Transport function can be fulh/ decentralized
to the separate groups

• •

Full products within groups.

• •

Reasonable, less lor Staining because of
excentric position.

+

Production tasks reasonably complete,
Full product, incl. Staining, in one group.
OC and Finishing in one separate group.

• •

Good: theoretically also available for
Staining, but in practice not realisable
because of differences in know-how
and skills.

•

Alternative 3

idem alt. 2, although Staining/
Painting is the focus

"PLATES" and "FINISHING/
SHIPPING" have own transport.
Other groups are dependent on this.

idem alt. 2, although less complete
because of separating out Staining.

+

High, better because of central
position of Staining.

• +

Production tasks reasonably
complete. Full product, excl.
Staining, in one group.
Staining. OC and Finishing m
one separate group

Good.
More possibilities than in former
organisation

The STS redesign led to the following new (responsibility) organisation chart,
where you can find at the bottom level, the five production groups and the three
sales groups, and a simple, flat management structure (Figure 6.10). It shows the
overall importance of quality as the quality standards of ISO 9004 are fully applied
to the organisation, resulting in a matrix organisation. ISO 9002 is concerned with
product quality and is the main function of Quality Engineering (CTA depart-
ment), while ISO 9004 is concerned with the norms for a quality organisation. ISO
9004 is anchored in the organisation by establishing a management team level
Quality Assurance department and by overlaying a quality control and engineer-
ing matrix over the organisation. Almost all of the ISO 9004 norms are realised by
the STSD reorganisation, showing that the ISO 9004 concept, saying that good
product quality is assured by a quality-organised company, is identical to the STSD
concept of Quality of the Organisation.
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Figure 6.10 Present overall organisation structure of St. Antonius (Source: quality manual)

The following is an explanation of the new organisation chart: The Central Plan-
ning department in the new chart is responsible and takes care of overall produc-
tion planning, automation and computerisation, R&D, and overall production
management. The manager of Central Planning is also in charge of the STSD
change programme and its subsequent organisation policies and projects. Techni-
cal Services is a combination of inventory control & management, and technical
maintenance and support for the plant. Inventory management requires close at-
tention because some customers supply their own materials which, depending on
size/weight, delivery time and type of material, are difficult to handle and plan
for. Schooling & Training relates to both additional retraining and continuous ed-
ucation for employees as they acquire new tasks and responsibilities under the STS
design, and to the apprentice job shop for junior employees. The special section of
big accounts in CTA refers to projects requiring exceptional attention and regula-
tion such as orders from the nuclear and space industries.
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With the redesign completed, it was now time to start preparing for the final im-
plementation. Before that, however, the outcomes of the design phase were made
clear to all employees by means of a role play in one of the production halls. To-
gether with the employees it was enacted how the previous structure of the organ-
isation made operations very difficult and how the new structure would change
all this. Such a role play was repeated once more during the elaboration of the de-
sign (phase 3) to show what progress was made and what still had to be done.

The redesign work group finished its job by suggesting a series of steps for the im-
plementation together with a proposal for the accompanying change management
approach (see Table 6.2). As can be seen, it makes use of the already existent project
management structure with the various work groups now involved in imple-
mentation issues.

Table 6.2 Implementation approach of the redesign proposal (Source: project documentation)

Task:

Setting up a stepwise
implementation plan
tor both office and
plant, including a time path

(1) Establishing the personnel
occupancy for both the office and plant
(2) Formulating training needs
and setting up a training plan

Setting up a communication
plan

(1) Setting up the ideal office layout
(2) idem for the plant

(1) Setting up new technical office
equipment descriptions
(2) idem for the plant

Checking of information needs and
setting up an information plan

Setting up job descriptions and
a job classification

Step t

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step5

Step 6

Step 7

Under Ihs responsibility of:

Overall design work group

Management team

Overall design work group

Office work group

Plant work group

Office work group

Plant work group

Office and Plant work groups

Management team

The implementation was completed almost entirely on the basis of the proposed
schedule. The involvement of the management team in steps 2 and 7 was based
on a function classification project that was already running during the start-up of
the redesign. This plan was abandoned later because the unions were opposed to
it.
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The Work group Interlocal (Figure 6.7) disappeared from the above-captioned im-
plementation plan. It proved unnecessary as the other work groups had already
coordinated their plans in the Work group Design long before the Work group In-
terlocal became operational.

Designing the Management Accounting System

Development of the MAS design was a result of the general construction of a
company-wide information system. This information system had two main start-
ing points. First, it should generate the information necessary to steer the whole of
the organisation: The general manager has to be provided quickly with informa-
tion on the financial position of the firm, planning staff has to know real-time on-
line where in the process a product was located, and the Quality Assurance de-
partment has to know where something went wrong. Second, the people on the
shop floor had to be provided with proper information that would enable them to
optimally manufacture products allowing them to influence financial position,
planning and quality. Taken together, it requires a local information system that
also serves the organisation on a higher level of aggregation.

To start with, it was decided to look at what information the job schedulers (the
latter Production Engineers) really needed in order to determine the correct pro-
duction method. Next, all tolerances in the entire process were normalised, using
the strictest building code available. Surprisingly, this norm uniformity very qui-
etly resulted in a reduction of the number of failures caused by deviations in mea-
surements. Finally, one looked at the information needed by the Quality Engi-
neers to determine the correct production process, welding method and heat
treatment. It was from these three elements that the content format of a quotation
was derived^.

The difference between the information needed by the PEs and the QEs is in the
level of operations considered: The QE looks only at the process and the phases the
product must complete, while the PE looks at the resources and instruments
needed for each individual process phase. The PE, therefore, is the person who
tries to come up with new work methods and, consequently, has closer contact
with the shop floor.

Typically, these changes in information supply in the upstream quotation and or-
der acceptance phases have turned out to be big improvements. Solid improve-
ments have been generated in: Internal failure reduction; upstream order
throughput time; delivery reliability; and, last but not least, the customers' percep-
tion of how the product is being manufactured. This, in turn, shows him or her
what expertise ('value') is being offered for his money. Therefore, as a result of the
earlier improvements in the upstream information flow, many elements of the
accounting design were already present.

The general MAS design (or Management Information System as it is called at St.
Antonius) is still in its construction phase. The main problem in developing an
encompassing Management Information System (MIS) is that aggregation from
parts to the whole is troublesome. This is due to the technological complexities
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involved. For example, each production group is compelled by its specific produc-
tion technology to use its own unit of measurement. This can either be square me-
tres, weight, diameter or thickness. Thus, transfers between production groups
would also imply a transfer in the most basic information denominator. However,
this problem was solved by creating uwfc centre unite: an alternative and uniform
denominator which can be either hours, square metres, kilos or parts, relative to
the production group involved.

Consequently, work centre units are used to calculate the production cost tariffs
per production division. For this purpose, production groups were renamed divi-
sions, each containing several work centres (i.e., having identical operational ac-
tivities) which each has its own tariffs. Production tariffs are needed for determin-
ing manufacturing costs, product cost and, ultimately, the sales price (see Figure
6.12 for product cost information to be obtained from the accounting information
system). Variance analysis is performed only on the basis of production hours, and
not on a tariff or financial basis. However, the resulting utilisation rates are easily
transformed into a financial numerator by multiplying the variance by the work
centre tariff, thus obtaining a production volume variance.

It is this combination of work centres and tariffs that makes up the backbone of the
MAS: They have an evaluative role regarding order performance (the job costing
aspect) and a control role regarding the financial control of organisational perfor-
mance (i.e., accountable work centre recovering costs). The textbook theory of tariff
usage is their standard costing role for inventory valuation, especially regarding
Work-In-Process (WIP). However, WIP is considered most significant for its
throughput and delivery time indication, and far less significant for its balance
sheet itemisation. Considering the intensive use of tariffs for this wide range of
(financial) decisions, setting the tariffs is an important normalisation of financial
behaviour, equal to the preceding normalisation of (product and organisation)
quality, information flow and work processes.

Production tariffs are constructed using the cost pool method, i.e., a total cost esti-
mate for the various work centres and subsequently divided by the estimated work
centre units, explicitly taking into account mutual services rendered in the work
centre cost estimate?. This results in the man hour rate and the machine hour rate
adding up to one single average rate per work centre and per division. This rate is
called a tariff. Technical Services, CTA and the Board, which are considered to be
general overhead, are separate divisions each having an hourly rate. Production
divisions also have indirect costs, but these are accounted for at the divisional
level and are included in the divisional tariff.

Because of the cost structure at St. Antonius (few general overheads, itemised full
production costs are termed as work centre tariffs), the control of singular over-
heads has little management attention. Its cost system is one typical of that of a
jobber, having a great deal of tariffs available for operations, and work centres pro-
ducing to recover costs and obtaining a sufficient capacity occupation. Neverthe-
less, it is leaving its preoccupation with 'capacity selling' to offer a full production
service by its focus on product quality, timeliness and flexible production on order.
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There are four different types of tariffs: (1) fiscal; (2) commercial; (3) business-ad-
ministrative; and (4) sales. The commercial tariff is the tariff developed first, lead-
ing to the fiscal and business-administrative tariffs and, finally, to the sales tariff.
The commercial tariff is related to the break-even capacity level when full avail-
able production hours, and their subsequent cost, are to be recovered by sales, i.e.,
it is based on the necessary sales turnover of the company. This break-even capac-
ity level is the denominator for establishing the commercial tariff. With this tariff,
the jobbing character of the cost system is most clearly shown.

The business-administrative tariff underpins the sales tariff. It explicitly includes
machine depreciation based on replacement/ current value, creating an accounting
reservoir for both a technologically up-to-date machine park and the underab-
sorbed work centre man and machine hours.

Finally, the sales tariff is set by both the market and internal influences. If the
market accepts the height of an individual production division tariff as being
equivalent to the market price for a specific (number of) operations, then there is
no need for subcontracting the work. If it does not accept these tariff levels as price
equivalents, (parts of) orders should be subcontracted because St. Antonius cannot
operate under its own production cost. The sales tariff equals the business-admin-
istrative tariff, with two exceptions: First, on the occasion that it has not been
planned for the machines to have a 100% occupancy; and, second, on those occa-
sions when similar machines in separate divisions have different rates because of
differences in division overhead. In both cases, it is accepted that the sales tariff is
lower than the business-administrative tariff. Furthermore, the sales tariff re-
quires authorisation and approval by the management team as it is the tariff used
in day-to-day practice, i.e., for weekly WIP reporting. WIP valuation using the
commercial tariff is performed during each monthly accounting period. The other
three tariffs are used for WIP valuations at the year's end.

The importance of WIP is also shown in the regular reporting flow. It relates di-
rectly to its role as a throughput indicator. Typically, WIP can be broken down into
the individual order level for detailed analysis (see Figures 6.14 and 6.17).

The administrative organisation of St. Antonius focuses primarily on(the control
of) the upstream order information flow between CTA and Production (see Figure
6.11). In the flow, the central position of the Quality Engineer and the Production
Engineer is prominent. Also, the flow chart mirrors the production structure and
the control structure in one diagram (task groups and Production Engineers). The
administrative organisation 10 chart provides a map of the available financial in-
formation - where it is located/registered and what its original target of collecting
is. This can be used, for example, to answer the question of whether or not a spe-
cific type of information can be used for a decision-making situation although it
had not been originally designed for this.

For managerial purposes, the administration is considered to be able to provide
cost information on the various product costs. The product cost itself is important
because it is used as a basis for sales price setting, i.e., a cost-plus system is used (see
Figure 6.12).
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CTA

quotations

CENTRAL PLANNING

Control
info, from
computer

^

Contro

info, frc

compuI
Planning

I Guidelines (procedures)

orders
quotation
analysis

CTA (Sales)

Guidelines (construction design codes/procedures)

procedure |

OP
Oualily

Engineer

CTA (QE)

PRODUCTION

testing

Plates

job sheet

F 8 S

Customer

ORF = Order Registration Form
OP = Quality Plan
FIP = Fabrication Inspection Plan
TOS i Technical Order SpecKication
WPS = Work Process Schedule
—^fr- = Cross-lunctional into Itow

Figure 6.11 Administrative organisation of the upstream order flow (Source: project documentation)
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Product cost build-up reflects the job order cost system: It is relatively detailed on
material costs and shipping costs because of the size of the products and the provi-
sion of materials by the customer. The balance between tariff and market price
costs is reflected by the item subcontracted worfc.

As mentioned above, once production process (QE) and production process meth-
ods (PE) are integrated into one singular planning step, production cost standards
are set at the same time because the work flow in the fabrication plan and work
centre tariffs overlap: i.e., as soon as a product type is identified in its required op-
erations, a product cost can be indicated to Sales (CTA) for further order negotia-
tions.

Cost of malarial*:
including material:
- cost o( sheet metal material
- returned scrap part of material
excluding material:
- returned scrap part of material
- material part for transport and liability insurances

Production costs
Subcontracted work:

- painting, machining, grinding etc.
- testing costs

Shipping costs:
- picking up sheet metal
- bringing the product

Net product cost
Storage costs
Finance costs
Profit

Gross sales price
Commissions
Rebates

Net sales price

Figure 6.12 Product cost build-up and subsequent cost information requirements (Source: company
documentation)

In order to construct a Management Information System, it was decided to build it
bottom up, i.e., from the individual groups upwards. As in determining the tariff
structure, the five production groups and the department of Commercial and
Technical Activities (CTA) were renamed 'divisions'.

Each division had to develop its own performance measurements: After establish-
ing what control tasks were involved, it was determined what the activity output
of each division was (this was relatively easy because of the preceding STS design).
For all divisions, the resulting list was split into four categories, relating to
throughput time, quality, output volume and costs (these four items reappear on
the various reports discussed later on). Further, it was specified what exactly was to
be measured and what would be the priority order of this reduced number of
items. Simultaneously, the performance range and the performance target were
established. This performance modelling provides each division with a group per-
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formance standard that they developed themselves and apply to their group deci-
sions. Throughput time is especially considered to be of prime importance because
it is thought to be the best indicator of production process disturbances.

Typically, the MIS will have to accommodate the performance information from
all divisions, with a strong accent on financial information. When this 'new' MIS
becomes available, the aim is to have:

1) an information model representing the production process of the firm;
2) a linkage method for the chain of customer-CTA-Production, in such a fashion

that the information flow starts at the customer rather than the CTA depart-
ment (as already depicted in the administrative flow chart); and

3) a visual method for communication between the primary process level and or-
ganisational management.

A clear MAS design cannot yet be depicted. Nevertheless, the present reporting
structure can be used as an indicator of such a management accounting design (see
Figure 6.13).

individua order level

company level

ORDER f
LI

'LANNING
STS

»•

WIP REPORT

Weekly

per Debtor

i

Weeks to date

overall WIP. Backlog

Basis lor tuture
group budgeting

PERIOD REPORT

Performance

Margin
per order

Overall margin
(amount»/,,)
per customer

Country Salesman

1

Volume

Orders received/
Quality ol Orders
received

Sales volume/
Quality ol
Sales volume

Volume on file/
Quality ol Volume
on file

EX POSr ORDER CALCULATION

Planned vs Actual Variances

Changeover lime
(hours)

Cycle time
(minutes)

Order throughput time
(days)

Cost
(amoun
standar

s
;%to
I/actual)

Figure 6.13 Management Accounting System design
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The two main parameters for managerial control are order flow and (production)
bottlenecks. Order flow is managed and controlled by the information on Work-
In-Process while production bottlenecks are indicated in the period report. The ex
pos f order calculation provides information on both order flow and production
bottlenecks, disaggregate to order and individual operation (see discussion of in-
dividual reports).

From the order administration (see WIP report, Figure 6.14) one should be able to
follow exactly what division retains the main responsibility for each order and to
what other divisions the order must be passed on next. As a result, a listing can be
made as to what the product turnover per division is. Given the future insight
into the specifics of product turnover per division, the intention is to use this in-
formation as a basis for group level planning and budgeting. That is, a budgeted
result at the order level (sales according to invoice amount, minus actual product
cost), a flexible budget variance per division and a static budget variance per cost
category.

The weekly WIP report is based on production orders, and gives an insight into
the WIP and the order backlog, both factors being indicative of throughput time.
To explain: The WIP report is both aggregate and disaggregate. Disaggregate to in-
dividual customer (debtor) as to what the order status is, and aggregate as to what
the total WIP volume and order backlog are per week. For the aggregate WIP posi-
tion, the WIP (excluding materials) column is indicative, while for order backlog
the balance (excluding materials) column is indicative. The material component
of WIP is mentioned separately, because some customers provide their own mate-
rials and because it is indicative of the added value (defined as labour cost
turnover) of the job on hand. Thus, it gives insight into the largest direct costs
component of throughput time and order backlog. The category absent matena/s is
further relevant to throughput time as it indicates a production slowdown on the
particular order because materials are not delivered, i.e., a sort of production order
on hold.

The next report is the period report. It is split into a volume part and a perfor-
mance part (see Figures 6.15 and 6.16). The volume part provides insight into
throughput volume, categorised by product size and the order portfolio. The fi-
nancial position related to volume is indicated by the subcategory Sa/es, represent-
ing Sales turnover, main cost categories, overall planned costs, as well as the
planned gross margin percentage. All other subcategories are concerned with order
position in time: Completed until now, today, waiting, and in process. In other
words, every time element of the product flow - whether upstream or down-
stream - is reported on.

The performance part of the period report is less aggregate (Figure 6.16). Instead of
a technical grouping according to product diameter, it groups according to cus-
tomer order position and relative (planned) profitability. Both volume and per-
formance reports can be further split up into subcategories, providing information
on, for example, monthly order volume or high-margin customers (see the ap-
pendix for examples of this split-up).
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Work-ln-Prooess Report (current production orders)

Orderno. Volume
plan remain.

Specification LST
W-C

ABS
MAT period

balance WIP
4 mat. - mat. • mat.

12345.11

3456.22

etc.

Smitfii
Jones Pic.
Smith*
Jones Pic.

etc.

LST W-C - Last Work Centre
PE - Production Engineer
ABS MAT . Absent Material

34*15 0(22.)h 31 312 X X]X OE

FOB Rotterdam E 921105

etc.

xx.xxx.n xx,xxx.xx xx,xxx.XX

xx.xxx.xx xx.xxx.xx

etc. elc.

IC = Incoming Control
EC . End Conlrol
SITE » Materials status: Materials received

(Open-Closed) • Incl/Excl materials (IE/E)

+ mat. - Including material
- mat. - Excluding material

Work-In-Process report (weekly totals to date)

Week

< « « week;

week:

10

11

Works ble days

to date

5.0

Completed
Mat. absent
Remaining

+ material

XXX,XXX,XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

- material

XXX,XXX. XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

- material

XX.XXX.XX

XXX,XXX,XX

+ material

xx.xxx.xx

XXX,XXX.XX

Completed
Mat. absent

, Remaining

week: 12 4.0
Completed
Mat. absent
Remaining

XXX,XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

XXX,XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx
xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xx

XXX .XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

XXX,XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

elc.

Company totals:

etc.

Completed
Mat. absent
Remaining

etc.

xxx.xxx.xx
xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xx

elc.

XXX .XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx
xxx.xx

XXX.XXX XX

etc.

xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

etc.

xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

Figure 6.14 The Work-In-Process report (Source: regular company report)

The usefulness of the period report (especially the performance part) is further
enhanced by having a regular ex post calculation per individual order two weeks
after the period report, pinpointing the variances from plan (Figure 6.17).

The ex post order calculation provides detailed information on planned cycle
time, manufacturing costs, changeover time, and order throughput time versus
their various actuals (see Figure 6.17). In addition, it provides detailed information
about the ex posf gross margin per order and about how this difference occurred,
up to and including the individual operation.
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Period Repon (volume)

time period
number ol workdays

Reception * of orders
* of products

average*
Total

Gross Wages
Materials

average wage;

Sates * of orders
# of products

average f

Gross Total
Wages

Materials
average wages

Costs
Gross margin in %

throughput average

Completed * of orders
* of products

average #

Total
Wages

Materials
average wages

On file * of orders
« of products

Total
Wages

Materials
average wages

Ready * of orders
* of products

lo date Total
Wages

Materials

WIP 0 of orders
# of products

to date Total
Wages

Materials

number
of orders

XX

number of
products

XX

diameter
0-800

1

2

3

xx.xxx

xx.xxx
xx.xxx

X.XXX

600-
1200

1
2
3

etc.

1200-
3000

1
2
3

3000-
6000

1
2
3

6000-

15000

1
2
3

total
amount

xx.xxx
xx.xxx
XX.XXX

X.XXX

1

Figure 6.15 The period report regarding volume (Source: regular company report)

Period Report (performance per order)

Order
number

12345.12

.13

.14

23456.22

.23

etc

Customer

SmilhSJones Pic

SmithiJones Pic

Smith&Jones Pic

Roberts Pic

Roberts Pic

•IC.

Specification

1 KB 1234.0IM2.0(12.0)h 12.0

etc.

etc

Total

2 H D 1902.0 •-.-(3.0)h 13 0

etc.

Total

etc

Credit-

Price note

xx.xxx.xx

XX.XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

etc.

Costs

X.XXX.XX

X.XXX.XX

X.XXX.XX

X.XXX.XX

X.XKX.XX

X.XXX.XX

etc.

Margin vs

xx.xxx.xx

XX.XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

etc.

Costs

• xx%

- xx%

+ xx%

• xx%

- xx%

• xx%

etc

Figure 6.16 The period report regarding performance (Source: regular company report)
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£< Post Calculation Report

Oruemo: 12345.11
Customer: Smilh & Jones Pic
Completion date: 23/11 <92
Order active: 19 days

Oper. Description Cho(h)

10 Input control
20 engraving ordemo.

6001 welding
6002 pressing
6004 pickling
9400 inl./ext. transfer
9500 output control

Throughput 6 days

Cho(h) = Changeover In hours
Prod(tl) = Production in hours
Oper. • Operation number

Specification
Number: l
Material: R 1

Planning

Prod(h) Costs

16.00

16.00

34'15.0(22^31

.4401

Plan
dale ChcKh)

921023
921024

0.45
0.80

921028
921029

1.25

- Actual -

Prod(h)

0.50
0.30
1.00
6.50

ex

Costs

22 00
31.50
456 50

510.00

Accounted amount exd. material a credit
Amount own transport

Amount subcontracted transport

Pickling/
Date Annealing/ Subcontracted
ready X-ray work

921023
921024
921030
921101
921109 210.00
921111
921111

210.00 0.0

Percentage over accounted amount +

95000
110.X

0 00

Performance %

230.00
«45%

24%

Explication ol example (all numbers are lictional):

PRODUCTION THROUGHPUT the difference between the planned stan date and the planned end date
-> 29 Oct. 92 • 23 Oct. TO - 6 days

ORDER THROUGHPUT throughput days plus the difference between planned and actual date reedy
- > 6 days • 13 days (2S.10.S2 11/11/92) . 19 days

PERFORMANCE calculated as actual costs plus special operations plus supplies less accounted amount
In absolute numbers: (510 + 210 + 0) - 950 - 230
In percentage over production costs: (230 * 510)' 100% - + 45%
in percentage over sales phce: (230 * 950)' 100% - + 24%

Figure 6.17 The ex pos/ calculation (Source: regular company report)

The operations of pickling, annealing and X-raying are mentioned separately be-
cause they are per unit operations instead of hourly process operations. The ac-
counted amount is in fact the planned sales price. The two percentages calculated
therefore refer to performance on the basis of production costs (45%) and on the
basis of sales price (24%). The tariffs obtained from the cost pool method are used
to calculate the actual cost per order; they function as a sort of standard unit price
of input. Actual unit prices of operations input are not used in the cost pool
method for setting tariffs.

Together with the period report on performance, the ex post report allows for con-
trol of time and financial resource consumption, as well as technical bottlenecks.

A First Assessment

In general, the insights into the connections between all phases in the process flow
have increased. Typically, it has led to a strong incentive for Quality Assurance,
and the use of norms and standards for all activities in general.

The cost-benefit analysis made by the head of Central Planning, occupied with the
STSD project as well as being the production manager, showed the following as-
sessment of the change venture:
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Costs

Takes up a lot of energy and man hours;
Forming task groups requires investments in:
- additional tools and supplies to have task groups function without outside

interference;
- training and coaching of top and middle management;
- appliances to generate information (St. Antonius spent 150,000 guilders on a

laser printer and hardware and software to generate blueprints in the way
production groups would have provided them);

Introducing work counselling takes up manufacturing labour hours (in St. An-
tonius' case 4,800 hours a year, which amounted to 480,000 guilders);
Reorganising the production layout is costly. For relocation of machinery, St.
Antonius set aside 12 million guilders for a duration of three years. However,
relocation offered the opportunity to direct their attention towards working
conditions;
Employees view the changes as a burden; at the beginning of the change process
absenteeism dropped from 10% to 7.5%, this was later followed by an increase
to 20%, which lasted for almost two months. It has now returned to 8%;
The actual design of the new organisation and subsequent training took about
8,000 man hours, 6,000 hours of which were accomplished by the employees
during their personal time. The final costs to the firm amounted to 200,000
guilders.

* Increased pressure on people to attend courses and training programmes;
* Stress at various organisational levels; all managerial levels have to start

thinking from the process upwards, forgetting about their disciplinary focus
and training;

* Insecurity in many people as to what the reorganisation will hold in store for
them.

Benefits

More has become known by simply measuring things: More attention is paid to
material knowledge, and throughput times can (now) be measured;
Labour productivity has increased, to the extent that, despite the work coun-
selling, 2% more output is produced (2% equals 295,000 guilders, considering
that the work counselling costs of 480,000 guilders have already been made up
for);
Shorter throughput times:
- throughput time of the preparatory production stage (the office trajectory)

decreased from 11 to 3 working days;
- full throughput time decreased from a 45-day average to a 24-day average.

This led to an average decrease in WIP of 440,000 guilders;
- a decrease in sheet metal inventory holdings from 1400 tons to 400 tons is

mainly due to an improved insight into throughput time and the subse-
quent arrangements with suppliers;
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- an increase in order position by 66% first led to an increase in throughput
time of all products from 9 to 16 weeks. However, after a selective market
approach introducing various market segments, it has again been reduced
with 5 to 10 weeks, depending upon the specific market segment;

Qualitative improvement in the documentation supplied to the customer;
Costs are more traceable;
Better information is available to the customer concerning the progress of their
order;
The amount of repair down-time hours in production has decreased from 5%
to 2%;
The amount of actual hours worked has increased as a result of group initia-
tives. For example, a shift in lunch and coffee break schedules at the press oper-
ations, where bottlenecks are prevalent, led to an annual capacity increase of
233 production hours (200,000 guilders).

Starting up an innovative, self-renewing organisation;
An increase in knowledge of production, materials and construction codes as a
result of recording procedures and norms. This saves a lot of planning and
scheduling time;
Task groups, with their internal job rotation systems, are less vulnerable to ab-
senteeism. For example, during the 20% absenteeism period, production con-
tinued without disruption;
The lines of communication have shortened and are less dependent upon the
corridors of power;
People have become more open;
Everything is turned upside down. Many taboos have been broken and it is ev-
ident that many things can be done much better; craftsmanship is limited to
'real' craftsmanship.

' IDEF is the abbreviation of Integrated DEFinition method and is the activity diagramming
part of the commercial software package SADT (Structured Analysis and Design Technique). IDEF
has IDEF 0, IDEF 1 and IDEF 2 type models working deeper into the dynamic modelling for systems
simulation. Although mainly known to information system designers, IDEF can be used for any func-
tion and information analysis of a complex subject (e.g., van Koetsveld, 1984; Moravec and Yoemans,
1992).

" Presently (Summer 1992), Central Planning is working on a method to establish the production
process and, thus, product cost, only once.

* The cost pool method, being of German origin, is not known to Anglo-Saxon accounting.
However, it is widely used in Europe and part of the traditional body of knowledge of European ac-
counting. See for a more detailed discussion A.N.A.M. Boons, H.J.E. Roberts and F.A. Roozen,
Contrasting Activity-Based Costing with the German/Dutch Cost Pool method, in: Management
/Iccounfmg Research, vol. 3, no. 2, 1992, pp. 97-117.

Typically, Administrative Organisation (AO) is a separate subdiscipline in accountancy in
The Netherlands, related to administrative control and information supply. The presence of an AO
system is required by external auditors to allow for an unqualified opinion on the annual report. In
other countries, it is unknown as a separate discipline and considered part of Accounting Information
Systems (AIS) or Information Systems in general.
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Appendix

Examples of the period report subcategories on volume and performance

Period Report (Orders received)

Time period:
xx/xx/92 - xx/xx/92 Article
Orders received code

AA

AB

CD

DE

FG

Total:

Product
volume

XX

X

XX

XX

X

XXX

diameter
0 -800

X

XX

X

XX

aoo-
1200

XX

X

X

XX

XX

1200-
3000

XX

X

XX

3000-
6000

x

X

X

x

X

6000-
15000

XX

X

XX

XX

Total financial
amount

xx.xxx.xx
X.XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

Period Report (Quality ol orders received)

Time period:
xx/xx/92 - xx/xx/92
Quality orders Level
recerved code

NO code total
6.6
9 3

9 5

Total:

Product
volume

XX

X

XX

XX

X

XXX

diameter
0-SOO

XX

X

XX

800-
1200

XX

X

X

XX

XX

1200-
3000

X

XX

3000-
6000

X

X

X

X

X

6000-
15000

XX

x

XX

XX

Total financial
amount

xx.xxx.xx
X, XXX. XX

xx.xxx.xx
xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

Period Report (Sales volume)

Time period:
xx/xx/92 - xx/xx/92 Article
Sales volume code

AA

AB

CD

DE

FG

Total:

Product
volume

X

XX

XX

X

XXX

diameter
0-800

XX

X

XX

800-
1200

XX

X

X

XX

XX

1200-
3000

XX

X

XX

3000-
6000

X

X

X

X

6000-
15000

XX

X

XX

XX

Total financial
amount

xx.xxx.xx
x.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx
xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

Period Report (Quality of sales volume)

Time period:
xx/xx/92 - xx/xx/92
Quality of sales Level
volume code

9.4

9.5

Total:

Product
volume

XX

X

XX

XX

X

diameter
0-800

XX

X

XX

800-
1200

XX

X

X

XX

XX

1200-
3000

x

XX

3000-
6000

x

X

X

X

X

6000
15000

XX

X

XX

X

XX

Total financial
amount

XX.XXX.XX

X.XXX.XX

XX,XXX. XX

xx.xxx.xx
X.XXX. XX

XXX.XXX.XX

Period Report (Quality ol volume on file)

Time period:
xx/xx/92 • xx/xx/92
Quality volume Level
on file code

NO code total

QP total 1.5
F IP total 5.2

8.3
93

FP total
Total:

Product
volume

XX

X

XX

XX

X

XXX

diameier
0-8O0

XX

X

XX

XX

800-
1200

XX

X

X

XX

XX

XX

1200-
3000

X

XX

3000-
6000

X

X

X

XX

6000-
15000

XX

XX

XX

Total financial
amount

xx.xxx.xx

Figure 6.18 Period report - volume subcategories (Source: regular company report)
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Period Report (performance per customer - customer-aligned)

Customer
number Customer

Product
volume Sales

Aligned according to Sales (numbers are fictional)

t

2

3

4

5

etc.

Smith&Jones Pic

Roberts Pic

LIO Industries

DeFe constructions

Metallo Pic

etc.

5

12

9

2

7
etc

Aligned according to Product Volume (numbers I

1

2

3

4

5

etc.

Roberts Pic

LIO Industries

Metallo Pic

SmithSJones Pic

DeFe constructions

etc

12

9

7
5

2

22,897.12

21.450.00

14,35580

12.250 90

9.350.00

etc.

ire fictional)

21.450 00

14.355 80

9.350.00

22,897 12

12.250.90

etc.

Credit note Costs

21.338.00

16.480 00

15.870.85

11.150.00

4,468 95

etc

16.480.00

15.870.85

4.468.95

21.338.00

11,150.00

etc.

Margin

1,556,12

4.970.00

-1.515.05

1.100.90

4.881 05

etc

4,970 00

-1,515 05

4.381.05

1.55912

1.100 90

etc.

vs Costs

7.3%

3015%

-9.5%

9 8 %

109 22%

etc.

30 15%

-9.5%
109.22%

7.3%

9.8%

etc

Period Report (performance per customer -

Ranking Customer
Product
volume

Aligned according to performance % tor sales >

1

2

etc.

Roberts Pic

Smilh&Jones Pic

etc

12

5

etc

Aligned according lo perlormance % for sales <

1

2

3
etc.

Metallo Pic

DeFe constructions

LIO Industries

etc

7
2

9

performance-aligned)

Sales Credit note

15.000

21,450 00

22,897 12

etc

15.000

9,350.00

12,250.90

14,355.80

etc.

Costs

16.480.00

21.338.00

etc.

4,468.95

11,150.00

15.870.85

etc.

Margin

4,97000

1.559.12

etc

4.881.05

1.100 90

-1.515.05

etc

vs Costs

30.15%

7.3%

etc

109.22%

9.8%

- 9 5%

etc.

Period Report {performance per country)

Country

Belgium

Germany

France

Sweden

Netherlands

Product
volume

XXX

XX

' XX

XX

Total:

Sales

x.xxx.xxx.xx

XXX.XXX.XX

XXX.XXX.XX

XXX. XXX-XX

x.xxx.xxx.xx

Credit note Cosls

x.xxx.xxx.xx

XXX,XXX.XX

xx.xxx.xx

XX,XXX.XX

x.xxx.xxx.xx

Margin vs

XX,XXX,XX

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

Costs

xx.xx%

XX.XX%

xx.xx%

xxxx%

xx.xx%

Period Report (perlormance per salesman)

Salesman Code
Product
volume Sales Margin vs Costs

Total:

XXX.XXX XX

xxx.xxx.xx

XXX .XXX.XX

xxx.xxx.xx

XXXJtXXXX

x.xxx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

xxx.xxx.xx

XXX.XXX.XX

xxx.xxx.xx

XJCXJCXX XX

x.xxx.xxx.xx >
% over order amount

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xxx.xx

xx.xx%

xx.xx%

xx.xx%

xx.xx%

xx.xx%

XXJ(X%

xx.xx%

Figure 6.19 Period report - perlormance subcategories (Source: regular company report)
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7
Case Analysis and Cross-Case

Comparison

/n f/iis c/iapfer, f/ie three case studies are ana/ysed based o« grounded t/ieory pro-
cedures as advocated by Strauss and Corbin. To exp/ai'n t/ie wor)tmg o/ t/iese pro-
cedures, the /irst case awa/ysis o/ Van Ne//e /s used as aw examp/e, detai7/ng the
/ines o/ argument and t/ie speci/ics o/ eacn procedure/ step. Cases are ana/ysed in-
difidua//y. /4/ter eac/i case ana/ysis, t/ie aj:/a/ pattern (i.e., t/ie causa/ pattern o/
events and re/ated characteristics.) and t/ie story/ine (i.e., f/ie summary /ine o/ ar-
gument.) respectire/y are compared, /f is conc/uded t/iat organisati'ona/ /earning
p/ays a mayor ro/e in tne change processes o/ organisation design and management
accounting design. Key /actor in setting up organisationa/ /earning is the STSD-
based change management approach used. The strategic choice o/ a human re-
source-based vision o/ the organisation, /low-oriented production and simp/e ac-
counting systems worfc together to maintain organisationa/ /earning and institute
a process o/ continuous improvement.

The three case studies are analysed using the procedures of grounded theory
(Strauss and Corbin, 1991). Grounded theory procedures are based on a data
grouping and regrouping system called a coding process. It distinguishes three
types of coding in a specific order: Open coding, axial coding and selective coding.
Open coding is the first data-grouping step, by putting field observations into data
categories. Next, these data categories are regrouped accordingly by using another
axis, i.e., a core category overlapping all previous open-coded categories. This is
called axial coding. The final coding step is selecting the phenomenon present in
the core category which, consequently, is also present in all open-coded categories
but did not 'shine through': This last stage is called selective coding. When the
coding procedure is concluded, field observations are categorised and reduced in
such a fashion that they tell the story of what happened during the period of ob-
servation. This 'storyline' is a causal narrative providing insight into the evolving
nature of events. To put it another way, the storyline explains why and how
things took shape.



Case /Ina/ysis and Cross-Case Comparison

In the following chapter, coding procedures are used in the three separate case
studies as described above. Input for open coding are, therefore, the full case de-
scriptions, allowing the reader to trace back any inferences or analysis steps. The
coding procedure is repeated for both the case studies and the cross-case analysis.
The resulting cross-case storyline thus provides the basis for more formal, topic-
constrained conclusions.

Each case study was described in chronological order, beginning with the felt need
for change and how it was further articulated, to the situation where a preliminary
assessment of completed changes is undertaken. Therefore, all open coding fol-
lows this initial chronological grouping of data. Furthermore, the three cases are
specifically selected on the redesign of bof/z their organisation and their manage-
ment accounting system. In contrast, many situations are available where only
one of the two is subject to change. For example, where only the management ac-
counting design is changed but the organisation structure remains the same.
Therefore, the selection of cases having consonance between the two design
changes implies that lessons from cases where there was dissonance between the
two designs (i.e., only one design was changed) are not considered. In other words,
the selection of research sites influences the outcome of the conclusions. Second,
and maybe this has to do with the consonance characteristic, these cases follow the
normative prescriptions of STSD theory relatively closely. Weaknesses in STSD
are consequently ignored due to their absence in the acquired data. A critical analy-
sis of STSD in itself is therefore impossible, if based solely upon the research evi-
dence presented here. For this reason, it is important to repeat the research ques-
tion and ensure that it focuses on the influence of organisational redesign on
management accounting systems design and not on the comparison or evaluation
of STSD.

Grounded Analysis of Van Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam Plant

Van Nelle Tobacco/Rotterdam plant (hereafter referred to as Van Nelle) main-
tains an exceptional position in the case study range. First of all, because it was
used as the basis for the very first case: It functioned as a reference point for further
observations. This project was started without any previous expectations as no
prior cases or literature were available. To date, it is the case that boasts the largest
amount of observations and data gathered. It also meant that the relative impor-
tance of open interviews was the greatest in all three case studies. As can be ex-
pected, this shows in itself both size and structure of the case description. In short,
the full force of insecurity and uncertainty in doing grounded research was felt in
this first case study.

This 'first case position' is maintained in the grounded theory approach as seen be-
low. Per coding step in the Van Nelle case, each individual step is briefly explained
in terms of the procedural techniques involved. This allows for an understanding
of the outcome as well as the analysis procedure. The other reason for its excep-
tional position was its situational background. It is the only case regarding an or-
ganisation that became part of a larger functionally structured organisation, which
is also of non-European origin. The other two cases concern fully independent or-
ganisations of Dutch origin. Therefore, the case description combines two major
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'externalities': It contains a takeover situation inclusive of all merging of activities
and processes, and it contains national and managerial cultural factors. However,
discussion of either of the two externalities is not attempted because both the re-
search question and research design were not framed to do so.

Open Coding
The chronology of the case description equals the sequences in the time path of the
change trajectory. Each sequence is described in a separate paragraph of the case de-
scription, leading to, for example, the distinction into: The Introduction Phase
(1984-1986), The Analysis Phase (1986-April 1987) and The Learning Phase (April
1987-May 1988). Although neatly grouped as observations, they seem to be main-
tained at too abstract a level, because open coding requires that:

"During open coding the data are broken down into discrete parts, closely examined, compared
for similarities and differences, and questions are asked about the phenomena as reflected in
the data. By breaking down and conceptualizing we mean taking apart an observation, a sen-
tence, a paragraph, and giving each discrete incident, idea, or event, a name, something that
stands for or represents a phenomenon." (Strauss and Corbin, 1991, pp. 62/63)

Therefore, the paragraphs are broken down into discrete incidents and listed to-
gether with the phenomenon and the incidents they represent (see Table 7.1). The
analytical effort here is to find and couple phenomena to the incidents, as the case
descriptions are incidence listings in themselves.

Table 7.1 Coupling phenomena to incidents in the case description of Van Nelle

Paragraph In c a t * description Incidents Phenomena

The Introduction Phase

The Analysis Phase

The Learning Phase

lagging operating performance

management buy-out

restructuring policy statement

product group organisation structure

management development plan

relocation of personnel

all-level training programmes
quality campaign

follow-up campaign

redesign action plan

STAP analysis

revision of job/rank classification

IKZ report on task aroup structure
appointment of task group leaders

per task group implementation plans

adapting budget structure

task group training programmes

surrounding deptartments informed

task groups functioning

takeover

functional recentralisaties of org structure

company-rule reporting system

freeze of change projects

R'dam plant continues task group structure

performance sag

change of control

change assessment

change full organisation structure

Human Resource Management

building involvement

job design

structural redesign statement

change structure

fitting the design

use

change of control

fitting the mother

legitimation
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The phenomena found after listing the incidents now provide an input to the
conceptualisation phase. Again, this means regrouping and reducing case observa-
tions to an even more abstract level. Or, as Strauss and Corbin (1991, p. 65) put it:

"Once we have identified particular phenomena in data, we can begin to group our concepts
around them. This is done to reduce the number of units with which we have to work. The pro-
cess of grouping concepts that seem to pertain to the same phenomena is called categorizing.
The phenomenon represented by a category is given a conceptual name, however, this name
should be more abstract than that given to the concepts grouped under it."

Naming categories is an important step since it indicates the first move towards
conceptualising raw data/observations. The advice given here by Strauss and
Corbin is twofold: Be aware of using concepts from your own disciplinary back-
ground or theoretical literature as they bear commonly held meanings and associ-
ations with them and, second, name categories by phrases or words used by infor-
mants themselves, the so-called in iróo codes. In other words, go back to your
transcribed interviews and look for catch words/phrases that brought on an
er/ebnis. In the case of Van Nelle, the following categories resulted:

Table 7.2 Open-coding categories and their dimensional profile the case description of Van Nelle

Phanomana

performance sag

change of control

change assessment

change lull organisation structure

Human Resource Management

building involvement

job design

structural redesign statement

change structure

fitting the design

use

change of control

fitting the mother

legitimation

Category

Reasons for change

'Pointing noses'

Operational design interventions

Experiences

Property and Dimensional Range

* organisational orientation:
inward-looking - outward-looking

* organisational status:
independent - dependent

' vision on the future: explicit - implicit
* organisation structure change:

integral - partial
' job classification: full - limited
• personnel policy: explicit - implicit
" decision-making on resources:

centralised - decentralised

* functional redesign requirments.
extensive - limited

' project management:
participatory - non-participatory

' PCI-design: full - limited

' organisational status:
independent - dependent

" timeperiod in use: long - short
* number of changes made afterwards:

extensive - limited
* quantitative costs: high - low
' qualitative costs: high - low
' quantitatvebenefits: high - low
' qualitative benefits: high - low

The final step in open coding is developing the categories, i.e., you blow up the
one-dimensional concept by its characteristics. This is accomplished by distin-
guishing properties and dimensions. Properties are the characteristics of a concep-
tual category, while dimensions locate a property along a continuum, for example,
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an organisation has an inward- or outward-looking focus of orientation with in-
ward-/outward-looking being a characteristic for the concept of change motiva-
tion. As a result, each conceptual category acquires several general properties with
each property varying over a dimensional continuum; this is called a dimensional
profile. A dimensional profile thus depicts the specific characteristics of a phe-
nomenon under a given set of conditions (Strauss and Corbin, 1991, p. 70). In
other words, it is a listing of the variables (the category) and their operationalisa-
tion (property and dimensional range).

The importance of this step is that properties and dimensions are the basis for
building relationships between various categories, i.e., the causal order of events
can be rebuilt in abstract terms. For example, the property and dimensions of in-
ward/outward focus of orientation of the category Reasons /or c/iange can be used
to link up with the property of functional redesign requirements of the Opera-
fiona/ design interuenf/ons category. The focus of orientation property could then
be linked to a redesign requirement that opposes it, such as the requirement to
double the number of product variants in the future.

Open coding applied to Van Nelle thus far has fractured the observations, re-
grouped them into conceptual categories and provided the categories with distinc-
tive properties. At this point, the chronology of the case description is still present
in the listing of categories. This is due to both the case write-up and to the well-
structured approach enforced by the normative content of STSD.

The redesign of the MAS and its underlying logic are considered sufficiently im-
portant to be treated separately, i.e., to analyse it in a separate coding procedure.
The subsequent two case studies maintained this separate analysis. There are three
reasons for doing so. First, the research question was formulated in terms of the
influence of organisational change on MAS change. In other words, the MAS is
the main subject and organisational change in the context. Concretely, organisa-
tional change is expected to provide the change factors for MAS redesign; i.e., the
research question focuses mainly on the 'then' part of the 'if-then' in the contin-
gency relationship.

Second, organisational cues transpose to MAS cues, which can be phrased in a to-
tally different manner. This is due to the different terminology and disciplinary
focus. For example, managerial control is considered a problem in organisation
theory and explored accordingly, while in accounting it is considered a solution.
This leads to more elaborate control techniques. These standpoints are reflected in
approach and language, necessitating a translation effort to keep the meaning of a
cue as identical as possible in both disciplines.

Third, the organisational change is dominated by STSD theory. Subsequently, the
resulting MAS design can be expected to bear upon STSD characteristics and con-
stitute something like a sociotechnical accounting system. Stating the properties of
such a system for both theory building and future empirical tests is considered a
valuable side product of this research. Moreover, it would provide STSD research
with an extension into the financial discipline, one that has been needed for some
time.
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Open Coding - M/4S Design
As in the above, case paragraphs are regrouped to their encompassing phenom-
ena, which, in turn, are categorised into more conceptual terms. The resulting di-
mensional profiles are relatively elaborate, for the same reasons as mentioned
above (study focus, disciplinary translation and first sketch of an STSD accounting
system). The two tables allow tracing back a specific property to the element in the
case description. Properties of all three cases form the basis for a broad outline of
what a STSD accounting system would comprise, i.e., can be reformulated as
testable propositions for the next research step.

Table 7.3 Open-coding categories of the MAS design of Van Nelle

Paragraph In c a » description Phenomena Category

control and information structure

control and information supply details:

- the capadty/occupancy calculation

and production budget

- the period report

- the machine efficiency report

• the labour productivity report

- the production report

the relationship with the

Management Accounting System

ol Douwe Egberts/Sara Lee

task group structure

extension of existing MAS

Management Information System

reporting sequence

sodotechnical reporting system

use ol the MAS

organisation redesign

information supply

change chronology

MAS design

information parameters

Table 7.4 Open-coding properties of the MAS design of Van Nelle

Category Property and Dimensional Range

Organisation redesign

Information supply

Change chronology

MAS design

information parameters

• decision making on resources: centralised - decentralised
" control build-up: by authority • by function level
' information system: aggregated - desaggregaled

' information system: aggregated - desaggregaled
' operational control information: aggregated - detailed
* performance measurement to standards: extensive - limited

• budgets standard developed: end of project - start of project
" operational control reports developed:

after budget standards - before budget standards
* periodic report developed:

alter operational control reports - before operational control reports
' variance reporting: end of project - Stan of project

* reporting frequency: high - low
' goal of MAS: cost control - production planning
' cost system: job order costing - process costing
• Imk with productivity calculation: lul • limited
' link with sensitivity analysis: lull - limited
• amount of controllable oost items: large • small
' amount of direct cost items: large - small
' performance denominator financial - nonfeianbal

' information basis: product line - capacity
• amount of information parameters: large - small
* user level of generated information: same level - higher level
* origin of parameters: local - nonlocal
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In the open-coding procedure regarding the MAS design, no use is made of the in-
termediary category of incidents. Events that have been inputs to the MAS design
mainly took place before the actual design of the system itself. In other words,
open coding here entails more of a description of a result rather than a description
of the dynamic stream of incidents that lead up to that result.

Aria/ Coding
As open coding relates to fracturing data, axial coding refers to putting those data
back together albeit in a different manner. The difference is in what you do with
the categories: In open coding, they are further specified in terms of properties and
their dimensions. In axial coding, categories are specified in terms of subcategories
and, most important, what connects the two (the axis). As Strauss and Corbin state:

"In axial coding our focus is on specifying a category in terms of the conditions that give rise to
it; the context (the specific set of properties) in which it is embedded; the action/interactional
strategies by which it is handled, managed, carried out; and the consequences of those strate-
gies. These specifying features of a category give it precision, thus we refer to them as subcate-
gories. In essence, they too are categories, but because we relate them to a category in some form
of relationships, we add the prefix sub. (1991, p. 97)"

Every category, whether it is a subcategory or not, still has properties, so they do
not disappear from sight in axial coding. Instead, they will reappear in the selec-
tive coding phase. The link or axis in relating between categories and subcategories
is called a coding paradigm. It constitutes a set of relationships that are modelled
in terms of:

A. causal conditions —> B. phenomenon —> C. context —> D. intervening condi-
tions —> E. action/interaction strategies —> F. consequences

The following will briefly explain what is meant by the various terms (1991, pp.
100-107): Causa/ conditions refer to the incidents that lead to the occurrence of a
phenomenon. For example, the incident of the management buy-out at Van
Nelle's led to the phenomenon of control change. A p/ienomenon is the central
event that is handled by the action set. For example, the control change phe-
nomenon was handled by restructuring the organisation and its processes. Conrext
has two meanings: First, it represents the dimensional profile (property plus di-
mensional range) related to a phenomenon. Second, it is more literally the context
wherein actions are taken as a means to respond to a phenomenon. For example,
the context of control change is reflected both by the property of an inward-looking
focus of the organisation, as well as the American mother company of Standard
Brands, which was unwilling to start up an organisational change process, /nter-
wni'ng conditions differ from causal conditions and context as they relate to the
general conditions bearing upon action strategies. Such general conditions can be
of an historic, economic and technological status, or cultural nature. For example,
the intervening conditions related to control change at Van Nelle was of historical
economic status because Van Nelle was one of the few Dutch rolling-tobacco pro-
ducers. Acrion/iwferacfion sfrafegies are responses to a phenomenon. Ac-
tion/interaction strategies themselves have four properties: They are processual,
i.e., they can be studied in terms of sequences over time; they are purposeful, i.e.,
actions are undertaken for some reason; failed action is as important as actions ac-
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tually occurring; and, there are always intervening conditions facilitating or con-
straining actions. For example, the action strategies related to control change at
Van Nelle are organisational restructuring, training and team building. Typically,
action strategies show up as verbs in the field observations. Consequences are out-
comes, both of actions taken and of failure to take action. Moreover, outcomes of
actions can constitute the conditions for action in the future. For example, at Van
Nelle the control change results in a change assessment of what needs to be done,
which, in turn, is a condition to the organisation restructuring action.

Axial coding itself is performed by four analytical steps:

i. Hypothetically relating categories to subcategories by indicating the nature of
the relationship between (sub)categories and the phenomenon, using the ele-
ments of the paradigm model. That is, is the relationship one of causal condi-
tion, context, intervening condition, etc.?;

ii. Verification of these hypotheses against the field data;
iii. Further development of categories in terms of their dimensional profile;
iv. Exploring the variation in phenomena by linking categories at the dimen-

sional level.

Axial coding for the Van Nelle case applies these four steps to the categories of rea-
sons /or c/iflnge, pointing noses, operah'ona/ design iwterpenf/ons and experiences.
Labelling hypothetical relationships between phenomena and categories results in
the listing below (see Figure 7.1).

Natura of relation «hip Category

performance sag
change of control

causal condition
causal condition; context; intervening conditions; action strategy

. ^ - reasons for change

change assessment
reformatting the organisation
Human Resource Management
bulking involvement
job design

causal condition; consequence
causal condition; context
causal condition; context
causal condition; contexl
causal condition; context

:; action strategy; consequence
intervening condition; action strategy; consequence
action strategy; consequence
intervening condition; action strategy; consequence

•*- pointing noses

structural redesign statement

change structure
fitting the design

causal condition; conte:
causal condition; comex'
causal condition; con lex

intervening condition; consequence
action strategy; consequence
action strategy; consequence

operational
design
interventions

use
change of control
consolidation
legitimation

context; consequence
context: intervening condition
causal condition; context; action strategy
context; consequence

• *. experiences

Figure 7.1 Axial coding of Van Nelle's case description - establishing hypothetical relationships

The next step is verification against field observations as described in the case re-
port. Equally important are field observations that do not support the hypothe-
sised relationships. Finding instances where these hypotheses do not hold up does
not disprove these relationships or add variation and density because it triggers
closer scrutiny. Verification, as proposed by Strauss and Corbin, means returning
to your data and checking for supporting and/or refuting evidence. As we utilise
case descriptions, data are already put together in the case write-up, which means
that the basic input of observations is the case itself. That is, verification is con-
firmed against case descriptions. However, since the same case descriptions are
used for creating the open-coding categories, prior verification has implicitly taken
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place. Therefore, the verification step is of little importance when using case de-
scriptions as a data vehicle.

Furthermore, several observations regarding the nature of the relationships can be
drawn. The most important of these is the relevance of causal condition and con-
text, appearing 11 times on 14 phenomena, followed by action/interaction strategy,
appearing 8 times on 14 phenomena. The first, tentative impression is that STSD
design is strongly related to environmental factors. If we combine this idea with
the relatively small number of appearances of the intervening conditions rela-
tionship, it seems that environmental factors are tied to STSD in discrete steps, i.e.,
sequential design and environmental input are combined factors. On a theoretical
level, this is corroborated by STSD theory stating that a sequential design approach
should be used, initiated by a strategic orientation round. Theoretical presumption
is that strategic considerations are passed on along the line of increasingly specific
design steps, and the above relationships seem to support this empirically.

Another line of thought connected to the intervening conditions relationship is
that this label seems to indicate a boundary role in between action cycles. At Van
Nelle's, two main ruptures coincide with the first and last intervening condition,
each related to a change in managerial control and economic status. Within this
cycle, there is another cycle related to a specific choice in approaching organisa-
tional behaviour, i.e., people are considered the main resource of the organisation
and therefore the anchor point for managerial action.

The above-mentioned two analyses clearly show the iteration between observa-
tions and concepts, or in other words, between inductive and deductive thinking.
This back and forth movement is one of the essential characteristics of grounded
theory. Both the environmental importance and the cycle/metaphor concept are
provisional and carry over to the next step in axial coding as well as to the next
two case studies where they can be further supported, discarded or varied.

The third step is further development of categories in terms of their dimensional
profile (property plus dimensional range). This step aims at improving specificity
and developing conceptual density. Regarding the grounded analysis of the first
case, this step is limited in its significance. Instead, it has considerable importance
for cross-case comparison, when the properties of each case can be placed next to
each other and conceptual specificity and variation can be more elaborately dis-
cussed. In other words, when performing grounded analysis on a series of case
studies, this specific axial coding step has increasing significance from the second
case onward.

The last axial coding step is linking categories at the dimensional level in order to
explore variation in phenomena. Strauss and Corbin note that:

"But, it is here in axial coding that the process of linkage actually begins. While we do our
analysis, we note patterns in our data in terms of dimensional locations of events, incidents per-
taining to the property of a phenomenon (1991, p. 110)."

In the Van Nelle case, the idea of an event cycle or pattern is reflected by its prop-
erties. The main pattern is on the control change, which constitutes the link be-
tween the categories Reasons /or c/iange and Experiences. The other cycle falls in
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between those categories, linking the categories Pointing noses and Operafiona/
design inferyenfions. Moreover, a third cycle can be distinguished within the Ex-
periences category where the action strategy of consolidation is employed follow-
ing the takeover of Van Nelle. This relationship is embedded by a preceding in-
tervening condition and a successive consequence.

At the dimensional level, the patterns are supported by the properties of organisa-
tional status: At the start of the event cycle (management buy-out), the organisa-
tion is independent and at the end of the pattern (takeover) it becomes dependent.
Linkage of the categories Pointing noses and Operational design interventions is
supported by the dimensions of an explicit vision to the future and decentralised
decision making on resources. The first one establishes the framework for further
elaboration of that vision, which is a human resources type of vision, and the sec-
ond elaborates the decentralised decision making into an Operafiona/ design in-
tervention category. In other words, each one of the properties of the Operationa/
design intervention category are elements of the STSD change management ap-
proach called Integral Organisational Renewal (IOR). Thus, properties become
identical to instruments as a result of this approach. The two properties of project
management and PCI design are theoretically restricted to take the dimensional
positions of 'participatory' and 'ƒ«//'. The property of functional redesign require-
ments is left open by the STSD theory; organisations are able to take any position
in this dimension. Under this category, it may be possible to obtain the first input
of the reasons responsible for unsuccess/u/ STSD efforts, since organisations do
not keep to the normative advice of the STSD toolkit and only partially redesign
their organisation.

The above-named patterns and properties are the basis for replication in the fol-
lowing two case studies. They can either add support and variation to these pat-
terns or they can refute them. They are able to replace them with different patterns
which, in turn, need to be revised against observations from the other case studies.

Coding - MAS Design
(An identical axial coding procedure is followed)
The relationships between phenomena and categories are established in terms of
the coding paradigm, and the subseqent analytical axial coding steps are applied.
Hypothetical relationships can be depicted as in Figure 7.2.

Phenomena » • Nature of relationship • - Category

causal condition; conlexl; intervening condition; _ . . .
task group structure . » ^ i o n strategy: consequence "" ^ « s a l i o n des*n

extension of existing MAS »•• causal condition; action strategy: consequence »» Information supply

Management Information System

reporting sequence *> causal condition; action strategy: consequence »» Change chronology

scciotechnical reporting system »» causal condition; context: action strategy: consequence •»• MAS design

use of the MAS » • causal condition; context; consequence »» Information parameters

Figure 7.2 Axial coding of Van Nelle's MAS design
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Verification against field data is again of limited relevance because of the use of
case descriptions as an intermediary data vehicle. However, a number of observa-
tions can be made. First of all, the combined appearance of causal condition and
consequence at each category level indicates that this part of the design is a cumu-
lative activity, moving from one phase to the next as completion is reached.

It is also interesting that this part of the design is determined by (the intervening
condition of) the task group structure phenomenon; it relies strongly upon the
further action strategies in the categories of information supply and MAS design
itself. In other words, the task group structure, i.e., organisation redesign, consti-
tutes the environment constraining and setting further MAS design activities.

The category of organisation design and the category of Pointing noses share an
identical property in decision making on resources. When going back to the case
description, it can be seen that the different coding elements result in being cate-
gorised in one identical category, although these elements do not have an indenti-
cal underlying phenomenon. More specifically, these phenomena are related to
the incidents of the STAP analysis and to the bottom-up control design in the task
group structure. However, it is important to note that both categories have some-
thing in common, i.e., all elements of the coding paradigm. This triggers the idea
that those two categories (pointing noses and organisation design) are linking cat-
egories between the context part and the accounting part of the case study; they
each cover a full coding paradigm and share an identical property.

Considering this idea of linkage, Table 7.4 shows that the information system
property carries over to the next category which is that of information supply. In
this category, the information system property is further exemplified by properties
such as detail of control information and extensive performance measurement to
standard; an extensive amount of control detail as well as extensive performance
measures do not bear up well with an aggregated information system. Moreover,
these subsequent properties (control detail and extensive measures), in turn, link
up with the properties of the MAS goal (cost control), reporting frequency (high),
amount of controllable and direct cost items (both large) and performance denom-
inator (nonfinancial), all in the MAS design category. However, since the MAS
goal property is preceded first by the centralised versus decentralised decision-
making property and then by the information system property, the distinction cen-
tralisation versus decentralised seems to play an important role. This challenges
the textbook idea that management accounting systems can be considered systems
in themselves, which can have their own design argumentation. Instead, man-
agement accounting systems appear to be directly related to organisation design
logic.

In the category of information parameters, the property of user /eue/ o/ g
information relates to the in/brmafion system property in the previous categories.
This relationship stems from the STSD balance equation between required control
information and control information available, i.e., the control design in the task
group structure as proposed by the law of requisite variety. The property of origin
o/ parameter (local/nonlocal) is similarly related; control information is generated
there where it is needed for control decisions in terms of best fitting the decision.
Typically, these decisions are local (i.e., decentralised) and, according to the case
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study, related to nonfinancial decisions on machine efficiency and labour produc-
tivity. In this regard, the change in information supply and information parame-
ters following the takeover by the Sara Lee corporation contours the pattern of re-
lationships (see Figure 7.3). In terms of information system, it had to respond to
the demand for control information on a centralised level, the point which led to
the difficulties experienced by the users of the MAS design, once they were con-
fronted with the 'company rule' aggregated reporting system of the Sara Lee corpo-
ration: The fit between decentralisation, desaggregation and local use is broken
when such a vertical system is installed. Also, the information basis stressed most
became that of capacity instead of articles: a change towards resource consumption
rather than the previous resource

After completing the axial coding, we have established a pattern of relationships
which runs across categories and properties (see Figure 7.3) as well as some ideas to
look for in subsequent case studies. The next coding step, called selective coding, is
to organise this pattern.

Categories Properties

reasons for change

O
organisational

status

pointing noses
vision of

the future
decision making
on resources

operational design
interventions functional redesign

requirements
project
management

PCI design

O experiences

organisation redesign decision making
on resources

information
system

As information supply operational control information information performance
system measurement

to standards

Q MAS design goal of
MAS

amount of amount of
controllable direct cost
cost items items

reporting
frequency

performance
denominator

0
information parameters

O
origin of user level information
parameters of generated basis

information

Figure 7.3 Pattern emerging after axial coding

Se/ecr/ue Coding
A final integration of the various categories and preliminary relationships is the
job of selective coding. It involves selecting a core category wherein all other cate-
gories are conceptually related and can be integrated. It is considered the most dif-
ficult coding phase:
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"In axial coding you developed the basis for selective coding. You now have
categories worked out in terms of their salient properties, dimensions, and
associated paradigmatic relationships between major categories along the
lines of their properties and dimensions. Furthermore, you have probably
begun to formulate some conception of what your research is all about. After
all, people have been asking you for some months: What is it that you are
studying, and what are your findings? Surely, some conclusion has formed
in your mind, if not on paper. The question is: How do you take that which
is in a rough form, and hopefully in your diagrams and memos, and system-
atically develop it into a picture of reality that is conceptual, comprehensible,
and above all, grounded?" (Strauss and Corbin, 1991, p. 117)

Again, there is a series of steps to guide this process. There are five and they are
not seqwenfia/ as much as iferaf/ue in their guidance. Also, a strong similarity
with the axial coding process is present. The selective coding procedure involves:

* Explicating the storyline, which is a conceptualisation of the descriptive narra-
tive about the central phenomenon (i.e., the core category) of the study;

* Relating subsidiary categories around the core category by means of the coding
paradigm;

* Relating categories at the dimensional level;
* Validating those relationships against data;
* Filling in categories that may require further refinement and/or development

(.i.Strauss and Corbin, 1991, p. 118).

The difference between a storyline and a case description is that the first is an ana-
lytical conceptualisation while the latter is merely a description of events, not us-
ing conceptual relationships but chronological event relationships: a story, rather
than a storyline. The central part of the storyline is the core category: The one cate-
gory or central phenomenon around which all other categories can be integrated.
Choosing a core category is one of the most difficult things to achieve; one can ei-
ther select an existing category that is abstract enough to encompass all concepts in
the story, or one can select such a category by means of asking: What phenomena
is repeated in all your data? What is the essential message in your research? In
other words, developing the core category asks one to stand above the material
and pinpoint the key subject. Ideally, if the previous coding steps are performed
well, the core category presents itself almost naturally.

The storyline for Van Nelle revolves around the phenomenon of
c/iange, which can be metaphorically labelled as the resurrection of the organisa-
tion. The firm went from a sleepy, inward-looking subsidiary organisation with a
functional structure, to an active, market-oriented independent organisation with
a highly decentralised, product group structure. Resurrection was accomplished
through STSD insights and tools, and was consolidated by the changed informa-
tion and control systems. The organisational change phenomenon was put in per-
spective by the takeover of a firm with an identical functional and centralised or-
ganisation structure as the one Van Nelle previously had. The resurrected organi-
sation left the most robust parts untouched - the production, control and informa-
tion structures at plant level. In short, this is the storyline at Van Nelle.
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Next, the core category is further identified by explicating its properties. Once the
core category acquires its own dimensional profile, it can be used to relate the
other categories to it, thereby making them subsidiary categories (Strauss and
Corbin, 1991, p. 123). In the case of Van Nelle, the core category selected was organ-
isationa/ /earning. The organisation learns how to become more open to its mar-
kets and changes itself accordingly. The learning process explicitly follows a route
of structural changes, resurrecting the new organisation from the old one. The
properties of this learning process can be tied to the three event cycles in the
change process:

1) The control change between management buy-out and takeover within this cy-
cle;

2) The change realisation, based on STSD; whereafter
3) The consolidated change trajectory is legitimised by its new 'school masters',

i.e., those who set the new learning targets and try to stimulate learning to-
wards them.

Properties of the organisational learning core category are, therefore, highly identi-
cal to properties of categories already found. Using Figure 7.3 to indicate those
properties, the first event cycle of the organisational control change contains the
main property organisafiona/ sfafws, the second event cycle of the change realisa-
tion contains the properties vision on fne /ufwre and decision ma/ring on re-
sources, and the third event cycle that of the legitimation of the change, contains
the properties costs and bene/ifs.

Organisational learning, in terms of MAS design, also relates to the properties of
information system, operationa/ contro/ in/brmation and per/ormance measure-
ment to standards apart from decision making on resources. The main reason is
the boundary role of these categories: They link up with the organisational context
and translate these organisational concepts into accounting instruments and con-
cepts. For example, a decentralised organisation translates into allocating all opera-
tional controls to the lowest possible organisational level. This requires a decen-
tralised information system encompassing all operational control information
and, subsequently, the provision of a great number of operational targets and
standards. In other words, a detailed system of standards, both financial and non-
financial, will intervene in the construction of the management accounting sys-
tem, as exemplified in the intervening condition relationship between the task
group structure phenomenon and the Organisation design category (Figure 7.2).

We now have the core category of organisational learning, with the properties of
organisational status (independent/dependent), decision making on resources
(centralised/decentralised), information system (aggregated/desaggregated), opera-
tional control information (aggregated/detailed), performance measurement to
standards (extensive/limited) and qualitative and quantitative cost (high/low) and
benefits (high/low). Subsidiary categories are linked to the core category by means
of the event cycle concept and the property pattern developed earlier (see Figure
7.4).
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Categories

reasons for change

Proportie*

i pointing noses

/ operational design
i interventions

functional redesign
requirements

experiences

decision matong
on resources

project PCI design
management

organisation redesign

information supp/y

Q MAS design

o-
Ó

event cycle

information parameters

information performance
measuremenl
to standards

goal of amount of
MAS controllable

cost items

origin of
parameters

user level information
of generated basis
information

Figure 7.4 Subsidiary categories and properties of the organisational learning core category

To further explicate the linkage between core and subsidiary categories, the terms
of the coding paradigm are again used. According to the property pattern, sub-
sidiary categories are: Reasons /or c/ionge, Pointing noses, Organisafion redesign,
Jn/brmation swpp/y and Experiences. The nature of the relationships between sub-
sidiary and core category is depicted in Figure 7.5. Causal condition and conse-
quence relationships mark the presence of an events cycle while the presence of an
intervening conditions relationship indicates that there are restrictions or bound-
aries on the choice of subsequent action strategies. The presence of a causal condi-
tion relationship to all subsidiary categories stresses the purposeful coherence in
managerial action; resurrecting the organisation was a matter of policy decisions,
not one of trial and error or good luck.

Category

Reasons for change

Pointing noses

Organisation redesign

Information supply

Experiences

• » Nature of relationship •>

" " Causal conditions, context; intervening conditions

" " Causal conditions; action strategy . . .

» . Action strategy ' ' ^

•"- Action strategy;consequence . . . - ^

" " Causal conditions; consequence " '

Core category

Organisational learning

Figure 7.5 Relating subsidiary categories to the core category
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The tentative theory that can now be developed, and the one that is to be repli-
cated, specified and varied in subsequent cases, looks like this: In the condition
that a firm wishes to survive as an independent organisation and finds itself not
able to do so, it starts an organisational change process. When envisaging a change
effort, based on its human resources and organisation design, it decides to create a
learning organisation. Learning is initiated by pointing noses in terms of decen-
tralising the decision making on resources. Subsequently, the organisation struc-
ture is redesigned using STSD-based interventions. The management accounting
system, as part of the STSD intervention, has been redesigned to fit in the learning
organisation context, by incorporating the same decentralisation decision making
on resources as well as to redesign information supply. Typically, the information
supply is redesigned to provide desaggregation information for detailed opera-
tional control and extensive performance measurements to standards. The experi-
ences of having created a learning organisation in operation come forward distinc-
tively when confronted with the loss of decentralised decision making. These ex-
periences are consolidated into the management accounting system which is a sta-
ble entity, untouched by subsequent contextual changes in organisational status
and decision making on resources.

Grounded Analysis of Zilverstad Silversmithing

The case of Zilverstad Silversmithing (hereafter referred to as Zilverstad) will be
coded and analysed according to the procedures as described above. Since the Van
Nelle case also provided an introduction to the content of the grounded theory
techniques, further explanation of the procedures will be dismissed: Analysis con-
tains the results and discussion of the results.

Open Coding
As in the Van Nelle case study, the case description is chronological; the time path
and the sequence of events (Figure 5.5) therefore link up with the incidents under-
lying the phenomena. To further enhance tracing of the data grouping, the para-
graphs in the case description relating to the various incidents are also mentioned.

In naming the open-coded categories, the use of jargon and standard accounting
terminology has been avoided where possible, resulting in an almost conversa-
tional use of terms. It was unintended, however, to use verbs as a means of nam-
ing the categories; the change process seems to be best analysed in terms of dy-
namic expression. Unfortunately, no use could be made of in mi» codes as none
were readily available from the interview transcriptions.

Properties are termed by using expressions or words obtained from the case study
and the transcribed interviews. Again, where possible, it is refrained from using
jargon or standard terminology from the accounting and organisation disciplines.
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Table 7.5 Incidents in the Zilverstad case and their related phenomena

Paragraph In case description Incidents

situational background

the change trajectory

production structure redesign

control structure redesign

the change trajectory (continued)

results ol the redesign

projects underway

situation of standardised mass production

severe pnee competition from the Far East
situation ol product customisation
explosive sales growth

increase in personnel

extension ot manufacturing capabilities

increase in product diversity
delivery time problems

insufficient skilled personnel

quality control problems

manufacturing bottlenecks

draw-up of business plan
help From employers' association

contact with STSL) consultancy

introduction to STSD ideas

5I5U executive course followed
STSD middle management course lollowed
entrance external consultant

company-wide presentation

project group installed

formulating the design requirements

listing of bottlenecks
primary process modelling

start-up improvement projects

preliminary production reorganisation plans

formulation ol general design
decision of the Board

lormation ol four task groups

detailed design per task group

new production organisation chart

meetings supporting the primary process
reporting structure & agenda setting
evaluation of agenda setting reports

Strategic Orientation Round (SOR)

presentation of new organisation design plus

global implementation plan

detailed implementation plan

carrying out implementation plan

cost control
product cost build-up

human resource costs

job classification system

sales information system

Phenomena

single-operation company

changeover to customisation and
diversification

problems with new strategy

looking for guidance

introduction to STSD

learning the language of redesign

project set-up

design goal setting

mapping the organisation

broadening the support base

testing ideas

design decision-making

changing the work organisation

allocating responsibility

linking communication and
information

organisation goal setting

clarifying the new organisation

implementation trajectory

cost structure

control extensions
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Table 7.6 Open-coding categories and dimensional profile of Zilverstad

Phenomena Category Property end Dlmanslonal Rang*

single-operation company

changeover lo customisation
and diversification

problems with new strategy

looking for guidance

introduction to STSD

learning the language o! redesign

project setup

design goal setting

mapping the organisation

broadening the support base

testing ideas

design decision making

changing the work organisation

allocating responsibility

linking communication and
information

organisation goal setting

clarity ing the new organisation

implementation trajectory

cost structure

control extensions

mo ving-up the organisation

trying lo come lo grips

establishing an organisation view

initiating change

clearing the organisation

structural interventions

selecting a direction

settling in

evaluating

* implicit strategic competitive position:
price strategy - focus strategy

* implicit production strategy:
full-line producer - single-line producer

* technological competences:
extensive - limited

* human resource qualifications:
scarcely available - plenty available

'control systems:
limitöcfly present • extensively present

' planning systems:
limiledly present - extensively present

* organisation solulion wanted:
comprehensive solution - partial solution

' network memberships: extensive - limited
' type of assistance,

training courses - expert opinion
* concepts introduced:

change instruments • change targets

* functional redesign requirements:
extensive- limited

* project management:
participatory - non-participatory

' analysis of the organisation:
extensive - limited

' gaining credbiBty;
by actual improvements - by rhetoric

' selecting the production si rue I ure
in outline - in detail

* PCI-design: full - partial
' sequence of production design:

work organisation first - responsibility first
* meetings & forms:

highly interactive - liltie interactive

* strategy /redesign sequence:
redesign first - strategy first

' communicating expectations:
lo everyone - lo a selected group

* change implementation: planned - not planned
' cost structure: transparent non transparent

* human resource costs
structurally increased - structurally decreased

* quantitative costs: high • low
* qualitative costs: high - low
* quantitative benefits: high - low
* qualitative benefits: high • low

Open Coding - M/4S Design
Separate discussion of this portion of the redesign process is warranted by the re-
search question, stating that the management accounting system is expected to be
influenced by changes in its organisational context. The discussion will maintain a
similar format as in the case of Van Nelle: A depiction in logic diagrams of the
phenomena found in Zilverstad's MAS, followed up by the open-coding proce-
dures.
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A description of the MAS of Zilverstad can be found in a single paragraph of the
case study. From this description, a listing of phenomena is compiled, followed by
regrouping into more abstract categories and then separating these into properties
and their dimensional ranges (see Table 7.7).

Table 7.7 Open coding of Zilverstad's MAS design

Paragraph In
caw description Phenomena Category Property and Dimensional Rang*

Management
Accounting
System

use ol meetings & forms

sequence of redesign

previous internal accounting system

reporting format

task group central element

management information

cost system

use of cost pool method

tariff system

production/sales budgets

sales report

financial report

nonlinancial operational information

Control structure

Change chronology

Information supply

MAS design

• communicating performance:
between groups in group

' budgets established:
production first - sales first

" transfer pricing system:
after budgets - before budgets

" relative new redesign:
extension - new design

• steered on: gross margin - volume
* central element:

task group - functional depart ment
* management information:

aggregated • desaggregated

* cost system:
job order costing - process costing

* use of cost pool method:
process control - overhead allocation

* tariff system: extensive - limited
' use of budgeting: extensive - Smiled
* use of budgets: cost control - planning
• overall performance measurement:

control coherence - steer organisation
* nonfinandal information:

stand-alone - integrated

The category control structure is an example of an identical cue that is phrased dif-
ferently in accounting than in organisation theory: The use of meetings and forms
in the organisational open coding is focused on interaction of departments while
in the accounting open coding, use of meetings and forms focuses more specifi-
cally on communicating performance information, i.e., interaction is specified in
terms of performance information exchange. The subsequent discussion and pos-
sible action follow-up is, again, a matter of the organisational context and cannot
be considered part of an accounting structural design but of the processes attuned
to it.

/4;ria/ Coding
As categories and their characteristics are now available, linkage and causation can
be analysed. Using the coding paradigm to find an axis/denominator for this link-
age, we obtain an axial coding typification of the organisational redesign (Figure
7.6) and of the management accounting systems design (Figure 7.7).
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Phenomena

single-operation company
changeover to customisation ».
and diversification

problems with new strategy
looking lor guidance

introduction to STSO
learning the language of redesign * "

project set-up
design goal setting

mapping the organisation
broadening the support base
testing ideas *~
design decision making

changing the work organisation
allocating responsibility
linking communication and *"
information

organisation goal setting «-

clarifying the new organisation
implementation trajectory

cost structure
control extensions - . . - * -

Natura of relationship

context
context; intervening conditions: action strategy

causal condition; consequences
action strategy

causal condition
action strategy: consequences

context
action strategy

context
action strategy
action strategy
consequences

causal condition: context; action strategy
action strategy
action strategy

intervening conditions; action strategy

causal condition; action strategy

consequences

consequences
action strategy; consequences

Category

a» moving-up the organisation

a»- trying to come to grips

. ^ establishing an organisation view

-fc. initiating change

^ . clearing the organisation

»- structural interventions

a»- selecting a direction

•»• settling in

« - evaluating

Figure 7.6 Axial coding of Zilverstad's organisation redesign

When looking at the logic diagram in Figure 7.6, several observations can be made
based on the nature of Zilverstad's unrolling change process. First, action strategies
dominate the process, they appear in every category and occupy 12 of the 29 labels.
Their omnipresence indicates the strong action orientation of the change process,
which is further corroborated by the short time interval needed for the redesign:
Eighteen months were necessary for acquiring a new vision of the organisation,
initiating change as well as the actual redesign. Both action orientation and time
interval seem to stress the transfer made by the organisation, from a pioneering
family business towards a professionally managed organisation. The key word that
springs to mind is that of the organisational constitution: The organisation is pro-
vided with a binding vision, company goals, a structure and targets for the near fu-
ture, all elements that previously were absent, or only present in a limited man-
ner.

Another notable point regarding the organisational transfer is the high level of at-
tention that is paid to preparing the organisation prior to it being virtually re-
designed. It takes up two categories (excluding the one on establishing an organisa-
tion view), eighteen months (from July 1989 until June 1990) and two company-
wide presentations before the detailed design is implemented. In other words,
change management played a relatively important role in this process. Change
management, in terms of the nature of relationships between phenomena and
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categories, is indicated by the presence of the 'context' label. At the start of the
preparation categories initiating c/jange and C/ean'ng f/ie organisation, a 'context'
label appears, indicating the amount of attention paid to preparing the mind for
the next step. In turn, it leads (again) to the idea of event cycles, each cycle being a
phase in the transfer process.

Second, the event cycle concept can be further exemplified by the appearance of the
'intervening conditions' label, each intervening condition marking the beginning
and end of a cycle. Typically, the main event cycle of Zilverstad coincides with its
transfer to the organisation stage. For instance, the phenomenon 'changeover to
customisation and diversification' marked the beginning of a change in organisa-
tional processes, which was concluded by restructuring the organisation and start-
ing up a new (and more explicit) selection of a future direction ('organisation goal
setting' phenomenon). This can be considered as 'the big event'.

Several related event cycles that fit into 'the big event' can be subsequently distin-
guished: A cycle related to the awareness that something has to be changed, tying
the categories Trying to come to grips and Esfab/ishing an organisation D/CIÜ to-
gether, in terms of 'causal conditions' and 'consequences'. A second subcycle re-
lated to preparing the organisation for change, as previously discussed, grouping
together the categories initiating cnange and C/earing f/ie organisation by means of
the 'context' and 'consequences' labels. A third subcycle related to structural inter-
ventions, including the MAS design, overlying the categories Structural interven-
tions, Contro/ structure, Cnange c/irono/ogy, information supp/y and A4Y4S De-
sign. This cycle also includes all the axial coding categories of the MAS design (see
Figure 7.7), that will be discussed below. The fourth and final subcycle relates to
the ex post condition of the transferred organisation (categories Sett/ing in and
Eua/uafi'ng). It contains a relatively large number of 'consequences' labels and is
initiated by a 'causal condition' label. It is, however, termed a subcycle and not a
*big event cycle' since the time interval allowed in the case description does not al-
low assessing if another 'big event cycle' has been initiated.

The 'intervening conditions' label at the end of the 'big cycle' marks a renewed
strategic discussion. This time, however, it is more explicitly structured and for-
malised and departs from an improved starting position. The outcome of this
strategic discussion can very well mean moving away from the diversification and
customisation strategy (see case description). If this is the case, a subsequent 'big
event cycle' inevitably begins, and follows the organisation stage in a step-function
manner, i.e., building on to the newly acquired organisational capabilities.

Ana/ Coding - M/4S Design
Similar to the organisation design, the MAS design of Zilverstad shows a strong
presence of 'action strategies' in each category. This is also reflected in the MAS
design, where one can see the considerable effort put into transferring the organi-
sation from one stage to another. Moreover, the 'context' labels are repeatedly tied
to the first phenomenon in each category, thereby embedding the 'action strategies'
in each category. It suggests that the actions were preceded by setting the context in
a planned effort, i.e., the important role of change management was maintained
in the MAS redesign.
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Phenomena

use of meetings & forms

sequence of redesign

previous internal accounting system

reporting format

task group ceniral element

management information

cost system

use of oost pool method

tariff system

product ion/sales budgets

sales report

financial report

non financial operational information

Natura of relationship

. 1» context; action strategy - . . - .

-^ - context; action strategy

context

action strategy

•*• intervening condition; action strategy

consequence

context; consequence

action strategy

action strategy

»» action strategy; consequence

consequence

consequence

action strategy

Category

•»»• Control structure

• » - Change chronology

. « » Information supply

1». MAS design

Figure 7.7 Axial coding of Zilverstad's management accounting systems design

Other labels also support the relational analysis of the organisational redesign. For
instance, the 'intervening condition' label appears once in the MAS design, estab-
lishing the task group as a central element in the redesign. Basically, it intervenes
in setting the MAS phenomena such as the budgeting and tariff systems, and their
specific properties. In other words, the M/4S Design category is a depiction of an
STSD accounting system.

Next, the 'causal condition' label is not present at all. Instead, the 'context' label
appears frequently, thus indicating that the MAS design (all four categories) is al-
ready including some other causal structure, i.e., the event cycles as discussed
above. Linkage is provided by the control structure, especially the usage of meet-
ings and agenda-setting forms. Causality then runs from control to communica-
tion, to reporting, to information and then to MAS design, showing the linkage
with the PCI design sequence rule of STSD.

The explicit attention to communication is something which is added by Zilver-
stad. Communication itself was considered important, as the two incidents of
company-wide presentations show, including the subsequent properties of partici-
patory/nonparticipatory project management and communicating expectations to
everyone/selected group (Tables 7.5 and 7.6). Therefore, the issue of communica-
tion is present throughout the change process and, perhaps, tied to the advance
from the pioneering to the organisation stage.

Continuing the causal coherence issue, the categories of Confro/ sfrucfure and
Change c/irono/ogy can be considered 'weave categories' in working down the PCI
rule towards the MAS design.
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Properties Categories

implicit
competitive
strategy

implicit
production
strategy

planning
systems

"control
. systems

meetings &
agendas

strategic/redesign
O sequence

communicating
expectations

project
management

gaining
© credibility

PCI design

cost
structure

human
resource

communicating
performance

budgets
established

Movlng-up the organisation

Trying to come to grips

Establishing
an organisation view

Initiating change

Clearing the organisation

Structural interventions

Selecting a direction

Settling in

Evaluating

Control structure

Change chronology

Information supply

MAS design

Figure 7.8 Axial pattern of Zilverstad

How this weaving is accomplished can be discussed by linking categories at the
dimensional level, i.e., exploring the variation in phenomena, the last step in per-
forming axial coding. The axial pattern that can be determined as a result of this
process is linked by the dimensions of properties and not so much by the proper-
ties themselves. For instance, linkage between organisational context and MAS
design is achieved by the properties of meetings and agendas (organisation design
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context) and communicating performance (MAS). Although they have different
names, their dimensional profile is identical: In an organisational context, it is
dimensionalised in terms of /n'g/i and /ift/e interaction while in an MAS context,
it is dimensionalised as between groups and in group, both exemplifying the link-
age that is accomplished by the meetings and agendas. Categories also link up, be-
cause Structure/ interventions also contains the property TCI design'. The C in PCI
design stands for control structure design. This is the starting category of the MAS
design.

The order in the axial pattern is established by the previous axial coding of the na-
ture of relationships between phenomena and categories and their 'properties'. For
instance, consider the first top nodes in the axial pattern. 'Implicit competitive
strategy' as well as 'implicit production strategy' are part of the changeover to the
customisation and diversification phenomenon. It is related to Moi>ing-up f/re or-
ganisation by means of establishing a context for the upcoming events, while at
the same time providing an intervening condition, in order to set the tone for the
reorganisation. In turn, the reorganisation brings events that are themselves ac-
tion strategies, albeit implicit ones since the decision to changeover was not well
thought-out. Consequently, the problems of the changeover were with 'human re-
source qualifications', and the 'control and planning systems' with which the or-
ganisation was Trying to come to grips. These problems directly caused (event cy-
cle) the condition where a comprehensive 'organisation solution' was sought, re-
sulting in an action to look for a certain 'type of assistance'. Consequently, this re-
sulted in 'introducing concepts' that explicitly Esfab/isn an organisation zn'ew.

From the above example (coding paradigm categories in bold and open-coding cat-
egories in italic), you can already see that an axial pattern almost naturally rolls
over into an abstract narrative of what happened. This narrative constitutes the
storyline, i.e., the heart of selective coding.

Se/ecfiue Coding
Again, the storyline revolves around the central phenomenon of organisationa/
cnange, which can be, in the case of Zilverstad, metaphorically labelled as the con-
stitution of the organisation. The firm went from a single-operation family busi-
ness to a multi- operation, multi-product business with a focus on customised
quality products. During this changeover, the firm professionalised its manage-
ment as well as its organisational control by means of STSD instruments and the
explicit human resource-based view on organisations that STSD endorses, and
that neatly fitted together with the social responsibility felt by the owners. Once the
organisation was constituted, it was used as a flexible and active entity for deliber-
ate strategic management.

Since the central phenomenon is organisational change, the core category, once
again selected, was that of organisationa/ /earning. Zilverstad learned quite liter-
ally how to lift itself up from a pioneering stage to an organisation stage. In the
course of learning instruments and techniques, they also learned how to apply
those instruments and work together, i.e., they learned a mode of behaviour pre-
viously unknown. Both structures, for which they learned how to build them, and
the newly acquired behaviour, which was obtained by virtually building these
structures, came together in an organisation now able to move as an entity.
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The first type of learning is single-loop learning (Argyris, 1977): It relates to the
problems that were created by the implicit strategic choice of diversification and
customisation (category Trying to come to grips) and the STSD instruments and
views applied to resolving this problem. The 'concepts introduced' (final property
in the Esfab/is/nng an organisation uien; category) marked the end of that single-
loop learning process and also of the first event of the subcycle. The second-loop
learning process started shortly thereafter when the project management structure
was initiated, getting people to work together. The project gained credibility and
people rapidly became accustomed to the trust that was placed in them. It was at
this stage, for example, that the case describes that the consultant was not involved
and was only told at regular occasions what the state of affairs was. These two
properties ('project management' and 'gaining credibility') also coincide with the
second event subcycle. Subsequent participation in structural interventions (the
third event subcycle) further increased the learning capacity. Notably, the detailed
structural designs made by the organisation members were conceived in less than
one year.

Moreover, the strong emphasis on communication (work groups, the central role
of the meetings and agendas, company-wide presentations) indicated that consid-
erable energy was generated and directed towards having people talk to one an-
other and teach each other to work together (many action strategies). These newly
learned capacities resulted in "... people do acquire an awareness they have gained
importance for the company ...", thus leading to an increase of human resource
costs (see case description) as well as the importance of a job classification system
in Zilverstad's case (the final event subcycle).

The organisation, now perceived as one where people work together, has 'learned'
on its way up. Its capacities, at present, involve behavioural routines that were not
available at the onset of the change process. The next steps for the organisation,
such as resetting its strategic course, are only possible once the organisation's struc-
tural and behavioural changes have taken place. In other words, deliberate strategy
followed structure.

In terms of the MAS design, organisational learning is present in the decentralisa-
tion of financial control towards task groups ('central element' property). Account-
ing instruments are either directed at working together ('overall performance
measurement' property) or providing the financial information for local control
(properties of 'use of cost pool method' and 'use of budgets'). As local control is a
matter of jobs and tasks, it is no surprise that the upgraded cost system has become
a job order cost system, possessing characteristics such as products made to cus-
tomer specification (samples!); direct material requisitions and direct labour costs
carry the job (silver and skilled silversmiths); individual jobs identifiable in the
production flow (STSD) and sales and administrative expenses are allocated to ar-
rive at total cost (gross margin for Sales 'to live on'). Local cost control, clear pro-
cesses and a simple cost system result in a highly transparent cost structure, built
by people who learned how to create and think in terms of structures and now use
these same structures to repeat the learning process, although this time, they con-
centrated on what behaviour is most profitable for their group. For example, this
is achieved by paying full attention to sample requests from Sales or by manufac-
turing inventory orders in the same planning priority as the customer orders.
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Thus, organisational learning can be depicted by using the event cycles discussed
above, the first subcycle relating to single-loop learning, while the other three sub-
cycles relate to double-loop learning. The 'big event cycle', from the implicit strate-
gic choice to the explicit consideration of resetting strategy, catches the learning
process in general, while the subcycles catch the development process.

Organisational learning can be further explicated by showing the nature of rela-
tionships between categories and the core category, using the terminology of the
coding paradigm (Figure 7.9).

f>t»gnry »- N«tnr» «f f^l^tf ̂ P<?h4 p »

Moving-up the organisation #» context: intervening conditions; action strategy — ,

Trying to come to grips *

Establishing an organisation view

Initiating change . _ - . . . _i

Clearing the organisation -i

Structural interventions - - i

Control structure i

Information supply - •

MAS design •

•- action strategy; consequences

causal condition; action strategy: consequences

»• context: action strategy

*• context; action strategy; consequences

*- causal conditions; context: action strategy

». context

». context; action strategy

»- context; action strategy; consequences

«- action strategy; consequences

Selecting a direction • • intervening conditions; action strategy

Settling in i

Evaluating - i

*• action strategy; consequences

» Core category

Organisational Learning

Figure 7.9 Selective coding of Zilverstad

A tentative theory based on the axial pattern and the selective coding would then
look like this:

Under the condition that a firm informally changes over from a mono-product,
single-operation price strategy to a multi-product, multi-operation strategy, it will
find control, planning and staffing problems along the way. As it tries to come to
grips with the situation, it will look for an organisational solution to answer these
problems. Key personnel in the organisation will introduce STSD as the organisa-
tion solution desired, and start teaching middle management and themselves the
STSD instruments. Once taught, the organisation will be mapped and credibility
will be acquired for the upcoming change in structures and work processes. As part
of the structural and process changes, the management accounting system will be
addressed through the meetings and agendas on the cooperation in the firm.
When people learn how to work together, they will learn how to use financial in-
formation, in the form of budgets and tariffs, for the local control of their perfor-
mance. The acquired ability to work with each other as well as with financial in-
formation will result in an increased awareness of people's learning capacities and
therefore in an increase in human resource costs. Furthermore, once the organisa-
tion is structured in work groups and flow-oriented manufacturing, it becomes
transparent in terms of both production processes and cost structures and can ma-
noeuvre as a flexible entity. A more deliberate strategy selection takes place once
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management and employees learn how to go about their work and understand the
link between their work and the performance of the organisation.

Comparison of Van Nelle and Zilverstad

Comparison is based on matching both selective coding theories of Van Nelle and
Zilverstad and their respective axial patterns, and tries to further develop matched
categories in terms of their dimensional profile.

In general, both cases center on organisational change and organisational learning.
Both change processes were initiated by a change in organisational status: Van
Nelle became independent and Zilverstad departed from its long-term existence as
a family business, metaphorically described as 'resurrection' and 'constitution' of
the organisation. External market considerations seem to be less important: The
tobacco market did not function as a change incentive to Van Nelle, although in
Zilverstad's case, a market cue was indeed available: Price competition was no
longer a viable strategy and was replaced with diversification.

Organisational status as a cue is followed up by the presence of a social vision on
the part of top management. Van Nelle's new manager had a clear idea as to what
image the firm must portray, key element being the human resources of the or-
ganisation. Zilverstad works somewhat the other way around: People were already
the key element because of its longstanding family tradition, but their ideas regard-
ing the outcome of the organisational change were less solid. The resulting learn-
ing organisations were, therefore, either consciously built upon the idea that peo-
ple are the key asset (Van Nelle) or relatively less consciously generated as a
byproduct of the longstanding family tradition (Zilverstad).

The central element in the change process is the change management approach. In
both cases, change management introduced a number of important elements that
guided all subsequent design efforts: participation, decentralised decision making,
and local control.

The linking-pin project structure, controlled by a steering group and explicit func-
tional design requirements, and the autonomy of work groups to take their own
design decisions, resulted in credible designs and involved employees. Also, the
high involvement in the design activity taught people how to cooperate, using
one single STSD language. Further, decentralisation was made operational in
terms of task groups and local information supply and control.

The newly acquired attribute of knowing how to work together in the design work
groups transfers to how to work together in task groups. A capacity to learn from
one another is also acquired. This is a side-effect of the concrete design skills. This
'working together' aspect of the change management approach constitutes the ba-
sis for double-loop learning: When people experience how other people work and
cooperate, they reflect and question their own behavioural routines and how they
pertain to this confrontation, that is, if permitted and encouraged by the context,
i.e., the organisational design. Double-loop learning is just that: being able to take a
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double look at the situation by questioning the relevance of operating norms
(Morgan, 1986, p. 88).

Both cases can be viewed in terms of cascading event cycles. The largest cycle de-
picts the primary motivation for change: The shock of the management buy-out
for Van Nelle and organisational problem solving for Zilverstad. The event cycles
within the main cycle can be considered learning loops. The first of these minor
cycles is related to training: Employees follow courses where they are taught the
design techniques and instruments of STSD, i.e., single-loop learning. Next, a start
is made with a project management structure, preparing functional redesign re-
quirements and a general organisation redesign. This first activity forms the basis
for subsequent double-loop learning cycles. This becomes especially apparent in
the case of Zilverstad: Working together in the design activity makes people aware
of and allows them to question the mental picture of their work and the sur-
rounding organisation. In the further development of the project, mutual interac-
tion increases as management shows that they are serious about decentralised de-
cision making and local control, either by improvement projects (Zilverstad) or
STAP budgets (Van Nelle).

Double-loop learning is even more present in the considerable use of standards in
the respective accounting systems. Standards can be considered implicit norms on
how to perform although it just measures and controls performance output and
not activity. When the organisation structure is decentralised and local control be-
comes the major element in the design, standard setting is completed by the
groups. Thus, performance and performance standards are brought very closely
together. So when the work of a group changes (i.e., you change the activities and
tasks of an autonomous work group) the standards also change. In other words,
challenging the job content is challenging the standards, which is a major aspect of
double-loop learning. In terms of standard costs and standard cost systems, the
normative standard aspect is more important than the financial cost aspect. Finan-
cial standards only differ at this stage in their provision of an alternative weighing
factor in decision making, i.e., is the proposed action financially beneficial as well?
When such financial weighing is lacking, other weighing factors such as delivery
time (Zilverstad) or machine occupancy (Van Nelle) can take over because these
factors are considered as being of strategic (Zilverstad) or control importance (Van
Nelle). The main assumption, however, is that standards are used to direct be-
haviour to improve operations and processes, not to assure accomplishment of set
targets and reward or punish accordingly by higher management.

Costs are standardised on the basis of job orders that are grouped into one single
organisation unit, the task group. Job costs are, therefore, well matched and lo-
cated, which in turn leads to a transparent cost behaviour where actions and costs
can be traced simultaneously. Indirect costs are either made direct, once their un-
derlying activity is revealed and allocated to a task group, or occur only at the
company level, where they are highly distinguishable and can be allocated by some
arbitrary measure open for managerial discretion.

Connectivity/coherence and timely feedback are also used in combination with
standard setting and subsequent variance analysis. The reporting systems of both
Van Nelle and Zilverstad are internally connected, aggregating detailed task group
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information to Production or company level. In the aggregation process, a systems
jump in control level is explicitly made: Aggregated information addresses the
company/plant as a whole and supplies input for full product line decision mak-
ing. Aggregated and desaggregated information is also reported in different fre-
quences: The more frequent, detailed and operational the information is, the less
financial it is stated. The management accounting systems of van Nelle and Zil-
verstad, therefore, are strongly focused on operational control and local decision
making.

Local control is further enabled by three issues that became clear in the Zilverstad
case: the role of strategy, the role of communication and the use of the cost pool
method. Zilverstad's climb in organisational status more or less replaces Van
Nelle's fluctuation in economic status, within the larger context of the change pro-
cess. The process was motivated by strategic arguments, although these differed in
both cases. Van Nelle's larger goal was to get the organisation on the move, make
it more open and flexible, therefore taking an organisational strategy point of
view. Zilverstad's angle was also to set the organisation in motion, but its primary
goal was to survive in the market place by solving all the organisational problems,
i.e., its organisational strategy was linked to an implicit competitive strategy of dif-
ferentiation and diversification. In Zilverstad's case, this strategy component be-
comes more evident as it relates to a full organisation instead of a plant organisa-
tion.

The follow-up to the structural redesign in both cases shows a causal chain: a more
flexible production process, designed from autonomous modules leading to -> a
more transparent organisation leading to -> better traceable costs and better organ-
isational control which, finally, leads to --> improved input for strategic decision
making. Again, Van Nelle is confronted with its economic status, the major policy
maker is once again a very large multi-national: Sara Lee has its own strategic
agenda and maintains only the plant level controls and flexibilities. On the other
hand, Zilverstad uses its increased control and flexibility to reopen its strategic dis-
cussion - this time, in a more deliberate and conscious manner - and builds fur-
ther upon its newly acquired capabilities.

To conclude, the interfaces of the strategy-structure-strategy chain are mediated by
the economic or organisational status of the firm. For the resulting MAS design,
the mediated strategy-structure relationship is important as well; what is strategi-
cally relevant reappears in the MAS structure. As far as strategy and organisational
status means challenging set standards, in terms of costs and control information
supply structures, the MAS design is an instrument to start up or improve double-
loop learning.

As a result of the Zilverstad case, the role of communication has been added to the
list of differentiating factors. Communication is located at the boundary of the con-
trol structure and the administrative (financial and nonfinancial) information
structure. What is meant by communication is the explicit use of meetings and
agenda-setting forms to relate information to control decision making, i.e., struc-
turally bringing supply and demand together. When comparing this to Van Nelle,
the role of meetings is limited to internal task group meetings and discussions be-
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tween production manager and task group coordinators. Moreover, instead of a
separate line of forms, the formal reports from the MAS are used.

The background of these differences can be either the different systems level (plant
versus full organisation) and/or the type of production process (bulk versus cus-
tomised). The production process of tobacco has a singular input and then is
routed to one of three task groups (serial + parallel flows). In contrast, Zilverstad's
production process maintains several inputs to the task groups and several out-
puts to inventory and customer (only parallel flows), requiring more coordinating
effort between the task groups themselves, and between groups and other parts of
the organisation. A more structured coordination, by way of meetings and agen-
das, then seems highly plausible.

Maybe a third basis for this difference is the attention Zilverstad pays to people
working as a unity. Working together and coordinating and communicating it by
means of a formalised meeting system furthers coherence in actions and opera-
tional behaviour. Again, a reference can be made to double-loop learning: Norms
and standards such as how to handle sales orders, product development and pro-
duction costs are exchanged and discussed. This is partly necessitated by the
amount of customised products, and partly by the control and planning problems
experienced before the STSD redesign, i.e., the importance of coherent and orches-
trated action was well understood.

The final item added by Zilverstad is the use of the cost pool method. The cost
pool method is primarily used to set tariffs, i.e., standard costs for operations: It is
the pure accounting, calculative version of standard setting. Tariffs are used in
product cost build-up, transfer pricing between groups as well as a minimal finan-
cial limit for make-or-buy decisions. The cost pool method at Van Nelle is used to
allocate company level overhead across parts of the organisation, indicating that
the cost pool method requires at least an outline of the full organisation in its cal-
culative format. In both cases, cost allocation is performed by centralised staff, hav-
ing this outline of the organisation chart.

The use of the cost pool method itself is a further detailing of standard setting. It
hands over standards on individual operations, instead of handing over (budget)
standards for the task group as a whole. Furthermore, tariff standards are less be-
haviour-restrictive than budgets since they are set less frequently (usually yearly)
and relate to bookkeeping categories. These categories are inherently homoge-
neous to input, grouping identical costs together, and not to consumption (i.e.,
grouping costs on the basis of activities performed in the product flow). Therefore,
tariffs relate to what is going in the organisation and what is going out of the or-
ganisation but not to what is done in between. In contrast, budgets are relatively
better behavioural instruments as their unit of application relates to the task or ac-
tivity of a section of the organisation and not to input/output registration. There-
fore, the use of the cost pool method provides additional standards at the opera-
tional level. These standards have less behavioural and learning impact than the
budget standards have.

The existence of a previous accounting system in some detail (Zilverstad) seems to
add to the number of financial building stones required in the accounting system.
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For instance, Van Nelle was only provided with an elementary budget for Produc-
tion and a number of general overhead expenses to absorb: the consequent re-
design of the MAS seems to extend the previous budget type of control. New ele-
ments were added only in nonfinancial denominators. Similarly, Zilverstad's ac-
counting redesign extends the elements already present to include the new organi-
sational format (e.g., cost pool method allocation, budgets). 'New' accounting,
therefore, are extensions of the existing elements. New, nevertheless, is the differ-
ent use of the system and its explicit embedment in a larger reporting, communi-
cating and information structure: Accounting is part of an encompassing man-
agement control design.

Grounded Analysis of St. Antonius Vesselheads

Table 7.8 Coupling phenomena to incidents in the case description of St. Antonius

Paragraph In case description

Stuational background

Categorisation ol bottlenecks

Modelling the primary process

Indicating bottlenecks

Relating bottlenecks to org. structure

Designing the organisation structure

A first assessment

Incidents

new president

new management team

dear strategy lacking

ad hoc decision making

inadequate order planning

increasing market pressure

much to do, where to start

contact with STSD

courses followed

STSO leading concept

change plan constituted

SOR

categorisation bottlenecks

Work Group Design installed

entrance external consultant

modelling the primary process

indicating bottleneck causes

relating bottlenecks to org structure

only upstream redesign impossible

project planning

project management

no formal approval mechanism

various alternatives available

redesign chronology

Production Engineers installed

Quality Engineers merged with Sales

improving ordering process

formation of five production groups

modelling controlling activities

normalisation and standard setting

new organisation chart

implementation plan

cost-benefit analysis

Phenomena

change of control

organisation problems

looking for guidance

STSD establishes itself

overall change phases

change goals

redesign reference point

pinpointing change locations

full reorganisation

change management

design choice

information flow linkages

production redesign

control redesign

implementation trajectory

evaluation
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The case of St. Antonius Vesselheads (hereafter referred to as St. Antonius) is the
case last described in the chronology of all three cases; it is the most recent one and
it benefits from experiences gained in the previous two cases, both in terms of de-
scription and analysis.

Table 7.9 Open coding of St. Antonius' case description

Ptwnonwna

change of control
organisation problems

looking for guidance

STSD establishes itself

overall change phases

change goals

redesign reference point

pinpointing change locations

full reorganisation

change management

design choice

information flow linkages

production redesign

control redesign

implementation trajectory

evaluation

Category

Need for change

Adoption of STSD

Planning the
redesign contents

Targeting the redesign
application points

Organising for

Hie new design

Inducing

cooperative behaviour

Structural

interventions

Settling in

Property and Dimensional Rang*

' top management: newly installed - long seated

* type ol change wanted: organisation wide - partial

• STSD acquaintance:

via network membership - via individual contact

* type of assistance: training courses - expert opinion

' redesign planning: phased * all at once

* redesign reference points:

bottleneck locused - indiscriminate

* change goals formulated:

strategy-dependent - nonstrategy-dependent

' planning performed by:

management team - functional department

' analysis of the organisation: extensive - limited

' redesign applied:

to entire organisation • to part of organisation

• functional redesign requirements: specific - global

* project management: participatory - nonparticipalory

' linkage redesign to project planning:
extensive - limited

* design and implementation chronology:

dillerent chronology - identical chronology

* role of technical information: important • unimportant

' internal upstream information linkage:

by identical roles - by liaison officer

* external upstream information linkage:

by standardising customer buying behaviour - by

extending order taking procedures

• sequence ol production design:

work organisation first - responsibilities first

' control design chronology:

normalisation first - allocation of control activities first

• control basis: norms • direct supervision

* role of quality control: dominant - subordinate

' linkage with redesign and project planning:

extensive - limited

• communicaiion to organisation:

repeatedly - one lime only

' cost structure: transparent - diffuse

' quantitative cosls: high - low

' qualitative cosls: high - low

' quantitative benefits: high - low

" qualitative benelils high - low
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Open Coding
Similar to the previous cases, the case description is chronological. Incidents and
underlying phenomena are, therefore, listed as they unfolded over certain time.
Moreover, incidents and phenomena can be traced back to the case description as
the matching paragraphs are also stated.

In labelling phenomena, terminology and words from the case description are
used where possible. Next, phenomena are coded into categories, again using ter-
minology and descriptions from the case study in order to avoid preliminary ana-
lytical interpretations. Both categories and dimensional profiles are closely stated
to the text, although they try to obtain a higher conceptual content of terminology.

Open Coding - MAS Design
The phenomena in the management accounting system of St. Antonius are cou-
pled to conceptual categories in Table 7.10. For these categories, the use of account-
ing jargon could not be avoided, particularly with the term ya/uafing acfiaifies
having a balance sheet connotation. Valuation in this case is used as a synonym
for providing a financial dimension to processes, i.e., for translating one concep-
tual map (production activity) into another (cost behaviour).

Table 7.10 Open coding of the MAS design of St. Antonius

Paragraph In
o t M description

Designing the

Accounting
System

Phenomena

result ol preceding company into system

financial organisation level info

shop ROOT level info

work centre units created

production cost tariffs

four types of tariffs

cost pool method

variance analysis

cost structure

Job order cost system

WIP throughput Indicator

administrative organisation

product cost

bottom-up built MIS

roles of MIS

management control parameters

WIP report

Period report

Er pos f calculation report

Category

Goals of the MAS

Valuatlng activities

Cost control

Information supply

MAS design

Property and Dimenelona) Range

* position of MAS in information structure:

technical mfo first - financial info first

* MAS information flows:

accommodating horizontal & vertical flow •

accommodating one How only

* goal of MAS: production control - cost control

* valuation basis:

work centres • responsibility centres

* valuation denominator:

work centre units - product units

' activities cos ted:

by tariffs - by percentual rates

* tariffs set:

by cost pool method • by managerial discretion

* cost control:

on nonflnanciaJ basis - on financial basis

* cost structure:

few indirect costs - many indirect costs

' WorK-ln-Process used as:

throughput indicator - balance sheet Item

* role of administrative organisation:

* MIS: method for communication - method for control

' MIS structure: built bottom-up - built top-down

* management control:

flow-oriented - department-oriented

* level of operational control Information:

Individual order level • task group level

* performance denominator: time • money

* variance analysis on order level:
separate report - pan of other reports
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Coding
The basic input for establishing causal relationships between categories is now
available in the above open-coding categories of St. Antonius. The denominator
or axis for these relationships are depicted in Figure 7.10.

Phenomenon »• Nature ol relationship •• Category

change of control context; intervening conditions
organisation problems" * " causal condition; context * " ' ° " " *

looking for guidance action strategy Adootion of STSD
STSD establishes itself context; consequence «oopoon 01 o i au

overall change phases context; action strategy p. . ^
change goals . » . causal condition: context; action strategy !?
redesign reference point context: action strategy

pinpointing change locations context; action strategy ^ . Targeting the redesign
full reorganisation * " causal condition; context; action strategy; consequence application points

change management causal condition; context; action strategy Organising for the
design choice — —•"• action strategy, consequence • * new design

. , , , , . , 1 _•• • ._ Inducing cooperative
information flow inkages ». causa condition; action strategy ^- ,_ L

" • ""»» ^ behaviour

production redesign context; acton strategy; consequence structural interventions
control redesign context; acton strategy; consequence

implementation trajectory context; action strategy _ .
evaluation * " action strategy; consequence *" **™'"B ' "

Figure 7.10 Axial coding of St. Antonius

Several observations can be made concerning the organisation design category
linkages. First of all, regarding the nature of relationships. Action strategies and
context are the labels most frequently appearing. This indicates that St. Antonius'
activities were embedded in a continuous sequence of newly shaped conditions. In
other words, events were consciously directed and managed by an accumulative
series of preparations, i.e., actions and context were tightly coupled, no action
without a context that fitted that action. In terms of axial coding, a consequence
code prepares the ground for a new cycle of events, which in turn are concluded by
a consequence. For example, the establishment of STSD as leading concept for fur-
ther redesign activities (a consequence of the preceding training courses) triggered
various planning and targeting actions. Once these plans and locations were de-
termined and clarified (a consequence), the next series of actions were started, re-
garding the change management approach and full organisational involvement.

The cawsa/ condition code has a similar boundary function, the difference being
that it relates not to action cycles but rather to learning cycles. A causal condition
code refers to the incidents that lead to the occurrence of a phenomenon; it makes
something happen. This condition can be a preceding situation or a preceding in-
sig/if into a situation. For instance, the causal condition of the organisational prob-
lems St. Antonius was experiencing led to problem-solving actions; they went
outside to find help and found it in STSD. Once STSD was adopted as a leading
concept, the situation not only changed (a consequence code) but also the ability to
do something about it, i.e., they had learned something. The lessons learned were
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subsequently put down in the change goals, following the insights from a SWOT
analysis and STSD (a causa/ condition code). Subsequent learning took place as a
result of the extensive bottleneck analysis of the organisation and leading to the
recognition that the full organisation needed to be redesigned, again indicated by a
causa/ condition code. In short, learning cycles are indicated by a causa/ condition
code and can extend across action cycles, indicated by context and action strategy
codes.

A final observation that can be made, based upon the open-coding diagram, is that
considerable effort is put into the preceding design phases: Four categories between
the Adoption o/ STSD category and the Structure/ interventions category (i.e., the
virtual design) indicate the importance placed by St. Antonius on the redesign
preparations. Specifically, added by St. Antonius was the Inducing cooperative be-
nauiour category which is concerned with establishing the information linkages
previous to the structural redesign. Moreover, implementing the information de-
sign first, indicates that the production process and production structure are of a
highly information dependent nature, up to the point that information controls
the production. Consequently, the role of information design seems to be moti-
vated by quality control and its exclusive attention for technical and normalised
information (see axial pattern where this point is elaborated further). In short, St.
Antonius' elaborate redesign preparations is related, presumably, to the presence
of quality assurance normation. Comparison with the other case studies can give a
more conclusive insight.

Phenomenon Nature of relationship • - • • - Category

result of preceding company information system
financial organisation level information . . . «
shop-floor level information

work cenlre units created
production cost tariffs
four types of tariffs - - - - - - - - - - - - - a j

cost pool method

varianceanalysis

cost structure - - - - - - - . - - - . - . . . . aj
job order cost system

WIP throughput indicator
administrative organisation
product cost
bottom-up build MIS * *
roles of MIS

management control parameters
W1P report
Period report - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . j

Ex post calculation report

context; intervening condition
causal condition; context; action strategy . . a». Goals of the MAS
causal condition; context; action strategy

action strategy
causal condition; context; intervening condition
action strategy •*" Valuating activities
action strategy

action strategy
intervening condition ^ " Co^ control
context

action strategy
causal condition; context; action strategy
consequence
causal condition; context; action strategy
causa] condition

causal condition
consequence
consequence " •*• MAS design
consequence

" • Information supply

Figure 7.11 Axial coding of the MAS design of St. Antonius

/4xi'a/ Coding - M/1S Design
Observing the axial coding of the management accounting system of St. Antonius,
in the first place, shows an almost identical frequency in the codes of context (7),
action strategy (9) and causa/ condition (7). As in the axial coding of the organisa-
tional redesign, context and action strategy are related in terms of action cycles;
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what happened and in what order. For example, design of the accounting system is
restricted by the preceding design of the company information system, which is
both a context and intervening condition. Context because it has to reflect a two-
tier MAS: One for company-wide managerial purposes and one for local, opera-
tional purposes; and intervening condition, because it sets the goal for embedding
the accounting part of the redesign trajectory in the overall organisation. Linking
the two is achieved by creating work centre units, an action strategy mirroring the
organisation structure (work centres, divisions) in the accounting map of the or-
ganisation (production cost tariffs). Basically, production tariffs were already famil-
iar to St. Antonius but in the primitive form of specific labour and machine hour
rates. Now, they include overheads and are more comprehensive, hence called
tariffs instead of rates. Actions following the local purposes tier are the use of var-
ious nonfinancial variance analyses and the controlling reporting system itself. At
a global company level, the distinction of several types of tariffs, each matching
the company's capacity outlook (fiscal, break-even, replacement, and market
value), as well as the role of WIP as a main throughput indicator, indicates how
aggregate management information is supplied.

Causal conditions translate as restrictions on further design actions: Aggregate or-
ganisation level information as well as local information are required to be sup-
plied, based on the preceding organisation design which matches a strong decen-
tralisation with a flexible organisation. Use of work centre units, tariffs (local) and
WIP as a throughput indicator (global) are the basic design follow ups. Moreover,
causal conditions signal a step-up from the preceding actions: What was learned is
used as input for the following action. For instance, building the MIS (an organisa-
tion level phenomenon) is done bottom-up. Thus, it was basing itself both on the
previous positive experiences with employees designing their own task group in
the project structure, and on the administrative organisation which was based on
looking for the information Quality and Production Engineers actually needed for
their work (i.e., endorsing a local perspective): Those lessons learned from the pre-
ceding design activities (the intervening condition code at the start of the MAS de-
sign).

Furthermore, the consequences codes in the diagram are located predominantly at
the end of the design track. The reporting system and the production cost informa-
tion supply are truly the final outcomes of preceding actions, also indicated by the
absence of context and action strategy codes. Again, the importance of extensive
preparations, also noted in the axial coding of the organisation design, is domi-
nant: Preliminary and preparatory categories take up much of the event space -
three out of five categories, /nternening conditions codes have a historical flavour
in that they relate to preceding events and circumstances. First of all, in the condi-
tion of the information system, where the accounting design has to fit in and, sec-
ond, in the conditions where familiarity already exists with production rates as ba-
sis for the latter production tariffs and with a cost structure favouring direct over
indirect costs. Both made good basic conditions for the subsequent creation of de-
tailed and local cost information.

Linking categories at the dimensional level again indicates the relevance tothe
overall and preceding information structure. The information structure itself is a
reflection of several specific items: The redesign of the entire organisation, focus-
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ing on information linkages between departments and the importance of one type
of information (technical). Information is used in the organisation design as a
method of reinforcing the flow orientation of production, i.e., departments are re-
quired to cooperate with information supply because the technical process necessi-
tates it. The accounting consequences are operationalised by the use of work centre
units, detailed production cost tariffs, reporting at individual order and operation
levels, variance analyses both in reports and as a separate ex posf calculation re-
port, a high level of nonfinancial information and a throughput indicator which
is function nonspecific. In general, it can be questioned as to whether one can still
speak of a management accounting system design because the financial/cost items
are merely translations from operational and time dimensions of the global and
local information demanded. Rephrasing linkages between categories and their
properties, the axial pattern can be established as in Figure 7.12.

Categories Properties

Need for change top management

Planning the
redesign contents change goals formulated

Targeting the redesign
application points

analysis of ,
the organisation

Organising tor the
new design

linkage redesign
to project planning

project
management

role of technical
information

Inducing cooperative behaviour

Structural interventions sequence of
production design' control desig

chronology
role of control
quality basis
.control

Settling in linkage with project
& redesign planning

communication to
organisation

position of MAS
in information structureGoals of the MAS MAS information

flows

valuation
denominator

role of WIP usage
administrative
organisation

level of operational
control information

management
control

MAS design

Figure 7.12 Axial pattern of St. Antonius
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Linkage between organisation design and MAS design is performed by the cate-
gories /ndwcing cooperafiue be/iay/our and Goa/s o/ f/ie M/4S. More specifically,
the upstream information linkage between the Production and Sales functions of
St. Antonius and the role of technical informationprovide the basic match. The
latter property, however, links up indirectly as it is tied to the dimensional profile
of the MAS property 'position of MAS in information structure' (technical info
first versus financial info first). The reasons for the overall importance of techni-
cal information can be traced back to the 'change goals formulated' property in the
P/annmg f/ie redesign contents category. Change goals are dimensionalised as de-
pendent on strategy, with the strategic goals of St. Antonius being related to high
quality and short and controllable throughput times. More specifically, this is
stated as 'communication & information' and 'knowing by measuring'. In other
words, St. Antonius strategic goals are highly nonfinancial and, therefore, are
thought of as being nonfinantially transferred and operationalised in the redesign
process.

Based on the above axial pattern, the nature of relationship between the various
events can be stated as follows: The change in top management, as a result of
Houben Jr. taking over control of the organisation and installing a professional
management team, formed the organisational context for solving the organisa-
tional problems that St. Antonius experienced. Consequently, they took action by
looking for guidance in their network of contacts. They came upon STSD, which
assisted by training them in organisational redesign. Having adopted STSD as a
leading concept, the management team formulated change goals and analysed the
organisation as to locate the application points of their redesign effort. They dis-
covered that redesigning only a part of the organisation was impossible and, as a
result, the redesign content, redesign planning and project organisation was ap-
plied and communicated to the full organisation. A start was made with the up-
stream functions in the flow and, more specifically, with the integration of the
technical information flow across the departments. The work organisation under-
lying the technical information demand was, in the first place, redesigned by nor-
malising control standards and information requirements. This was much helped
by the importance of quality control expressed in the change goals.

The management accounting system was preceded by the demand for technical in-
formation, both in the horizontal information flow to local users and to the verti-
cal flow to managerial users. The structure of the information supply was built
from the local users upwards, communicating to management rather than con-
trolling actions by higher management. Linkage between the two flows was de-
signed and visualised in the administrative organisation chart and in separate re-
porting on variances in time consumption and individual order performance.
Cost control and managerial control were equally based on the work centres in the
production flow. The accounting system, being primarily directed at production
control, translated operations into financial values by creating work centres, hav-
ing individual production cost tariffs.

Se/ecti'ue Coding
As with the two other case studies, the storyline of St. Antonius has revolved
around organisafiona/ c/iange, metaphorically expressed as the professionalisation
of the organisation. The firm changed itself from a problem-ridden job shop or-
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ganisation into a quality-standardised, flexible subcontractor. Professionalisation is
accomplished by a decentralised organisation structure, flow-oriented production
and improved organisational control and information systems. STSD played a key
role in attaining this status, and is still playing it in the ongoing improvements of
information, managerial and work procedures.

Once again, the core category selected is that of orgUMisafiona/ /earning. St. Anto-
nius learned how to change itself in full and, along the way, they have gained con-
siderable insight into its own production operations, information flow and how to
control the two. In other words, St. Antonius has learned to learn by questioning
the relevance of operating norms or, in the many cases where there were no
norms, ask itself what norms they think are relevant, thus questioning both the
operational process and the larger strategic framework containing this process. The
considerable effort of St. Antonius in normalising information (and work proce-
dures, as the two are intrinsically tied) clearly shows that the question of 'what is
relevant to what' has been asked many times.

Characteristics of the St. Antonius learning process can be gathered from the axial
pattern. Learning began with the start of events, i.e., the changeover in managerial
control by Houben Jr. and the newly engaged management team. Single-loop
learning took place by attending the STSD courses, where the change skills and
methods were literally learned. Single-loop learning is defined as "the ability to
detect and correct error in relation to a given set of operating norms" (Morgan,
1986, p. 88), hence, the strong normative content of STSD.

The first big lesson learned is that partial reorganisation, by linking up the up-
stream and production information flow, was not possible. Information was so
deeply grounded in operational processes, that to engineer the information at the
same time, meant to engineer the processes. This insight created not only a new
action towards a reorganisation in full, but also made everyone aware that infor-
mation was the crucial concept in the entire reorganisation; it was linked to every
part of the production flow. It formed the first double-loop learning basis as it put
the topic of what was relevant into the spotlight. Double-loop learning is defined
as "being able to take 'a double look' at the situation by questioning the relevance
of operating norms" (Morgan, 1986, p. 88). The lesson was immediately put into
practice by linking redesign content, phases and planning to the linking-pin pro-
ject organisation, thus interweaving the information knowledge of various em-
ployees with the required information and production redesign targets.

The second double-loop learning step was built from the first: The importance of
information was structured into the jobs of Quality and Production Engineers,
who have identical roles although at different levels (production processes and
production methods respectively). Work procedures and information require-
ments were brought together in one individual, who, as a result, was able to set
the specific control norm for subsequent operations on an order: Information and
control brought together at one place, tightly coupled to production activities.
Quality control considerations played an important role here as well. A high
product and process quality was and is an explicit organisation goal, requiring that
attention for normalisation and standardisation according to ISO was part of the
redesign effort. The thorough analysis of the organisation preceding the design
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turned out to be usable for both; the process insights also made redesign as well as
normalisation possible. In short, the second double-loop learning experience was
that quality control information was an extension of the tight coupled informa-
tion flow and production activities, up to the point that it set the control structure
design by its elaborate supply of measurement standards.

The third double-loop learning experience carries over to the management ac-
counting system design as it takes up the points of quality-normalised and nonfi-
nancial information for organisational control. The goal of the MAS is production
control which, as stated above, is mainly performed in nonfinancial terms. Con-
trol information is tied to quality standards as well as to production flow. Mea-
surement of standard and variance analysis are, therefore, common ground. The
learning part of the design, however, is located in the horizontal and vertical pro-
vision of information: Horizontal in terms of nonfinancial standards running
parallel with order progress (i.e., WIP as throughput indicator) and vertical in
terms of communicating the current state of affairs to higher management. Con-
trol actions are to be taken at the level where the information is generated and
where the information system is built, and not by higher management. Unless, of
course, it requires an action regarding the full organisation such as setting up a job
classification system. The lessons learned by the preceding tight linkage between
information and operations are reflected in the reporting structure. Detailed oper-
ational information, variances to standard, desaggregate to the order level and a
separate report for checking on performance standards are the four items indica-
tive for learning. Especially the check on the performance by the ex posf calcula-
tion report is an evaluation device seldom encountered.

Category t>- Nature ol relationship

Need for change a» Causal condition; context; intervening condition

Adoption ol STSD »- Context; action strategy

Planning the redesign contents »- Context: action strategy

Targeting the redesign application points - - » - Causal condition; action strategy

Organising lor the new design • • Causal condition; action strategy

Inducing cooperative behaviour » - Causal condition: action strategy

Structural interventions a» Action strategy: consequence

Settling in - — . . . . — .»» Action strategy; consequence

Goals ol the MAS a» Causal condition; context; intervening condition

Valuating activities »• Context; action strategy

Cost control -a» Action strategy

Information supply - - - - - — — -a» Causal condition; context; action strategy; consequence

MAS design -a» Action strategy: consequence

-a> Cora category

Organisational
Learning

Figure 7.13 Selective coding of St. Antonius
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In explicating the linkage between core and subsidiairy categories, the coding
paradigm is used for establishing the nature of the linkages. As can be derived
from the diagram, learning can be tied to the appearance of the causa/ condition
code. Interweaving of lessons learned with the next learning cycle is located in the
three categories of Targeting t/ie redesign app/ication points, Organising /or tne
neiü design and Inducing cooperative be/iap/our. The link of these lessons with
the MAS design is located in the categories Goa/s o/ the My4S and /n/ormati'on
supp/y, where the position and relationship of the MAS with the organisational
context is explicated.

Next, a tentative theory regarding the reorganisation of St. Antonius would look
as follows: On the condition that the top management of a firm determines that
the organisation needs to be redesigned in order to solve the organisational prob-
lems it encounters, it can adopt STSD as leading redesign concept. Redesign is ac-
complished by employing STSD methodology. As a lesson of the targeting of re-
design efforts, it is learned that partial redesign is impossible. Consequently, the
organisation will extend the redesign effort as well as establish a close linkage be-
tween redesign content and planning, and project organisation. Redesign will fo-
cus on relating departments to each other, on the basis of the concurrent informa-
tion flow. Since these information flows are technical in nature and are managed
by creating identical information processing jobs in separate departments, control
is based on the normalisation and passing of information to other function down-
stream in the work flow. Structural redesign is then performed by restructuring
the work organisation, by first paying attention to the normalised control informa-
tion. The management accounting system links up with the newly acquired in-
sight into the horizontal and technical information flows of divisions and work
centres, and is primarily directed at production control. Work centre financial per-
formance is valuated by production cost tariffs and controlled on a variance basis.
Financial information supply has a causal relation with the importance of the
product flow and consequently reported on at the order level. The management
accounting systems design resulted into a transparent cost structure, communicat-
ing performance to management and employees.

Comparison of Van Nelle, Zilverstad and St. Antonius

Comparison of the three case studies is based on the open-coding dimensional
profile, axial patterns and the conclusions of the previous one-to-one comparison
of Van Nelle and Zilverstad.

First, we compare at the open-coding level. All three cases revolve around organi-
sational change and organisational learning. However, the need for change and
the objective for entering the change process are different: Van Nelle wanted to
resurrect the sleepy organisation and change it into a market-oriented flexible
firm; Zilverstad wanted to constitute an organisation leaving the family business
pioneering phase it had been in for a long time; and St. Antonius wanted to pro-
fessionalise its current management and organisational control in order to become
a quality-certified subcontractor. As different as their motivations may be, the
routes they took were largely identical, following closely the STSD change man-
agement approach called Integral Organisational Renewal. Its elements of aware-
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ness for a need to change, strategic and structural orientation, training courses,
structural redesign, project management and implementation can all be distin-
guished in each individual case (Table 7.11).

The first and last phases of each individual trajectory can be readily distinguished.
Less clear are the phases preceding the interventions. Here, organisational differ-
ences become notable, depending on their economic or organisational status. For
example, Zilverstad performed its strategic orientation in the structural redesign
phase because of its wish to 'get organised' before setting its course. St. Antonius
focused primarily on the information flow because it was here that they felt the
largest contribution would be gained. In short, organisational differences can be
found in the sequence or accentuation of elements along the change path, not in
missing elements.

Table 7.11 Comparing change trajectories to STSD norm

Van Nelle

Reasons for change

Pointing noses

Operational design interventions

Experiences

Zilverstad

Moving-up the organisation

Trying to come to grips i-

Establishing an organisation view

Initiating change

Clearing the organisation

Structural interventions \

Selecting a direction

Settling in

Evaluating

St. Anlonius

Need for change

Adoption of STSD

Planning redesign contents

Targeting redesign applications

Organising (or the new design

Inducing cooperative behaviour

Structural interventions

Settling in

STSD

Awareness of need for
change

Strategic orientation

Structural orientation

Training courses

Project management

Structural redesign

Implementation

The open coding of all three management accounting systems design are less
comparable to what STSD prescribes, simply because the subject is not covered by
STSD. From the axial patterns, it shows that accounting design hangs somewhere
in between the control structure design and the information structure design: A
precise location in the STSD theoretical sequence cannot be given. For example, at
Van Nelle, the internal accounting system is a financial extension of the informa-
tion structure (i.e., the reports), at Zilverstad the accounting system is a natural ex-
ponent of the meeting & agenda communication structure, and at St. Antonius,
control and information are not easily separated because of their interweaving
with production and quality control, and, before, the management accounting sys-
tem. As a result, accounting submerges in the integral redesign process: Its infor-
mation function integrating with the performance information and its calculative
function integrating with the operational control. Furthermore, a clearly distin-
guishable change chronology as to when information design stopped and account-
ing design started is hard to give. The only chronology possible is, what report fol-
lowed in what order in the redesign; in other words, it is an implementation
chronology and not so much a design chronology.

To compare at axial coding level, we use the three axial patterns. When looking at
the linkage between the organisational context and the management accounting
systems design, we can see that there are eight properties performing this role: At
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Van Nelle, there exists decenfra/ised decision maiting on resources and a desag-
gregated information system; at Zilverstad there are the /ii'gh/y interactive meet-
ings 6" /orms and the communication o/ per/ormance between groups; and at St.
Antonius, there are the properties of the important ro/e o/ tec/imca/ in/ormation,
f/je interna/ upstream information /initage by idenfica/ ro/es, fne position o/ t/ie
M/4S in t/ie in/ormation structure and the accommodating o/ /lorizonta/ and rer-
fica/ in/ormation /lows in f̂ ie MAS. To put into key words, we can identify the
linkage to be made by the issue of decentralisation at Van Nelle, of communica-
tion by Zilverstad, and of information at St. Antonius. Each case then elaborates
upon this issue and explores it as an organisation-specific MAS design. However,
elaboration is always directed at control, be it managerial or local. In Van Nelle's
case, cost control is explicitly addressed at the local task group level; in Zilverstad's
case the control structure is designed around communication and cost control; and
in St. Antonius' case, production control is addressed by tying information flows
together.

Furthermore, linkage is established by the collaborating event and learning cycles
in each case. Events are strongly mitigated by the use of both the Integral Organisa-
tional Renewal change management approach and the Production, Control and
Information structure design rule of the STSD toolkit. Therefore, events are al-
ready prescribed in their causal order and attention is automatically drawn to-
wards deviations from this order. Learning cycles, however, are less clearly deter-
mined. They are distinguished and discussed in terms of single and double-loop
learning, with single-loop learning relating to "the ability to detect and correct er-
ror in relation to a given set of operating norms" and double-loop learning relat-
ing to "the ability to take a 'double look' at the situation by questioning the rele-
vance of operating norms" (Morgan, 1986, p. 88).

Obviously, single-loop learning is tied to the training courses that each organisa-
tion puts its members through. The results fall into the 'how to' category. Once
organisations are practising these lessons, double-loop learning begins. However,
there seem to be two general double-loop learning bases in the case studies. The
first basis is the one initiated by having a full overview of either the organisation
or the problem situation, and the second basis is the one initiated by having peo-
ple work together and get involved. For instance, the analysis of the organisation
by means of process modelling and bottleneck categorisation provided St. Anto-
nius with an overview that resulted in the insight that partial redesign would be
impossible. Similarly, the many problems of Zilverstad were open to survey and,
consequently, solutions obtained once the organisation was properly mapped.

Project and work groups and employee involvement are perhaps the strongest
carriers of double-loop learning. The role of project management, bottom-up and
top-down design and performance standards setting, are all contributing properties
to double-loop learning, because they discuss and reflect upon (existing) norms.
Learning is mainly based on the last type of characteristics of the design of the
MAS. Performance and cost standards are set by the task groups. The conditions
for participative, bottom-up MAS design are provided by the preceding control
and information systems because of the attention they pay to local control and ex-
tensive information desaggregation. The overall flow-oriented production design
prevents information and control conditions to be contained in functional de-
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partments and compartmentalised interests, i.e., performing together becomes a
necessity through design.

When verifying the previous one-to-one comparison of Van Nelle and Zilver-
stad, we see that Zilverstad added the issues of strategy, communication and, for
the MAS design, the cost pool method for standard setting to the issues of decen-
tralisation & desaggregation and event cycles, brought forward by the Van Nelle
case. St. Antonius contains the items of decentralisation and desaggregation as
well, although the reporting system desaggregates to the order level and not to
task group level. However, the budgeting system to be implemented will probably
be responsible for adding this level to the reporting system. St. Antonius also con-
tains the issues of strategy and communication, but in a different fashion. Strategy
is operationalised by the quality goal and the subsequent use of a large number of
nonfinancial and technical norms. In other words, the quality strategy is imple-
mented by transferring ISO 9002 and 9004 norms to the management process.
Communication in the implementation stage has been similarly taken up by
company-wide presentations but it is not addressed in a structural sense, for ex-
ample, by a strict use of meetings and agendas. Instead, communication is consid-
ered to be integrated in the information and control structure.

The cost pool method is extensively used by St. Antonius as it is the basis for set-
ting production cost tariffs. Tariffs are financial standards for operational control
and for product costing (i.e., a basis for outsourcing as well as a criterion for order
acceptation). St. Antonius thus adds the use of the tariff to the use of the cost pool
method as being an important property of the MAS design. Specifically, what St.
Antonius adds is the control of the information flow. Information is as critical a
resource for operational activities as are inputs such as materials, money and ma-
chinery. To control this resource, St. Antonius adopted and implemented both a
quality normalisation, and structured information by job design and administra-
tive organisation. In comparison, the information flow at Van Nelle is literally
controlled by the production manager, either asking divisional F&A to format in-
formation in the way he can use it or by making the translation from 'company
rule' production budget to internal reporting system himself. At Zilverstad, the in-
formation flow is controlled by the agenda-setting forms, which were designed by
the design work group. Therefore, St. Antonius' accent is to structure information
control explicitly, using the methods of a formal job and administrative design.

If we continue to use the coding procedures, we can state the open coding for the
cross-case analysis as in Table 7.12. Categories follow STSD prescriptions in terms
of the IOR trajectory and the PCI design sequence rule.

The MAS design reflects in its properties the basic principles of STSD: decentralisa-
tion of responsibility, control and group accountability. Management Accounting
Systems design is closely tied in with the structural interventions and the simpli-
fication as set by STSD. The properties of the MAS design reflect this simplifica-
tion. For instance, none of the organisations has expressed the need for 'new' or
'advanced' accounting instruments. Traditional textbook instruments such as
budgets and variance analyses are found to be adequate. Their use, however, is far
more different in a communicative sense, as it is directed at the need for control
information at operational level.
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Table 7.12 Cross-case open coding

CATEGORIES

Reasons for change

Structural interventions

MAS design

PROPERTIES

Van A/etfe

(a) Organisational independence
(b) Inward-looking organisation

27/yersted

(c) Sales growth
(d) Organisation stage

Sf. /nton/us

(e) Complexity
(1) Managerial professionalism

(1) Integral Organisational Renewal (2) PCI design sequence

(1) Desaggregated control information supply (4) Nonfinancial dimensions

(2) Textbook accounting instruments (5) Traceable cost behaviour

(3) Communicative use of accounting (6) Related to organisation design

The property of the communicative use of the accounting system, too, is largely
influenced by the reorganised context. A simplified and transparent organisation,
as a result of STSD-based reorganisation, makes it easier, for example, to trace
costs. These costs can then be quickly accumulated for decision-making purposes.
Consequently, more use is made of the accounting system because it fully repre-
sents process relationships. Another implication of this type of representative ac-
counting system is that relatively more costs fall under the heading of 'direct
costs'. Consequently, typical allocation-type problems lose some of their relevance.
Instead, elements of responsibility accounting are more prone to increase in rele-
vance. That is, organisational elements such as task groups can be rephrased as be-
ing (group) responsibility centres and provided with a subsequent performance
and budget structure. This is already the case in Van Nelle (budget structure) and
St. Antonius (performance structure).

Furthermore, a simple, 'direct costs' organisation makes different use of the con-
cept of accountability (Roberts, J., 1991). The bottom-up design of the control
structure in a sociotechnically redesigned organisation puts people in direct re-
sponsibility to their task domains. These are group domains which allow for
shared responsibility and accountability. The mutual adjustment within groups
and the lack of supervisionary control in contrast to internal control, allows the
accountability to naturally transgress towards controllability: People that are in
control of a certain task domain do not mind being held accountable if they are
given the means for controlling their costs, i.e., in a group budget structure or a
group standard cost system. The accountability-controllability overflow also has
implications for cost behaviour. The amount of indirect costs relative to direct
costs decreases, as more costs are assigned (designed) to work groups /the produc-
tion flow.

Also, the flat organisation structure resulting from STSD reorganisation limits the
aggregation levels of accounting information to three: order level, task group level
and organisation level. The latter is where accounting information is most aggre-
gate. Typically, it is mainly used for strategic decisions rather than operational de-
cision making.

The storyline can now be formulated as follows: When a firm is faced with outside
pressure to change, it can either change its structure, its activities, or both. If it
makes the policy decision to change its structure, it can, for example, invest in cre-
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ating self-contained tasks (Galbraith, 1974). On the other hand, if the firm makes
the policy decision to change its activities it can, for example, improve its account-
ing systems by introducing Activity-Based Costing (Cooper and Kaplan, 1991) or
align organisational behaviour by implementing management techniques such as
Total Quality Control (Martin, Schelb, Synder and Sparling, 1992).

There is a third policy option, which is to do both: change the structure of the or-
ganisation while changing its activities at the same time. Modern STSD provides
the tools and system-theoretical view to accomplish this redesign. Once re-
designed, the organisation is structured according to flow rather than operation.
This, in turn, leads to simplified processes and simple structures which are flexible
and can be better controlled. This combination results in a transparent organisa-
tion for a// organisation members. 'Transparent' here means that it is visible to
everyone what the results are of (group) actions undertaken and managerial policy
decisions made.

Using the story as a guideline, the categories can be rearranged to provide an ana-
lytical version of the story. This is to identify the pattern which gives the theory
specificity. Applying this step to the research study results in the following (as can
also be read in the storyline):

Under the conditions that a firm (a) wants to change; (b) decides to change by in-
tegrally changing the organisation structure and its processes; (c) instruments
this decision by using modern STSD, what happens is that the firm; (1) adopts a
flow-oriented production; (2) simplifies its processes; (3) flattens its organisation
structure; and (4) adopts an STSD-based accounting system.

The meaning of the latter is explained by the six properties in Table 7.12, and can
be summarised as being a simple administration. On the other hand, a statement
about what happens under alternative conditions can>»of be made, due to the re-
search design which only selected STSD cases in which both organisation design
and management accounting design were collectively altered.

The next step is to group the cross-reference categories along the dimensional
ranges of their properties. The main reason is that data should not only relate to
the conceptual level, but also to the lower levels of properties and dimensions. In
other words, the pattern should also hold for less conceptual levels. Applying this
to the study results in a grouping of data as shown in Figure 7.14.

The final phase in generating a 'grounded theory' is validating one's theory
against the data. It requires the theory to be laid out in memo format, either graph-
ically or narratively, allowing one to make statements based upon relationships
and thus validate these statements with data. This validating is already considered
done: The memos are the diagrams and storylines of each case study, validated by
the case reports they have been drawn from, and supplemented with a cross-case
storyline and dimensional diagram. The layout of the theory (i.e., the syntaxis of
the storyline) is identical in every case report and is described and documented in
the above cross-case coding and dimensionalisation.
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Reasons for Changs

Structural
Interventions

MASetosIgn

Van NeH»

(a) Organisational independence

tow high

(b) Inward-looking organisation

low high

(1) Integral Organisational Renewal

limited full

ZHwirarad

(c) Sales growth

low high

(d) Organisation stage

pioneer organisation

St. Anfon/u*

(e) Complexity

low high

(f) Managerial professionalism

low high

(2) PCI design sequence

limited full

(1) Desaggregated control information supply (4) Nonfinancial dimensions

limited full

(2) Textbook accounting instruments

low high

(3) Communicative use of account™

low high

limited full

(S) Traceable cost behaviour

low high

(6) Related to organisation design

limited full

Figure 7.14 Cross-case dimensional grounding ol the storyline
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8
Conclusions and Discussion

The conclusions pertain to the area of organisational change and the linkages be-
tween organisation design and management accounting systems design. To date,
research has been limited to either organisational change and its structural and
behavioural aspects, or the relationship of organisational design/management ac-
counting systems with external and internal factors. This study attempts to explore
two disciplines: organisation and accounting, in their design interface, with par-
ticular attention paid to the context of their mutual design. Research is inductive
and based on such case evidence as project documentation, interview data and ex-
pert opinions. Analysis is performed by the coding procedures and techniques
proposed by 'grounded theory', a sociological research methodology.

We found grounded theory particularly useful for our research study because
grounded procedures provided stringent logic for reducing data and comparing
case studies. Subsequently, data reduction was supported by using case descrip-
tions, in other words, information was aligned in a chronological order of inci-
dents, and aided by the strict order in which STSD interventions are to be con-
structed. The comparison of case studies benefited most from using the axial pat-
terns and storylines. These two coding steps proved very effective in bringing ar-
guments to the surface. Grounded procedures provide little help to enable exact
comparison of these different patterns and result in deductions. It is at this point
where discussions amongst colleagues and other researchers proved most useful.

Furthermore, the systematic build-up of the coding procedures opened the lines
between the case elements and the larger conceptual categories. Consequently, the
resulting conclusions and storylines are strictly linked to the case elements that are
grounding them (i.e., internal validity is high). For example, in the Zilverstad
case, the important role of communication can be retraced to the case description
where the control structure redesign gives cause to linking up communication
and information into a control mechanism.

The use of grounded theory itself is new in the accounting research field. Some
grounded studies of innovation management, strategy decision making and or-



ganisational change are available (Burgelman, 1983; Johnson, 1981; Turner, 1983),
but these do not provide adequate direction on how to perform such a study in the
area of accounting. As a result, the grounded analysis in this study is virtually
preliminary in its methods and, therefore, open to improvements and adaptation
in the field of accounting research. Such precise requisites being the rich amount
of normative practices and concepts, its setting of a calculative regime and its
omnipresence in every part of organisation life.

The case analysis and cross-case comparison resulted in a causal chronology for or-
ganisational and management accounting system to change. This causal chronol-
ogy is detailed as to what properties are entailed and what makes the conditions
conducive to the occurrence of these properties. Both are described by way of a dia-
gram (see Table 7.12) and by way of conceptual narrative. Conclusions, therefore,
are based upon the properties brought forward as well as the overall connection of
properties.

The general outline ('storyline') of the cross-case comparison and the resulting
'grounded theory' is as follows:

When a firm enters an organisational change process guided by SocioTechnical
Systems Design (STSD), it reorganises the full organisation according to product
flow. Accordingly, control capacities are brought close to the primary process
and staff functions are equally and closely allocated to the primary process. This
leads to simplified processes and simple organisation structures, characterised
by a task group work flow, flat organisation structures with decentralised con-
trol. Process and structure are flexible in their ability to cope with differing or-
der sizes and contents and capable of improved control due to the decentralised
mode of operation.

The control and information systems in these cases studies were supported by
an STSD-based management accounting system that supplied desaggregated in-
formation for local control and decision making, utilised conventional ac-
counting instruments and strongly related to the overall organisation design.
Such a system places heavy accents upon the nonfinancial dimensions of in-
formation and control, and is primarily used to permit organisation elements
the ability to communicate with one another. The cost behaviour in an STSD-
based accounting system is related to the increased transparency of the organisa-
tion and, therefore, results in additional cost categories that are more direct and
easier to trace back to their originating element.

Conclusion 1: Organisation Design and Management Accounting Design -
Equal Logics

The properties included in the management accounting system design are all re-
lated to STSD, particularly the IOR trajectory and the PCI design sequence rule.
These two instruments indicate the sequence in which the confenf of the change is
to be implemented, i.e., the steps that should be made to obtain a redesigned or-
ganisation. Typically, it is the point of sequential order that creates the context for
the MAS design, zooming in from strategy to overall organisation structure to
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control structure. The top-down sequence eliminates several structural factors and
subsequently, eradicates the need to be addressed by the accounting design. These
structural factors relate to the design of the control structure, allocating control to
where activities take place, i.e., the task groups. Control information is, therefore,
(designed to be) used locally and not translated into an aggregate number for more
centralised control.

Management accounting is only limitedly involved in structural design. Where
management accounting design indeed is involved, it is usually addressed in
terms of normative information: What qualities should it possess (consistency,
verifiability, etc.) and to what characteristics of decision making should it comply?
Therefore, management accounting design is most explored in the area of infor-
mation properties (Chenhall and Morris, 1986: Daft and Lengel, 1986; Hergert and
Morris, 1989). Information properties that border on the design issue are, for
example, timeliness, scope and media richness (Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Daft
and Lengel, 1986). These factors relate to the structural characteristics of the
organisation, because they cross organisational boundaries.

In an STSD-based accounting design, these structural characteristics are addressed
by the specifics of the control cycle design; i.e., the design principles of unity in
time, place and action to provide effective control information (see also Chapter
3). T/me/y in/ormafion (i.e., reporting is frequent or speedy) is guaranteed because
the control cycle can be found at the same location where the tasks are executed,
i.e., in the task groups.

The scope of information relates to the use of external, nonfinancial and future-
oriented (e.g., probabilistic) information. In all three case studies, we witness sub-
stantial usage of nonfinancial information. However, the external information
present in the three case studies does not take the form of information on, for ex-
ample, GNP or demographic factors but is related to the market performance of
the organisation as a whole.

Again, future-oriented information is provided by the STSD-based accounting sys-
tem. The transparency of processes allows for performing sensitivity analyses on
production decisions. For example, in the Van Nelle case, the capacity calculation
in the MAS design is also used to verify whether future demands on production
such as for seasonal product promotion campaigns, can be adequately handled in
terms of available man and machine capacities.

Media ric/wess relates to the structural characteristics (the media) that can process
ric/j information. Structural here means related to the organisational design as fa-
cilitator or blockade of information supply. Ri'c/i m/ormafiow is defined as: The
ability of information to overcome different frames of reference or clarify ambigu-
ous issues and, therefore, create understanding within a time interval (Daft and
Lengel, 1986, p. 560). According to Daft and Lengel, these structural characteristics
amount to seven, each one being found in the production and control structure
designs of STSD. The structural characteristics are: group meetings, integrators, di-
rect contact, planning, special reports, formal information systems and rules and
regulations. They run on a continuum from rich (group meetings) to poor (rules
and regulations).
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In all three cases, group meetings are omnipresent. Zilverstad, in particular, has
made group meetings its key control and accounting instrument. They tied the
formal accounting information system to it by discussing each accounting report
in a meeting specifically designed for this purpose. An example of this is the post-
calculation meeting where discussion concerning the various calculation tickets of
the three task groups are conducted together with Administration, Management
and group leaders.

s can be distinguished in the cases of St. Antonius and Van Nelle; inte-
grators representing "... the assignment of an organisational position to a bound-
ary spanning activity within the organisation" (Daft and Lengel, 1986, p. 561). At
St. Antonius, integrators take the role of quality and production engineers, linking
production processes and production methods between the Commercial &
Technical Activities (CTA) department and Production. At Van Nelle, the integra-
tor role is performed by the Production Planning department which translate the
plant level and task group reports into the Annual Operating Plan specifications
that are required by the company rule reporting system. Also, they are the ones re-
sponsible for the processing of production performance information, i.e., machine
efficiency, and for the task groups, providing them with control charts and graphs.

Direcf confacf is an inherently structural medium for information in any task
group and,therefore, present in each individual case study. P/anning is equally in-
herent in task groups as it functions as a control/performance measurement stan-
dard in the control cycles allocated to the various task groups. The role of planning
is most prominent in the case of St. Antonius, where production control is exten-
sively planned in terms of quality assurance, throughput time and bottleneck util-
isation. Of equal importance is the large amount of quality control specifications as
set out in the quality manuals of St. Antonius. These are examples of ru/es and
regw/afions. Formal information systems provide the various accounting report-
ing systems for all three case studies. An example of a special report can be found
in the way Zilverstad makes use of irregular reporting on delivery reliability of
orders.

In short, the structural arrangements preceding the management accounting sys-
tem design simplify the contents of the accounting design. Information character-
istics brought into the structural organisation design result in the removal of cer-
tain elements from the management accounting system. What remains for the ac-
counting design is a well-constrained organisational context, where the preceding
design steps are to be completed by means of a concrete reporting structure.

Although it sounds as if only purely administrative considerations are involved,
it is nevertheless necessary, according to the study, for such a reporting system to
match calculative practices to the behavioural routines established in the control
design. For example, the budgeting systems of Van Nelle and Zilverstad are group-
budgeting systems, compelling the task groups, as a whole, to be accountable for
their production activities. They must cooperate in attaining the budget standards
that they themselves set, i.e., as a group they are the only ones that can control the
cost items in the budget. Furthermore, at St. Antonius, the press operations - a
production bottleneck determining reported throughput time - can be planned in
such a manner that dye changeover time is minimal, providing the press operator
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receives the required information from the production engineer. If there exists a
lack of cooperation, the reported throughput time will not go according to plan
and bottleneck utilisation will decrease, i.e., cost efficiency decreases.

The above-mentioned integration of organisation design, including information
properties handled by the management accounting systems, was first signalled in
the work of Galbraith (1973). He views the organisation as an information pro-
cessing system, balancing the amount of information needed with the amount of
information available. The amount of information required is a result of:

1) the diversity of outputs (e.g., products, services, clients);
2) the amount of different input resources utilised (e.g., departments, machine

centres); and
3) the difficulty in the level of required performance (e.g., quality tolerance lim-

its).

If the balance is disrupted, uncertainty is created. To resolve this uncertainty, sev-
eral organisational design interventions can be undertaken such as: creating slack,
investing in vertical information systems, establishing lateral relationships and
creating self-contained tasks. Major strengths, according to Galbraith, are that in-
formation is considered a central factor in organisation design and a repertoire of
organisational design responses are available for rectifying organisational prob-
lems.

In contrast to the various options Galbraith suggests to increase the effectiveness
of an information, this study does not see these options as separate and distin-
guishable alternatives. Instead, there is a sequence of measures, each one follow-
ing as a logical consequence from previous design choices. For example, an organi-
sation can start by creating slack, rolling over to establishing self-contained units,
which in turn, rolls over to establishing lateral relationship and is finalised by in-
stalling a vertical information system to maintain coherence between units. Each
Galbraith type design option is then used, as a consequence of a previous design
choice. Moreover, there is no general priority in this sequence. An organisation
can start from either design option, but once a design choice is made, several other
design choices will logically follow. Therefore, what is presented by Galbraith as a
repertoire of individual instruments to choose from is in fact the start of a process
of redesign: Once one instrument is employed, a sequence of choices is started. The
choice open to organisations thus is not related to individual design instruments,
but between sequences of choices. In other words, if an organisation starts by in-
stalling vertical information systems, a sequence is chosen. If it starts by creating
slack, another sequence is chosen.

Many elements of Galbraith's model can be traced back to the case studies. For ex-
ample, the amount of information due to output diversity is most visible in the
Zilverstad case. When Zilverstad switched from being a low-cost single-product
producer to being a producer of various high-quality products, it created an identi-
cal diversity. Simultaneously, Zilverstad retained a distinct number of production
job shops (see the former production organisation chart, Figure 5.9), which, in
turn, utilised a number of input resources. Furthermore, the difficulty of the level
of required performance is clearly evident in the St. Antonius case. The ISO
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9002/9004 quality assurance and certification demand considerable tolerance limits
of its products and processes.

The design strategies proposed by Galbraith are all included in the STSD inter-
ventions, with the exception of slack resources. The basic starting point is the cre-
ation of self-contained tasks that are central to STSD, followed by the creation of
new lateral relationships. This final design strategy is most prominent in an
STSD-based accounting system, because it moves the level of decision making to
the point where the information is positioned, i.e., the shop floor/task group
level. Galbraith sums up several means to create lateral relationships: liaison
positions, task forces, dual reporting and matrix organisation. Liaison positions
can be distinguished in the Van Nelle and St. Antonius cases as these positions co-
incide with the integrator roles of the Production Planning department and the
quality and production engineers respectively. Dual reporting is present in the
meeting structure of Zilverstad, and the task group meetings in each case study.
The most obvious matrix organisation can be found at St. Antonius, where quality
control and quality assurance are covered by the Production and Commercial de-
partments (see Figure 6.10).

The creation of vertical information systems is the final step in the STSD process.
Lateral relationships, together with the horizontal exchange of information, are
primary design considerations. Once these are installed, a vertical information sys-
tem is set up to provide top management with organisation level information. In
all three cases, we can see that the task group level reporting is encompassed by a
period report that provides financially aggregated information to the organisation
level management. It is also at this point that we recognise the choice by STSD for
one type of design sequence. STSD commences from self-contained tasks, in-
stalling a flow-oriented organisation placing an emphasis on lateral relationships.
Slack resources are explicitly 'designed out', as in Just-In-Time systems, because
they are not needed in organisations where control and execution are brought to-
gether in one location. The coordinative effort remaining is in maintaining
overview on the primary process and ensuring that it stays within the control
boundaries. For this purpose, a vertical information system is imperative.
However, such a vertical system appears totally different than it did on the occas-
sion where it was deemed necessary to start the design process by installing a verti-
cal information system. In other words, the sequence included in STS design logic
results in a different content of the design, even though all Galbraith-type ele-
ments are equally present.

Where Jönsson is concerned, the vertical and centralised accounting systems have
been replaced by a more participative management accounting design, which
emerged from the focal position of task groups in the organisation design. This is
represented in all three cases by:

1) the central position of task groups in the accounting reports;
2) the provision of detailed nonfinancial control information; and
3) the extensive use of performance indicators that surpass functional depart-

ments (e.g., WIP at St. Antonius, gross margin at Zilverstad, and the simulta-
neous use of machine efficiency and utilisation rates as found in the period re-
port at Van Nelle).
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In conclusion, all organisation design elements are removed from the manage-
ment accounting system design. Consequently, the resulting accounting system is
reduced to completing the information supply as set out by the control structure
design. Therefore, if the control structure design emphasises decentralisation, local
autonomy and participation, the management accounting system has to reflect
these properties: The organisation design according to STSD defines 1:1 the man-
agement accounting design elements. The design sequence preceding the man-
agement accounting design is crucial to the content of the accounting design.

Conclusion 2: Simple Organisations Make Simple Administrations

The STSD-based focus on decentralisation promotes the design and use of an
equally decentralised management accounting system. Previous research has
stressed the point that a prerequisite for successful decentralisation and group au-
tonomy is the redesign of information and control systems (Gordon and Miller,
1976; Den Hertog, 1978). The other way around, the message is equally true:
Information and control systems do not improve if the organisation structures do
not allow them to be redesigned. The organisation design is not a given condition
for redesign efforts, but influences the content of the accounting (re)design, as pre-
viously discussed regarding the implementation of vertical information systems.

What, then, would such a decentralised and participative management accounting
system look like? This question should be interpreted in a much larger context, as
the accounting system is just one element from a larger control package (see Table
8.1).

Typically, such a control package consists of the management information system
(MIS), the accounting information system (AIS), the organisation design and other
control arrangements (Otley, 1980). Inside this comprehensive control package,
control mechanisms can complement or substitute each other (Khandwalla, 1973;
Mak, 1989).

The notion of an overall control package itself is fully present in the various case
studies. For example, in the case of St. Antonius, the administrative organisation
(the AIS), the organisation design (task groups), the management information sys-
tem (the reporting system) and the job classification (other control arrangements)
are all part of the control package. The other two cases have control packages that
are balanced differently. For example, at Van Nelle the package consists of organi-
sation design (task groups), information system (the reporting system) and the
feedback of production charts by Production Planning to the task groups (other
control arrangements).

The different control packages of the three cases are the result of different design
choices that had been previously made. These design choices relate to strategic
choices, market conditions and specific organisational circumstances. For example,
the strategy of Van Nelle was to make the organisation more open to market sig-
nals and to create an internal dynamic. Subsequent design choices were: to reduce
the number of organisation levels, install an Operational Team as business unit
management, and begin with task groups. Similarly, the strategy of Zilverstad was
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to create a coherent organisation that could operate as a flexible unit. The tradi-
tional ties with the city, the family atmosphere of the organisation and the crafts-
manship products influenced design choices; behavioural controls and cross-func-
tional cooperation in meetings and task groups were natural extensions.

Table 8.1 Outline of case study characteristics

Van Nail* Tobacco - RoMardam Zllvaretad Silvaramlthlng St. Antonlua Vaasalhaada

7/peor pert of large US multinational small family-owned business

cl rang*

Orpamsafion

Organisation teve/s

Management
yJccountinjj
System

OuQxifeonfrDte

Beftcvfour
confrDte

medium A large batch
production of rolling tobacco

few competitors: mature
product; stable market

decentralised to Business
Units and production task
groups

within plant: 2; within BU: 3

task group budgets; accounting
info desaggregated to article
level

budgeted vs actual labour costs
per task group; machine uptime

informal, with Production
Planning and in the task groups

craftmanship products in small &
medium batch production; wholei

many competitors; customised
products; international market

decentralised to product/market
combinations inherent in sales
and production task groups

3

task group budgets: accounting
info desaggregated to order level

budgeted vs actual gross margin
per task group

extensive meeting structure with
concurrent agenda-setting forms

4ccemo/

system

labour productivity; machine
efficiency; budget targets

production control
(efficiency)

order gross margin; budgeted
results per task group

production control
(order conformance)

medium-sized family-owned business

unit and small batch production of
vessel heads

few competitors; quality-certified products;
subcontractor to OEMs: international market

Decentralised to product/market
combinations and production task groups

planned cost based on work centres;
accounting info desaggregaled to
order & customer level; strong
influence from quality certification

planned vs actual gross margin per order;
accordance to construction
codes; Work- In- Process

©jr posf calculations; many standards
and normalised processes

order gross margin as % of
planned costs

production control (quality
and timeliness conformance)

The common denominators, however, of all control packages are flexibility and
process control. Autonomous task groups are provided in all three occasions with
full responsibility, control and information over their tasks. Equally, the three or-
ganisations studied live close to the primary process and are able to correct or
reroute it when the need arises. The case of St. Antonius is the most notable ex-
ample of this common denominator. The administrative organisation, the many
(quality-certified) norms in Production and the reporting on individual order and
customers have led to considerable control of the primary process. Consequently,
St. Antonius can operate flexibly on the quality-regulated original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) market and, alternatively, can select its market approach be-
cause it has extensive information concerning ordering behaviour and customer
profitability.

One major question of this study is to determine where organisation design and
management design interface. To answer this question regarding the management
accounting design, six elements are necessary to make up an STSD-based account-
ing system. Some of these elements overlap with the findings from alternate em-
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pirical research, mainly located in contingency studies of management accounting,
and discussed accordingly.

The first element is that of textbook accounting instruments. The instruments
used are:

- budgets (Van Nelle, Zilverstad);
- variance analysis, mostly related to variances to budget or plan (Van Nelle,

Zilverstad and St. Antonius);
- the cost pool method of cost allocation and its concurrent tariffs per cost pool

(Zilverstad, St. Antonius);
- standard costing/job order costing (Van Nelle, Zilverstad, St. Antonius).

All instruments are highly conventional in their calculative format. However,
what is special is that they are used in a different way than had been originally in-
tended. Each instrument relates to a norm - whether it is a budget norm, a tariff
norm or a job cost standard - and it is the norm that is used. It is used in two ways:
First, for local control by the responsible unit and, second, for involving the re-
sponsible unit. Feedback and judgement are traditional uses of standards.
However, when feedback is used for local control of that process, it steers be-
haviour to activities; it instruments local control by providing task groups with
techniques for measuring, judging and taking action. Traditionally, evaluating fi-
nancial performance was the origin of these techniques, lining up the expected
cost and profit contributions of each individual organisation element. In the case
studies, this is turned 180 degrees and used for signalling to what degree the activi-
ties are controlled, for those that are in control.

The second different use of standards relates to involving the task group in setting
the standard. They themselves set standards within a broader frame of general per-
formance indicators. Therefore, they have to indicate what activities in their ac-
countability area are crucial, measurable and controllable in relation to these per-
formance indicators. In other words, the focus is again on the activities and not on
conformity to financial expectations.

The difference with the conventional use of standards, therefore, is the heavy ac-
cent on activities rather than financial conformity. In other words, the norms are
used to steer behaviour directly towards the process instead of steering behaviour
to its (indirect) financial representation.

An identical approach has been adopted by Japanese management accounting. It
also employs conventional instruments but uses a similar orientation to process,
steering behaviour to continuously improving activities and processes. Financial
standards take a similar role as reference points for actions onto the process, and
not for aligning financial performance (Hiromoto, 1988; Makido, 1989).

The second element of an STSD-based management accounting system is the
communicative use of accounting information. It follows from the behavioural
use made of textbook accounting instruments, directing task groups to focus on
the processes and activities in their accountability area. Communicative use then
refers to the lateral exchange of activity information between task groups and, ver-
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tically, from task groups to organisation management. Characteristics of this
communicative element are:

- the occurrence of work transfer between task groups at a transfer price or a
work centre tariff (Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- the formal meeting structure between task groups and other organisation ele-
ments (Zilverstad);

- the administrative organisation of St. Antonius;
- the setting and subsequent transfer of work standards by the specialist task

group at Van Nelle;
- the integrator roles of quality and production engineers at St. Antonius; and
- the period reports summarising the performance of all task groups on a num-

ber of performance indicators (Van Nelle, Zilverstad and St. Antonius).

This communicative element is the vehicle for the differing application of text-
book instruments, that is, the standards and norms are distributed amongst task
groups by use of various means (formal meetings, integrators, period reports).
Similarly, experiences with certain standards and norms are shared with other
task groups so that they can also relate them to their own activities.

Communication amongst task groups is best noticed by their use of such a conven-
tional instrument as Work-In-Process at St. Antonius. Rather than its conven-
tional use as a financial reporting item, it is used as a throughput indicator, dis-
playing at what exact location in the flow disturbances occur. These are then
communicated to the relevant task group and/or to the production engineer to es-
tablish precautionary measures for future occurrences. The communicative ele-
ment, of course, is equally served by a flat and simple organisation structure, pre-
cluding the use of extensive lateral and vertical distribution mechanisms.

The third element in an STSD-based management accounting system is the supply
of desaggregated control information. Desaggregation refers to tuning the informa-
tion supply to the required information for the various activities ('tasks') as per-
formed by the group. This element is most apparent in:

- the regrouping of individual cost and budget items to a task group denomina-
tor (Van Nelle, Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- taking cost items that are not controllable at task group level out of the budgets
or task group planned costs (Van Nelle, Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- assign former indirect manufacturing cost categories (e.g. maintenance, clean-
ing) to task group activities, thus increasing the share of direct costs and reduc-
ing the need for allocations (Van Nelle, Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- detailing task group tariffs to several work centre tariffs for bottleneck planning
and outsourcing evaluations (St. Antonius).

Management accounting conventionally elaborates on the side of information
supply, i.e., the reporting on and inclusion of certain information items. In an
STSD management accounting system, supply is for a large part generated by the
task group itself; receiving feedback from the full control cycle contained in the
task group. Typically, in conventional management accounting systems, informa-
tion is supplied by specialised accounting staff and relates to management infor-
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mation regarding the financial performance of the full organisation, i.e., it is ag-
gregate information. In other words, the full control cycle is assumed to be located
at the organisation level and not at task group level. Desaggregate control infor-
mation is not covered by the management accounting system, but set aside and
maintained in a nonaccounting system such as a production planning system or a
work scheduling database. In contrast, this type of desaggregated control informa-
tion is an important aspect of an STSD-based accounting system.

Some similarity exists with the use of critical success factors in management ac-
counting designs (Bossert and Van Nimwegen, 1991). These are broadly defined
control criteria that apply to the primary process as a whole (e.g., product innova-
tiveness or distribution channels). Usually, these factors are desaggregated top-
down, i.e., derived from the organisation control level, and broken down into
more specific performance targets for lower levels of control. Equally, control in-
formation supply follows this performance breakdown up to the level where per-
formance norms and control standards are unified - at the task group level.

The fourth element in an STSD-based management accounting system is the in-
clusion of nonfinancial information. It relates closely to the supply of desaggre-
gated control information as discussed above. This type of information is usually
excluded from formal management accounting systems. Control at the organisa-
tion level is predominantly financial control. At the task group level, however,
financial information plays an equal role aside from technical and quality- and
time-based information. The importance of nonfinancial information is illus-
trated by the following:

- the machine efficiency report of Van Nelle, the standalone delivery reliability
reports of Zilverstad, and the WIP volume report of St. Antonius;

- the construction codes and regulations, and the quality assurance maintained
by St. Antonius;

- the capacity and occupancy calculation of Van Nelle;
- the product development meeting of Zilverstad;
- the changeover time, cycle time and throughput time of the ex post order calcu-

lation report of St. Antonius.

The equal status of nonfinancial information can be attributed to the role nonfi-
nancial parameters play in performance measurement and process control. Each
case study has strategic objectives stating their goals as being ones of flexibility,
quality improvement and timeliness. Cost efficiency or cost reductions are equally
valued goals, i.e., they do not stand out as the first and only goal. To acquire goals
of flexibility, quality and timeliness, a well-controlled primary process is first re-
quired, allowing the possibility to adapt to the rate of change strategy or environ-
ment deemed necessary. It is in this element that Kaplan's question of lost rele-
vance of management accounting can be most clearly signalled (1983, 1984a, 1984b).
His statement that the concepts and techniques of management accounting are
developed in and for a sellers market situation of low-priced mass production of
standard products, attacks the use of financial and pure efficiency-directed perfor-
mance parameters. A changed market situation (buyers market), the appearance of
simultaneous competitive factors (price, quality, innovativeness, timeliness;
Bolwijn, 1988) and the internationalisation of market places requires that firms
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monitor and steer a greater array of performance parameters. For a large extent,
those parameters are nonfinancial.

The few field research studies available support this extensive use of nonfinancial
information and performance parameters (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987; Bennett ef
a/., 1987; Howell ef a/., 1987; Innes and Mitchell, 1988). Moreover, they also point
out that well-controlled processes are the primary condition for allowing strategic
mobility, i.e., to change strategies and tactics on short notice as competitive
situation or strategic policy require.

The fifth element in an STSD-based management accounting system is that all ac-
counting elements are related to the organisation design: The organisation design
is not a given condition but rather an active tool for management accounting de-
sign. Examples of this design interdependence include:

- the coinciding of the various budget levels with the control levels (Van Nelle,
Zilverstad);

- the coinciding of agenda-setting reporting forms with the interfaces between
task groups and other organisation elements (Zilverstad);

- the triple coinciding of cost pools with accountability areas with organisation
segments (Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- tariffs representing work flow in the product cost structure instead of indirect
cost allocation (Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- task groups processing various batch sizes within one article group, allowing
for sensitivity analyses of total volume flowing through the specific task group
(Van Nelle) and sensitivity analyses of batch sizes within the article group mix
(Zilverstad).

Control is the intermediary between organisation design and management ac-
counting design. Organisation design sets the possibilities for control, while the
need for control is defined by the activities performed. Therefore, the control de-
sign becomes the linkage between the two. The control structure is further set by
the control possibilities on the one side, and by the need for control on the other
side. Control possibilities are the result of a larger organisation design (the produc-
tion structure, in STSD terminology), while the need for control is the result of ac-
tivities performed (i.e., the 'tasks' of each task group; see Figure 8.1).

Controlling by designing, as proposed by STSD, leaves fewer activities ('tasks') that
should be controlled on a conventional basis. The role of accounting in this per-
spective is extensive. Because the control and information needs reduce as a result
of the organisation design (fewer tasks need to be controlled), more people will
start to use management accounting information within their unit/task group,
i.e., the number of users increases. Each task group uses controls (the above-dis-
cussed textbook standard instruments) and, therefore, management accounting is
widespread; everyone is tinkering with it in order to have it fit its control needs.

However, it means that the role of accountancy is diverging: Supporting opera-
tional managers in improving their local control and information needs ('putting
accounting in the line') versus supporting top management by providing strategic
information for their strategic control and decision making (a continued staff
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role). Probably, the latter is more attractive to the present accounting professionals
because this type of information and control support remains close to the tradi-
tional financial knowledge base of accounting. Either way, the accountant is re-
quired to possess additional expertise in the areas of: organisation design, produc-
tion processes and information technology and on strategy decision making and
analysis.

Task A »

Management

\ /

TaskB •

\ /

TaskC TaskD

\ /

Task E

\

Task F - product flow

= division of labour

/ *N = coordinating by designing a
' ' structure

= coordinating by controlling
activities, results and goal
congruence

Figure 8.1 Structural design and control (cf. Kunst, Olie, Romme and Soeters, 1991)

The final and sixth element of an STSD-based management accounting system is
the traceability of costs. In fact, traceable cost behaviour results from the five
above-captioned elements. Traceable cost behaviour can be found in:

- the tariffs making up the product cost that are representations of the product
flow across task groups and work centres instead of mere cost accounting alloca-
tions (Zilverstad, St. Antonius);

- the machine efficiencies and labour productivities per task group in the period
report, which can be traced back to individual machines and orders (Van
Nelle);

- the gross margin fluctuations per task group that can be traced by means of the
post-calculation meeting (Zilverstad);

- the time performance variances in the ex posf report that can be traced back to
the individual work centres involved in each production order (St. Antonius);

- the small amount of allocated costs in production and sales group budgets (Van
Nelle, Zilverstad);

- the reporting on order and article levels (Van Nelle, Zilverstad, St. Antonius).

The tracing of costs is clearly connected with the transparency of the organisation,
the latter being translated by STSD as a simple organisation. Traceability and sim-
plicity result from design interventions that go beyond accounting practices and
methods. It is evident that they cannot be addressed by accounting alone. They rp-
quire help from additional disciplines such as organisation theory, production
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management and management science. How to achieve traceability and simplicity
can be found in the examples of STSD cases and the STSD theory in Chapters 3-6.

To date, field research has paid considerable attention to the concept of traceability,
especially in relation to the accounting 'innovation' of Activity-Based Costing
(Innes and Mitchell, 1990; Cooper and Kaplan, 1991; Boons, Roberts and Roozen,
1991). This technique groups costs into cost pools, according to their activity
consumption instead of their resource consumption, i.e., the relationship with the
production process replaces the traditional functional grouping of costs and
responsibility cost pools. Cost are then tied to the process by using 'cost driver',
causal factors that relate product/order flow to cost flow. Costs can now be traced
by utilising these cost drivers, which can either be volume-oriented (as in conven-
tional accounting practice), batch-sustaining activities (e.g., number of
changeovers), product-sustaining activities (e.g., number of engineering change
orders) and plant-sustaining activities (e.g., security). Therefore, cost drivers are
traceability factors, opening up the production process for cost management, aptly
referred to as Activity-Based Management.

Only recently has there been growing awareness that the alignment of activities,
i.e., organisation design, is of prime importance for cost management (Womack,
Jones and Roos, 1991). In other words, it is simpler to intervene directly into the
process first, than to complete a more accurate accounting picture of this process
and then intervene.

An STSD-based accounting system is made up of conventional textbook instru-
ments that are used for decentralised control and lateral communication. Its rela-
tive simplicity closely follows the simplified organisation structure and the pro-
cesses performed within that structure. Traceability of costs to responsible and ac-
countable organisational units, having full control over the tasks contained in
that unit, are an example of this close scrutiny. Its simplicity in instruments and
design enhances its use by organisation members, thus adding to the decentralised
perspective of a flexible organisation. In other words, an STSD-based accounting
system clearly chooses for an operational, in-the-line function. Usa^e and ro/e
here are closely connected: When the accounting function is integrated with the
accountability structure, as determined by the organisation design, little doubt can
be casted on its relevance.

Conclusion 3: Accounting and Learning Organisations

In this section, we will discuss what role management accounting can play in pro-
moting organisations to learn, and use the work of Morgan to exemplify this
relationship.

The main body of knowledge of management accounting systems was developed
in a time period when a standardised mass production, price competition and
fragmented markets dominated (Johnson and Kaplan, 1987). The bureaucratic type
of organisation provided the context for accounting instruments to be developed
and perfected.
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Bureaucracies still dominate in management accounting thinking. Some of the
principles of bureaucratic management such as centralisation, unity of command
and efficiency maximisation are strongly present in management accounting.
Cenfra/i'safion is very prominent in various accounting concepts. For example, in-
formation should be consistent in order to have it aggregate up and down the line
of command, calculative instruments focus on the organisation as a macro entity,
and performance and control are tied to the organisational hierarchy. Unity o/
command states that there is one decision maker who should be supplied with all
the required information, has the required perspective over goals and possible ac-
tions, makes the decision and feeds it back for execution. E//iciency is very promi-
nent in management accounting, stating that a maximal use of resource should be
made to have maximal returns on these invested resources. Concepts such as effi-
ciency, yield and volume variances signal deviations form maximal returns,
while break-even analyses, absorption and direct costing, and capacity calculations
indicate the most efficient use of market conditions and internal cost structures.
Moreover, the idea of one rational and efficient method of organising permeated
into systems such as budgeting, Management By Objectives and cost allocation sys-
tems.

The organisational context of management accounting thus was one of rational
and technically controllable set of problems with identically mechanistical solu-
tions. In other words, the dominant metaphor of organisation was that of a ma-
chine. Limitations of this type of organisation are the lack of flexibility in adapting
to changing circumstances, attitudes and outlooks that are limited to the specific
area of responsibility, the use of the machine for personal purposes and the de-
humanising effects on employees (Morgan, 1986, p. 35).

In all three cases studied, we can see that the reasons for the firms to change are
rather similar to the above limitations. Van Nelle wanted to create an open and
market-oriented organisation, changing attitudes and mentalities; Zilverstad was
especially interested in creating a flexibile organisation that could not only handle
but also initiate change; and St. Antonius was motivated by flexibility as well, be-
ing able to manage its ever increasing quality, timeliness technological market
pressures. With the STSD-based changes they set the wheels in motion to transfer
to another organisational metaphor, that of the organisation as a brain.

Morgan (1986) typifies such organisations as being holographically designed, using
four interrelated principles: Redundancy of functions, requisite variety, minimal
critical specification and learning to learn (see Figure 8.2). These four principles
return in the management accounting design, with the principles of minimal
critical specification and learning-to-learn being most clearly observable.

Requisite variety is a focal principle in STSD. Requisite variety indicates that any
design should contain the critical parameters of the environment it has to deal
with: It can then organise itself, and effectively and efficiently handle environ-
mental demands. On a more generic level, such as the set of values maintained by
the organisation, the principle of requisite variety applies as well. An open, active
and rapidly changing environment identically requires an attitude from organisa-
tional participants that is equally open-minded, proactive and willing to handle
the ambiguities presented to them.
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Learning to
team

Minimum critical
specification

Figure 8.2 Principles of holographic design - a brain metaphor (Morgan, 1986, p. 99)

For a management accounting design, requisite variety means a proper reflection
of organisation members' accountability by management accounting instruments
and information denominators. Assigning accountability is a matter of overall or-
ganisation design (Scapens and Roberts, 1985; Roberts, J., 1991), hence the im-
portant role the control structure plays in the management accounting design. In
terms of the case studies, the above-discussed element of desaggrageted control in-
formation supply is the best reflection of linking information to the control re-
quirements. For example, by assigning costs (e.g., maintenance, cleaning) to the or-
ganisation level where they are indeed controllable (showing in the task group
level or production level budgets), thus increasing the share of direct costs and re-
ducing the need for allocations.

Redundancy of functions is related to the STSD concept of autonomous task
groups. It states that the whole should be built into the parts, with every part being
a reflection of the whole. As this is not a workable situation, the amount of re-
dundancy is limited by the above principle of requisite variety: Only that amount
of redundancy is built in that is directly required by the part. As a result, system
boundaries between the whole and its parts become important in answering the
question of what is directly required. This reflects the core idea of STSD as being an
architectural theory of relations.

For a management accounting design, redundancy of functions focuses on local
versus staff roles of accounting. Accounting for local control is required by the
line, while accounting for encompassing organisational level control requires a
staff role. In an STSD-based simple organisation, accounting's local role is accentu-
ated. Most notably in the case of Van Nelle, where local accounting is provided by
Production Planning, including budgeting and other cost information supply. In
the other two cases, accounting (or administration as it is called at Zilverstad) as-
sumes a facilitator role, explaining and helping task groups to implement the bud-
get system (Zilverstad) or performance measurement and evaluation (St.
Antonius).
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The characteristics of minimal critical specification and learning to learn are the
two that are most closely related to the learning contents of a STSD-based account-
ing system ('accounting for a brain')- They are the principles that realise learning
capacity and give it coherent direction (Morgan, 1986). Minimal critical specifica-
tion is the reverse of trying to define and arrange activities as precisely as possible:
Only a minimum is specified. The principle focuses on enabling or facilitating
conditions in which activities can take place, i.e., are to be self-organised. In the
three case studies, we saw this element return in how the overall design work
group (minimally) steered the various other design work groups and, conversely,
how the overall design work group was (minimally) steered by the owner-presi-
dent (Zilverstad, St. Antonius). Also, the human resource type of vision held by
all management in the case studies made them place trust in their people to or-
ganise themselves. Once the design was completed, minimal critical specification
was maintained in setting the control standards: Performance requirements were
formulated in broad terms and further filled in by the groups. In a sense, the use of
textbook accounting techniques and reporting procedures is also prone to minimal
critical specification: Task groups can organise the use of accounting techniques
themselves.

An explanation of what happens when minimal becomes maximal can be found
in the Van Nelle case. The incorporation of the plant into the accounting and re-
porting system of Sara Lee/Douwe Egberts enforces corporate beliefs and models
upon an organisation holding entirely different beliefs: System boundaries ("... the
limits placed on action ..." according to Morgan) and interdependencies were once
again redefined. The plant was permitted to maintain its full STSD organisation,
but had, when interfacing at its plant's system boundaries, to comply to 'company
rule'. In terms of Morgan, the brain metaphor was replaced by the machine
metaphor and the control system was replaced, concurrently (Kunst and
Schreuder, 1991).

An alternative aspect of minimal critical specification is their implication concern-
ing the distribution of power and control in the organisation. Autonomous work
groups organising and controlling themselves usually indicate a power shift from
staff expertise (e.g., accountants) to line functions. Lack of support from the upper
echelons can then seriously block the distribution of information necessary for or-
ganisational learning to occur.

The learning to learn principle relates to single-loop and double-loop learning (see
Figure 8.3). Single-loop learning relates to applying given knowledge onto a pro-
cess, while double-loop learning refers to the process of learning to learn - ques-
tioning the appropriateness of what is being done.

Learning requires information for it to occur, i.e., for evaluation of the process at
hand. This information, in turn, is acquired, processed and distributed by man-
agement accounting systems. For example, information regarding performance is
acquired in terms of process outcomes, processed as to form budgets, costs and per-
formance indicators and distributed to the ones needing that information for con-
trol, planning and decision-making purposes.
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Figure 8.3 Single and double-loop control cycle

In other words, a management accounting system is in principle a learn system,
used by decision makers to learn about the process they are accountable for. And,
as in accounting, norms are used to evaluate and judge whether the process is in
or out of control, control cycle elements such as measurement, evaluation and
judgement usually being rephrased into information processing terms. However,
an identical cycle is used for learning as well as for control.

A control cycle is depicted in Figure 8.3. It shows a situation in which there are sta-
ble norms. In conventional accounting practice, it is assumed that this is the nor-
mal situation. For example, for a cost centre to attain a budget norm, the manager
responsible evaluates the results or the activities of the centre, judges them by the
budget norm and takes action, if necessary. Evaluations can be performed by vari-
ance analyses to budget as set out in company procedures. If variances are signifi-
cantly 'out of control' inquiries into the causes are started.

accounting domain

••-Product flow

Figure 8.4 The accounting role in the control cycle concept
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It is in the evaluation and judgement parts that the role of accounting is tradition-
ally located, albeit evaluation is usually called reporting. Judgement and subse-
quent control have led to a significant body of accounting research in the area of
accounting information processing (Birnbergg ef a/., 1983; Birnberg and Sadhu,
1986). For example, by presenting financial evaluations in several reporting
formats, accounting can shift the accentuation in evaluations, and consequently,
manipulate judgements on the activities performed (Van de Poel, 1986, 1988).

The three cases studies correspond with Morgan's brain metaphor in their use of
the four 'holographic design' principles of redundancy of functions, requisite vari-
ety, minimal critical specification and learning to learn. Still, the management ac-
counting system, which maintains an inherent mechanical metaphor, serves as a
vehicle to promote and enhance learning. The link between the two metaphors is
the control cycle concept. The conditions for this linkage come from the case stud-
ies. They are related to:

1) the allocation of control, assigning learning to different levels in the organisa-
tion;

2) interaction and participation promoting local control, simplification and strong
monitoring;

3) the excessive use of standards as a means to set a process of questioning and
improvement in motion.

Control cycles are allocated at various levels of the organisation. When activities
cannot be executed at one level, because of, for example, interdependencies, they
raise to the next executive level, where these interdependencies are part of the re-
sponsibility and accountability. The final control cycle then spans the whole of the
organisation and, consequently, leaves only the execution of activities ('tasks') that
span the entire organisation, for example, a full reorganisation decision as taken
by Van Nelle's top management.

Furthermore, one of the essential points is that control cycles need to be closed
within the boundaries of one (sub)system. In other words, distributing informa-
tion to a control cycle where it remains unclear as to what the relationship is be-
tween evaluation and action, blocks learning. For example, supplying task group
leaders with order throughput information does not make sense, unless it is speci-
fied to the job shop in their accountability area. This involves redesign: Closing
the control cycles (re)establishes the cause-and-effect relationship with the process.

As a result, control cycle (re)design necessitates reflection on what norms, evalua-
tions, judgements and actions are relevant and are to be applied. This question is
posed at every level a control cycle is allocated: At shop floor level, where ma-
chine efficiency is the norm, and machine downtime is classified into a number of
categories to judge what action is appropriate (Van Nelle); and at organisation
level, where quality conformance, throughput time and profitability are of equal
importance, and WIP and actual costs are reported per work centre per order (St.
Antonius). The information provided by the management accounting system in
these cases represents the full cause-and-effect relationships of processes, and al-
lows solving problems (single-loop learning) as well as improving existing situa-
tions (double-loop learning).
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In the three STSD-based accounting systems, performance monitoring is made
part of the overall change process: Organisation members are asked to design their
own performance measurement system, maintaining a highly participative focus.
Moreover, the resulting performance systems require considerable interaction be-
tween task groups because they are related to each other in the flow. Interaction
can be characterised as providing the distribution and sharing of information nec-
essary for learning to occur.

The cross-functional cooperation, which is sought in order to keep the various au-
tonomous task groups together, is explicitly addressed by the MAS design, for ex-
ample, in the period reports of Van Nelle and St. Antonius, and the meetings &
agendas as set up by Zilverstad. St. Antonius even integrated structural coopera-
tion arrangements (the CTA department and the liaison roles of the Quality and
Production Engineers) with its MAS design, by monitoring quality and through-
put performance as the results of these cross-functional interdependencies.

Self-appraisal does not stop at having the organisation members participate in the
performance and accountability design. The resulting performance measurement
system is owned by the designers, i.e., the task groups. Because task groups are also
the control loci - responsibility, accountability and controllability are aligned at one
organisational level - local autonomy and ownership coincide: Performance mon-
itoring therefore is deprived of its top-down connotation and rebuilt to what can
be literally called self-appraisal. Therefore, the learning process rests upon interac-
tion and participation in the design. Accordingly, the resultant design is owned by
the designers and made up of relatively simple accounting elements such as bud-
gets and variances.

The final learning feature is the excessive use of standards, which can be observed
in all three cases. Standards are norms for activities as well as reflections of the
(cognitive map of the) cause-and-effect relationships in that activity. If activities
change or are discussed regularly (i.e., task groups redesigning their work and dis-
cussing their performance), the underlying cause-and-effect relationships are regu-
larly questioned. Consequently, norms are subject to continuous change. The au-
tonomy task groups have in setting their own norms, then make it possible to ob-
tain new insights into cause-and-effect relationships and to translate them directly
into improved standards. In other words, a learning cycle effect arises because the
provided accounting information leads continuously to looking for solutions and
improvements. In turn, these show up again in the provided accounting informa-
tion and serve a subsequent cycle.

In accounting terms, the use of conventional standard budgeting/costing tech-
niques is of considerable relevance. However, the use and the accentuation of the
technique are quite different from textbook treatments. Standards are not diluted
versions of a top-down performance target, but bottom-up specifications of strate-
gic goals. Standards do not serve so much a restrictive control purpose but, in-
stead, a feedback and improvement purpose. Added to this, is the accent on the
standard part instead of the cost part in standard costing: Nonfinancially expressed
standards are deemed as important as financially expressed standards.
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Help for Practice

The above conclusions and discussions can be related to help for practice on two
main topics:

- How to obtain cost insights that are relevant to the organisation;
- How to control and at the same time improve decentralised organisations.

From the case studies, we can observe that the shop floor defines what is relevant
cost information: information that can be used to control processes. It resulted in
simple systems of accounting and control. At organisation level, these simple sys-
tems where encountered with an equally simple control system, that of au-
tonomous task groups that self appraise their control design. The key to these
simple systems is to change the organisation design. Simplify the organisation de-
sign from bottom to top, starting from the production process upward. The in-
struments used to do this were discussed in Chapter 3 (design toolkit, change
management approach, etc). It will result in a totally different organisation, as can
be seen in the case studies.

However, it is not an easy managerial fix. What is crucial is the commitment to
the primary resource of the organisation - people. Human resources need to be
taken serious as the primary element of the organisation. People will direct them-
selves, as long as they are provided with the trust, goals, structures and instru-
ments that will enable them to do so. Human resources are the main input for
providing the requisite variety that a dynamic environment demands from an or-
ganisation. Trying to control this variety demands a management control system
that indeed is critically specified at a minimum - critically here meaning what fol-
lows from the human resources vision employed.

The case studies indicate that we can control systems better, by controlling people
less. Task groups are fully able to take responsibility and self-control their work.
Their cumulative efforts at production system level make that little direct inter-
ference is needed. The criterion for leaving systems alone is whether they keep
within their system boundaries, set by higher management in terms of organisa-
tion design and general performance targets. However, an important condition is
that task groups are provided with the management accounting instruments to
control themselves p/us that they are provided with the information that tells
them they indeed keep their system within the control and performance bound-
aries. Without such instruments and information, self-control is an empty word.

Of course, interdependence still exists, requiring interaction and hierarchic coor-
dination. Equally, the need for vertical information system will not disappear, but
their content will relate much more to controlling the coherence of local processes
than to ensuring execution of set directives. Maintaining coherence will then be a
mere matter of strategic choice and external conditions, as long as the organisation
is carefully designed in terms of its internal system boundaries, including having
the required management accounting instruments and information, what is re-
quired then being determined bottom up.
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Improvement relates to the possibilities for organisational learning as provided by
task groups and decentralised organisation design. Self-control within system
boundaries, whether they be task groups or business units, promotes questioning
existing norms and procedures thus engaging in improvement management,
somewhat similar to the Japanese approach of 'Kaizen'. The job of higher man-
agement is to assure that proposed improvements can be handled within the
boundaries of each system.

Limitations of the Study

Research findings are constrained by several data-oriented factors. First of all, cases
were selected as to best STSD practice, they are heterogeneous to core concept and
to a successful event history (McPhee, 1990). Insights thus have a replicative na-
ture, extending a grounded analysis base with subsequent factors from follow-up
cases. In the design of this study, we consciously looked for the condition of con-
sonant change between the organisation design and the management accounting
systems design. Alternatively, a dissonant match was neglected, i.e., a research de-
sign in which only one design changed, or no design changed at all (see Figure 8.5).

Management Accounting Design

changed unchanged

changed

Organisation
design

unchanged

This
study

Figure 8.5 Researching the alternatives: dissonances organisation design and management
accounting design

It is plausible that equally interesting evidence would have resulted. Conse-
quently, research emphasis then would have shifted, for example, to the question
why (STSD) organisational redesign change failed to take the management
accounting design along. This type of 'dissonant match' research design can be
found in the work of Den Hertog (1978) on task groups and vertical information
systems, where a comparison was made between a simultaneous change and a
nonsimultaneous change of the two design options.

Second, case descriptions were performed by 'robbing the window' at one limited
period of time. In other words, evidence was gathered by taking a snapshot of
events based on documents and extensive interviews with representative man-
agers available at that time period. An action research type of data gathering, over
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a longer period of time, would probably have resulted in a closer look at the be-
havioural elements of the systems researched (attitudes, perceptions, changes in
value and beliefs systems). For a first exploration, however, it was considered suf-
ficient to rob the window because it was the first time this window was looked at.

The grounded theory coding procedures used for data reduction and analysis were
directly applied from the textbook, i.e., without reference to other studies making
use of these procedures. This may have resulted in procedural flaws that could
have been avoided. However, the limited number of studies analysed by means of
grounded theory available in management accounting were either conducted in
highly dissimilar research areas or were designed to perform in one discipline
only. A similar research study simultaneously addressing two disciplines
(organisation theory and accountancy) as well as lacking any conceptual or empiri-
cal guidance was not available.

Furthermore, some of the dimensional profiles in grounded coding lack speci-
ficity. They run on a continuum of high versus low, which is an arbitrary scale.
Given the presumption that properties resulting from the coding procedures can
function as independent variables for statistical testing, operationalisation in
terms of statistical modelling is limited. The few research studies attempting such
modelling either focus on a limited number of variables or many variables in one
single research site (Schuring, 1991). However, what is replicated in this study is
not so much a number of factors or variables but a pattern of reasoning and action,
i.e., an analytical replication in which contextual conditions are implicit in the
analysis.

Suggestions for Further Research

Directions for future research can be considered opposites of the above-discussed
limitations and therefore move in two directions: Improve the methodological
aspects, and improve the results of the study.

Methodological aspects relate to site selection, and data gathering and analysis.
Regarding site selection, it would involve STSD cases where the management ac-
counting design was «of taken along, in order to compare two contrasting clusters
of evidence and replicate the study in a more ethnographic research design.
Equally, the coding procedures could be improved and made more suitable to fur-
ther studies involving management accounting systems. Essentially, these type of
studies are basically unfamiliar to the management accounting discipline.
Studying processes and establishing reasoning and action patterns that can be help-
ful to practice as well as to subsequent theory building, opens up many interdisci-
plinary research venues. At present, process studies in the accounting field are
mainly located in auditing and auditing decision-making research (Hayes, 1989;
Vaassen, 1992). Perhaps, the use of protocols in this area is a methodological ex-
ample of how to model action & reasoning patterns and how they perform in cer-
tain contexts (i.e., judgement and belief environments). Other fields - where pro-
cess studies have been familiar for some time and led to a body of process research
methodologies - are the fields of strategic decision making, innovation manage-
ment and organisational change (Van de Ven, 1992; Van de Ven and Poole, 1990;
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Burgelman, 1983; Glide, Huber, Miller, Doty and Sutcliffe 1990; Barr, Stimpert and
Huff, 1992). All make extensive use of case study research designs and have
introduced several methodological approaches that can be useful to process
research in management accounting. Particularly, the introduction of quantitative
research methods to subportions of a case study seems worthwhile to consider for
accounting research designs because of the many linkages between calculative
practices and managerial discretion (McClintock, Brannon and Moody, 1979).

Finally, the research findings can be further developed and implemented in prac-
tice. Similarly, as in strategic/innovation management and in organisational de-
velopment research, the results of the study should lead to improved policy deci-
sions. Results stated in terms of reasoning and action patterns are then preferred
to listings of correlated variables since they provide a map rather than cues. The
move towards practice further implies additional verification and adaptation to
various other real-life contexts. Consultants and researchers in this type of design-
oriented research perform equal roles: Applied sciences have to be applied to ad-
vance science.
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Nederlandse samenvatting- Summary in Dutch

Dit proefschrift behandelt de samenhang tussen (veranderingen in) het organi-
satie-ontwerp en (de daarmee gepaard gaande veranderingen in) het management
accounting-systeem. De achterliggende gedachtengang is dat het functionele orga-
nisatiemodel waarop de management accounting is gebaseerd, niet tegemoet komt
aan de markteisen van flexibiliteit, kwaliteit, tijdigheid en innovativiteit. Als al-
ternatief voor dit functionele model wordt het stroomsgerichte organisatiemodel
van De Sitter gehanteerd, het zogeheten Moderne Sociotechniek, dat een sterke
nadruk legt op de order-/werkstroom die de diverse organisatiefuncties verbindt.
Vervolgens is bekeken hoe dit andere organisatiemodel van invloed is op het
management accounting-systeemontwerp c.q. welke wijzigingen zich voordeden
in het eerdere, functioneel georiënteerde management accounting-systeemont-
werp. Geconcludeerd werd: (1) dat een groot aantal van de problemen die voor-
heen door de management accounting-functie werden beantwoordt, nu beant-
woord worden door het verbeterde organisatieontwerp waarbij het management
accounting-systeemontwerp sterk complementair functioneert; van groot belang
bleek hier vooral de volgorde van de diverse ontwerpstappen; (2) dat de elemen-
ten waaruit een stroomsgericht management accounting-systeemontwerp bestaat
(het 'alternatieve' ontwerp), worden gekenmerkt door hun relatieve eenvoud en
conventionele tekstboekkarakter; zowel gebruik en rol van deze elementen zijn
duidelijk gebaseerd op de beheersings- en verantwoordelijkheidsstructuur die
ingebracht is door het organisatieontwerp; (3) dat een stroomsgericht management
accounting-systeemontwerp het ontstaan van een lerende organisatie aanmoedigt,
waarbij dit leren slaat op continue verbetering van produktieactiviteiten en
procesbeheersing met behulp van decentralisatie van beheersing en verantwoor-
delijkheden, participatie en normering van activiteiten.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de probleemstelling gedefinieerd en gepositioneerd: achter-
grond van de probleemstelling en de plaats van de probleemstelling binnen het
bestaande veld van organisatieonderzoek in management accounting. Er wordt
aandacht besteed aan de opkomst van additionele concurrentiefactoren zoals flexi-
biliteit, kwaliteit en tijdigheid en de claim dat deze nieuwe concurrentiefactoren
een verlies aan relevantie van bestaande management accounting-concepten en
-methoden inhoudt. Vervolgens wordt aangegeven wat de theoretische karakter-
istieken van een competitief meer relevant management accounting zouden
moeten zijn, hierbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van de laatste, van toepassing zijnde
theoretische en empirische inzichten. Besloten wordt met de opmerking dat een
mogelijke verbetering van de bestaande management accounting-systemen, een
andersoortig onderzoek vereist - praktijkgericht en gebaseerd op veldonderzoek.

Hoofdstuk 2 neemt de draad op bij het andersoortig onderzoek dat vereist is en
werkt dit uit in termen van het gehanteerde onderzoeksontwerp en de gehan-
teerde methodologie. Het onderzoeksontwerp is gebaseerd op een combinatie van
gevalsstudies en 'grounded theory'-analyseprocedures. Dit omwille van de feiten
dat het onderzoek gebaseerd is op veldonderzoek en -observatie en op het grens-
vlak ligt van organisatietheorie en management accounting terwijl er geen sprake
is van een uitgebreide theoretische en empirische basis voor onderzoek met dit
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soort kenmerken. Drie gevalsstudies worden beschreven van drie Nederlandse
bedrijven (Van Nelle Tabak/Rotterdam, Zilverstad zilversmeden en St. Antonius
metaalconstructies) die alle hun bedrijfsstructuur en -voering radicaal hebben
veranderd in een stroomsgewijs ontwerp. De grounded theory-analyseprocedures,
ontwikkeld vanuit sociologisch veldonderzoek en sterk gestructureerd in hun
analyseproces, zijn vervolgens toegepast, daarbij een aantal gebruikelijke
bezwaren met betrekking tot gevalsstudies omzeilend. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de
werking van deze procedures expliciet en uitvoerig aangetoond aan de hand van
de analyse van de Van Nelle Tabak/ Rotterdam case.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden beknopt de basisgedachtengang alsmede de concepten en
methoden van stroomsgewijze produktie volgens de Moderne Sociotechniek be-
sproken. Dit hoofdstuk is volledig gebaseerd op het werk van De Sitter. Centraal
in de Modern Sociotechniek staat de analyse van relaties tussen interne subsyste-
men waarbij een onderscheid wordt gemaakt naar produktie-, besturings- en be-
heersingsstructuur. Voorts staat de order-/werksstroom binnen de organisatie
voorop in de integratie van de diverse bedrijfsfuncties, hetgeen leidt tot een sterk
decentraal en multifunctioneel ingerichte organisatie. De benadering als zodanig
is een Nederlandse voortzetting van eerdere, en beperktere, sociotechnische ex-
perimenten elders in Europa, en vereist een integrale verandering van zowel alle
organisatieprocessen als de bijbehorende organisatiestructuur.

De hoofdstukken 4 tot en met 6 bevatten de drie genoemde gevalsstudies. Deze
studies zijn verricht in de volgorde waarin ze opgenomen zijn. Tevens is elke
gevalsstudie in chronologische volgorde van gebeurtenissen beschreven. De
gevalsstudie van Van Nelle Tabak/Rotterdam omvat het herontwerp van de or-
ganisatie in de periode kort na de verzelfstandiging door een management 'buy-
out' en vóór de overname door Sare Lee/Douwe Egberts. Het betreft hier vooral
een organisatieverandering geïnitieerd door de wil als zelfstandig bedrijf te over-
leven ('wederopstanding' van de organisatie). De gevalsstudie van Zilverstad be-
treft een klein tot middelgroot familiebedrijf dat in een sterk competitieve markt
het eigen organisatievermogen als concurrentiefactor ontwikkelt ('oprichting'
van de organisatie). St. Antonius ten slotte is eveneens een middelgroot familie-
bedrijf dat op een Europese markt tegemoet moet komen aan hoge eisen met be-
trekking tot kwaliteit en levertijd, waartoe de bestaande procesbeheersing en
bedrijfsvoering sterk geprofessionaliseerd dient te worden ('professionalisering'
van de organisatie).

Hoofdstuk 7 bevat de uitgebreide analyse van deze drie gevalsstudies. De gehan-
teerde grounded theory-analyseprocedures leggen daarbij een dwingende en gron-
dige analysevolgorde op; de beschikbare gegevens worden binnen een netwerk
van gerelateerde gebeurtenissen gebracht (een 'axiaal patroon') door middel van
een iteratief proces van classificatie, rangschikking en betekenisgeving. De groun-
ded theory-analyse per geval worden vervolgens vergeleken waarna er een aantal
omvattende conclusies getrokken worden. De grounded theory-analysemethode
als zodanig is nooit eerder binnen accounting-veldonderzoek toegepast.

Het slothoofdstuk 8 bevat de conclusies en hun bespreking, hulp voor de praktijk,
de beperkingen van de studie en de suggesties voor vervolgonderzoek. Een drietal
conclusies worden getrokken: Ten eerste, de concepten en algemene gedachten-
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Summary in Dufc/i

gang van Moderne Sociotechniek zijn overdraagbaar naar management account-
ing-systeemontwerp. Zij resulteren in een complementaire aansluiting waarbij
het resulterende management accounting-systeemontwerp, vanwege de gehan-
teerde volgorde van veranderingsstappen, een sterk vereenvoudigde on-
dersteunende functie heeft - iedereen beheerst en beoefent management account-
ing.
Ten tweede, de karakteristieken van een sociotechnisch management accounting-
systeemontwerp, waar dus een ander organisatiemodel dan het functionalistische
aan ten grondslag ligt, luiden: (1) accounting-methodieken en -technieken zijn
van een conventionele tekstboekaard; (2) het ontwerp is gericht op de gedrags-
aspecten van accounting informatie, d.w.z. signaleren van verbeteringsmogelijk-
heden in de procesbeheersing binnen en tussen taakgroepen; (3) het voorziet
voornamelijk in gedesaggregeerde informatie op lokaal taakgroepniveau, d.w.z.
het informatiesysteem is sterk 'bottom-up' ontworpen; (4) het ontwerp maakt in-
tensief gebruik van niet-financiële informatie die enerzijds relateert aan het sterk
lokale karakter van het ontwerp (zie 3. hierboven) en anderzijds aan het belang
van concurrentiefactoren die niet-financieel van aard zijn, zoals kwaliteit, lever-
tijd en flexibiliteit; (5) het management accounting-systeemontwerp is een inte-
graal deel van het organisatieontwerp, met andere woorden het organisatieont-
werp is géén gegeven ontwerpconditie, maar een actief bestanddeel van het mana-
gement accounting-systeemontwerp; en (6) het organisatieontwerp leidt tot een
transparente organisatie waarbinnen kostengedragingen eenvoudig en snel zijn
na te speuren, d.w.z. 'traceability' staat voorop.
Ten derde, de hantering van Moderne Sociotechnische concepten als het onder-
liggende organisatiemodel stimuleert het ontstaan van een lerende organisatie.
Het management accounting-systeemontwerp speelt hierin een duidelijke rol
door middel van de karakteristieken van 'minimale kritische specificatie' (pres-
tatiemaatstaven zijn richtinggevend geformuleerd) en 'leren te leren' (de norm
van een beheersingsregelkring wordt continu ter discussie gesteld door de taak-
groepen). Het is vooral het regelkringconcept dat het management accounting-
aandeel in de lerende organisatie betreft: Regelkringen worden 'bottom-up', zon-
der uitzondering, op elk organisatieniveau gealloceerd; op lokaal niveau wordt de
regelkring gehanteerd om procesbeheersing te vereenvoudigen en onderlinge
samenwerking in normbepaling en procesbewaking aan te moedigen; en de nor-
men in regelkringen worden vooral gehanteerd als verbeteringsinstrument.
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Accountability and Responsibility

extension of competition with elements such as quality,
timeliness, flexibility and innovativeness, together with
the effects of the business cycle, resulted in structural
changes inside the organisational model underlying
management accounting. Management accounting has
to re-establish the links between organisational
management and the design of the internal accounting
system.

This study looks at the role that the design of the
organisation plays in the redesigning of the
management accounting system. It describes how three
firms completely reorganised their organisation. The
new design is highly decentralised and flow-oriented,
placing responsibilities as low in the organisation as
possible.
Concurrently, the management accounting system was
redesigned, and local responsibilities were matched
with the new accountabilities that arose.
It was found that the resulting management accounting
system was one of a conventional, textbook nature.
However, accounting instruments were distinctively
applied, turning their focus towards the behavioural
implications and actively encouraging organisational
learning and continuous improvement efforts.
The case study descriptions were analysed by use of
grounded theory procedures, a methodology that has
never before been applied to managerial accounting
research.
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